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ferent lands on which the several kinds of grain were sowed ; and
sometimes for the different corn : as hybernagium was applied
to wheat and rye, which we still call winter corn; and tremagium
to barley, oats, &c. which we term summer corn : these words are
likewise written ibernagium and thornagium. FletaAib. 2. cap. 73,
� 18.

HYDAGE, See Hidage.
HYDE OF LAND, AND HYDEGILD. See Hide and Hidage.
HYPOTHECA, In the civil law, was where the possession of

the thing pledged remained with the debtor. Inst. I. 4. c. 6. s. 7.
See Mast. 2 Comm. 159. See tit. Bailment. In the Scotch law it
is synonymous with Lien; see that title.
To hypothecate, a ship, Irom the Lat. hypotheca, a pledge, is

to pawn the same for necessaries ; and a master may hypothecate
either ship or goods for relief when in distress at sea ; for he re

presents the traders as well as owners ; and in whose hands so

ever a ship or goods hypothecated come, they are liable. 1 Salk.
34. 2 Lill. Abr. 195. See tit. Insurance IV. Factor, Merchant,
Ship, Mortgage, isfc.
HYTH, A port or little haven to lade or unlade wares at, as

Queen-hyth, Lamb-hyth, ifc. New Book of Entries, fol. 3. De tota

medietate hy thee sua in, isfc. cum libera introitu et exitu,isfc. Man.
Angl. 2par. fol. 1 42. Also a wharf, &c.

1

J ACK, A kind of defensive coat-armour formerly worn by horse
men in war, not made of solid iron, but of many plates fastened
together ; which some persons by tenure were bound to find upon
any invasion. Walsingham. It was called lorica, because at first
It was made with leather. Cowell.
JACTITATION oi MARRIAGE, Is one of the first and prin

cipal matrimonial causes in the ecclesiastical courts ; as, when
one of the parties boasts or gives out that he or she is married to
the other, whereby a common reputation of their marriage may-
ensue. On this ground the party injured may libel the other ; and,
unless the defendant undertakes and makes out a proof of the actual
marriage, he or she is enjoined perpetual silence upon that head;
which is the only remedy those courts can give for this injury.
3 Comm. 93.

JACT1VUS, Lat.] He that loseth by default. Formul. Solen.
159.
JAIL, See Gaol.
JAMAICA, An American island taken from the Spaniards, lit

the year 1655. See this Diet. tit. Navigation Acts.
JAMBEAUX, Leg armour; from jambe, tibia. Blount.
JAMPNUM, Furze or gorse, and gorsy ground; a word used

in fines of iands, &c. when law proceedings were in Latin, and
which seems to be taken from the Fr. jaune, i, e. yellow ; be-
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cause the blossoms of furze or gorse are of that colour. Cro. Car
179.

JANNUM, or JAUN, Heath, whins, or furze. Placita, 23 Hen.
III. No man can cut down furze, or whins in the forest without
license. Manwood, cafi. 25. num. 3.

JACQUES, Small money. Staundf. P. C. c. 30.
JAR, Span. Jarro, i. e. an earthen pot.] An earthen pot or vessel

of oil, containing twenty gallons.
JARROCK, A kind of cork, or other ingredient, prohibited to

be used in dying cloth. Stat. 1 Rich. III. c. 8.
JAUN ,Fr. jaune, i. e. yellow colour.] Furze or gorse in Law-

Latin called jamfinum, and anciently jaunum. PL Assis. 22 Hen. III.
Cowell.
IBERNAGIUM, hibernagiurn, ybernagium.] Season for sowing

winter corn. Cart. Antiq. MSS.
ICENI, The ancient name for the people of Suffolk, Norfolk,

Cambridgeshire, and Huntingdonshire. Law Lat. Diet.
1CHDIEN, From the German^ The motto belonging to the

arms of the Prince of Wales, signifying / serve : It was formerly
the motto of John, king of Bohemia, slain in the battle of Cressy
by Edward the Black Prince; and taken up by him to show his
subjection to his father King Edward- III.
ICONA, iconia.'] A figure or representation of a thing. Mat.

Paris. 146. Hoveden, 670.
ICTUS ORBUS, A maim, bruise, or swelling ; any hurt without

cutting the skin and shedding of blood, which was called filaga:
it is mentioned in Practon, lib. 2. tract. 2. cafi. 5. 8c 24. and in the
laws of Henry I. c. 34.
1DENTITATE NOMINIS, An ancient, and now obsolete,

writ that lay for one taken and arrested in any personal action, and
committed to prison for another man of the same name; which
writ was in nature of a commission to inquire, whether he were

the same person against whom the action was brought; and if not,
then to discharge him. Reg. Orig. 194. Pitz. N. B. 267.

By stat. 37 Edw. III. c. 2. this writ is given for wrongfully seiz

ing lands or goods of a person outlawed, for want of a good de
claration of his surname ; and officers shall take security, to an- �

swer the value of what is seized, if the party cannot discharge it,
on pain of double damages. And this writ shall be maintainable

by executors, Sec. by stat. 9 Hen. VI. c. 4. Vide 3 Com. Big.
14 Vin. Abr. tit. Ldentitate Nominis.
Where one person is by mistake arrested for another, the per

son so arrested may maintain an action for false imprisonment,
ngainst the officer to recover damages, though he sue this writ, for
immediate relief from the imprisonment. See tit. Arrest. False

Imprisonment.
IDENTITY of PERSON. Where a person convicted of, or

outlawed for a criminal offence, being asked what he hath to allege
wdry execution should not be awarded against him, pleads diversi

ty of person, a jury shall be empannelled to try this collateral issue,
viz. the identity of the person. See 4 Comm. 396. and this Diet.

tit. Execution and Reprieve.
IDEOTS. See Ldiots.

IDES, idus.] With the ancient Romans were eight days in
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every month, so called; being the eight days immediately after the
Nones. In the months of March, May, July, and October, these
eight days begin at the eighth day of the month, and continue to the
fifteenth day : in other months they begin at the sixth day, and last
to the thirteenth. But it is observable, that only the last day is
called Ides, the first of these days is the eighth Ides, the second

day the seventh, the third the sixth, i. e. the eighth, seventh, or
sixth day before the Ides, and so it is of the rest of the days : where
fore when we speak of the Ides of any month in general, it is to

be taken for the fifteenth or thirteenth of the month mentioned.
See tit. Calends.

IDIOTS and LUNATICS.

The law relating to persons labouring under the infirmities of
idiocy and lunacy, being in many respects the same, and in all cases

depending on similar reasoning, is here reduced to one head ;
under which we may consider ;

I. The Distinction between Idiots and Lunatics; and the Effects
of that Distinction.

II. How they are to be found such.
III. Of the Care of Lunatics; of appointing Committees or Cu

rators; and of their Power and Duty.
IV. The Pffect of Idiocy or Lunacy, on the civil Acts of persons

under those Infirmities.
V. Of their Effect in Criminal Cases.

I. An Idiot, [derived originally from the Greek idiotes, a pri
vate individualJ or natural fool, is one that hath had no under

standing from his nativity, and therefore is by law presumed
never likely to attain any. For which reason the custody of him
and his lands was formerly vested in the lord of ^the fee. Pleta,
lib. \. c. 11. � 10. And therefore still, by special custom in some

manors, the lord shall have the ordering of idiot and lunatic copy
holders. Dyer, 302., Hutt. 17. Noy, 27. But by reason of the;
manifold abuses of this power by subjects, it was at last provided
by common consent, that it should be given to the king as the

general conservator of his people ; in order to prevent the idiot
from wasting his estate, and reducing himself and his heirs to po
verty and distress. Pitz. Ar. B. 232. This fiscal prerogative of the
king is declared in parliament by stat. 17 Edw. II. c. 9. which
directs in affirmance of the common law, that the king shall have
ward of the lands of natural fools, taking the profits without waste
or destruction, and shall find them necessaries ; and after the
death of such idiots, he shall render the estate to the heirs; in
order to prevent such idiots from aliening their lands, and their
heirs from being disinherited. 4 Refi. 126.

Lord Coke, in 4 Co. Beverley's case, says, that this prerogative
was by the common law, and that the statute de prerogativd regis,
17 Edw. II. c. 9. above mentioned, is only declarative thereof. %

Inst. 14. 4 Co. 126.

A man is not an idiot if he hath any glimmering of rea*on, so

Vol. III. 3 A
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that he can tell his parents, his age, or the like common matters.
Fitz. JV. B. 233. But a man who is born deaf, dumb, and blind, is
looked upon by the law as in the same state with an idiot ; he being
supposed incapable of any understanding, as wanting all those
senses which furnish the human mind with ideas. Co. Litt. 42.
Pleta, lib. 6. c. 40.

A lunatic, or non compos mentis, is one that hath had under
standing, but by disease, grief, or other accident, hath lost the use
of his reason. A lunatic is, indeed, properly, one that hath lucid
intervals, sometimes enjoying his senses, and sometimes not ; and
that frequently depending upon the change of the moon. But under
the general name of non compos mentis, and which is the most
legal term, are comprised not only lunatics, but persons under
phrensies, or who lose their intellects by disease ; those that
grow deaf, dumb, and blind, not being born so, or such in short as
are judged by the court of chancery incapable of conducting their
affairs. See post, II. To these also, as well as lunatics, the king
is guardian, but to a very different purpose. For the law always
imagines, that these accidental misfortunes may be removed; and
therefore only constitutes the crown a trustee for the unfortunate
persons, to protect their property, and to account to them for ail
profits received if they recover, or after their decease to their re
presentatives. And therefore it is declared by stat. 17 Edits. II. c.

10. that the king shall provide for the custody and sustentation of
lunatics, and preserve their lands and the profits of them for their
own use when they come to their right mind: and the king shall
take nothing to his own use ; and if the parties die in that state, the
residue shall be distributed for their souls by the advice of the
ordinary ; and of course, by th<i subsequent amendments of the
law of administration, shall now go to their executors or adminis
trators. 1 Comm. 304.
The distinction, established by this statute, between the king's

interest in the lands of an idiot and those of a lunatic, is laid down
and admitted in all the books which speak of this matter; and on

this foundation it hath been resolved, that the king may grant the

custody of an idiot and his lands to a person, his heirs and execu-

rtors, and that he had the same interest in such a one as he had in
his ward by the common law. Bro. Idiot, 4, 5. Dyer, 25. Moor, 4.
id. 12. 1 Andr. 23. 4 Co. 127. Co. Lilt. 247.
The more general description of a person, who, from his want of

reason and understanding, comes within the protection of the law,
is that of non compos mentis. Co. Lilt. 24S. 4 Co. 124. Skin.
177. ,

There are, says Coke, four kinds of men who may be said to be
non compos: J. An idiot who is non compos from his nativity; 2.

One made such by sickness ; 3. Lunatic, qui aliquando gaudet luci-
dis intenallis; who is non compos only for the time that he wants

understanding; 4. One that is drunk; which last is so far from

coming within the protection of the law, that his drunkenness is an

aggravation of whatever he does amiss. Co. Lilt. 247. 4 Co.

124. See 1 Hale's H. P. C. 30�37. 3 P. Wms. 130. and this
Diet. tit. Drunkenness.

1 . An idiot is a fool or madman from his nativity, and one who
never has any lucid intervals ; therefore the king has the protection
of him and his estate, during his life, without rendering any ac-
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count ; because it cannot be presumed that he will be ever capable
of taking care of himself or his affairs : and such a one is descri
bed a person that cannot number twenty, tell the days of the week,
does not know his father or mother, his own age, &c. But these
are mentioned as instances only ; for idiot, or not, being a question
of fact, must be tried by jury, or inspection. Dyer, 25. Moor, 4.
fill 11. Bro. Idiots. Fitz. JV". B. 233.
But though an idiot must be so a nativitate, yet, if by inquisi

tion it be found, that A. is an idiot not having any lucid intervals
fier sfiatium octo armorum, this is a sufficient finding; for the inquisi
tion having found the party an idiot, the adding sfiatium octo an-

norum is surplusage, and shall be rejected. 3 Mod. 43, 44. 2
Show. 171. Skin. 5. 177. S. C. Prodgers and Lady Frazier.
2. One made such by sickness, which Lord Hale calls dementia

etccidentalis vel adventitia, and which he again distinguishes into
a total and a partial insanity, from its being more or less violent, is
such a madness as excuseth in criminal cases ; and though
the party also in every thing else be entitled to the same pro
tection with an idiot ; and though his disorder seems permanent
and fixed, yet as he had once reason and understanding, and as the
law sees no impossibility but what he may be restored to them
again, it makes the king only a trustee for the benefit of such a

one, without giving him any profit or interest in his estate. 1

Hale's H. P. C. 30.
3. A lunadc ; this is also dementia accidentalis vel adventitia,

and though such a one hath intervals of reason, yet during his

phrensy he is entitled to the same indulgence as to his acts, and
stands in the same degree with one whose disorder is fixed and
permanent. 4 Co. 125. Co. Litt. 247. 1 Hale's H. P. C. 31.

4. One made mad by drunkenness, which is called dementia ef-
fectata ; and though, as has been said, such a person be not enti
tled to the protection of the law, yet if a person by the unskilfuf-
ness of his physician, or by the contrivance of his enemies, eat or
drink such a thing as causeth phrensy, this puts him in the same

condition with any other phrensy, and equally excuseth him ; also
if by one or more such practices an habitual or fixed phrensy be
caused, though this madness was contracted by the vice and will of
the party, yet this habitual and fixed phrensy thereby caused, puts
the man in the same condition as if the same was contracted in

voluntarily at first. Plowd. 19. a. Co. Litt. 247. 1 Hale's H. P.
C. 23.
But though this subject of madness may be branched into seve

ral kinds and degrees, yet it appears that the*prevailing distinction
in law is between idiocy and lunacy ; the first a fatuity d nativi
tate, vel dementia naturalis ; the other accidental or adventitious
madness, which, whether permanent and fixed, or with lucid inter
vals, goes under the general name of lunacy. 4 Co. 125. a.

But a commission of lunacy is not confined to strict insanity,
but is applied to cases of imbecility of mind, to the extent of in

capacity, from any cause; as disease, age, or habitual intoxication.
Ridgeway v. Darvin, 8 Vez. Ch. Refi. 65.

II. Every person of the age of discretion is in law presumed
to be of sound mind and memory, unless the contrary appear ;
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and this rule holds as well in civil as criminal cases. 1 Hale's Hist
P. C. 33.

By the old common law there is a writ de idiotd inquirendo, to
inquire whether a man be an idiot or not; which must be tried by
a jury of twelve men ; and if they find him merus idiota, the profits
bf his lands, and the custody of his person may be granted by the
king to some subject who has interest enough to obtain them. Fitz.
JV. B. 232. This branch of the royal revenue hath been long con-
sidcred as a hardship upon private families ; and so long ago
as 8 Jac. I. it was under the consideration of parliament, to vest
this custody in the relations of the party, and to settle an equiva
lent on the crown in lieu of it ; it being then proposed to share
the same fate with the feodal tenures which have been since abo
lished. 4, Inst. 203. Cam. Joitrn. 6101 Yet few instances can be
given of the oppressive exertion of it, since it seldom happens
that a jury finds a man an idiot, a nativitate, but only non comfios
mentis from some particular time ; which has an operation very dif
ferent in point of law. 1 Comm. 304.
The method of proving a person non compos is very similar to

that of proving him an idiot. The lord chancellor, to whom, by
special authority from the king, the custody of idiots and lunatics
is entrusted, upon petition or information grants a commission in
nature of the writ de idiota inquirendo, to inquire into the party's
state of mind ; and if he be found non compos, the chancellor
usually commits the care of his person, with a suitable allowance
for his maintenance, to some friend, who is then called his com

mittee. See post, III.
The chancellor inclined to quash the inquisition ; the commis

sion not having been executed near the place of abode ; and an

order, that the lunatic should have due notice, having been diso

beyed. Ex parte Hall, 7 Fes. Ch. Pep. 261.

The stat. 2 Edw. VI. c. 8. � 6. also provides, that " if any be or
shall be untruely found lunatic, &c. that every person or persons
grieved or to be grieved by any such office or inquisition, shall
and may have his or their traverse to the same immediately, or

after, at his or their pleasure, and proceed to trial therein, and
have like remedy and advantage as in other cases of traverse up
on untrue inquisitions or offices founden." It has been doubted,
however, whether the party aggrieved by the inquisition must not

apply to chancery, notwithstanding this provision of the statute.

I,> y. 26, 27. Certain it is, that he must apply in order to suspend
the grant of the custody of the person, which regularly is imme
diate upon the return of the inquest ; though according to stat.

18 Hen. VI. c. 6. the custody of the land ought not to be granted
till a month after ; in order that the parties affected by it may have

time to traverse it. Ex parte Roberts, 3 Atk. 5. For the doctrine
of traversing an inquisition, see the cases referred to in ex parte
Roberts, 3 Atk. 7. 311. The stat. 2 Edw. VI. gives the right of
traverse to all persons aggrieved by the inquisition ; yet the heir

may not traverse it, but is bound upon the traverse by the lunatic,
or his alienee, who may traverse it. Ex parte Roberts, 3 Atk. 308.
1 Ch. Ca. 113.

If by inquisition a person be found a lunatic, and the custody
granted to /. S, and the party thus found bring a scire facias to .set
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aside the inquisition, the committee of the lunatic cannot plead
nor join issue in such scire facias ; for he can have no interest in
the estate of the lunatic, being only in the nature of a bailiff to
the king, and therefore his duty is to inform the king's attorney-
general of the nature of the affair, who is the proper person to
contest the matter in behalf of the king. 2 Sid. 124.
The rules of judging upon the point of insanity being the same

at law and in equity, the court of chancery cannot assume any
kind of discretion upon the subject ; and therefore the return of
an inquest, stating that W. B. was at the time of taking the inqui
sition, from the weakness of his mind, incapable of governing
himself and his lands and tenements, was held illegal and void ;
and many adjudged cases being cited to the same effect, Lord
Hardtvicke congratulated himself, that, upon search of precedents,
the court had not gone further, in departing from the legal defi
nition of a lunatic, than in allowing returns of non compos mentis,
or insance mentis, or, since the proceedings had been in English, of
unsound mind, which amounts to the same thing. And in Lord
Donegal's case upon the same principle, a commission of lunacy
was refused, though it was admitted that the weakness of Lord
Donegal's understanding was extreme. See 3 B. Wms. 130.
2 Atk. 327. 3 Atk. 168. 2 Vez. 407.
But though a court of equity, in judging upon the point of insa

nity, is governed by the rules of law, yet, if a man, by age or dis
ease, is reduced to a state of debility of mind, which, though short
of lunacy, renders him unequal to the management of his affairs,
the court will, in respect of his infirmities, if the demand in ques
tion be but small, appoint a guardian to answer for him, or to do
such other acts as his interest, or the rights of others, may require.
3 P. Wms. 111. n. B. Upon petition, praying a reference to the
master as to the state of the plaintiff and her fortune, and direc
tions for her maintenance, the property being too small to bear a
commission of lunacy, an order was made upon affidavits, without
a reference, for payment of the dividends for two ensuing quar
ters. Eyre v. Wake, 4 Ves. Ch. Rep. 795. As to the general
rules of determining what shall be considered a lucid interval,
where previous lunacy has been proved or admitted, see Attor

ney-General v. Parnther, 3 Bro. C. P.
If a man be found by a jury an idiot, d nativitate, he may come

in person into the chancery before the chancellor, or be brought
there by his friends, to be inspected and examined whether idiot
or not ; and if upon such view and inquiry it appears he is not

so, the verdict of the jury, and all the proceedings thereon, are ut

terly void and instantly of no effect. 9 Rep. 30, 31. 4 Co. 126.
In case of the lunatic's recovery, he must petition the chancel

lor to supersede the commission ; upon the hearing of which, the
lunatic must attend in person, that he may be inspected by the chan
cellor: it is also usual for the physician to attend, and to make an

affidavit that the lunatic is perfectly recovered. Ponblanque Treat.

Eq. c. 2. � 3. in not.

As to the authority of the court, to enforce the production of
persons suspected to be idiots or lunatics, it seems clearly esta

blished, that upon the commission being sued out, the person hav

ing the lunatic, must, when required, produce him. 1 P. Wms.
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701. 2 P. Wins. 638. And though it was formerly doubted, it
now seems to be settled that a commission may be sued out against
a lunatic resident abroad, and may be executed where his man
sion-house was. Ex parte Sout/icote, Arab. 109.

III. As the king, being parens fiatritt, hath the protection of all
his subjects, so is he in a more peculiar manner to take care of all
thqse who, by reason of their imbecility and want of understand
ing, are incapable cf taking care of themselves ; this in some

books, is called a prerogative in the crown, and in others a regium
munus, or duty which the king owes to his subjects in return for
their subjection and allegiance to him. Staundf. Prarog. cafi. 9.
fol. 33. 2 Inst. 14. 4 Co. 126. a. Dyer, 25.

On the first attack of lunacy, or other occasional insanity,
while there may be hopes of a speedy restitution of reason, it
is usual to confine the unhappy objects in private custody under
the direction of their nearest friends and relations ; who by law
may beat or use such other methods as are necessary for their
cure. 2 Poll. Abr. 546. And the legislature, to prevent all abuses
incident to such private custody, hath thought proper to inter
pose its authority, by stat. 14 Geo. III. c. 49. continued by 19 Geo.
III. c. 15. and made perpetual by stat. 26 Geo. III. c. 91. for regu
lating private mad-houses. The stat. 43 Geo. III. c. 75. authorizes
the sale or mortgage of the estates of persons found lunatic by
inquisition, in England or Ireland respectively, and the granting of
leases of the same. By these acts no person shall confine more

than one lunatic in a house kept for the reception of lunatics,
�without an annual license from commissioners appointed by the

college of physicians, or the justices in sessions, under a penalty of
500/.: and if the keeper of a licensed house receive any person
as lunatic without a certificate from a physician, surgeon, or apo
thecary, that he is a fit person to be received as a lunatic, he shall
forfeit 100/. No person to keep two houses under one license;
commissioners to visit houses once a year, or when required by
the chancellor, or either chief justice, or when they think fit/and
examine persons confined.
But when the disorder is grown permanent, and the circumstan

ces of the party will bear such additional expense, it is proper to

apply to the royal authority, as delegated to the chancellor, to
warrant a lasting confinement. I -Comm. 305.

In the caseof absolute madmen, as they are not answerable for their
actions, they should not be permitted the liberty of acting, unless
under proper control ; and in particular they ought not to be

suffered to go loose, to the terror, of the king's subjects. It was

the doctrine of our ancient law, that persons deprived of their rea
son might be confined till they recovered their senses, without

waiting for the forms of a commission, or other special authority
from the crown : and now by the vagrant acts, a method is directed
to be purstied for imprisoning, chaining, and sending them to their

proper houses. 4 Comm. 25. See stat. 17 Geo. II. c. 5. � 20, 21.
said this Diet. tit. Poof- -Vagrants.
Although the statutes respecting idiots and lunatics,, stat. 17

Edw. III. c. 9, 10. refer only to the lands of the idiot or lunatic,

yet it seems that the prerogative extends to the custody of his
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person, goods, and chattels, Beverley's case, 4 Co. 126. Fitz. JV.
B. 232. As to the manner in which this branch of the preroga
tive is vested in the chancellor, before the court of wards was

erected, the jurisdiction, both as to idiots and lunatics, was in chan
cery, and therefore all such commissions were taken out and re

turned in chancery ; and after the court of wards was abolished by
act of parliament, it reverted back to the court of chancery, and
the sign manual is a standing warrant to the lord chancellor to

grant the custody of lunatics, and is a beneficial one in case of
idiocy, because the king could not only grant the custody of idiots,
but also the rents and profits of their lands. 2 Atk. 553. And the

power of the chancellor extends to making grants from time to

time of the idiot's and lunatic's estates. 3 Atk. 635. And as

this power is derived under the sign manual, in virtue of the pre
rogative of the crown, the chancellor, who is usually invested with
it, is responsible to the crown alone for the right exercise of it ;
and therefore an appeal will not lie to the house of lords, from
an order made in lunacy, but must be made to the king in council.
3 F. Wms. 107. Rochfort v. Ely, (E.) Bro. P. C. Though the

king may, by scire facias, or by information, avoid all acts done du

ring the incapacity, yet his right to the mesne profits shall have
relation only to the time of the office. 8 Refi. 170. a. The doubt,
whether the king could grant the custody of an idiot to one and
his executors, proceeded on the possibility of the executorship de

volving on an infant, who, being held incapable of managing his
own estate,- could scarcely be thought a proper person to be en

trusted with the charge of the person and lands of another. The
court of king's bench, however, did, upon an issue directed, ad

judge the grant to be good, holding it to be a trust coupled with an

interest, of which an infant is capable. 3 Mod. 43. Skin. 177. See
1 Vern. 9.

Though in strictness the guardianship of the king may be said
to be determined by the death of the lunatic, yet it has been held,
that the chancellor may make an order in a lunatic's affairs, after
the death of the lunatic. Amb. 706. See also 3 Bro. C. R. 238.
The custody of lunatics being a branch of the prerogative, the

appointment of the committees must necessarily be in the discre
tion of the person to whom that branch of the prerogative is en

trusted ; but in the exercise of this discretion, certain rules have
been regarded, as best calculated to protect the person and inte
rests of the unfortunate lunatic.
To prevent sinister practices, the next heir is seldom permitted

to be the committee of the person of a lunatic, because it is his
interest that the party should die ; but it hath been said there lies
not the same objection against his next of kin, provided he be not
his heir ; for it is his interest to preserve the lunatic's life, in or

der to increase the personal estate, by savings (out of the rents and

profits of the real) which he or his family may hereafter be entitled
to enjoy. 2 P. Wms. 638. The heir is generally made the mana

ger or committee of the estate, it being clearly his interest, by good
management, to keep it in condition ; accountable, however, to the
court of chancery, and to the non comfios himself if he recovers,
or otherwise to his administrators. 1 Comm. 305.
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This distinction was, however, very severely reprobated byLd.
Chancellor Macclesfield, in Justice Dormer's case, 2 P. Wms. 264.
as founded in barbarous times, before the nation was civilized; but
it may be observed in defence of it, that it gives the custody of
the person to those who, in point of nearness of blood, have equal
pretensions to the charge, without the same temptation, in point
of interest, to abuse it. Lord Chancellor Pinch, in Lady Mary
Cope's case, 2 Ch. Cas. 239. appears, indeed, to have strained the
rule beyond its original extent, in deciding that a half sister should
not be committee of the person of the lunatic, because concerned
to outlive her. A reason which, in fact, does not apply ; for the
personal estate may increase, and probably will, by good manage
ment, during the life of the lunatic ; thus, the longer the lunatic
lives, it will be the better for the next of kin. 2 P. Wms. 638.
544. ; .

Though no committee should get any thing by his appointment,
yet the allowance for the support of a lunatic should be liberal
and honourable ; and, if necessary, the court will allow the yearly
value of the lunatic's estate. See 2 C. C. 239. Amb. 78. 2 P.
Wms. 262. 3 P. Wms. 110.
So strictly does the court consider the committeeship a mere

authority without any interest, that where the custody of the lu
natic's estate was granted to husband and wife, the wife being next
of kin to the lunatic, Lord Talbot held, that the husband's right
was determined by the death of the wife, the grant being joint.
Forrester, 143. It must not, however, be inferred from this case.

that the husband was necessarily joined in the grant. Lord Par-
ker having held, {exparte Kingsmill, Mich. T. 1720.) that the cus

tody of a lunatic may be granted to a feme covert, though not sui
juris; and indeed, the court will seldom grant the custody to two,
and in its choice is influenced by the sex of the parties applying,
as well as by other circumstances. Therefore, where two per
sons 'equally akin to a feme lunatic, the one a man, the other a

woman, applied for the custody, the woman was preferred as be

ing of the same sex, and better knowing how to take care of her.
2 P. Wms. 635.
With respect to the powers with which the committee of a

lunatic is entrusted, they are necessarily restrained by the object
of the trust; and as a discretionary power might, in some in
stances, endanger that object, the committee cannot make leases,
nor encumber the lunatic's estate, without special order of the

court, though the profits be "not sufficient to maintain the lunatic;
therefore, where the lunatic when sane had mortgaged his estate

for 50/. and the committee had afterwards taken up more upon it,
the court refused to allow the mortgage to stand as a security for
more than the 50/. or to charge the heir of the lunatic with the

improvements made by the committee. 1 Vern. 262.
The court, however, will allow the committee of a real estate

of a lunatic to exercise the same power over it, in regard to cut

ting timber for repairs, as any discreet person who was the abso
lute owner of it might do. 2 Atk. 407. Though it has been

slated as a rule never departed from, not to vary or change the

property of a lunatic, so as to effect any alteration as to the suc

cession to it ; it has been decreed, that encumbrances paid off in
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the life-time of the lunatic, out of savings of the estate, should
be assigned to attend the inheritance, and not in trust for the next
of kin ; the ruling principle in the management of a lunatic's
estate being considered to be the doing of that -which is most be
neficial to the lunatic. And it is upon this principle, that the court
will order part of the lunatic's personal estate to be laid out in re

pairs, or even upon improvements of his real estate, if the inte
rest of the lunatic requires it, and the next of kin cannot show-
good cause against it. See Amb. 81. 706, 2 Atk. 414.

Bankruptcy of the committee of the person of a lunatic is a suf
ficient cause for removing him on account of the fund for mainte
nance ; but the custody of the person will not be changed, if the
master finds it proper, with regard to the comfort of the lunatic,
that it should continue. Ex parte Mildmay, 3 Vesey's Ch. Reji. 2.
The old rule, that the next of kin of a lunatic, if entitled to his

estate upon his death, was not to be committee of the person, is
not now adhered to. Ex parte Cockayne, 7 Fes. Ch. Rep. 591.
The stat. of lunatics (17 Edw. II. c. 10.) does not introduce any-

new right in the crown : the words waste and destruction in it are
to be construed in the ordinary, not the technical sense. 2 Ves.
Ch. Rep. 71. Where timber makes part of the general rental of
an estate, in case of lunacy, it would be a breach of duty not to

manage it in the usual manner. Ib.
Under the stat. the crown commits the care of lunatics to some

great officer, not of necessity the chancellor. The warrant confers
no jurisdiction, but only a power of administration. The appeal is
to the king in council. Ib.
In managing the estate of a lunatic, the general principle is, to

attend solely to the interest of the owner, without any regard to

the succession. 76.72.
And great care must be taken, that nothing extraordinary is at

tempted ; as purchasing estates, disposing of interests, engaging
in adventures, &c. Ib. 73.
A trustee found a lunatic by the master's report, cannot be

ordered to convey under the stat. of 4 Geo. II. c. 10. unless a

commission of lunacy has issued. Ex parte Gillam, 2 Ves. Ch.

Rep. 587.
A person found a lunatic by a competent jurisdiction abroad,

may be considered a lunatic here. Ib. 538.

IV. An idiot, or person non compos, may inherit ; because the

saw, in compassion to their natural infirmities, presumes them

capable of property. Co. Litt. 2. 8.

It was formerly adjudged that the issue of an idiot was legiti
mate, and consequently that his marriage was valid. A strange
determination ! since consent is absolutely requisite to matrimor
nv, and neither idiots nor lunatics are capable of consenting to any
thing; and therefore the civil law judged more sensibly when it
made such deprivations of reason a previous impediment, though
not a cause of divorce if they happened after marriage. And mo

dern resolutions have adhered to the reason of the civil law, by
determining that the marriage of a lunatic, not being in a lucid
interval, was absolutely void. But as it might be difficult to prove
Von. III. - B
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the exact stale of the party's mind at the actual celebration of the
nuptials, the stat. 15 Geo. II. c. 30. has therefore provided, that the
marriage of lunatics and persons under phrensies, (if found luna
tics under a commission, or committed to the care of trustees by
any act of parliament,) before they are declared of sound mind by
the lord chancellor, or majority of such trustees, shall be totally
void. 1 Comm. 438.
If an idiot or lunatic marry, and die, his wife shall be endowed ;

for this works no forfeiture at all, and the king has only the custody
of the inheritance in one case, and the power of providing for him
and his family in the other ; but in both cases the freehold and in
heritance is in the idiot or lunatic; and therefore, if lands descend
to an idiot or lunatic after marriage, and the king, on office found,
takes those lands into his custody, or grants them over to another,
as committee, in the usual manner, yet this seems no reason why
the husband should not be tenant by the curtesy, or the wife en-

dowed; since their title does not begin to any purpose, tiil the
death of the husband or wife, when the king's title is at an end.
Co. Litt. 31. a. 4 Co. 124, 125. Yet see Plow. 263. b. 1 Vern. 10.
A lunatic shall be tenant by the curtesy, and shall have dower;

so though a woman, being a lunatic, kill her husband, or any
other, yet she shall be endowed, because this cannot be felony in
her, who was deprived of her understanding by the act of God.
Perk. 365.
If a person non comjios be disseised, and a descent cast, this, it is

said, takes away his entry, but not the entry of the heir; for regu
larly the non comjios in this case cannot allege the disability in him

self, because he cannot be supposed conscious of it, nor is he al
lowed ever, at any time, to allege it ; for when he is once non

com/ios, there is no certain time when he can be adjudged to reco

ver that disability, unless where he is legally committed, and then
the acts during his lunacy will be set aside and discharged, and
afterwards the commission superseded ; for in no other way can the
non comjios be legally restored to his right, and to his capacity of

acting. Litt. � 405. Co. Litt. 247.
A person non comjios, being lord of a copyhold manor, may

make grants of copyhold estates, for such estates do not take their

perfection from any power or interest in the lord, but from the
custom of the manor, by which they have been demised, and de

misable time out of mind. 4 Co. 23. b. Co. Co/iyholder, 79. 107.

Idiots and lunatics are, both by the civil law and likewise by the
common law, incapable of being executors or administrators; for
these disabilities render them not only incapable of executing the
trust reposed in them, but also by their insanity, and want of un
derstanding, they are incapable of determining whether they will
take upon them the execution of the trust or not. Godolfih. Orph.
Leg. 86. 1

Therefore it hath been agreed, that if an executor become non

comjios, that the spiritual court may (on account of this natural
disability) commit administration to another. 1 Salk. 36.

By 36 Geo. 111. c. 90. � 3. stock standing in the names of luna

tics, or their committees, may, in certain cases, be ordered by the

1ovd chancellor to be transferred, Sec.
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Stock ordered to be transferred under the stat. 36 Geo. III. c.

90. the trustee being of unsound mind, though no commission had
issued ; and having actually refused to transfer : the refusal pro
ceeding from mere weakness of mind. Simms v. JYaylor, 4 Ves.
Ch. Rep. 360.
An idiot can have no executor; for, being non compos a nativi

tate, he could at no time make a will ; but a lunatic may have an

executor, for lunacy is not a revocation of a will made when com

pos. 4 Co. 61. b. But equity will not entertain a suit to perpe
tuate the testimony of witnesses to such a will in the life-time of
the lunatic. 1 Vern. 105. In supporting the validity of the will,
notwithstanding the subsequent lunacy, the rule of the common

law is conformable to the civil law, which provides, that " negue
testatum recte factum., negue ullvjn aliud negotium recti gesium, pos-
tea furor interveneens perimit." Inst. lib. 2. t. 12, � 1.
Distinction must be made between acts done by idiots and luna

tics in pais., and in a court of record. As to those solemnly ac

knowledged in a court of record, as fines and recoveries, and the
uses declared on them, they are good, and can neither be avoided
by themselves nor their representatives ; for it is to be presumed,
that had they been under these disabilities, the judges would not

have admitted them to make these acknowledgments. 4 Co. 124.
2 And. 145. Co.. Litt. 247.

Therefore, if a person non compos acknowledges a fine, it shall
stand against him and his heirs ; for though the judges ought not
to admit of a fine from a madman under that disability, yet, when
It is once received, it shall never be reversed, because the record
and judgment of the court being the highest evidence that can be,
the law presumes the conusor at that time capable of contracting ;
and therefore the credit of it is not to be contested, nor the record
avoided by any averment against the truth of it, though an office
find him an idiot a nativitate. 4 Co. 124, 2 Inst. 483. Bro, tit.
fines, 75. Co. Litt. 247. 2 And. 193. 4 Co. 124.

The rule of law in these cases is fieri non debet, sed factum va

let; and Mansfield's case, 12 Co. 123. furnishes a striking instance
of the extreme anxiety of courts of law to protect the authority
of their records; for though in that case a fine was levied by a man

obviously an idiot, and by a most gross contrivance, and though
Lord Dyer observed, that the judge who had taken it, ought never
to take another, yet he allowed it to prevail. As by the common

"lav/ a fine might be avoided on account of fraud, or even on ac

count of infancy, by inspection during the infancy ; (Bracton, 436,
b. 437. a. Co. Litt. 380. b.) it seems remarkable, that idiocy or lu

nacy should not have been held entitled to the same effect; but

Mansfield's case abundantly proves, that the grossest imbecility of
mind was not at law a ground of annulling tiie record. But, in
equity, a remainder man has been relieved against aline levied by
an idiot, even against a purchaser. Toth. 42. see also 2 Vern.
678. The court of chancery, however, in the case of fraud, does
not absolutely set aside or vacate the fine ; but, considering those
who have taken it under such circumstances as trustees, decrees a

reconveyance of the estate to the persons prejudiced by the fraud ;
and though this does not distinctly appear to be the practice, in
the case of fines levied by idiots or lunatics, yet, from the argument
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in Day v. Hungat, 1 Roll. Rep. 115. such may be inferred to be
the rule of proceeding. See this Diet. tit. Fines of Lands, Re
covery.
If an idiot or lunatic enter into a recognisance, or acknowledge &

statute, neither they themselves, nor their heirs nor executors can
avoid them ; for these are securities of a higher nature than spe
cialties and obligations, which yet they themselves cannot avoid ;
and being matters of record, and equivalent to judgments of the
superior courts, neither they themselves, their heirs nor execu

tors, can avoid them. 4 Co. 124. a. 10 Co. 42. b. 2 Inst. 483.
Bro. Feat, Inrol. 14.
As to acts in pais, idiots and persons of nonsane memory, are

not totally disabled either to convey or purchase, but sub modo

only; for their conveyances and purchases are voidable, but not

actually void. The king, indeed, on behalf of an idiot, may avoid
his grants, or other acts. 1 Inst. 247. But it hath been said, that
a non comjios himself, though he be afterwards brought to a right
mind, shall not be permitted to allege his own insanity, in order
to avoid such grant ; for that no man shall be allowed to stultify
himself, or plead his own disability. The maxim, however, that
a man shall not stultify himself, has been handed clown as law
from very loose authorities, which Fitzhcrbert does not scruple to

reject as contrary to reason ; and later opinions, feeling the incon
venience of the rule, have in many points endeavoured to restrain
it. Fitz. M B. 202. Liu. � 405. Cro. Eliz. 398. 4 Rep. 123.
Jenk. 40. Comb. 469. 3 Mod. 310, 311. 1 Eq. Abr. 279. See
Fonblanque's Treat. Eq. c. 2. � 1. and Stra. 1104. 2 Vent. 198.

there cited.
A person having an interest under a contract with the lunatic.

permitted to traverse. Ex parte Hall, 7 Ves. Ch. Rep. 261.
Though the principles upon which courts of equity in general

relieve, appear to entitle a lunatic to a remedy in such cases, there
does not appear a single case in which the plea of non compos by
the lunatic himself before inquisition has been allowed : on the

contrary, in Toth. 130. it is said, that chancery will not retain a

bill to examine the point of lunacy. But after the lunatic is so

found by inquisition, his committee may avoid his acts from the
time he is found to have been non compos. See 2 Vern. 412. 678. 1

Eq.Abr. 279. Courts of equity were formerly so anxious to ad
here to the rule of law, that the lunatic was not allowed to be a

party to a suit, to be relieved against an act done during his lu

nacy, 1 C. C. 112.; though he might be party to a suit to enforce

performance of an agreement entered into prior to his lunacy. 1

C. C. 153.

And clearly the next heir or other person interested may, after
the death of the idiot or non comjios, take advantage of his inca

pacity, and avoid his grant. Perk. � 21. So too, if he purchases
under this disability, and does not afterwards upon his recovering
his senses agree to the purchase, his heir may either wraive or ac

cept the estate at his option. 1 Inst. 2.

The guardians or committees of a lunatic also are empowered,
by stat. 1 1 Geo. III. c. 20. to renew in his right, under the direc

tions of the court of chancery, any lease for lives or years, and ap-
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1 ply the profits of such renewals for the benefit of such lunatic,
his heirs or executors. See 2 Comm. 291.

By stat. 4 Geo. II. c. 10. lunatics being trustees or mortgagees,
are empowered by themselves, or by their committees, to convey
the estates of which they are seised in trust or mortgage ; but it
is doubtful whether the words of the act include all lunatics, as

Well such as are at large, as those of whom custody has been

granted under the great seal. Amb. 80.

The lord chancellor cannot, by an order in lunacy, make an ab
solute title to the lunatic's leasehold estate. Ex parte Bikes, 8

Ves. Ch. Rep. 79.
The lord chancellor will not, even for creditors, make an order

in lunacy, the effect of which must be to put the lunatic in a state

of absolute want. Ib.
If fiarceners of nonsane memory make pxartilion, unless it be

equal, it shall only bind the parties themselves, but not their issue ;
and the reason it binds the parties themselves is the same that all
other contracts bind them, viz. because no man is admitted to

stultify himself; and the reason their issue may avoid such parti
tion is the same likewise, for which they may avoid all other con
tracts made by such ancestors during their insanity, viz. because

they may be admitted to show the incapacity of their ancestors,
and so avoid all acts done by them during that time. Co. Litt.
166. a.
Courts of equity will not only sustain contracts completed by

the lunatic while sane ; but, under certain circumstances, will en

force performance of such as were entered into before, but were
not complete at the time of the lunacy; for the change of the con

dition of a person entering into an agreement, by becoming luna
tic, will not alter the rights of the parties, which will be the same

as before, provided they can come at the remedy ; as, if the legal"
estate be vested in trustees, a court of equity ought to decree a

performance ; but, if the legal estate be vested in the lunatic him
self, that may prevent the remedy in equity, and leave it at law. 1
Vez. 82.
A court of equity will not interfere to set aside a contract,

overreached by an inquisition in lunacy, if fair and without notice,
especially where the parties cannot be reinstated. 9 Ves. (or 1 of
.Yew Series,) Ch. Rep. 478.
Acts by a lunatic done during a lucid interval, valid. Ib. 610.
General lunacy being established, the proof is thrown upon the

party alleging a lucid interval; and must establish beyond a mere

cessation of the violent symptoms, a restoration of mind, sufficient
to enable the party soundly to judge of the act. Ib. 611.
As to the effect of a defendant becoming insane after an arrest

a,t law, it seems to be now settled, that such circumstance is not

a reason for discharging him out of custody, on filing common baii,
2 Term Refi. 390. Nor will a court of law interpose, though the

party be insane at the time of arrest. 4 Term Rep. 121.
It seems that, even at law, the contracts of idiots and lunatics,

after office found, and the party legally committed, are void, and
it must be at the peril of him who deals with such a one ; and that
if afterwards the commission of lunacy be superseded or dischar
ged, the non compos shall be restored to his legal right ; but this,
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it seems, must be at the suit and application of his aommittee. g
Co. 125.
When an idiot doth sue or defend, he shall not appear by guard-

tan, firochcin amy, or attorney, but he must be ever in proper
person. Co. Litt. 135. b. Fitz. N. B. 27. The statute of Westm.
2. cafi. 15. extends not to an idiot. 2 Inst. 390,
But otherwise of him who becomes non comjios mentis; for he

shall appear by guardian, if within age, or by attorney, if of full
age. 4 Co. 124. b. Palm. 520. and vid. 2 Saund. 335.
If a trespass be committed in the hands of a lunatic who is

leg-ally committed, the committee cannot bring an action of tres
pass ; but this must not be brought in the name of the lunatic. 2
Sid. 125.
If a lunatic be sued, he must have a committee assigned to him

to defend the suit. 1 Vern. 106.

By 39, 40 Geo. III. c. 94 � 1. the jury, in case of anyperson
charged with treason, and proving to be insane, shall declare whe
ther he was acquitted by them on account of insanity, and the court
shall order him to be kept in custody till his majesty's pleasure be
known, and his majesty may give an order for the safe custody of
such insane person, kc.

V. One case of a deficiency in will, which excuses from the guilt
of crimes, arises from a defective or vitiated understanding, viz,
in an idiot or lunatic. For the rule of law as to the latter, which

may be easily adapted also to the former, is, furiosus furore solum

punitur. In criminal cases, therefore, idiots and lunatics are not

chargeable for their own acts, if committed under these incapaci
ties ; no, not even for treason itself. 3 Inst. 6. Also, if a man

in his sound memory, commits a capital offence, and before ar

raignment for it he becomes mad, he ought not to be arraigned ;
If after pleading, he shall not be tried ; if after trial, he shall not
receive judgment ; if after judgment, execution shall be stayed.
See this Diet. tit. Execution and Reprieve.
It seems to have been anciently holden, (in respect of that high

regard which the law has for the safety of the king's person,) that
a madman might be punished as a traitor for killing, or offering to

kill, the king; but this is now contradicted by better and later

opinions. Fitz. Coroti. 351, Regist. 309. 4 Co. 124. b. 1 Roll.

Rep. 324. In the reign of Henry VIII. a statute was made, 33

Hen. VIII. e. 20. that if one compos mentis should commit high
treason, and after fall into madness, he might be tried in his abr

sence, and should suffer death as if he were of perfect memory ;

but this was repealed by stat. 1 Sc 2 P. If M. c. 10. see 3 Inst. 6.

But if there be any doubt whether the party be comjios or not, this
shall be tried by a jury ; and if he be so found, a total idiocy or

absolute insanity excuses from the guilt, and of course from the

punishment of any criminal action committed under such depriva
tion of the senses ; but if a lunatic hath lucid intervals of under

standing, he shall answer for what he does in those intervals, as it
he had no deficiency. 1 Hale's P. C. 31.
It is laid down as a general rule, that idiots and lunatics being,

by reason of their natural disabilities, incapable of judging be-

2
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tween good and evil, are punishable by no criminal prosecution:
whatsoever. 1 Hawk. P. C. 2.
And therefore a person who loses his memory by sickness, in

firmity, or accident, and kills himself, is no felo de se. 3 List. 54.
So if a man give himself a mortal stroke while he is non compos,

and recovers his understanding, and then dies, he is not felo de
se; for though the death complete the homicide, the act must be
that which makes the offence. But it is not every melancholy or

hypochondriacal distemper that denominates a man non compos, for
there are few who commit this offence, but are under such infir
mities ; but it must be such an alienation of mind that renders
them to be madmen, or frantic, or destitute of the use of reason. 1
Hale's P. C. 412.
And as a person non compos cannot be a felo de se by killing

himself, so neither can he be guilty of homicide in killing another,
nor ofpeat treason. 1 Hawk P. C. 2.
The great difficulty in these cases is, to determine where a per

son shall be said to be so far deprived of his sense and memory,
as not to have any of his actions imputed to him ; or where, not
withstanding some defects of this kind, he still appears to have so

much reason and understanding as will make him accountable for
his actions, which Lord Hale distinguish.es between, and calls by
the name of total and partial insanity ; and though it be difficult to
define the indivisible line that divides perfect and partial insanity,
yet, says he, it must rest upon circumstances, duly to be weighed
and considered both by the judge and jury ; lest on the one side
there be a kind of inhumanity towards the defects of human na

ture, or, on the other side, too great an indulgence given to great
crimes ; and the best measure he can think of is this: such a per
son, as labouring under melancholy distempers, hath yet ordina

rily as great understanding as a child of fourteen years commonly
hath* is such a person as may be guilty of treason or felony. 1

Hale's H. P. C. 30.
He who incites a madman to do a murder, or other crime, is a

principal offender, and as much punishable as if he had done it
himself. Keilw. 53. Dalt. cap. 95. 1 Hawk. P. C. see tit. Ac
cessary, Murder,
And here we must observe a difference the law makes between

civil suits that are terminated in compensationem damni illata, and
criminal suits or prosecutions that are ad pcenam et in vindictam.
criminis commissi; and, therefore, it is clearly agreed, that if one
who wants discretion commits a trespass against the person or pos
session of another, he shall be compelled in a civil action to give
satisfaction for the damage. 2 Roll. Abr. 547'. Hob. 134. Co. Pitt.
247. 1 Hawk. P. C. 2. 1 Hale's Hist. IS, 16. 33.
As to idiocy, lunacy, or madness, (the latter of which is defined

by Hale to be a total alienation of the �2z'rcrf,) which excuses in ca

pital cases, it is not necessary that it was found by inquisition that
the party was a madman, idiot or lunatic, previous to the commit
ment of the fact ; for if he was actually mad at the time of the fact
committed, this shall excuse ; and this regularly is to be tried by
an inquest of office to be returned (by the sheriff of the county
�wherein the- court sits for the trial cf the. effence-; and if it be
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found that he was actually mad, he shall be discharged without
any other trial ; but if they find that the party only feigns himself
mad, and he refuses to answer or plead, he shall be dealt with
tts one who stands mute. 26 Ass. pi. 27. Bro. Cor. 101. 1 And.
107. 154. Sav. 50. 57. 1 Hawk. P. C. 2. 1 Hale's H. P. C. 35!
These defects, whether permanent or temporary, must be une

quivocal and plain ; not an idle frantic humour or unaccountable
mode of action, but an absolute dispossession of the free and na

tural agency of the human mind. 8 St. Tr. 322. 1 Hale's B. C. c.
4. 1 Hawk. P. C.c. 1. � 1 . in n.

If a man in a phrensy happen by some oversight, or by means of
the gaoler, to plead to his indictment, and is put upon his trial, and
it appears to the court upon his trial that he is mad, the judge in
discretion may discharge the jury of him, and remit him to the
gaol to be tried after the recovery of his understanding, especially
in case any doubt appear upon the evidence touching the guilt of
the fact, and this in favorcm vita; and if there be no colour of evi
dence to prove him guilty, or if there be a pregnant evidence to

prove his insanity at the time of the fact committed, then, upon
the same favour of life and liberty, it is fit it should be proceeded
in the trial, in order to his acquittal and enlargement. 1 Hale's
H. P. C. 33. 36.

So if a person during his insanity commits a capital offence, and
recovers his understanding, and being indicted and arraigned for
the same, pleads not guilty, he ought to be acquitted ; for, by
reason of his incafiacity, he cannot act fcilco animo. 1 Hale's H.
P. C. 36.
IDIOTA INQUIRENDO, See the preceding title Idiots and

Lunatics.

IDLENESS, See tit. Poor, Vagrants.
IDONEUM SE FACERE, IDONEARE SE. To purge him

self by oath of a crime of which he is accused. Leg. Hen. I. cap.
15.; where the word idoneus is taken for innocens. But he is said
in our law to be idoneus homo, who hath these three things, honesty,
knowledge, and ability; and if an officer, Sec. be not idoneus, he may
be discharged. 8 Pe/i. 41. Sec tit. Constable, Presentation.
IDUMANUS FLUVIUS, Black Water in Essex.

JEJUN1UM, Purgat io pier jejunium,'\% mentioned in Leg. Canuti,
cafi. 7. apud Bromfilon. Sec tit. Ordeal.

JEMAN, Sometimes used for yeoman. Cowell.

JEOFAILS, j'ai faille; ego lapsus sum; I have failed.] An over

sight in pleadings, or other law proceedings. See this Diet. tit.
Amendment.
JERSEY, GUERNSEY, SARK, and ALDERNEY. These

islands and their appendages were parcel of the duchy of Norman

dy, and were united to the crown of England by the first princes
of the Norman line. They are governed by their own laws, which

are, for the most part, the ducal customs of Normandy, being col
lected in an ancient book of very great authority, entitled Le Grand

Coustumier. The king's writ or process from the courts at West

minster is there of no force, but his commission is. They are not

bound by common acts of our parliament, unless particularly
named. 4 Ikst. 286. All causes are originally determined by then'
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own officers, the bailiffs and jurats of the islands ; but an appeal
lies from them to the king and council in the last resort. 1 Comm.
106. See further this Diet. tit. Navigation Acts, Plantations.
JESSE, A large brass candlestick, with many sconces, hanging

down in the middle of a church or choir; which invention was

first called Jesse, from the similitude of the branches to those of
the Arbor Jesse. This useful ornament of churches was first brought
over into this kingdom by Hugh de Plory, abbot of St. Austin's hi
Canterbury, about the year 1100. Chron. Will. Thorn.

JETSAM, JETZON, and JOTSON, from the French jetter,
e/fcere.] Any thing thrown out of a ship, being in the danger of
wreck, and by the waves driven to the shore. See this Diet, tit.
Flotsam, Wreck, Insurance II. 5.

JESUITS. The society of Jesuits was instituted by Ignatius
Loyala, a Biscayan gentleman. It has been termed the most political
and best regulated of all the monastic orders, and from which
mankind have derived more advantages, and received greater hurt,
than from any other of the many religious fraternities. Roberts.
Hist. Emfi. Char. V. vol. 2. 134, 135. isfc.

By the statutes against papists, persons born in the king's do
minions and ordained by the pretended jurisdiction of Rome, re
maining in England, or coming from beyond the sea into his

kingdom, and not submitting to some bishop or justice of peace
within three days, and taking the oaths, are guilty of high treason;
and receivers, aiders, and harbourers of them are guilty of felony.
Persons knowing priests, Jesuits, isfc. and not discovering them to

a justice of peace, shall be fined and imprisoned. See tit. Papists.
JEWELS, See Jocalia; and also tit. Carrier, Navigation Acts,

Baron and Feme.

JEWS, jud<zi7\ In former times the Jews and all their goods
were at the disposal of the chief lord where they lived; who had
an absolute property in them; and they might not remove to

another lord without his leave: and we read that King Henry III.
sold the Jews for a certain term of years to Earl Richard his bro
ther. They were distinguished from the Christians in their lives,
and at their deaths; for they wore a badge on their outward gar
ments, in the shape of a table, and were fined if they went abroad
without such badges ; and they were never buried within the walls
of any city, but without the same, and anciently not permitted to

burial in the country. Matt. Paris. 521. 606. &c.
There were particular judges and laws by which their causes

and contracts were decided here, and there was a court of justice as

signed for the Jews. 4 Inst. 254. A Jew may be witness by our laws,
being sworn on the Old Testament. According to our ancient

books, Jews, Heretics, &c. are adjudged out of the statutes allow

ing benefit of clergy. But this doctrine is now exploded. See tit.

Clergy, Benefit of.
The statute 53 Hen. III. was called provisiones de judaismo ;

and by the statute 18 Edw. I. the king had a fifteenth granted
him/2)"o expulsione judceorum. In the 16th year of Edtvard I. all
the Jews in England were imprisoned ; but they redeemed them
selves for a vast sum ofmoney : notwithstanding which, anno 19 of
that king, he banished them all. Stow's Surv. b. 3. p. 54. And
To!. III. 3 C
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they remained in banishment 364 years ; till at the time of
the grand rebellion they were again allowed in the kingdom.
A plaintiff had leave given him by the court to alter the venue

from London to Middlesex, because all the sittings in London were
on a Saturday, and his witness was a Jew, and would not appear
that day. 2 Mod. 271.
A Jew brought an action, and the defendant pleaded that the

plaintiff was a. Jew, and that all Jews are perpetual enemies of the
king and our religion. But, by the court, a Jew may recover as

well as a villain, and the plea is but in disability so long as the
king shall prohibit them to trade ; and judgment for the plaintiff.
L. P. P. 4. cites Mich. 36 Car. II. P. P.
A Jew was ordered to swear his answer upon the Pentateuch,

and that the plaintiff's clerk should be present to see him sworn.

1 Vern. 263.
The Jews, it has been said, are here by an implied licensej but

on a proclamation of banishment, they are in the same situation as

alien enemies on a determination of letters of safe conduct. Arg.
2 Show. 371. See further, as to the privileges and incapacities of
Jews, this Diet. tit. Alien.
In the beginning of this century an instance occurred, where a

Jew of immense riches turned out of doors his only daughter who
had embraced Christianity ; and on her application for relief, it
was held he could not be compelled to afford her any. Lord Raym.
699. But, to prevent such inhumanity in future, the statute 1 Ann.

c. 30. ordains, that if Jewish parents refuse to allow their protectant
children a fitting maintenance suitable to the fortune of the parent,
the lord chancellor, on complaint, may make such order therein
as he shall see proper. See 1 P. Wms. 524. 2 Eq. Ab. 513.

c. 2.

1FUNGIA, The finest white bread, formerly called cocket bread.
Blount.
IGNIS JUDICIUM, Purgation by fire, or the old judicial fiery

trial. Blount. See Ordeal.

IGNORAMUS, We are ignorant.] The word formerly written
on a bill of indictment by the grand jury empannelled on the in

quisition of criminal causes, when they rejected the evidence as toe-

weak or defective to make good the presentment against a person
so as to put him on the trial ; the effect whereof was, that all

farther inquiry and proceedings against that party on that bill, (for
the words now used are, not a true bill, or not found,) for the fault

wherewith he is charged, is thereby stopped, and he is delivered
without further answer. 3 Inst. 30. See this Diet. tit. Indict

ment.

IGNORANCE, ignorantia.~] Want of knowledge of the law

shall not excuse any man from the penalty of it. Every person is

bound at his peril to take notice what the law of the realm is ;

and ignorance of it, though it be invincible, where a man affirms

that he hath done all that in him lies to know the law, will not ex
cuse him. Doct.isf Stud. 1. 46. Plowd. 343.

And an infant of the age of discretion shall be punished for

crimes, though he be ignorant of the law; but infants of tender

age, have ignorance by nature to excuse them ; so persons non

compos have ignorance by the hand of God. Stud. Com/i. 83, 84.

It
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Though ignorance of the law excuseth not, ignorance of the fact
doth : as if a person buy a horse, or other thing in open market,
of one that had no property therein, and not knowing but he had
right ; in that case he hath good title, and the ignorance shall ex
cuse him. Doct. is* Stud. 309. But if the party bought the horse
out of the market, or knew the seller had no right, the buying* in
open market would not have excused. Ibid. 5 Refi. 83. Also
where a man is to enter into land or seize goods, Sec. he must
see that what he does be rightly done, or his ignorance shall be
no excuse. Wood's Inst. 608.

Ignorance of fact is a defect of will, when a man intending to do
a lawful act, does that which is unlawful. For here the deed and
the will acting separately, there is not that conjunction between
them which is necessary to form a criminal act; as if a man in
tending to kill a thief or house-breaker in his own house, by mis
take kills one of his own family; this is no criminal action. Cro.
Car. 538. But if a man thinks he has a right to kill a person ex
communicated or outlawed wherever he meets him, and does so,
this is murder, as it proceeds from a criminal ignorance of the law.
4 Comm. 27.

IKEN1LD-STREET, One of the four famous ways that the Ro
mans made in England, called Stratum Icenorum, because it took
its beginning among the Iceni, which were the people that inhabit
ed Norfolk, Suffolk, and Cambridgeshire. Cam. Brit. Leg. Edw.
Conf. c. 12. See tit. Watling-Street.
ILET, By contraction ight, corruptly eight ; a little island.

Blount.
ILLEVIABLE, A debt or duty that cannot or ought not to be

levied ; as nihil set upon a debt is a mark for illeviable.
ILLITERATE. If an illiterate man be to seal a deed, he is not

bound to doit, if none be present to read it, if required ; unci reading
a deed false, will make it void. 2 Refi, 3. 11. See fiost. A man

may plead non est factum to a deed read false ; as where a release
of an annuity was read to an illiterate person, as a release of the
arrears only, &c. agreed to be released. Moor, 148. If there is a

time limited for a person to seal a writing, in such case illiteracy
shall be no excuse, because he might provide a skilful man to

instruct him; but when he is obliged to seal it upon request,
&c. there he shall have convenient time to be instructed, 2 Nels.
Abr. 946.

If a man for great age cannot see to read, and seals an obliga
tion upon false reading, he shall avoid it. 1 1 Refi. 28. Resolved,
though he was lettered; for now he has all his intelligence by
hearing. Also vide 9 Hen. VI. 59. b. 10 Hen. VI. 6. 10. 2 Refi.
9. Skin. 159. 47 Edw. III. 3.b. 17. 44 Edw. III. 23. 44 Ass. 30.
3 Edw. III. 31. 6. 32. a. 11 Refi. 27. b. Figgot's case. See
tit. Deed.

ILLUMINARE, -To illuminate, to draw in gold and colours the
initial letters and the occasional pictures in manuscript books.
See Bromfiton, sub anno 1076. Those persons who particularly
practised this art were called illuminatores, whence our limners.

IMAGES, How to be defaced, stat. 3 & 4 Edw. VI c. 10. See
tit. Pafiist.
IMAGINING {or .compassing, &c.) the king's death, is high
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treason, 25 Edw. III. c. 2. A Queen regnant is within the words
of the act. 1 Hale's P. C. 101. The terms compassing ar\dimagin~
ing are synonymous. And there must be sufficient proof of an
overt act to convict. See this Diet. tit. Treason.
IMBARGO, Span, nayium detention] A stop, stay, or arrest

upon ships or merchandise, by public authority. See statute 18
Car. II. c. 5. This arrest of shipping is commonly of the ships
of foreigners in time of war and difference with states to whom
they are belonging: but, by an ancient statute foreign merchants
in this kingdom are to have forty days' notice to sell their effects
and depart, on any difference with a foreign nation. 27 Ediv. III.
c. 17. See tit. Merchant. This term has also a more extensive
signification, for ships are frequently detained to serve a prince
in an expedition ; and for this end have their lading taken out with
out any regard to the colours they bear, or the government to

whose subjects they belong. The legality of such a measure has
been doubted by some, but it is certainly conformable to the law
of nations, for a prince in distress to make use of whatever ves

sels he finds in his ports that may contribute to the success of his

enterprise. Park on Insurance, c. 4. p. 78. The king may grant
imbargoes on ships, or employ the ships of his subjects, in time of

danger, for the service and defence of the nation ; but a warrant

to stay a single ship, on a private account, is no legal imbargo.
Moor, 892. Carth. 297. Prohibiting commerce in the time of war,
or of plague, pestilence, &c. is a kind of imbargo on shipping.
Imbargoes laid on shipping in the ports of Great Britain,by royal

proclamation, in time of war, are strictly legal, and are equally
binding as an act of parliament; because such proclamation is found
ed on a prior law, namely, that the king may prohibit any of his

subjects from leaving the realm. But in times of peace the power
of the king to lay such restraints is doubtful ; and, therefore, where
a proclamation issued in the year 1766, to prevent the exportation!
of corn against the words of a statute (22 Car. II. c. 13.) then in

force, although the measure was absolutely necessary to prevent
a dearth, it was thought prudent to procure an act of the legisla
ture (stat. 7 Geo. III. c. 7.) to indemnify all who advised or acted

under that proclamation. See Park on Ins. 79. 1 Comm. 270. 4

Mod. \77. 179. and see a similar statute 30 Geo. III. c. 1. And
further, this Diet. tit. Insurance II. 3.

IMBASING of Money, Mixing the species with an allay below

the standard of sterling; which the king by his prerogative may do,
and yet keep it up to the same value as before : Inhansing of it is,
when it is raised to a higher rate, by proclamation. 1 Hale's H.

P. C. 192. See tit. Coin.

1MBEZZLE, To steal, pilfer or purloin ; or where a person
entrusted with goods, wastes and diminishes them. The word im-

bczzle is mentioned in several statutes, particularly relating to

workers of wool, &c. Stat. 7 Jac. I. c. 7. 1 Ann. stat. 2. c. 18.

See tit.- Manufacturers.
If any servant imbezzles, purloins, or makes away his masters

�-oods to 40s. value, it is made felony without benefit of clergy, by
stat. 12 Ann. c. 7. See tit. Felony, Robbery, Servant, Appren
tice.
Imbezzling the king's armour or stores is felony without clergy,

It.
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by 31 EHz.c. 4. As to naval stores, the benefit of clergy is taken,
away by 22 Car. II. c. 5. Other inferior imbezzlements and mis
demeanors, that fall under this denomination, are punished, by stat.
1 Geo. I. stat. 2. c. 25. with fine and imprisonment.
Jmbezzling the public money, if committed by high officers,

is usually punished by impeachment in parliament. At common
law the offender is subject to a discretionary fine and imprison
ment. 4 Comm. 121, 122.

Pnbezzling or vacating records is a felonious offence against pub
lic justice, by stat. 8 Hen. VI. c. 12. See tit. Records, Felony,
Fine, Deeds.
IMBRACERY. See Embracery.
IMBROCUS, A brook, a gut, a water-passage. Somner of

Ports and Forts, p. 43.

IMBROIDERY, See Embroidery.
IMMUNITIES. King Henry III. by charter granted to the

citizens of London, a general immunity from all tolls, &c. except
customs and prisage of wine. Cit. lib. 94. See tit. King, Pre
rogative, London.
IMPALARE, To put in a pound. LI. Hen. I. c. 9.

IMPANEL, impancllarc vel impanulare juratis.~\ Signifies the

writing and entering into a parchment schedule, by the sheriff,
the names of a jury.
IMPARLANCE, interlocutio, vel licentia interloquendi, from

the Fr. parler, to speak.] In the common law, is taken for a pe
tition, in court, of a day to consider or advise what answer the
defendant shall make to the action of the plaintiff ; being a con

tinuance of the cause till another day, or a longer time, given by
the court.

Imparlance is said to be when the court gives the party leave
to answer at another time, without the assent of the other party.
Com. Dig. tit. Pleader, D. 1, But the more common significa
tion of imparlance is, time to plead. 2 Show. 310. 2 Mod. 62.
And it is either general, without saving to the defendant any ex

ception, which is always to another term; Mod. 28. or special,
which is sometimes to another day in the same term. 6 Mod. 8.

The general imparlance is of course where the defendant is not
bound to plead the same term ; but a special imparlance is not al
lowed, without leave of the court. R. E. 5 Ann. A special im
parlance is with a saving of all exceptions to the writ, bill, or count,
which may be granted by the prothonotary ; or they may be still
more special with a saving of all exceptions whatsoever, which
are granted at the discretion of the court, and are called general
sjiecial imparlances. 12 Mod. 529.
A general imjiarlance is set down and entered in general terms,

without any special clause, thus ; and now at this day, to wit, on
Thursday next after the Octave of St. Hilary, in the same term,
until which day the aforesaid C. D. the defendant, had license to

imparl to the bill aforesaid, and then to answer, isfc.

Sjiecial imjiarlance is where the party desires a farther day to
answer, adding also these words ; saving all advantages, as well
to the jurisdiction of the court, as to the writ and declaration, isfc.
Kitch. 200. This imjiarlance is had on the declaration of the

plaintiff ; and special imjiarlance is of use where the defendant is
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lo plead some mailers which cannot be pleaded after a general
imparlance. 5 Rep. 75.
Imparlance is generally to the next term ; and if the plaintiff

amend his declaration after delivered or filed, the defendant may
imparl to the next term, if the plaintiff do not pay costs ; but if
he pay costs, which are excepted, the defendant cannot 'import
Also if the plaintiff declares against the defendant, but doth not
proceed in three terms after, the defendant may imparl to the next
term. 2 Lill. Abr. 35.
If the writ be returnable on the last day of term, the defendant

is of course entitled to an imparlance, but must plead in four daysof the next term, provided a rule be given either in a town or

country cause.

On a declaration delivered of Hilary, there may be an imparl-
ance to Trinity term, if the defendant has not pleaded . before �

for it is the course of the court to give imparlance or declara
tion till the day of pleading. If a writ be returnable in one term
and the declaration is not delivered before the essoin-day of
the second term, the defendant is not obliged to plead in the same

term, but is entitled to an imparlance. Lnpey's K. B.
As to causes of imparlance. The not delivering a declaration

in time is sometimes the cause of imparlance of course : and
where the defendant's case requires a special plea, and the mat
ter which is to be pleaded is difficult, the court will, upon motion,
grant the defendant an imparlance, and longer time to put in his
plea, than otherwise, by the rules of the court, he ought to have:
if the plaintiff keeps any deed or other thing from the defendant,
whereby he is to make his defence, imparlance may be granted
till the plaintiff delivers it to him, or brings it into court, and a

convenient time after to plead. Hil. 22 Car, I. B. R.
An imparlance being prayed on a defendant's appearing to an

swer an information, it was said, imparlance was formerly from
day to day, but now from one term to another, in criminal pro
ceedings ; and it was ruled that the defendant should have the same

time to imparl that the process would have taken up, if he had
stood out till the attachment or capias; for when he comes in

upon that, he must plead instanter. 1 Salk. 367. Mod. Cases,
243. And if process had been continued, he might have been

brought in the same term upon an attachment ; and then there
could be no imjiarlance, but he ought to plead instanter. 2 Mils.

Abr. 947.
There are many cases wherein imparlances are not allowed ; no

imparlance is granted in a homine replegiando; or in an assise,
unless on good cause shown : nor shall there be an imjiarlance in

an action of special clausumfregit; though it is allowed in general
actions of trespass. Hil. 9 Wm. III. 3 Salk. 186. Where an

attorney, or other privileged person of the, court, sues another,
the defendant cannot im/iarl, but must plead presently : if the

plaintiff sues out a special original, wherein the cause of action

is expressed, and the defendant is taken on a special capias, he

shall not have an imparlance, but shall plead as soon as the rules

are out. 2 Lill. 35, 36. See tit. Practice.

Ofpleadings afterwards. A plea to the jurisdiction may not be

pleaded after general imparlance. Raym. 34. Dilatory pleas also
l

i
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cannot be pleaded after a general imparlance, which is an ac

knowledgment of the propriety of the action. 3 Comm. 301. Tidd's
Pract. After imjiarlance, the defendant cannot plead in abatement;
if he doth, and the plaintiff tenders an issue, whereupon the
defendant demurs, and the plaintiff joins in demurrer, such plea
is not peremptory ; because the plaintiff ought not to have joined
in demurrer, but to have moved the court, that the defendant might
be compelled to plead in chief. Allen, 65. Though a defendant
may not plead in abatement after a general imparlance; yet, if
it appear by the record that the plaintiff hath brought his action
before he had any cause, the court ex officio will abate the writ.
2 Lev. 197. See this Diet. tit. Abatement, Practice.
The defendant cannot have oyer of a deed in a common case,

after imparlance: and a tender after imjiarlance is naught. 2 Lev.
190. Lutiv. 238. If it appears upon the record, that an imparl
ance was due, and denied, it is error ; but then such error must

appear on the record. 3 Sulk. 168. It has been held, that if the
defendant doth not appear on a dies datus, the plaintiff shall not
have judgment by default, as he may on imparlance, because the
dies datus is not so strong against him as an imjiarlance; and
therefore the plaintiffmust take process against the defendant for
not appearing at the time. Moor, 79. 2 JVels. 947.
After a general special imparlance, the defendant may not only

plead in abatement of the writ, bill, or count, but also privilege.
1 Lev. 54. 12 Mod. 529. 5 Mod. 335. But it seems that such

plea must be entitled of the term the declaration is filed. Impey's
K. B.
It is ordered that a special imparlance shall not be allowed the

defendant, without the leave of the court first obtained. R. E.
5 Ann.
If the writ be returnable before the last return of any term, and

the declaration not filed, and notice given four days exclusive be
fore the end of such term, the defendant is entitled to an imparl
ance. P. Trin. 22 Geo. III.
Where a defendant is arrested by process out of P. P. in which

the cause of action is specially expressed ; or a copy of process
is delivered, and the plaintiff hath declared ; the defendant shall
not have liberty of imjiarlance, without leave first granted, but
shall plead within the time allowed a defendant prosecuted by ori

ginal writ. R. Pit. 2 Geo. II. And upon all processes, returna
ble the first or second return of any term, the declaration shall
be delivered with notice to plead in eight days after delivery,
where the defendant lives above twenty miles from London, isrc.
without <any imjiarlance; and, on default of pleading, the plaintiff
may sign judgment. R. Trin. 5 St 6 Geo. II. See further, on

this subject, and as to obtaining time to plead, this Diet. tit. Plead
ing, 1; 4. Practice.
IMPARSON EE, A parson imjiarsonee, jiersona imjiersonata, is

he that is inducted, and in possession of a benefice. Dyer, fol..
40. num. 72. says a dean and chapter are parsons imjiarsonees of a
benefice appropriate unto them. Convell.

IMPEACHMENT, from Lat. imjietere.~] The accusation and

prosecution of a person for treason, or other crimes and misde
meanors. Any member of the house of commons may not only
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impeach any one of their own body, but also any lord of parhV
mcnt, Sec. And thereupon articles are exhibited on behalf of the
commons, and managers appointed to make good their charge and
accusation ; which being done in the proper judicature, sentence
is passed, &c And it is observed, that the same evidence is re

quired in an impeachment in parliament, as in the ordinary courts
of justice ; but not in bills of attainder. See Index to State Trials,
vol. 6. tit. Evidence.
An impeachment before the lords by the commons of Great

Britain, in parliament, is a prosecution of known and established
law, and hath been frequently put in practice ; being a present
ment to the most high and supreme court of criminal jurisdiction
by the most solemn grand inquest of the whole kingdom. 1
Hale's P. C. 150. A commoner cannot, however, be impeached
before the lords for any capital offence, but only for high misde
meanors. Rot. Pari. 4 Edw. III. n. 2. St 6. 2 Brad. Hist. 190.
Selden Judic. in Pari. ch. I. But see contra, 4 Comm. c. 19. inn.
and tit. Parliament.
A peer may be impeached for any. crime. The articles of

impeachment are a kind of bills of indictment, found by the house
of commons, and afterwards tried by the lords ; who are in cases

of misdemeanors considered not only as their own peers, but as

the peers of the whole nation. This is a custom derived to us

from the constitution of the ancient Germans; who in their great
councils sometimes tried capital accusations relating to the pub
lic ;

" licet ajxud concilium accusare quoque et discrimen capitis
i/itendere." Tac. de mor. Germ. 12.

By stat. 12 Sc 13 Wm. III. c. 2. it is enacted, that no pardon
under the great seal shall be pleadable to an impeachment by the
commons in parliament. But the king may pardon after convic
tion on an impeachment. 4 Comm. 400. and see ib. 259�261. and
this Diet. tit. Pardon.
On the impeachment of Warren Hastings for malconduct as

governor-general of India, the trial of which lasted, by adjourn
ment, for seven years, from 1787 to 1794, it was solemnly deter
mined that an impeachment is not abated, or put an end to, by the

prorogation or dissolution of parliament. And a statute was pass
ed to prevent prorogation or dissolution from having the effect
of putting a stop to the previous proceedings in the house of
commons. See Raym. 120. 1 Lev. 384. and tit. Parliament viii.
IMPEACHMENT or WASTE, impetitio vast;', from Fr. em-

pesihement, i. e. impedimentum.~\ Signifies a restraint from com

mitting of waste upon lands or tenements ; or a demand of re

compense for waste done by a tenant who hath but a particular
estate in the land granted. .He that hath a lease to hold without

impeachment of waste, hath by that sUch an interest given him in
the land, Sec. that he may make waste without being impeached
for it; that is, without being questioned, or any demand of recom

pense for the waste clone. 11 Rep. 82. b. See tit. Waste.

1MPECHIARE, Fr. empecher, Lat. impetcre.~] To impeach,
to accuse and prosecute, for felony, or treason. Spelman and
Somner say, that it is derived from the Lat. imfietere, which is to

accuse, or in jus vocare; from whence impetitio signifies an accuse.-
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Ctou, viz. sine imfietitione vasti, is without impeaching or accusing
him of waste. See Impeachment.
IMPEDIATUS, expeditatus, impediati canes, dogs lawed and

disabled from doing mischief in the forests, and purlieus of them.
Cowed. See Exjicditate.
IMPEDIENS, A defendant, or deforciant. Cowell.
IMPEDIMENTS in LAW. Persons under impediments are

those within age, under coverture, non compos mentis, in prison,
beyond sea, &c. who, by a saving in several laws, have time to

claim and prosecute their rights, after the impediments removed,
in case of fines levied, Sec. See tit. Limitation of Actions.
IMPERIALS, A sort of very fine cloth. Cowell.

IMPESCATUS, Impeached, or accused. Pat. 18 Edw. I.
IMPETlTlO, See ante, Impeachment.
IMPETRATION, imfietratio.~\ An obtaining any thing by-

request and prayer : and in our statutes it is a preobtaining of
church benefices in England from the court of Pome, which be

longed to the gift and disposition of the king, and other lay-pa
trons of this realm ; the penalty whereof was. the same with that
Inflicted on provisors. See stat. 25 Edw. III. st. 6. 38 Edw. HI.
st. 2. c. 1.

IMPIERMENT, Impairing or prejudicing, "to the impierment
and diminution of their good names." Stat. 23 Hen. VIII. c. 9.

IMPLEAD, from Fr. plaicler.J To sue or prosecute by course

of law.
IMPLEMENTS, from Lat. impleo, to fill up.] Things ne

cessary in any trade or mystery, without which the work cannot

be performed ; also the furniture of a house, as all household
goods, implements, &c. And implements of household are tables,
presses, cupboards, bedsteads, wainscot, and the like. In this
sense, we find this word often in gifts and conveyances of move
ables. Terms de Ley.
IMPLICATION, A necessary inference of something not direct

ly declared ; between parties in deeds, agreements, &c arising
from what is admitted or expressed. When the law giveth any
thing to a man, it giveth implicitly (or rather impliedly) whatsoever
Is necessary for the enjoying the same.

It is a general rule, that where an estate Is to be raised by
implication, it must be a necessary and inevitable implication, and
such as that the words can have no other construction whatso
ever. Talb. 3.
An implication cannot be intended by deed, unless there are apt

words ; but otherwise in a will. Brownl. 153.

An implied intent must not, without clear expression, alter the
equitable general law. 1 Chan. Cas. 297.
An estate by implication was never thought of in a deed, nor

in a wid but in case of necessity. 4 Mod. 156.
No implication shall be allowed against an express estate limited

by express words. 1 Salk. 226.
An express estate for life cannot be enlarged by implication, but

by express words it may. 2 Vern. 449.
The want of words in some cases may be helped by implication;

and so one word or thing, or one estate given, shall be implied by
another. There is an implication in wills and devises of lands,
Vol. Hi: 3 D
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whereby estates are gained ; as if a husband devises Uie goods ifj
his house to his wife, and that after her decease his son shall have
them, and his house ; though the house be not devised to the wife
by express words, yet it has been held, that she hath an estate for
life in it by implication, because no other person could then have
it, the son and heir being excluded, who was to have nothing till
after her decease. 1 Ventr. 223.

Estates for life, and estates-tail, may be raised by implication in
wills : a testator had three sons, the eldest son dying, leaving his
wife with child, to whom the father devised an annuity in ventre
sa mere, and if his middle son died before he had any issue of his
body, remainder over, Sec. And it was resolved, that such son had
an estate-tail by implication. Moor, 127. It is said a fee-simple
estate shall not arise by implication in a will ; though there is a

perpetual charge imposed by the devisor on the devisee, 8tc.
Bridgm. 103. Also it hath been adjudged, that where a particular
estate is devised by will expressly, a contrary intent shall not be
imjdied by any subsequent clause. See tit. Will.

Bn/dication is either necessary or possible, and wherever an es

tate is raised by that means in a will, it must be by necessary im

plication; for the devisee must necessarily have the thing devised,
and no other person can have it. 1 Salk. 236. 2 JVels. Abr. 494.
No implication shall be allowed against an express estate, limit

ed by ex/tress words, to drown the same. Salk. 266. There are

conditions and covenants, implied by law, in deeds and grants : and

implication will sometimes help law proceedings, and supply de
fects. See tit. Intendment, Use, Deed, Covenant, Estate, Limit'

ation, tfc.
IMPORTATION, importation The bringing goods and mer

chandise into this kingdom from other nations. See this Diet. tit.

Navigation Acts.
IMPOSSIBILITY. A thing which is impossible in law, is all

one with a thing impossible in nature : and if any thing in a bond or
deed isimjiossiblc to be done, such deed, Sec. is void. Yet where
the condition of a bond becomes imfiossible by the act of God, in
Such case, it is held the obligor ought to do all in his power to

wards a performance : as when a man is bound to enfeoff the ob^

Hgec and his heirs, and the obligee dies, the obligor must enfeoff
his heir. 2 Co. Rep. 74. See tit. Bond, Condition, Deed.

IMPOST, from Lat. impono7\ The tax received by the prince,
for such merchandises as are brought into any haven within his

dominions, from foreign nations. It may in some sort be distin

guished from customs, because customs are rather that profit the

prince maketh of wares shipped out; yet they are 'frequently con

founded. Cowell. See this Diet. tit. Customs on Merchandise.
IMPOSTORS, religious. Those who falsely pretend an extraor

dinary commission from heaven ; or terrify and abuse the peo

ple with false denunciations of judgments. They are punish
able by the temporal courts with fine, imprisonment, and infamous

corporal punishment. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 5.
,

IMPOTENCY, Is a canonical disability to avoid marriage m

the spiritual court. The marriage is not void ab initio, but void

able only by sentence of separation, but to be actually made du

ring the life of the parties. See tit. Marriage,
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Impotency, property by reason of. A qualified property may
subsist with relation to animalsfere nature, ratione impotentie, on
account of their own inability. As when hawks, herons, or other
birds build in my trees, or conies or other creatures make their
nests or burrows in my land, and have young ones there ; I have
a qualified property in those young ones, till such time as they can

fly or run away, and then my property expires. Carta de forestd;
(9 Hen. III. c. 13.) but till then itis in some cases trespass, and in
others felony, for a stranger to take them away. 7 Rep. 17. Lamb.
Eiren. 274. 2 Comm. 394. See tit. Game.
IMPRESSING (or impresting i. e. paying earnest to) SEA

MEN. The power of impressing men for the sea service by the

king's commission, has been a matter of some dispute, and submit
ted to with great reluctance ; though it hath -very clearly and
learnedly been shown by Sir Michael Foster, that the practice of
impressing, and granting powers to the admiralty for that pur
pose, is of very ancient date, and hath been uniformly continued,
by a regular series of precedents, to the present time : whence he
concludes it to be part of the common law. The difficulty arises
from hence, that no statute has expressly declared this power to

be in the crown, though many of them very strongly imply it. The
stat. 2 Rich. II. c. 4. speaks of mariners being arrested and retain
ed for the king's service, as of a thing well known, and practised
without dispute ; and provides a remedy against their running
away. By stat. 2 & 3 P. isf M. c. 16. if any waterman, who uses

the river Thames, shall hide himself during the execution of any
commission of pressing for the king's service, he is liable to

heavy penalties. By stat. 5 Eliz. e. 5. no fisherman shall be taken

by the queen's commission to serve as amariner ; but the commis
sion shall be first brought to two justices of the peace, inhabiting
near the sea coast where the mariners are to be taken, to the in
tent, that the justices may choose out, and return such a number
of able-bodied men as in the commission are contained, to serve her
majesty. And, by others, (7 & 8 Wm. III. c. 21, 2 Ann. e. 6. 4
�c 5 Ann. c. 19. 13 Geo. II. c. 17. &c.) especial protections are

allowed to seamen in particular circumstances, to prevent them
from being impressed. All which do most evidently imply a

power of impressing to reside somewhere; and, if any where, it
must, from the spirit of our constitution, as well as from the fre

quentmention of the king's commission, reside in the crown alone,
1 Comm. 419. Comb. 245. Fost. 154.

The legality of pressing is so fully established, that it will
not now admit of a doubt in any court of justice. In the case of
The King v. Tubbs, Lord Mansfield said, " The power of pressing
is founded upon immemorial usage allowed for ages. If not, it can
have no ground to stand upon ; nor can it be vindicated or justified
by any reason but the safety of the state. The practice is dedu
ced from that trite maxim of the constitutional law of England,
that private mischief had better be submitted to, than public de
triment and inconvenience should ensue. Though it be a legal
power, it may, like many others, be abused in the exercise of it.''
Cowp. 517. In that case the defendant was brought up by habeas
corpus, upon the ground that he was entitled to an exemption �

byt the court held, that the exemption was not made out, and j,e
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was remanded to the ship from whence he had been brought. 2
Comm. 420. n. See also 5 Term Refi. 276. and further, this Diet.
tit. Mariner, Seaman, Murder, Navy.
In addition to the authorities cited by Foster in support of the

legality of pressing seamen, many more are collected by Barring.
ton, (in his Obs. on Ane. Stats, ft. 334. &c. edit. 5.) who shows, that
the crown anciently exercised a similar power of impressing men
for the land service ; not only for the army, but for the king's plea
sure : and instances are given in the case of Goldsmith's Aurifa-
bros, impressed pro apparatibus persons regis. 14 Edw.lV. Rym.
�vol. V. part . iii. p. 50. and Minstrels in solatium regis. Raym. 34
Hen. VI.
IMPREST MONEY, from in, and Fr. prest, fiaratus.~] Money

paid on enlisting soldiers. See Frest-money.
IMPRETIA13ILIS, Invaluable ; in which sense it is often men

tioned in Mat. Paris.

IMPRIMERY, Fr. A print, or impression ; the art of print
ing, and a printing-house, are called im/irimary, in some sta

tutes.

IMPRISII, Those who side with, or take the part of another,
either in his defence, or otherwise. Mat. Par. 127.

IMPRISONMENT, imfirisonamentum.~] The restraint of a man's
liberty under the custody of another; and extends not only to a

gaol, but to a house, stocks, or where a man is held in the street,
&c. for in all these cases the party so restrained is said to be a pri
soner, so long as he hath not his liberty freely to go about his bu

siness, as at other times. Co. Litt. 253.
None shall be imprisoned but by the lawfuljudgment of hispeers,

or by the law of the land. Magna Charta, c. 2. stat. 25 Ed<w. III.
stat. 5. c. 4. All imprisonment must be according to law, or the
custom of England; as to Scotland, 34 Geo. Ill, c. 54. �2. the act
of 1701, for preventing wrongous imprisonment, so far as may re

late to treason, &c. suspended till first February, 1795; continued

by 35 Geo. III. c. 3. and 38 Geo. III. c. 36. 39 Geo. III. c. 15. 44.

39, 40. Geo. III. c. 20. 41 Geo. III. c. 32. and 41 Geo. III. (U. K.)
c. 26. As to Ireland, see 43 Geo. III. c. 116. and 44 Geo. III. c.

8. or by process and course of law. 2 Inst. 46. 50. 282. And no

person is to be imprisoned, but as the law directs, either by com

mand and order of a court of record, or by lawful warrant, or the

king's writ ; by which one may be lawfully detained to answer the

lav/. 2 Inst. 46. 3 Inst. 209.

At common law, a man could not be imprisoned in any case,

unless he were guilty of some force or violence ; for which Ins

body was subject to imprisonment, as one of the highest execu
tions of the law ; but imprisonment is inflicted by statute in many
cases. 3 Rep. 11. Whenever the common law, or any statute,

gives power to imprison, there it is lawful and justifiable ; but he

who doth it in pursuance of a statute, must be sure exactly to fol

low the statute in the order and manner of doing thereof. Dyer, 204.
13 Edw. I. See further on this subject, and connected therewith,
this Diet. tit. Arrest, Pail, Cajiias, Commitment, Constable, False

jmjirisonment, Habeas Corfius.
IMPROBATION, Is an action, whereby we pursue papers to

be declared false and forged. Scotch Diet.
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IMPROPRIATION. See tit. Appropriation,
IMPROVEMENT. See Approvement.
IMPRUIARE, To improve land.
IMPRUIAMENTUM, The improving of lands. Cartular. Ab-

"hut. Glaston. MS. pag. 50. Or rather the improvement itself, when
made.
IN AUTER DROIT, In another's right ; as where executors

or administrators sue for a debt or duty, &x. in right of the tes
tator or intestate.
INBLAURA, Profit or product of ground. Cowell.
INBORH AND OUTBORH, Saxon. See Camden's Britain,

in Ottadinis, where he says, speaking of Edelingham, the barony
of Patrick earl of Dunbare, which also was Inborow and Outborow
between England and Scotland, as we read in the books of inquisi
tions, that is, (as he believes,) he was to allow, and to observe in
this part, the ingress and egress of those who travelled to and fro
between both realms ; for Englishmen in ancient time called in
their language an entry and forecourt or gate-house, inborow.
Cowell.
INCASTELLARE, To reduce a thing to serve instead of a cas

tle ; and it is often applied to churches. Qui post mortem patris
ecclesiam incastellatam retinebat. Gervas. Dorob. anno 1144.
IN CASU CONSIMILI, See Casu Consimili.
IN CASU PROVISO, See Casu Proviso.
INCAUSTUM or ENCAUSTUM, Ink. Pleta, lib. 2. c. 27.

par. 5.
:

INCENDIARIES. Burning of houses maliciously, to extort

sums of money from those whom the malefactors should spare,
was made treason the first year of king Hen. VI. 1 Hale's H. P.
C. 270. The like offences of firing houses and sending letters

demanding money of persons, See. is made felony, by stat. 9 Geo. I.
c. 22. See tit. Arson, Black Act, Burning.
INCEPTION, The same person is patron and incumbent, and

he devises the next avoidance ; it was objected, that by his death
the church is void, and then the presentation is a chose in action,
and not grantable, and the devise takes not effect till after the
death of devisor, and therefore void ; but held a good devise, be
cause it has inception in his life. Roll. Rep. 214. 3 Bulst. 42.
Lease to A. for life, remainder to the right heir of A.; this Is a

good remainder to vest upon the death of A. for the inception in
his life. Roll. Rep. 215. 7 Hen. IV.
Institution gives inception to a lay fee, so that if a caveat be en

tered after to prevent induction, a prohibition shall be granted. 2

Roll. 294. Prohibition, (M) pi. 14.

INCERTAINTY. See tit. Certainty.
INCEST. In the year 1650, when the ruling powers found It

for their interest to put on the semblance of a very extraordinary
strictness and purity of morals, incest and wilful adultery were

made capital crimes. But at the restoration, when men, from an

abhorrence of the hypocrisy of the late times, fell into a contrary-
extreme, of licentiousness, it was not thought proper to renew

a law of such unfashionable rigour. And these offences have been

ever since left to the feeble coercion of the spiritual court, accord
ing to the rules of the canon law. 4 Comm. 64. See tit. Lewdness.
ENCHANTMENT, See tit, Conjuration. .
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INCHANTER, incantatorj] He who by charms conjures the
devil ; and they were anciently called carmina, by reason in those
days their charms were in verse. 3 Inst. 44.
INCHANTRESS, incantatrix.~] A woman who uses charms and

incantations. See Conjuration.
INCHARTARE, To give, or grant and assure any thing by

an instrument in writing. Matt. Paris.
INCH OF CANDLE, Is the manner of selling goods by mer

chants ; which is done thus : first, notice is to be given upon the
exchange, or other public place, of the time of sale; and, in the
mean time, the goods to be sold are divided into lots, printed pa
pers of which, and the conditions of sale, are also forthwith pub
lished ; and when the goods are exposed to sale, a small piece of
wax-candle, about an inch long, is burning, and the last bidder
when the candle goes out, is entitled to the lot or parcel so ex

posed. If any difference happens in adjusting to whom a lot be
longs, where several bid together, the lot is'to be put up again;
and the last bidder is bound to stand to the bargain, and take the
lot, whether good or bad. In these cases, the goods are set up
at such a price ; and none shall bid less than a certain sum, more

than another hath before, &c. Merch. Diet. See tit. Auction,
INCIDENT, incidens.'] A thing necessarily depending upon,

appertaining to, or following another that is more worthy or prin
cipal. A court-baron is inseparably incident to a manor ; and a

court of piepowder to a fair : these are so inherent to their prin
cipals, that by the grant of one, the other is granted; and they
cannot be extinct by release, or saved by exception, but in special
cases. Hitch. 36. Co. Litt. 151. t

Rent is incident to a reversion ; timber trees are incident to the

freehold, and also deeds and charters, and a way to lands; fealty
is incident to tenures ; distress to rent and amercements, &c. Co.
Litt. 151. Tenant for life or years hath, incident to his estate, es
tovers of wood. Co. Litt. 41. And there are certain incidents
to estates-tail ; as to be dispunishable by waste, to suffer a reco

very, &c. Co. Litt. 224. 10 Reji. 38, 39. Incidents are needful
to the well being of that to which they are incident ; and the law

is tender of them. Hob. 39, 40.
If a man, either by grant or prescription, has a right to a wreck

thrown on another's land, of consequence he has a right to a way
over the same land to take it ; and the very possession of the

wreck is in him before seizure. 6 Mod. 149. See 14 Vin. Abr.

tit. Incidents.
INCIDENT DILIGENCE, Is a diligence granted before litis

contestation in improbations, for the recovery of writs craved to

be produced, and in many other cases during the dependence of
the principal process. Scotch Diet.

INCLAUDARE, To fetter ahorse. Monasticon, 2 torn. ji. 598.

INCLAUSA, A home-close, or enclosure near the house. Paroch,
Antiq. pag. 3 1 .

INCLOSURES. Throwing down enclosures is an offence pu
nishable by our ancient laws and statutes. Stat. 13 Pdw. 1. slat.

1. c. 46. But if the lord of a manor enclose part of the waste or

common, and doth not leave sufficient for the commoners, they
may break down such enclosure, or have writ of assise. Stat,
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G St 4 Edw. VI. c. 3. Large wastes or commons in the West-Riding
of the county of York, with the consent of the lords of manors,
&c. may be enclosed, a sixth part whereof shall be for the benefit
of poor clergymen, whose livings are under 40/. a year, to be set

tled in trustees, who may grant leases for twenty-one years, Stc.
Stat. 12 Ann. c. 4.

Destroying them in the night, to be made good by the neigh
bouring towns. Stats. 13 Edw. I. stat. 1. c. 46. 3 & 4 Edw. VI.
c. 3. Throwing down enclosures in the night, to be punished with
treble damages. Stats. 3 & 4 Edw. VI. c. 3. s. 4. 22 & 23 Car.
II. c. 7. Taking away gates, pales, posts, stiles, or hedge-wood,
or destroying them, how punished, &c. See stats. 43 Eliz. c. 7.
15 Car. II. c. 2. 9 Geo. HI. c. 29. See tit. Common, Wastes.

INCOME, Duties on. 38 Geo. III. c. 16. 39 Geo. III. c. 13.

39, 40 Geo. III. c. 49. Rep. 42 Geo. III. c. 42. But 43 Geo. III.
c 122. imposed a duty or contribution on the profits arising from
property, Sec. See Property Tax.

45 Geo. III. c. 15. imposes additional duties in Great Britain on

the amount of assessments to be charged on the profits arising
from property, professions, trades, and offices.

45 Geo. III. c. 49. repeals certain parts of 43 Gee. III. c. 122.
for imposing a tax on property, and regulates the collecting the
duties on the same.

45 Geo. III. c. 110. contains exemptions under property act3,

(See now 46 Geo. III. c. 65.)
INCOMPATIBILITY, incomfiatibilitas benejieiorum.~\ Is when

benefices cannot stand one with another, if they be with cure,
and of such a value in the king's books. Whitlock's Read. p. 4.
See tit. Advowson.
INCONTINENCY, See tit. Adultery, Fornication, Letvdness,

Rape, Sec.

1NCOPOLITUS, A proctor, or vicar. Leg. Hen. I.
INCORPORATION, Power of, See tit. Corporation.
INCORPOREAL HEREDITAMENTS, See tit. Heredita

ments.

INCREMENTUM, Increase or improvement; to which was

opposed decrementum or abatement. Paroch. Antiq. 164. It is used
in charters for a parcel of ground enclosed out of a common, or

improved.
1NCROACHMENT, Fr. accrochment, a grasping.] An unlaw

ful gaining upon the right or possession of another man. As
where a man sets his hedge or wall too far into the ground of
his neighbour, that lies next to him, he is said to make encroach
ment upon him : and a rent is said to be encroached, when the
lord by distress or otherwise compels his tenant to pay more than
he owes ; and so of services, Sec. 9 Rep. 33. And sometimes
this word is applied to power ; for the Spencers, father and son,
it is said, encroached unto them royal power and authority, a nno

1 Edw. III. And the admirals and their deputies are said in stat.

15 Rich. II. c. 3. to have encroached to themselves divers jurisdic
tions, &c.
INCUMBENT, From Lat. incumbo, to mind diligently.] A

clerk resident on his benefice with cure ; and is so called, be
cause he does or ought to bend all his study to the discharge of
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the cure of the church to which he belongs. Co. Litt. 1 19. Where
an incumbent is put out without due process, he shall be at hive to
sue for his remedy at what time he pleaseth, &c. Stat. 4 Hen. IV,
c. 22. See tit. Advowson, Church.
INCUMBRANCE. See tit. Mortgage, Purchase, and 14 Vin.

Abr. tit. Incumbrance .

1NCURRAMENTUM, The incurring or being subject to a

penalty, fine or amercement: so incurri alieni is to be liable to an
other's legal censure or punishment. Westm. c. 37.
INDEBITATUS ASSUMPSIT, See tit. Assumpsit,
INDEC1MABLE, indecimabilis.'] That is not tilhable, or by law

ought not to pay tithe. 2 Inst. 490.

Indefeasible, or indefeisible, That cannot be de.
feated or made void ; as a good and indefeasible estate, ifc.
INDEFEASIBLE RIGHT TO THE THRONE, See tit.

Ping.
INDEFENSUS, One that is impleaded, and refuseth to make

answer. Mich. 50 Hen. 111. Rot. 4.
INDEMNITY. On the appropriation of a church to any col

lege, &c. when the archdeacon loses for ever his induction-money,
the recompense he receives yearly out of the church so appropri
ate, as 12c/. or 2s. more or less, as a pension agreed at the time of
the appropriating, is called indemnity. MS. in Bibl. Cotton.fi. 84.
Acts of indemnity are passed every session of parliament for the
relief of those who have neglected to take the necessary oaths,
&c. required to qualify them for their respective offices.
INDENTURE, indentura.'] Is a writing containing some con

tract, agreement, or conveyance between two or. more persons,
being indented in the top answerable to another part, which hath
the same contents. Co. Litt. 229. A deed of bargain and sale
of freehold lands, &c. must be by indenture, enrolled, Etc. Stat. 27
Hen. VIII c. 16. Words in indentures, though of one party only,
are binding to both parties. Cro. Eliz. 202. 657. See this Diet.
tit. Conveyance, Deed.
INDIA COMPANY, See East-India Company.
INDIA GOODS, See this Diet. tit. East-India Company, Na

vigation Acts.

IND1CAVIT, A writ of prohibition that lies for a patron of a

church, whose clerk is sued in the spiritual court by another clerk
for tithes, which amount to a fourth part of the profits of the advow
son ; when the suit belongs to the king's courts, by the stats. M'esU

2. c. 5. 13 Edw, I. st. 4. The patron of the defendant is allowed
this writ, as he is like to be prejudiced in his church and advow

son, if the plaintiff' recovers in the spiritual court. Reg. Orig. 35-
Old Nat. Br. 31.

This writ may be also purchased by the parson sued ; and is

directed as well unto the judge of the court, as unto the party
plaintiff, that they do not proceed, &c. But it is not to be had

before the defendant is libelled against in the spiritual court, the

copy of which libel ought to be produced in chancery, before the

indicavit is granted : and this writ must be brought before judg
ment given in the spiritual court; for after judgment there, the

indicavit is void. New Nat. Br. 66. 101. See stat. 34 Edw. I. st. 1.

The writ of indicavit doth not lie of a less part of the tithes, kc
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than a fourth part of the church ; if they are hot so much, this
being surmised by the other party, a consultation shall be had.
Ibid. The patron of the Clerk, who is prohibited by the indicavit,
may have his writ of right of the advowson of dismes, ifc. The
ecclesiastical court may hold plea of tithes hot amounting to the
fourth of the church. Stat. Circumsp. Agatis, 13 Edw. I. st. 4. See
further, tit. Prohibition, Tithes.
INDIGO, or INDIGO. See tit. Navigation Acts.

INDICTED, indictatusT^ When anyone is accused by bill pre
ferred to jurors at the king's suit, for some offence, either crimi
nal or penal, he is said to be indicted thereof. Cowell.
INDICTIO, The same with indictment. Nonnunquam enini

fiiunt accusationes de flbrcsta, et indictiones vulgariter sic appellate.
Du'Fresne. [

IND1CTION, indictio, ab indicendo.~\ The space of fifteen years,
by which computation charters and public writings were dated at

Pome; likewise anciently in England, which we find not only in.
the charters of King Edgar, but of King Hen. HI. And by this
account of time, which began at the dismission of the Nicene

council, every year still increased one till it came to fifteen; and
then returned again, making first, second indictioh, isfc. dat. afiud
Chippenham, 18 die Aprilis, indictione nona, anno Dom. 1266.

INDICTMENT.

Indictaivientum, from the Fr. enditer, i. e. indicare, to show.j
A bill or declaration of complaint drawn up in form of law, exhi
bited for some offence criminal or penal, and preferred to a grand
jury; upon whose oath it is found to be true, before a judge or

others, having power to punish or certify the offence. Terms de

Ley.

I. Of the Nature of an Indictment; how found, presented, arid
prosecuted.

II. Of the Locality of an Indictment.
III. Of Certainty, and the other Requisites in an Indictment ; and of

Errors and Amendments thereof.
IV. For what Offences Indictment will lie.

I. Lambard says, an indictment is an accusation, at the suit of
the king, by the oaths of twelve men of the same county wherein
the offence was committed, returned to inquire of all offences in

general in the county, determinable by the court into which they
are returned, and their finding a bill brought before them to be
true: but when such accusation is found by a grand jury, without
any bill brought before them, and afterwards reduced to u formed in

dictment, it is called a presentment; and when it is found by jurors
returned to inquire of that particular offence only, which is in
dicted, it is properly called an inquisition Lamb. lib. 4. cap. 5.

By Poulton, an indictment is an inquisition taken atid made by
twelve men,dX the least, thereunto sworn, whereby they find and pre
sent, that such a person, of such a filace, in such a county, and of
such a degree, hath committed such a treason, felony, trespass, or
Vol.. Ilh

'
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other offence, against the peace of the king, his crown and dignity,Poult. 169. An indictment, according to Lord Chief Justice Hale
is only a plain, brie I and certain narrative of an offence, commit
ted by any person, and of those necessary circumstances, that
concur, to ascertain the fact and its nature. 2 Hale's H. p, q
168, 169.
An indictment seems to be thus shortly well defined : " a writ-

fen accusation, of one or more persons, of a crime or a misdemeanor
preferred to, and presented on oath by, a grand jury." 4 C'owm
302. �

.

A bill of indictment is said to be an accusation, for this reason-
because the jury that inquire of the offence*doth not receive it,
until the party that offers the bill, appearing, subscribes his name,
and offers his oath for the truth of it: Staundf. P. C. lib. 2. cap-23.
To this end the sheriff of every county is bound to return to

every session of the peace, and every commission of oyer and
terminer, and of general gaol delivery, twenty-four good and law
ful men of the county, some out of every hundred, " to inquire,
present, do, and execute all those things which on the part of our
lord the king shall then and there be commanded them." As many
as appear upon this panel are sworn of the grand jury to the
amount of twelve at least, and not more than twenty-three; that
twelve may be a majority. See tit. Jury. This grand jury are pre
viously instructed in the articles of their inquiry, by a charge
from the judge on the bench. They then withdraw from court

to sit and receive indictments, which are preferred to them in the
name of the king, but at the suit of any private prosecutor: and

they are only to hear evidence on behalf of the prosecution: for
the finding an indictment is only in the nature of an inquiry or

accusation, which is afterwards to be tried and determined; and
t-he grand jury are only to inquire upon their oaths whether there
be sufficient cause to call upon the party to answer it.
When the grand jury have heard the evidence, if they think it

a groundless accusation, they used formerly to endorse on the back
of the bill, ignoramus, i. e. " we know nothing of it ;" intimating,
that though the facts might possibly be true, the truth did not ap
pear to them ; but now, they assert in English, more absolutely,
not a true bill; or (which is the better way) not found; and then the

party is discharged without farther answer. But a fresh bill may
afterwards be preferred to a subsequent grand jury. If they are

satisfied of the truth of the accusation, they then endorse upon it,
a trite bill; anciently, billa -vera. The indictment is then said to be

found, and the party stands indicted. But to find a bill, there must

at least twelve of the jury agree ; for so tender is the law of En

gland of the lives of the subject, that no man can be convicted at

the suit of the king for any capital offence, unless by the unani
mous voice of twenty-four of his equals and neighbours ; that is,

by twelve at least of the grand jury, in the first place, assenting to

the accusation ; and afterwards by the whole petit jury, of twelve
more, finding him guilty upon his trial. But if twelve of the

grand jury assent, it is a good presentment, though some of the
rest disagree. 2 Hale's P. C. 161. And the indictment, when so

found, is publicly delivered into court.

Although a bill of inmctment may be preferred to a grand jury
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upon oath, they are not bound to find the bill, if they find cause to
the contrary ; and though a bill of indictment be brought unto them
without oath made, they may find the bill if they see cause ; but it
is not usual to prefer a bill unto them before oath be first made in
court, that the evidence they are to give unto the grand inquest
to prove the bill is true. 2 Lill. Abr. 44. The grand jury are to

find the whole in a bill, or reject it, and not find specially for part,
&c. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 25. � 2. This rule relates only to cases.

where the grand jury take upon themselves to find part of the same

indictment to be true, and part false ; and do not either affirm q,r
deny the facts submitted to their inquiry. But where there are

two distinct counts, viz. one for a riot, and the other for an assault,
and the grand jury find a true bill as to the assault, and endorse ig
noramus as to the riot, this finding leaves the indictment as to the
count found, just as if there had been originally only that one

count. Cow/i. 325.

Any one under prosecution for a crime, before he is indicted,
may except against or challenge any of the persons returned on

the grand jury ; as being outlawed, returned atthe instance of the
prosecutor, or not returned by the proper officer, &c. 2 Hawk.
c. 25. � 16. No indictment shall be made but by inquest of lawful
men returned by sheriffs, &c. And if a person not returned by
the sheriff on a grand jury, procures his name to be read among
those of others who were actually returned, whereupon he is
sworn of the j ury, he may be indicted for it and fined, and the in
dictment found by such a jury shall be void. Stat. 1 1 Hen. IV,
c. 9. 12 Rep. 98. 3 Inst. 33.
Sheriffs had formerly power to take indictments, which they did

by roll indented, one part whereof remained with the indictors.
13 Edw. I. 1 Edw. III. Justices of peace have no power relating
Xoindictment for crimes, but what is given them by act of parlia
ment ; and it is said justices of peace in sessions cannot, on an

indictment, try and determine the offence in one and the same ses

sions in which the offenders are indicted. Hil. 11 Car. Cro. Car.
430. 448. And indictments before justices of peace, &c. may be
removed into the court of B. R. by certiorari. But an indictment
removed by certiorari into B. R. may be sent back again into the

county or place whence removed, if there be cause to do it. See
tit. Certiorari.
An indictment is the king's suit ; for which reason the party who

prosecutes is a good witness to prove it. And no damages can be

given to the party grieved upon an indictment, or other criminal

prosecution, unless particularly grounded on some statute; but the
court of B. R. by the king's privy seal, may give to the prosecu
tor a third part of the fine assessed for any offence ; and the fine
to the king may be mitigated, in regard to the defendant's making
satisfaction to a prosecutor for costs of prosecution, and damages
sustained by the injury received. 2 Hawk. c. 25. � 3.

No man may be put upon his trial for a capital offence, except
on an appeal or indictment, or something equivalent thereto. H.
P. C. 210. All indictments ought to be brought for offences com

mitted against the common law, or against some statute ; and not
for every slight misdemeanor. 2 Lill. 44. Where a statute ap
points a penalty to be recovered by bill, plaint or information, it
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cannot be by indictment, but as directed to be recovered : an in-
dictment will not lie where only another remedy is provided by sta
tute. Cro. Jac. 643. 3 Salk. 187.
Husband and wife may commit a trespass, felony, hz. and be

indicted together ; so for keeping a bawdy-house, though the
bouse be the husband's. Hob. 65. 1 Salk. 382. See tit. Baron
and Feme.
If an offence wholly arises from any joint act that is criminal of

several defendants, they may be all charged in one indictment,
jointly and severally, or jointly only ; and some of the defendants
may be convicted and others acquitted ; for the law looks on the
charge as several against each, though the words of it purport a
joint charge against all : in other cases, the offences of several
persons must be laid several, because the offence of one cannot be
the offence of another ; and every man ought to answer severally
for his own crime. And three offences may be joined in an hi

nt, and the party convicted of one offence, though he is
fo not guilty of the others. On penal statutes, several things

.ot b<_ joined in the indictment, &c. except it be in respect of
: one thing, to which all of them have relation. 2 Hawk. P.

C. c. 25. � 89. 1 Hale's P. C. 561. 610.
Several defendants cannot be joined in one indictment for per-

juiy ; for perjury is a separate act in each, and one may be de
sirous to have a certiorari, and the other not ; and the jury, on the
trial of all, may apply evidence to all, that is but evidence against
one. Stra. 921. So also in The King v. Clendon et al. where ,two
were joined in the same indictment for an assault, the court held
they were distinct offences. Stra. 870. Lord Raym. 1572. But
in another case, on an information against two for the same libel,
it was held good; and the case of the King v. Clendon held not to

be law. Burr. 980.
A person indicted of felony, &c. may plead generally misnomer

or wrongful addition, a former acquittal or conviction, a pardon,
or other special plea, or the general issue, or may plead any plea
in abatement of the indictment, isfc. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 25. � 150.

One indicted for felony may have counsel assigned him to speak
for him in matter of law only. See tit. Trial, Treason, Abate

ment, isfc.
After a person is indicted for felony, the sheriff is commanded

to attach his body by a capias; and on return of a non est inven

tus, a second capias shall be granted, and the sheriff is to seize the

offender's chattels. &c. And if on that writ a non est inventus is

returned, an exigent shall be awarded, and the chattels be forfeit

ed, &c. Stat. 25 Edw. III. st. 5. c. 2.

If -an innocent person be indicted of felony, and will not suffer
himself to be arrested by the officer who has a warrant for it, he

may be killed by the officer, if he cannot otherwise be taken ; for

there is a charge against him upon record, to which at his

peril he is bound to answer. Fitz. Coron. 179. 261. See tit.,
Arrest.
A person may be indicted twice at the same time, where he has

committed two felonies, and if he hath his clergy for one, he may
be hanged for the other. And if there is an indictment and inqui
sition against one for the same offence, one found by the coroner's
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inquest, and another by the grand jury, he may be tried on both
at the same time ; but if he be tried and acquitted upon the one,
it may be pleaded in bar, on trial for the other. Kel. 30. 108. I
Salk. 382.
When a person is convicted upon an indictment for trespass oi

misdemeanor, he is to appear in court, on judgment pronounced,
and the court having set a fine upon him, will commit him in exe

cution, Sec. 2 Lill. Abr. 41.

II. The grand jury are sworn to inquire Only for the body of
the county; and therefore they cannot regularly inquire of a fact
done out of the county for which they are sworn, unless particu
larly enabled by statute. At common law, therefore, where aman

was wounded in one county, and died in another, the offender was

indictable in neither, because no complete act of felony was done
in either county ; but by stat. 2 Sc 3 Edw. VI. c. 24. the offender
is now indictable in the county where the party died ; and by stat.
2 Geo. II. c. 21. if the stroke or poisoning be in England, and the
death upon the sea or out of England, or vice versa, the offenders
and their accessaries may be indicted in the county where either
the death, poisoning, or stroke shall happen. So in some other
cases ; as particularly, where treason is cotnmitted out of the
realm, it may be inquired of in any county within the realm, as the

king shall direct, in pursuance of stats. 26 Hen. VIII. c. 13. 33
Hen. VIII. c. 23. 35 Hen. VIII. c. 2. 5 & 6 Edw. VI. c. 11.

Counterfeiters, washers, or minishers of the current coin, toge
ther with all manner of felons and their accessaries, may, by stat.,
26 Hen. VIII. c. 6. (confirmed and explained by stat. 34 & 35 Hen.
VIII. c. 26. � 75, 76.) be indicted and tried for those offences, if
committed in any part of Wales, before the justices of gaol deli
very, and of the peace, in the next adjoining county of England,
where the king's writ runneth ; that is, at present in the county of
Hereford or Salop, and not, as it should seem, in the county of
Chester or Monmouth; the one being a county palatine where the

king's writ did not run, and the other a part of Wales in the time
of Henry VIII. Str. 533. 8 Mod. 134, See Hardr. 66. Murders
also, whether committed in England or in foreign parts, may, by
virtue of stat. 33 Hen. VIII. c. 23. be inquired of and tried by the
king's special commission in any shire or place in the kingdom.
By stat. 10 Sc 11 Wm. III. c. 25. all robberies and other capital
crimes committed in Newfoundland, may be inquired of and tried
in any county of England. Offences against the black act, 9 Geo.
I. c. 22. may be inquired of and tried in any county of England, at
the option of the prosecutor. So felonies in destroying turnpikes,
or works upon navigable rivers, erected by authority of parlia
ment, may, by stats. 8 Geo. II. c. 20. 13 Geo. III. c 8'. be in

quired of and tried in any adjacent county. By stat. 26 Geo. II. c.
19. plundering or stealing from any vessel in distress or wrecked,
or breaking any ship contrary to 12 Ann. st. 2. c. 18. may be pro
secuted either in the county where the fact is committed, or in
any county next adjoining ; and, if committed in Wales, then in
the next adjoining English county ; by which is understood to be
meant such English county as, by stat. 26 Hen. VIII, c. 6. above

mentioned, had before a concurrent jurisdiction with the great ses-
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aions on felonies committed in Wales. Felonies committed out of
<:he realm, in burning or destroying the king's ships, magazines,
or stores, may, by stat. 12 Geo. III. c. 24. be inquired of and tried
in any county of England, or in the place where the offence is
committed. By stat. 13 Geo. III. c. 63. misdemeanors committed
in India may be tried upon information or indictment in the court

of king's bench in England^ and a mode is marked out for exa

mining witnesses by commission, and transmitting their depositions
to the court.
But in general all offences must be inquired into as well as

fried in the county where the fact is committed ; yet, if larceny
be committed in one county, and the goods carried into another,
the offender may be indicted in either, for the offence is complete
in both. I Hale's P. C. 507. Or, he may be indicted in England,
for larceny in Scotland, and carrying the goods with him into En

gland, or vice versa, or for receiving in one part of the united
kingdom goods that have been stolen in another. Stat. 13 Geo. Ill,
c. 31. But, for robbery, burglary, and the like, an offender can

only be indicted where the fact was actually committed ; for,
though the carrying away and keeping of the goods is a continu
ation of the original taking, and is therefore larceny in the second

county, yet it is not a robbery or burglary in. that jurisdiction. And
if a person be indicted in one county for larceny of goods origin
ally taken in another, and he thereof convicted, or stand's mute,

he shall not be admitted to his clergy ; provided the original taking
be attended with such circumstances as would have ousted him of
his clergy by virtue of any statute made previous to the year 1691,

Stats. 25 Hen. VIII. c. 3.' 3 W. 'of M. c. 9.

If no town or place be named where the fact was done, the in
dictment shall be void; though a mistake of the place in laying the

offence, is of no signification on the evidence, if the fact is proved
at some other place in the same county. H. P. C. 264. See stat.

1 Hen.V.ca/i. 5.
If, upon not guilty pleaded to an indictment, it shall appear, that

the offence was done in a county different from that in which the
indictment was found, the defendant shall be acquitted. H. P. C.
203. Kel. 15. >

If there be an accessary in one county, to a felony committed in
another, the accessary may be indicted and tried in the same county
wherein he was accessary. Stat. 2 & 3 Pdw. VI. c. 24.
An indictment being found in the proper county, may (in some

cases) be heard and determined in any other county, by special
commission. 3 Inst. 27.
In the two last rebellions, statutes passed empowering the crown

to try the traitors in any county.

III. Indictments must have a precise and sufficient certainty.
By stat. 1 Hen. V. c. 5. all indictments must set forth the christian
name, surname, and addition of the state and degree, mystery,
town, or place, and county of the offender, and all this to identify
his person. The time and place are also to be ascertained, by
naming the day and township in which the fact was committed ;
though a mistake in these points is in general not held to be ma

terial, provided the time be laid previous to the finding of the in*'
'4

\
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dictment, and the place to be within the jurisdiction of the court,
unless where the place is laid, not merely as avenue, but as part of
the description of the fact. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 25. But sometimes
the time may be material, where there is any limitation in point
of time assigned for the prosecution of offenders, as by stat. 7

Wm. III. c. 3. which enacts, that no prosecution shall be had for

any of the treasons or misprisions therein mentioned, (except an

assassination designed or attempted on the person of the king,)
unless the bill of indictment be found within three years aftei
the offence committed. Post. 249. And, in case of murder, the
time of the death must be laid within a year and a day after the
mortal stroke was given.
The offence itself must also be set forth with clearness and cer

tainty ; and, in some crimes, particular words of art must be used,
which are so appropriated by the law to express the precise idea
which it entertains of the offence, that no other words, however
synonymous they may seem, are capable of doing it. Thus, in
treason, the facts must be laid to be done, treasonably, and against
his allegiance ; anciently proditorie et contra ligeantie sue debitum ;

else the indictment is void. In indictments for murder, it is ne

cessary to say, that the party indicted, murdered, not killed or slew,
the other, which was expressed in Latin by the word murdravit.
In all indictments for felonies, the adverb feloniously, [fe^micc,]
must be used : and for burglaries also, burglariter, or in En

glish burglariously, and all these to ascertain the intent. In rapes,
the word rapuit or ravished is necessary, and must not be express
ed by any periphrasis, in order to, render the crime certain. So
in larcenies also, the words felordce cepit et asportavit, ^feloniously
took atid carried awayj] are necessary to every indictment; for
these only can express the very offence.
Also in indictments for murder, the length and breadth of the

wound should in genera! be expressed, in order that it may appeaj
to the court to have been of a mortal nature ; but if it goes -through
the body, then its dimensions are immaterial, for that is apparently
sufficient to have been the cause of the death. Also, where a limb,
or the like, is absolutely cut off, there such description is impos
sible. 5 Pep.. 122.

Lastly, in indictments the. value of the thing, which is the sub

ject or instrument of the offence, must sometimes be expressed.
In indictments for larcenies this is necessary, that it may appeai*
whether it be grand or petit larceny, and whether entitled or not

to the benefit of clergy. In homicide, of all sorts, it is necessary, as
the weapon with which it is committed is forfeited to the king as

a deodand. See 4 Comm. c. 23.
Indictments ought to be more certain than common pleadings

in law, because they are more penal, and to be answered with more

precision. Hil. 23 Car. B. R. They must be precise and cer

tain in every point, and charge some offence in particular, and
not a person as an offender in general, or set down goods, &c. sto

len, without expressing what goods ; and it ought to be laid posi
tively, not by way of recital, &x. or be supplied by implication. Cro.
Jac. 19. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 25.
If an indictment be generally of offences at several times,

without laying any one of them on a certain day, as if it be laid
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between such a day and such a day, it hath been adjudged, that
the indictment is void : but a mistake in not laying an offence on

the very same day, on which it is afterwards proved upon the trial,
is not material upon evidence. 2 Hawk. c. 25. � 82. And it is
said, the crown is not bound to set forth the very day when trea

son, &c. was committed : evidence may be given of a treasonable

conspiracy, &c. at any time before or after the time alleged in the
indictment, where it is laid on such a day, and divers other days,
as well before as after ; because the time is only a circumstance,
and of form some day must be alleged, but it is not material.
1 Salk. 188.

When an indictment is drawn upon a statute, it ought to pursue
the words of it, if a private act ; but it is otherwise on a general
statute : it is best not to recite a public statute ; the recital is not

necessary, for the judges are bound ex officio to take notice of all

public statutes, and misrecitals are fatal ; so that it is the surest

way only to conclude generally " against the form of the statute."
4 Refi. 48. Though there be no necessity to recite a public sta

tute in an indictment, yet if the prosecutor take upon him to do it,
/ and materially vary from the substantial fiart of the purview of the

statute, and conclude contra formam statut'* firedict', he vitiates the
indictment. Plowd. 79. 83. Cro. Eliz. 236. But many misreci
tals may be saved by a general conclusion contra formam statuti,
without adding predict', isfc. And mistakes may be helped by the
constant course of precedents upon such statutes. 2 Hawk. c. 25.

� 101. An indictment is to bring the fact making an offence, with
in all the material words of the statute, or the words contra formam
statuti, will not make it good. 2 Hawk. c. 25. � 115. If a word
of substance be omitted in the indictment, the whole indictment is
bad ; but it is otherwise where a word of form is omitted, or there
is an omission of a synonymous word, where the sense is the same,
&c. Judgment shall not be given by statute, upon an indictment
which doth not conclude contra formam statuti : and judgment by
statute shall never be given out an indictment at common law, as

every indictment which doth not thus conclude shall be taken to be.

But where persons are indicted on the statute of stabbing, and the

evidence is not sufficient to bring them within the statute, they
may be found guilty of general manslaughter at common law, and
the words contra formam statut' be rejected as useless: in other
cases the same has been also adjudged ; though formerly it was
held, that an indictment grounded on a statute, which would not

maintain it, could not in any case be maintained as an indictment

at common law. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 25. � 4.

The omission of vi et armis et contra pacem, is helped by stat.

4 & 5 Ann. c. 16. False Latin, anciently, did not hurt an indict

ment, if by any intendment it could be made good ; but if any
word was not Latin, or allowed by law as a word of art ; or if it
had been insensible in a material point, the indictment was insuf
ficient. 5 Rep. 121. 2 Cro. 108. 3 Cro. 465. An indictment
should not be set aside for a false concord between the substantive
and the adjective, &c. the expressions being significant to make
the sense appear. 5 Co. Rep. 121.

But an indictment against two or more, laying, the fact in the

singular number, as if against one, hath been held insufficient for

EN
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the uncertainty. 2 Hawk. c. 25. A misnomer of the defendant's silr=
name, will not abate the indictment, as it will in case of the na ne

of baptism ; and if there be a mistake in spelling, if it sounds
like the true name, it is good, 1 Hen. V. A person may be in
dieted for felony against an unknown person ; and when the name

of one killed is unknown, or goods are stolen from a person that
cannot be known, it is sufficient to say in the indictment that one
ttnknown was killed by the person indicted, or that he stole the goods
of one unknown. Wood's Inst. 624. But though an indictment may
be good for stealing the goods cujusdam ignoti, of a person un=

known, yet a property must he proved in somebody at the trial;
otherwise it shall be presumed to be in the prisoner by his plead
ing not guilty. Mod. Cas. in.L. isf E. 249. Where a person inju
red is known, his name ought to be put into the indictment. 2 Hawk.
c. 25. 1

Indictments may be amended the same term wherein brought into
court, and not after. But criminal prosecutions are not within
the benefit of the statutes of amendments ; so that no amendment
can be, made to' an indictment, isfc. but such only as is, allowed by
the common law. 2 Lill. 45. The body of a bill of indictment remo
ved into B. R. may not'be amended, except from London, where
the tenor only of a record is removed ; though the caption of an
indictment from any place may, on motion, be amended by the clerk
of the assises, 8cc. so as to make it agree with the original record.
Captions of indictments ought to set forth the court in which, and
the jurors by whom, and also the time and place at which, the in
dictment was found; and that the jurors were of the county, city,
&c. Also they must show that the indictment was taken before
such a court as had jurisdiction over the offence indicted. 2 Hawk.
P. C. c. 25. While the jury who found a bill of indictment is be
fore the court, it may be amended by their consent in matter of

form, the name, or addition of the party, &c .' Kel. 37. Clerks of
the assise and of the peace, &c. drawing defective bills of indict
ment, shall draw new bills without fee, and take but 2s. for drawing
any indictment against a felon, &c. on pain of forfeiting SI. Stat.'
i 0 8c 11 Wm. III. cap. 23. ,.'�;". v,
If one material part of an indictment is repugnant to or incon

sistent with another, the w'10le is void; but where the sense is

plain, the court will dispense with a small impropriety in the ex

pression, 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 25.

Many objections to indictments are overruled. 5 Rep. 120.

Where an indictment is void for insufficiency, or if the trial
is in a wrong county, another indictment may be drawn for the

Same offence, whereby the insufficiency may be cured : and ;he
indictment may be laid in another county, (it is said,) though judg
ment be given. Sc-e 4 Pep. 45. a. Sed c/u. if the judgment should
not be reversed for error, before the party be arraigned, upon a

second indictment? By the common law, the court may quash any
indictment for such insufficiency as will make the judgment thereon
erroneous : but the court may refuse to quash an indictment pre
ferred for the public good, though it be not a good indictment, and
put the party to traverse, or plead to it. Mich. 22- Car. B, R. Also
the court will grant time for the king's counsel to..maintain an in

dictment, if they desire it.
Vol. III. 3 F
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Judges are not bound ex debita justitia to quash an indictment ;
but may oblige the defendant either to plead or demur to it ; and
where indictments are not good, the parties indicted may avoid
them by pleading. 2 Lill. 42. 2 Hatvk. 258. The court doth not

usually quash indictments for forgery, perjury, and nuisances, not
withstanding the indictments are faulty ; and it is against the course

of the court to quash an indictment for extortion. 2 Lill. 411.5
Mod. 31.

,

If an indictment be good in part, though the other part of it is
bad, the court will not quash it; for if an offence sufficient to
maintain the indictment be well laid, it is good enough, although
other facts are ill laid. Latch. 173. Pofih. 208. 1 Salk. 384. One-
that is convicted upon an erroneous indictment, cannot, after the
conviction, move to have the indictment quashed ; but must bring
his writ of error to reverse the judgment given against him upon
the indictment. 2 Lill. 43.
If the party indicted is outlawed upon the indictment, the court

will not quash the indictment, though erroneous ; but will force the

party outlawed to bring his writ of error to reverse the outlawry,
Mich. 24 Car. B. R.
The stat. 7 Wm. III. cafi. 3. ordains, that no indictment for trea

son, &c. or any process thereon, shall be quashed, on motion of the
prisoner, or his counsel, for miswriting, false Latin, isfc. unless

exception be made before evidence given in court ; nor shall any
such defects, &c. after conviction, be caused to arrest judgment;
though any judgment given upon such indictment may be reversed
on a writ of error, &c.
Counts in an indictment cannot be struck out as they may in an

information ; for the court cannot strike out that which the grand
jury have found. Hardr. 203.

IV. All capital crimes whatsoever, and also all kinds of infe
rior crimes of a public nature, as misprisions and all other con

tempts, all disturbances of the peace, all oppressions, and all other
misdemeanors whatsoever, of a public evil example against the com-

mon law, may be indicted ; but no injuries of a private nature,
unless they some way concern the king. And where an offence
is made punishable by statute, the true rule seems to be, that if
the offence was punishable before the statute prescribed a parti
cular method of punishing it, then such particular remedy is cumu
lative, and does not take baway the former remedy ; but where the
statute only enacts, that the doing an act not punishable be
fore shall for the future be punishable in a certain particular man

ner, there it is necessary to pursue such particular method, and
not the common law method of indictment. 2 Burr. 799. 805.
834. Cowp. 524. 650. And it hath been adjudged, that if a sta

tute give a recovery by action of debt, bill, plaint, or information,
or otherwise, it authorizes a proceeding by way of indictment.
2 Hawk. P. C. c. 25. � 4. and note. See ante, III.
Indictments are for the benefit of the commonwealth and the

public good; and to be preferred for criminal not civil matters;
they may be of high treason, petit treason, felony, trespass, and
in all sorts of pleas of the crown ; but not of injuries of a pri'
vate nature, which do not concern the king and the public. Co.
Litt. 126. 303. 4 Rep. 44. An indictment lies against one for as-
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saulting and stopping another on the highway, being a breach of the
peace. Hit. 22 Car. It lies for cheating a person at play, with
false dice, or any other cheating : but it is not indictable for one

man to make a fool of another, in the case of cheats getting
money, &c. though action may be brought. 2 Lill. 44. 1 Salk. 479.
Except in the cases specified in the act of 30 Geo. II. c. 24. com

monly called the statute of False Pretences. See tit. Cheat.
Pidictment will not lie for a private nuisance, wherein action

on the case only lies; and where a person is indicted for trespass,
which is not indictable at law, but for which action should be had ;
or if a man be indicted for scandalous words, as calling another
rogue, Sec. such indictments are not good ; for private injuries are

to be redressed by private actions. 2 Lill. Abr. 42. But where a

person is beaten, he may proceed for this trespass by indictment, or
information, as well as action. Pasch. 24 Car. B. P.
Where, in an action on the case, a defendant justifies for words,

as calling the plaintiff thief, isfc. if on the trial it be found for the
defendant, indictment may be brought forthwith to try the plaintiff
for the felony. 2 Lill. 44. If a civil action of trover be brought
for goods taken, after recoveiy the party may be indicted for tres
pass or felony, for the same taking ; but if the first prosecution
had been criminal, as an indictment for trespass, Sec. and the crime
appears to be felony; there you cannot have verdict or judgment
on the indictment for trespass till the felony is tried, it being the
inferior offence. Mod. Cas. 77.
It is said that trover lies not for goods stolen, until the offender

is convicted, Sec. on indictment of felony. 1 Hale's H. P. C. 546.
A parson may be indicted for preaching against the government of
the church, the civil and ecclesiastical government being so incor

porated together, that one cannot subsist without the other; and
both centre in the king; wherefore to - speak against the church,
is within the statute 13 Car. II. Sid. 69. 2 JVets. Abr. 959. And a

parson was indicted for pronouncing absolution to persons con

demned for treason at the place of execution, without showing any
repentance. 5 Mod. 363. Also a parson hath been indicted, and
fined, Sec. for drinking healths to the memory of traitors. 3 Mod.

Rep. 52.
It is not an indictable offence to impede the public intercourse

by delivering hand-bills in the streets. 1 Burr. 516. Nor to throw
down skins into a public way, which accidentally occasions a per
sonal injury. Stra. 190. Nor to kill a hare. Stra. 679. Nor can
one be indicted for an offence made penal by statute, without it
directs to whom the penalty is payable. Stra. 828. Nor for acting
unqualified as a justice of peace. Cro. Jac. 643. Nor for enter

ing a yard, erecting a shed, unthatching a house, or by numbers

keeping another out of possession, if unattended with violence or

riot, Sec. 3 Burr. 1698. 1706. 1727. 1731. Nor for selling short
measure. 1 Wils. 301. 3 Burr. 1697. Nor for excluding com

moners by enclosing. Cro. Eliz. 90. Nor for an attempt to de

fraud, if neither by false tokens or conspiracy. Stra. 793. 866.

6 Mod. 105. Nor for secreting another. 2 Ld. Raym. 1368. Nor
for bringing a bastard child into a parish. Stra. 644. 3 Burr. 1645.
2 Vez. 450. but see this Diet. tit. Churchwardens, Bastard.

See further, on the subject of indictments at length, 2 Ha?*>k-
P. C. c. 25,
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INDICTOR, He that indicteth another man for any offence ; as?
indictee is the party that is indicted.
1ND1STANTER, Without delay. Mat. Westm. anno 1244.

IND1VISUM, What two persons hold in common without
partition ; as where it is said he holds jiro indiviso, 8tc Kitch.
241.

1NDOLIS, A studious young man, or a youth. Mon. Angl. 3

tom.fi. \20:'
' INDOMIT, Boisterous and ungovernable. Law Fr. Diet.
INDORSEMENT, indorsamentum.~] Any thing written on the

back side of a deed; thus, receipts for consideration-money, and
the sealing and delivery, &c. on the back of deeds, are called in
dorsements. West. Symb. fiar. 2. s. 157. On sealing of a bond any
thing may be endorsed or subscribed upon the back thereof, as part
of the condition, and the endorsement and that shall stand together.
Moor, 679. See tit. Bond, Condition. There is also an endorse
ment of bills or notes, of what part thereof is paid, and when, kc.
And in another sense it is a writing a man's name only on the
back of bills of exchange, isfc. See tic. Bills of Exchange.
1NDOWMENT, See Endowment.
INDUCEMENT, What is alleged as amotive or incitement to

a thing ; the term is used specially in several cases, viz. induce
ment to actions, to a traverse in pleadings, a fact or offence com

mitted, Etc. Inducements to actions need not have so much cer

tainty as in other cases : a general indebitatus is not sufficient,
where it is the ground of the action ; but where it is but the in
ducement to the action, as in consideration of forbearing a debt till
such a day, (for that the parties are agreed upon the debt,) this being
but a collateral promise, is good without showing how due. Cro.
Jac. 548. 2 Mod. 70.
A man ought to induce his traverse when he denies the title of

another, because he should not deny it till he show some colour
able title in himself; for if the title traversed be found naught,
and no colour of right appears for him who traversed, there can be
no judgment given : but an inducement cannot be traversed, be
cause that would be a traverse after a traverse, and quitting a man's
own pretence of title, and falling upon another. Cro. 265, 266. 3.
Salk. 357. An inducement to a traverse must be such matter as is

good and justifiable in law. Cro. Eliz. 829. There is an induce
ment to a justification, when what is alleged against it is not the
substance of the plea, &c. Cro. Jac. 138. Moor, 847. 2 Mis. Abr.

t

986. See tit. Pleading.
INDUCTION, inductio, i. e. a leading into.] The giving a parson

possession of his church: after the bishop hath granted institution,
he issues out his mandate to the archdeacon to induct the clerk,
who thereupon either does it personally, or usually commissions
some neighbouring clergyman for that purpose ; which is compared
to livery and seisin, as it is a putting the minister in actual pos
session of the church, and of the glebe lands, which are the tem

poralities of it. This induction is done in the following manner:

one of the clergymen commissioned takes the parson to be induct
ed by the hand, lays it on the key of the church, and pronounces
these words ; By virtue of this commission I induct you into the real

and actualpossession of the rectory of, isfc. with all its appurtenances..
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Then he opens the church door, and puts the parson into pos
session thereof, who commonly tolls a bell, &c. and thereby shows
and gives notice to the people that he hath taken corporal posses
sion of the said church : if the key of the church door cannot be

had, the clerk to be inducted may lay his hand on the ring of the
door, the latch of the church-gate, on the church-wall, &c. and
either of these are sufficient: also induction may be made by-
delivery of a clod, or turf of the glebe, &c. Ordinarily the bishop
is to direct his mandate to the archdeacon, as being the person who
ought to induct or give possession unto the clerks instituted to

any churches within his archdeaconry : but it is said, the bishop
may direct his mandate to any other clergyman to make induction.
See stat. 38 Edw. III. st. 2. cafi. 3. And by prescription, others
as well as archdeacons may make inductions. Ears. Counsel. 8. See
1 Comm. 391.
An induction made by the patron of the church, is void ; but

bishops and archdeacons may induct a cleric to the benefices of
which they are patrons, by firescrifition, &c. 1 1 Hen. IV. 7. The
dean and chapter of cathedral churches are to induct prebends ;
though it has been held, if the bishop doth induct a prebend, it
may be good at the common law. 1 1 Hen. IV. 7. 1 1 Hen. VI. In
some places a prebend shall be in possession, without any induction :

as at Westminster, where the king makes collation by his letters
patent. If the king grants one of his free chapels, the grantee
shall be put in possession by the sheriff of the county, and not

by the bishop. v

But no induction is necessary to a donative, where the patron
by donation in writing puts the clerk into possession, without pre
sentation, &c. 11 Hen. IV. 7. If the authority of the person who
made the mandate for induction, determines by death or removal,
before the clerk is inducted, the induction afterwards will be void;
as where, before it is executed, a new bishop is consecrated, Sec.
But if the archbishop, during the vacancy of a see, as guardian of
the spiritualties, issue a mandate to induct a clerk to a church, it
is good though not executed before there is a new bishop. 2 Lev.
299. 1 Ventr. 309.
Induction is a temfioral act; and if the archdeacon refuse to in

duct a parson, or to grant a commission to others to do it, action
on the case lies against him, on which damages shall be recovered;
he may likewise be compelled, by sentence in the ecclesiastical
court, to induct the clerk, and shall answer the contempt. 12 Refit.
128.
It is induction which makes the parson complete incumbent,

and fixes the freehold in him ; and a church is full by induction,
Which cannot be avoided but by quare imfiedit at common law. 4

Refi. 79. Plowd. 529. Hob. 15. A bishop sued in the court of au
dience, to repeal an institution, after induction had, and a firoldbiiion
was granted ; because an institution is not examinable in the spiritual
court after induction, but then a quare imfiedit lies. Moor, 860. It
is not the admission and institution, but the induction to a second

benefice, which makes the first void, in case of pluralities, tfc.
Moor, 12. See this Diet. tit. Advowson II. Parson.
INDULGENCES. According to the doctrine of the Romish

church, all the good works of the Saints, over and above those
4
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winch were necessary towards their own justification, togetherwith the infinite merits of Jesus Christ, are deposited in one inex
haustible treasury. The keys of this were committed to St. Peter,
and to his successors the Popes, who may open it at pleasure, and
by transferring a portion of this superabundant merit to any par
ticular person, for a sum of money, may convey to him either the
pardon of his own sins, or a release for any one in whom he is in
terested, from the pains of purgatory. Such indulgences were
first invented in the eleventh century by Urban II. Robertson's
Char. V. ii. 79. See the stat. 25 Hen. VIII. c. 21. � 27. and this
Diet. tit. Rome, Papists.
IN ESSE, in being.'] The learned make this distinction be

tween things in esse and in posse; as a thing that is not, but maybe,
they say is in posse or in potentid; but what is apparent and visible,
they allege is in esse, viz. that it has a real being, whereas the
other is casual, and but a possibility. A child, before he is born,
is a thing in posse; after he is born, and for many legal purposes
after he is conceived, he is said to be in esse, or actual being. See
tit. Posthumous Children, Limitation, Estates, Wills, ifc.
INEWARDUS, inwardus.] A guard, a watchman, one set to

keep watch and ward. Lib. Domesday. Chenth. Heref.
INFALISTATUS. This word occurs only in Ralph de Heng-

ham, Summa parva, cajx. 3. recapitulating the several punishments
for felony. Mr. Selden, in his notes on that author, says, " It
"
appears that several customs of places made in those days capital

"punishments several. But what is infalistatus ? In regard of its
"being a custom used in a port-town, I suppose it was made out
*>' of the Fr. word falize which is fine sand by the water side or a
" bank of the sea. In this sand or bank it seems their execution at
" Dover was." The elaborate Du Fresne condemns this deriva
tion and this sense of the word, but yet gives no better. There
fore (till we have more authority) we may conclude, that infalistatus
did imply some capital punishment inflicted on the sands or sea

shore: perhaps infalistatio was exposing the malefactor to be laid
bound upon the sands, till the next full tide carried him away; of-
which custom, there is some dark tradition. The penalty took its
name from, the Norman falese,falesia, which signified not only the
sands, but rather the rocks and cliffs adjoining- or impending on

the sea-shore. Cowell. See the like use of falesia in Mon. Angl.
torn. 2. p. 165. b.

INFAMY, Which extends to forgery, perjury, gross cheats,
&c. disables a man to be a witness or juror ; but a pardon of crimes
restores a person's credit to make him a good evidence. 2 Hawk.
P. C. c. 46. s. 19. Judgment of the pillory induces infamy by the
common law ; but, by the civil and canon law, if the cause for
which the person was convicted was not infamous, it infers no

infamy. 3 Lev. 426. See tit. Evidence, Witness.

INFANGTHEF, INFANGENETHEOF, from Sax. fang or

fangen, i. e. capere, and theof,fur.~\ A privilege or liberty granted
unto lords of certain manors, to judge any thief taken within their
fee. Bract, lib. 3. c. 35. In some ancient charters, it appears
that the thief should be taken in the lordship, and with the goods
stolen, otherwise the lord had not jurisdiction to try him in his
court ; though by the laws of King Edward the Confessor, he was
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not restrained to his own people or tenants, but might try any
man who was thus taken in his manor : it is true afterwards, the
word infanglhef signified latro cafitus in terra alicujus seisitus de

aliquo latrocinio de suis firofiriis horrdnibus. See stat. 1 & 2 P. isf
M. c. 15. The franchises of infangthef and outfangthef, to be
heard and determined in court-barons, are antiquated, and long
since gone. 2 Inst, 31. The word is sometimes preceded by
an II.

INFANT, i?ifans.] A person under twenty-one years of age,
whose acts are in many cases either -void or voidable. Co. Litt,
lib. 1. cafi. 21, lib. 2. cafi. 28.

I. The several Ages distinguished by Law for various Pur-
fioses.

II. Who are subject to, or free from, the Incafiacities of 7Mi~
nors; and how far the Law regards Infants in ventre sa.
mere.

III. Of the Trial of Infancy.
IV. Of what Offices, Trusts, and Functions, an Infant is ca-

fiable.
V. What an Infant may do for his own Advantage ; how far his

Acts are good, void, or voidable, &c. Of Contracts for
JVecessaries, Judicial Acts, and Acts in Pais.

I. Though a person is styled in law an infant, till attaining the

age of twenty-one years, which is termed his full age, yet there
are many actions which he may do before that age, and for which
various times or ages are appointed. Thus, a male at twelve.

years old may take the oath of allegiance ; at fourteen he is at

years of discretion, and therefore may disagree or consent to mar

riage1; may choose his guardian ; and if his discretion be actually
proved, may make his testament of his personal estate ; at seven

teen may be an executor ; and at twenty-one is at his own dispo
sal, and may alien his lands, goods and chattels. A female also,
at seven years of age, may be betrothed or given in marriage ; at

nine is entitled to dower ; at twelve is at years of maturity, and
therefore may consent or disagree to marriage, and if proved to

have sufficient discretion, may bequeath her personal estate ; at

fourteen is at years of legal discretion, and may choose a guard
ian ; at seventeen may be executrix ; and at twenty-one may dis

pose of herself and her lands ; so that full age, in male or female,
is twenty-one years, which age is completed on the day preceding
the anniversary of a person's birth. Salk. 44. 625. Ld. Raym.
480. 1096. 1 Bro. P. C. 468. (Svo. edit.) Toder v. Sansam. If,
therefore, one is born on the 1st of January, he is of age to do

any legal act on the morning of the last day of December,
though he may not have lived twenty-one years by near fortv-eight
hours ; the reason is, that in law there is no fraction of a day, and
if the birth were on the first second of one day, and the act on the
last second of the other, then twenty-one years would be com

plete ; and in law it is the same, whether a thing is done upon
one moment of the' day or another; and hence probably originated
the distinction of a year and a day, isfc. by which is meant a year
complete in common acceptation.
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From the observations made on the daily actions of infants, as

to their arriving at discretion, the laws and customs" of every coun

try have fixed upon particular periods, on which they are presumed
capable of acting with reason and discretion ; in our law, the full
age ofman or woman is twenty-one years. 3 JVew Abr. 118.

Therefore, if one under the age of twenty-one, makes his
will, and thereby devises his lands, and after attains the age of
twenty-one years, and dies, without making a new publication
thereof, this devise is void. Dyer, 143. Raym. 84. 1 Sid. 162.

Though a person, under the age of twenty-one years, cannot di
rectly dispose of his lands, yet as one under that age may (pursu
ant to the statute of 12 Car. II. cafi. 24.) dispose of the custody of
his infant child, it is said such disposition draws after it the land,
&c. as incident to the custody. Vaugh. 178.
The reason why an infant male at fourteen, and female at twelve,

may dispose of their personal estate at those ages is, that the com

mon law has appointed no time, being a matter cognisable in the

spiritual court, which herein proceeds according to the civil law ;

by which law, infants at those ages are presumed to have sufficient
discretion to make such disposition ; therefore their testaments in
these cases are not to be set aside, or controlled in chancery, or
the temporal courts. 2 Mod. 315. 2 Jones, 210. Comb. 50, 1

Vern. 469. Preced. Chan. 3 1 6.

Though the age of consent to a marriage in an infant male is
fourteen, and in a female twelve, yet they may marry before, and if

they agree thereto when they attain these ages, the marriage is
good ; but they cannot disagree before then ; and if one of them
be above the age of consent, and the other under such age, the

party so above the age may as well disagree as the other; for both
must be boun�*, or neither. Co. Litt. 33. 78, 79. 2 Inst. 434. 3
Inst. 88, 89. 6 Co. 22. 7 Co. 43. 1 Roll. Abr. 340,341.
But though the party above age may as well disagree as the

other, yet it is said that the party cannot do it before the other ar
rives at the proper age : also it is said to have been adjudged, that
if a man marries a woman that is within the age of twelve years,
and after the woman at eleven years of age disagrees to the

marriage, and after the husband takes another wife, and hath is
sue by her, that this is a bastard ; for the first marriage continues

notwithstanding the disagreement of the woman; for she cannot dis

agree within the age of twelve years, and so her disagreement is
void. Co. Litt. 79." 1 Roil. Abr. 341.
If a manmarries a woman who is within the age of twelve years,

and after the feme covert within the age of consent disagrees to the

marriage, and after the age of twelve years marries another, the
first marriage is absolutely dissolved, so that he may take another

wife; for though the disagreement within the age of consent was
not sufficient, yet her taking another husband, after the age of

consent, affirms the disagreement, and so the marriage avoided ab
initio. 1 Roll. Abr. 341.

See the case of Mr. Pitzgerrard, Lord Decius, and Mr. Villers,
3 JVew Abr. 119, 120. See also, 1 Inst. 33. 1 Roll. Abr. 340.

Dyer, 369. Moor, 575. I Roll. Abr. 341. 1 Inst. 79. 7 Co. Keen's

case. 6 Co. Ambrosia George's case. 7 Hen. VI. 11. 6 Co. 22.

At common law an infant at fourteen was outof wardof guardian
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in socage, to choose a guardian; and at fifteen to have, had aid fun
fair Fitz Chevalier. Co. Litt. 98. b. Hob. 225.

The authority of a guardian in socage ceases at the age of four
teen, at which age the infant may call his guardian to an account,
and may choose a new guardian. Litt. � 103. Co. Litt. 75. 2
Inst. 135.
One within the age of twenty-one years may do homage, but not

fealty ; because, in doing of fealty he ought to be sworn, which an

infant cannot be. Co. Litt. 65. b. 2 Inst. 11.
An infant at the age of seventeen, may be a procurator as well

as executor; and in this both the civil and common law agree. 5
Co. 29. b. Off. Ex. 307. 1 Hale's H. P. C. 17.
Infancy is a good cause of refusal of a clerk ; also by the stats.

J3 Eliz. cap 12. and 13 and 14 Car. II. c. 4. none is to be admit
ted a deacon, unless he be twenty-three at least, nor a priest, unless
he be twenty-four. Gibs. Cod. 168. 3 Mod. 67.

By the custom of gavelkind, an infant at the age of fifteen is
reckoned at full age to sell his lands; and this seems to have been
taken from the civil law, which reckons fourteen the etas fiuber-
tatis; for they reckoned that though the infant had ended his years
of guardianship at fourteen, yet he might not have completed his
account with his guardian till the age of fifteen, and that was

esteemed to be the age when he was completely out of guardian
ship ; therefore at this age he was allowed to sell the lands de
scended to him ; but in this the customs of England differ from
the civil law; for the civil law does not allow of this disposition till
the age of twenty-five ; therefore this must have been atlowed by
the Saxon law, because they thought that much time was lost, if
the infant could only use his own estate without being able to dis-r
pose of it in a way of traffic, or in marriage, till twenty-five ; there
fore they allowed the infant to sell ; (but under great limitations
and restrictions, that he might not be defrauded ;) and by this
means they thought there was sufficient provision made for the

necessity of commerce; Lamb. 624, 625. See tit. Gavelkind.
Also, by custom in some places, an infant seised of lands in

socage may, at the age of fifteen years, make a lease for years,
which shall bind him after he comes of age; for the custommakes

fifteen his full age to that purpose. Co. Litt. 45. b.

Also, by the custom of London, an injant unmarried, and above
the age of fourteen, if under twenty-one, may bind himself appren
tice to a freeman of London, by indenture with proper covenants ;
which covenants, by the custom of London, shall be as binding as

if he were of full age. Moor, 134. 2. Bulst. 192. 2 Roll. Rep.
305. Palm. 361. 1 Mod. 271. See stats. 5 Eliz. c. 4. 43 Eliz.
c. 2. and this Diet. tit. Apprentice.
In criminal cases, the law of England does, in some cases, pri

vilege an infant under the age of twenty-one, as to common mis
demeanors, so as to escape fine, imprisonment, and the like ; and

particularly in cases of omission, as not repairing a bridge, or a

highway, and other similar offences ; for, not having the command
of his fortune till twenty-one, he wants the capacity to do those

things which the law requires. But where there is any notorious
breach of the peace, a riot, battery, or the like, (which infants,
when full grown, are at least as liable as others to commit,) for
Vol. III. 3 G
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these an infant above the age of fourteen is equally liable to suf
fer, as a person of the full age of twenty-one. 1 Hale's P. C. 20,
21, 22.
With regard to capital crimes, the law is still more minute and

circumspect, distinguishing with greater nicety the several de

grees of age and discretion. By the ancient Saxon law, the age
of twelve years was established for the age of possible discretion,
when first the understanding might open. L. L. Athelstan, Wilk.
65. From thence till the offender was fourteen, it was alas fiu-
bertati firoxima, in which he might or might not be guilty of a

crime, according to his natural capacity or incapacity. This was

the dubious stuge of discretion ; but, under twelve, it was held
that he could not be guilty in will, neither after fourteen could
he be supposed innocent of any capital crime which he in fact
committed. But by the law as it now stands, and has stood at
least ever since the time of Edw. III. the capacity of doing ill, or
contracting guilt, is not so much measured by years and days, as

by the strength of the delinquent's understanding and judgment.
For one lad of eleven years old may have as much cunning as an

other of fourteen ; and in these cases our maxim is, that " ma-

litia sufifilet atatem." Under seven years of age, indeed, an in
fant cannot be guilty of felony; Mir. c. 4. � 16. 1 Hale's P. C.
27. Plowd. 19. for then, by presumption in law, he cannot have
discretion ; and, in fact, a felonious discretion is almost an im

possibility in nature, and no averment shall be received against
that presumption ; but at eight years old he may be guilty of fe
lony. Pall. Jus. c; 147. Also, under fourteen, though an infant
shall be prima facie adjudged to be doli incaflax, yet, if it appear
to the court and jury that he was doli capax, and could discern
between good and evil, he may be convicted and suffer death.
Thus, a girl of thirteen has been burnt for killing her mistress,
and one boy of ten, and another of nine years old, who had killed
their companions, have been sentenced to death, and he of ten

years actually hanged, because it appeared upon their trials, that
the one hid himself, and the other hid the body he had kill

ed, which hiding manifested a consciousness of guilt, and a dis
cretion to discern between good and evil- I Hale's P. C. 26, 27.
And there was once an instance, where a boy of eight years old
Was tried at Abingdon for firing two barns ; and, it appearing that
he had malice, revenge, and cunning, he was found guilty, con

demned, and hanged accordingly. Emhjn on 1 Hale's P. C. 25.
Thus also, at the assises for Bury, in the year 1748, one William

York, a boy of ten years old, was convicted on his own confession
of murdering his bedfellow ; there appearing in his whole beha
viour plain tokens of a mischievous discretion ; and, as sparing
this boy, merely on account of his tender years, might be of dan

gerous consequence to the public, by propagating a notion that
children might commit such atrocious crimes with impunity, it
was unanimously agreed by all the judges, that he was a proper
subject of capital punishment. Poster, 72. But, in all such
cases, the evidence of that malice, which is to supply age, ought
to be strong and clear beyond all doubt and contradiction. 4 Comm.

22. 24.
Lord Hale lays down the following further cautions on this sub

ject.
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If the party be above twelve, though under fourteen, and ap
pears to be doli capax, and could discern between good and evil at
the time of the offence committed, he maybe convicted, and undergo
judgment and execution of death, though he hath not attained the
age of fourteen ; but herein, according to the nature of the of
fence and circumstances of the case, the judge may, or may not,
in discretion, reprieve him, before or after judgment, in order to
obtain the king's pardon. If an infant be above seven, and under
twelve years, and commit a capital offence, prima facie he is to be

judged not guilty, and to be found so, because he is supposed not
of discretion to judge between good and evil ; yet, if it appear,
by strong and pregnant evidence and circumstances, that he had
discretion to judge between good and evil, judgment of death
may be given against him ; for malitia supplet etatem; but herein
the circumstances must be inquired of by the jury, and the in
fant is not to be convict upon his confession : also herein, my
Lord Hale says, that it is prudent after conviction to respite judg
ment, or at least execution ; but that, if he be convicted, the
judge cannot discharge, but only reprieve him from judgment,
and leave him in custody till the king's pleasure be known. 1
Hale's H. P. C. 26, 27.

II. The privilege or incapacity of infancy does not extend to
the king ; for the political rules of government have thought it
necessary, that he who is to govern the whole kingdom should
never be considered as a minor, incapable of governing himself
and his affairs. Co. Litt. 43. Dyer, 209. b.
Therefore if the king, within age, make any lease or grant, he

is bound presently, and cannot avoid them, either during his mi
nority, or when he comes of full age. Plowd. 213. a. 5 Co. 27.
7 Co. 12. So, if the king aliens land which he had by descent
from his mother, he shall not defeat it, by reason that he was

within age at the time of the alienation ; for his body politic, which
is annexed to his body natural, takes away the imbecility of the
natural body, and draws it, and all the effects thereof, to itself ;
quia magis dignum trahit ad se minus dignum. See Plowd. 213,
214.

So if the king consent to an act ofparliament during his minority,
yet he cannot after avoid this act, because the king, as king, can
not be a minor ; for, as king, he is a body politic. Co. Litt. 43.
1 Poll. Abr. 728.

Also, the acts of a mayor and commonalty shall not be avoid
ed, by reason of the nonage of the mayor. Cro. Car. 557. 5

Co. 27.

Although a duke, earl, or the like, be but a minor, or not above
ten years of age, in the custody and in the family of another no
bleman, who may and doth retain chaplains, yet he may qualify
chaplains to hold two benefices with cure, as if he was of full

age. 4 Co. 119.
An infant in gavelkind shall have his age, and all other privi

leges of the infant at common law ; because though he hath the

privilege of alienation at fifteen, yet that doth not take from him

any privilege he had before at common law. 1 Poll. Abr. 144.

A bastard being impleaded shall have his age ; for the dilatory
plea must be determined before the pleas in chief can come on ; so
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that the plea of infancy will stay the suit before it can be in
quired whether he is or is not a bastard. Co. Litt. 244. b.
An infant in ventre sa mere, or in the mother's womb, is sup

posed, in law, to be born for many purposes. It is capable of
having a legacy, or a surrender of a copyhold estate made to it.
(See post, this division.) It may have a guardian assigned to it,
and it is enabled to have an estate limited to its use, and to take
afterwards by such limitation, as if it were then actually born.
Stat. 10 & 11 Wm. III. c. 16. 1 Comm. 130. See this Diet. tit.
Posthumous Children.
A child in ventre sa mere may be appointed executor ; also, if

there are two or more at a birth, they shall be joint executors, or
joint legatees of the thing bequeathed. Godolfih. Orph. Leg. 102.
If there be bastard eigne and mulier puisne, and the bastard

enters and dies seised, his issue shall inherit the lands, and ex

clude the mulier for ever ; but in this case, if the bastard had died
leaving issue in ventre sa mere, and the mulier had entered, and
then a son is born, yet he cannot enter upon the mulier: herein
our law differs from the civil law ; for our law requires an imme
diate descent, which cannot be before the person is in esse; also
by our law the freehold cannot be in abeyance. Co. Litt. 244.

A devise of lands to an infant in ventre sa mere, is good, and
the freehold shall not be in abeyance, but shall descend to the
heir at law in the mean time'; though formerly it was doubted.
Fide 11 Hen. VI. 13. Pro. Devise, 32. Moor, 177. 637. 2 Bulst.
273. Cro. Eliz. 423. 1 Lev. 135. 1 Sid. 153. Raym. 163. 1
Keb: 85. 1 Salk. 231. 2 Mod. 9.

However all the books agree, that a devise to an infant, when he
shall be born, or when God shall give him birth, is good, as an exe

cutory devise, and that the freehold shall descend to the heir at law
in the mean time. 1 Sid. 153. 1 Lev. 135. Raym. 163. S. C.
Snow v. Cutler. It may be devised to trustees.

So it is clear, that if land be devised for life, the remainder to
a posthumous child, that this is a good contingent remainder, be

cause there is a person in being to take the particular estate; and
if the contingent remainder vests during the continuance of the

particular estate, or eo instante that it determines, it is sufficient.

Moor, 637. 3 Lev. 408. 4 Mod. 359. 1 Salk. 227. Carth. 309.

See this Diet. tit. Remainder, Estate, Posthumous Child, Executory
Devise.
Also it seems agreed, that a man may surrender copyhold lands

immediately to the use of an infant in ventre sa mere; for a sur

render is a thing executory, and nothing vests before admittance;
and therefore, if there be a person to take at the time of the ad

mittance, it is sufficient, and not like a grantor at common law,
which putting the estate out of the grantor must be void, if there
be nobody to take. 1 Roll. Rep. 109. 138. 2 Bulst. 273. Co.

Copyh. 9. and see Moor, 637.

If a usurpation be had on one in ventre sa mere, at the next

turn after his birth, he shall be relieved on the statute of Westm.

2. cap. 5. Hob. 240.
An infant in ventre sa mere may have a distributive share of

intestate property even with the half blood. 1 Fes. 81. It is ca

pable of taking a devise of lands. See ante, and 2 Atk. 117. I
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Preem. 244. 293. It takes, under a marriage settlement, a provision made for children living at the death of the father. 1 Ves. 85.
And it has lately been decided, that marriage, and the birth of a

posthumous child, amount to a revocation of a will executed previous to the marriage. 5 Term Refi. 49. It takes lands by descent,
though, in that case, the presumptive heir may enter and receive
the profits for his own use till the birth of the child, which seems
to be the only interest it loses by its situation. 3 Wils. 526. See.
this Diet. tit. Descent, Posthumous Children.

III. Infancy is to be tried by inspection of the court, or byjury ; and herein it is laid down as a rule in some books, that
wheresoever it is alleged upon the pleading, that the party was
and yet is under age, there it shall be tried by inspection ; but
where the infant is of full age at the time of the plea, there it shall
be tried per .pais. 1 Lev. 142. 1 Sid. 321. 1 Keb. 796. Cro.
Jac. 59. 581.

But as to judicial acts, or acts done by an infant in a court of re
cord, and which he is allowed to avoid, the trial thereof must be
by inspection ; therefore, if an infant levies a fine, he must re
verse it by writ of error ; and this must be brought during his mi
nority, that the court may, by inspection, determine the age of the
infant. Co. Litt. 380. Moor, 76. 2 Roll. Abr. 15. 2 Inst. 483.
2 Bulst. 320. 12 Co. 122.
If an infant brings a writ of error to reverse a fine for his nonage

and, after inspection and proof of infancy by witnesses, dies before
the fine is reversed, his heirs may reverse it ; because the court

having recorded the nonage of the cognisor, ought to vacate his
contract when he appeared to be under a disability at the time he
entered into it. Co. Litt. 380. Moor, 884.
An infant acknowledged a fine, and the cognisees omitting to

have the fine engrossed till he came of age, in order to prevent the
infant from bringing a writ of error ; yet the court upon view of
the conusance produced by the infant, and upon his prayer to be
inspected and his age examined, recorded his nonage, to give him
the benefit of his writ of error, which he must otherwise lose, his
nonage determining before the next term. Moor, 189. and vide Cro.
Jac. 230, 231.

So if an infant suffer a common recovery by appearing in person,
this must be reversed during his minority by inspection of the

judges. But it is said, that if an infant suffers a recovery, in which
he appears by attorney, he may reverse it after his full age, as it-
may be discovered whether he was within age when the recovery-
was suffered; because it may be tried per pais whether the war

rant ofattorney was made by him when he was an infant. 1 Sid.
321. 1 Lev. 142.

It is said, that in all cases where the party pleads that he was

within age at B. and alleges a place, that there the trial may be
well enough where it is alleged ; where no place is alleged, there,
in personal actions, where the writ is brought ; and in real actions,
where the right of the land depends upon infancy, there the trial
is to be where the land lies, and if not, where the action is

brought. Skin. 10, 11. Cro> Eliz. 818. S.P.
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In case of a snit to reverse a fine for nonage of the cogni
sor, or set aside a statute or recognisance entered into by an in
fant ; here, and in other cases of the like sort, a writ shall issue
to the sheriff, commanding him that he constrain the said party to

appear, that it may be ascertained by the view of his body by the
king's justices, whether he be of full age or not; " ut per asfiec-
tum corporis sui constare poterit justiciariis nostris si pradictus A.
sit plena gtatis necne." 9 Hep. 31. This question of nonage was

formerly, according to Glanville, (lib. 13. c. 15.) tried by a jury of
eight men ; though now it is tried by inspection. If, however, the
court has, upon inspection, any doubt of the age of the party, (as
may frequently be the case,) it may proceed to take proofs of the
fact, by witnesses, church books, Etc.; and, particularly, may ex

amine the infant himself upon an oath ofvoire dire, (yeritatemdicere,)
that is, to make true answer to such questions as the court shall
demand of him, or the court may examine his mother, his god
father, or the like. 2 Roll. Abr. 573.

IV. An infant, it seems, is capable of such offices as do not
concern the administration of justice, but only require skill and
diligence ; and there he may either exercise them himself when
�f the age of discretion, or they may be exercised by deputy ; such
as the offices of park-keeper, forester, gaoler, Sec. Plowd. 379.
381. 9 Co. 48. 97. See tit. Offices.
But it is said,' that an infant is not capable of the stewardship of

a manor, or of the stewardship of the courts of a bishop ; because

by intendment of law he hath not sufficient knowledge, experience,
and judgment, to use the office, and also because he cannot make
a deputy. Co. Litt. 3- b. 1 Roll. Abr. 731. 2 Roll. Abr. 153.

March, 41. 43. Cro. Eliz. 636. Cro. Car. 536.
An infant cannot be an attorney, bailiff, factor or receiver. Fitz.

JV. B. 118. 1 Roll. Abr. 117 , Co. Litt. 172. Cro. Eliz. 637. An
infant cannot exercise an office in a corporation. Hardw. 8, 9.
An infant cannot be a common informer ; for stat. 18 Eliz. c. 5.

direct that such shall sue in proper person, or by attorney, which
an infant cannot do. Bull. JV, P. 196.
As to infants being witnesses, there seems to be no fixed time

in which children are excluded from giving evidence ; but it will
depend in a great measure on the sense and understanding of die
child, as it shall appear on examination in court. See Pull. JV. P.
293. And, where they are admitted, concurrent testimony seems

peculiarly desirable. 4 Comm. 214.
If an infant, being master of a ship at St. Christopher's beyond sea,

by contract with another, undertakes to carry certain goods from
St. Christopher's to England, and there to deliver them ; but does
not afterwards deliver them according to agreement, but wastes and
consumes them, he may be sued for the goods in the court of
admiralty, though he be an infant; for this suit is but in nature of
a detinue, or trover and conversion at the common law. 1 Roll-
Abr. 530.
If an infant keeps a common inn, an action on the case upon the

custom of inns will not lie against him. 1 Roll. Abr. 2. cited
Carth. 161.
So if an infant draws a bill of exchange, yet he shall not be
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liable on the custom of merchants, but he may plead infancy in the
same manner that he may to any other contract of his. Carth.
160. Or he may in this, as in all cases, give it in evidence on the
general issue, but the fairest way is to plead it. Bull. JV. P. 152.
An infant cannot be a juror. Hob. 325.
An iufant, or one under the age of twenty-one years, cannot be

elected a member of the house of commons ; nor can any lord of
parliament sit there until he be of the full age of twenty-one years.
2 hist. 47. See tit. Parliament. As to infant trustees, see post, V.
If an infant be lord of a manor, he may grant copyholds, not

withstanding his nonage ; for these estates do not take their per
fection from the interest or ability of the lord to grant, but from
the custom of the manor by which they have been demised, and
are demisable time out of mind. 4 Co. 23. b. Co. Copyholder,
79. 107. JVoy, 41. 8 Co. 65.
An infant may present to a church ; and here it is said, that

this must be done by himself, of whatsoever age he be, and cannot
be done by his guardian, for the guardian can make no advantage
thereof, consequently, has nothing therein whereby he can give
an account, therefore the infant himself shall present. Co. Litt.
17. b. 89. a. 29 Ediv. III. 5. 3 Inst. 156.

V. Infants have various privileges, and various disabilities ; but
their very disabilities are privileges, in order to secure them from
hurting themselves, by their own improvident acts. An infant can
not be sued but under the protection, and joining the name of his
guardian ; for he is to defend him against all attacks as well by law as

otherwise ; but he may sue either by his guardian, or prochein amy,
his next friend who is not his guardian. Co. Litt. 135. This
prochein amy may be any person who will undertake the infant's
cause ; and it frequently happens, that an infant, by his prochein
amy, institutes a suit against a fraudulent guardian.
With regard to estates and civil property, an infant hath many

privileges, which will be better understood on farther investiga
tion ; but this may be said in general, that an infant shall lose no

thing by non-claim or neglect of demanding his right; nor shall
any other laches or negligence be imputed to an infant, except in
some very particular cases, viz. in case of a fine where the time

begins in the life of the ancestor ; or of an appeal of death of his
ancestor, where he brings not his appeal within a year and a day,
&c. 1 Inst. 246. 380. Wood's Inst. 13. Laches shall prejudice an

infant, if he presents not to a church in six months. Litt. 402.
It is generally true, that an infant can neither alien his lands, nor do
any legal act, nor make a deed, nor indeed any manner of con
tract that will bind him. But still to all these rules there are some

exceptions ; part have been mentioned (see ante, I.) in reckoning
up the different capacities which they assume at different ages ;
and there are others, a few of which when mentioned will serve
as a general specimen of the whole. And, first, it is true, that in
fants cannot alien their estates ; but infant trustees, or mortga
gees, are enabled to convey, under the direction of the court of

chancery or exchequer, or other courts of equity, the estates they
hold in trust or mortgage, to such person as the court shall ap
point. Stats. 7 Ann. c. 19. 4 Geo.TIL c. 16. An infant also may
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purchase lands, but his purchase is incomplete, for, when life
comes to age, he may either agree or disagree to it, as he thinks
prudent and proper, without alleging any reason ; and so may his
heirs after him, if he dies without having completed his agreement,
Co. Litt. 2. It is farther generally true, that an infant under
twenty-one can make no deed hut what is afterwards voidable ; yet
in some cases he may bind himself apprentice by deed indented,
or indentures for seven years ; and he may by deed or will appoint
a guardian to his children, if he has any. See stats. 5 Eliz. c. 4.
43 Eliz. c. 2. Cro. Car. 179. Stat. 12 Car. II. c. 24. and this
Diet. tit. A/ijirentice, Guardian. See also, stat. 4 Geo. I. c. 1 1.

� 5. as to infants contracting to serve in the plantations.
To enter more particularly into the subject. An infant is capa

ble of inheriting, for the law presumes him capable of property;
also an infant may purchase, because it is intended for his benefit,
and the freehold is in him till he disagree thereto; because an

agreement is presumed, it being for his benefit, and because the
freehold cannot be in the grantor contrary to his own act, nor can

be in abeyance, for then a stranger would not know against whom
to demand his right; and if at his full age the infant agrees to the

purchase, he cannot afterwards avoid it ; but if he dies during his

minority, his heirs may avoid it ; for they shall not be bound by the
contracts of a person who wanted capacity to contract. Co. Litt.
2. 8. 2 Inst. 203.

If an infant take a lease for years rendering rent ; if he enter

upon the land he shall be charged with an action during his mi

nority, because the purchase is intended for his benefit ; but he

may waive the term, and not enter, and if more rent be reserved

upon the lease than the land is worth, he may avoid it. 2 Bulst.
69. If an infant make a lease for years with remainder over,
rendering rent, and, at full age, accepts the rent of the tenant for

years, this shall be an assent to him in remainder, so that he shall
not oust him after. Plowd. 546.
As to contracts for necessaries, made by infants, it is to be ob

served, that (strictly speaking) all contracts made by infants, are

either void or voidable ; because a contract is the act of the un

derstanding, which during their state of infancy they are presu
med to want ; yet civil societies have so far supplied that defect, and
taken care of them, as to allow them to contract for their benefit
and advantage, with power, in most cases, to recede from and vacate

it, when it may firovc prejudicial to thetn; but in this contract for ne
cessaries they are absolutely bound, and this likewise is in benig
nity to infants, for if they were not allowed to bind themselves for
necessaries nobody would trust them, in which case they would
be in worse circumstances than persons of full age. 10 Hen. VI.
14. 18 Edw. IV. 2. 1 Poll. Abr. 729.
Therefore it is clearly agreed, that an infant may bind himself

to pay for his necessary meat, drink, apparel, physic, and such

other necessaries, and likewise for his good teaching and instruction,
whereby he may profit himself afterwards. Co. Litt. 172. a. &c.

This binding means by jiarol : in fact, for necessaries, if there is not

an actual promise the law implies a promise, but the infant will

not be bound by any bond, note, or bill, which he gives, though
for necessaries, therefore a tradesman's best security will be the
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Actual or implied promise. With respect to schooling, &c. it
must be in cases where the credit was given, bona fide, to the in
fant. But where an infant is sub fiotestate parentis, and living in
the house with his parents, he shall not then be liable even for ne
cessaries. 2 Black. Rep. 1325.
It must appear that the things were actually necessary, and of

reasonable prices, and suitable to the infant's degree and estate,
which regularly must be left to the jury ; but if the jury find that
the things were necessaries, and of reasonable price, it shall be

presumed they had evidence for what they thus find : and they
need not find particularly what the necessaries were, nor of what
price each thing was ; also if the plaintiff declares for other things
as well as necessaries, or alleges too high a price for those things
that are necessary, the jury may consider of those things that were

really necessaries, and of their intrinsic value, and proportion their
damages accordingly. Cro. Jac. 360. 2 Roll. Rep. 144. Poph.
151. Palm. 361.

'

Gouls. 168. Godb. 219. 1 Leon. 114.

If an infant promises another, that if he will find him meat,
drink and washing, and pay for his schooling, that he will pay 71.

yearly, an action upon the case lies upon this promise ; for learnk
ing is as necessary as other things, and though it is not mentioned
what learning this was, yet it shall be intended what was ft for him,
till it be shown to the contrary on the other part ; and though he
to whom the promise was made does not instruct him, but pays
another for it, the promise of repayment thereof is good ; if it
appears that the learning, meat, drink, and washing could not be
afforded for a less sum than 71. 1 Roll. Abr. 729. Palm. 528:
I Jones, 182.

Assumpsit, for labour and medicines in curing the defendant -of
a distemper, &c. who pleaded infancy ; the plaintiff replied, it
was for necessaries generally ; and upon a demurrer to this repli
cation it was objected, that the plaintiff had not assigned in cer--

tain how, or in what manner, the medicines were necessary : but
it was adjudged, that the replication in this general form was

good. Carth. 1 10.

If an infant be a mercer, and hath a shop in a town, and there-

buys and sells, and contracts to pay a certain sum to J. S. for
wares sold to him by J. S. to resell, yet he is not chargeable upon
this contract, for this trading is not immediately necessary ad vip*
turn et vestitum; and if this were allowed, infants might be infinitely
prejudiced, and buy and sell, and live by the loss. 1 Roll. Abr.
729. Cro. Jac. 494 2 Roll. Rep. 45.
And as the contract of an infant for wares, for the necessary

carrying on his trade, whereby he subsists, shall not bind him *

so neither shall he be liable for money which he borrows to lay out-

for necessaries ; therefore the lender must, at his peril, lay it out for
him, or see that it is laid out in necessaries. 5 Mod. 36a. 1 Salk.
386, 387.
In debt Upon a single bill, the defendant pleaded that he was

within age; the plaintiff replied, that it-was for necessaries, viz.
10/. for clothes, and 15/. money lent for and towards his necessa

ry support at the University ; the defendant rejoined, that the money
�was lent him to spend at pleasure; absc/ue hoc, that it was lent him
for necessaries; and issue hereupon waa found for the plaintiff.
Vol. III-. 3 H
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who had judgment in C. B. but was reversed in B. R. on a writ
of error; for the issue only being, whether this money was lent
the infant for necessaries, not whether it was laid out in necessa

ries, it cannot bind the infant whichever way it is found ; for it
might have been borrowed for necessaries, and laid out in a ta

vern ; and the law will not intrust the infant with the application
and laying of it out. 1 Salk. 386. See contra, as to a single bill
given for necessaries, 1 Lev. 86. 1 Keb. 382. 416. 423. 5. C.

'

Co.
Litt. 172. S. P. Seel qu? See post.

So if one lends money to an infant, who actually lays it out in
necessaries, yet this will not bind the infant, nor subject him to
an action ; for it is upon the lending that the contract must arise,
and after that time there could be no contract raised to bind the

infant, because after that he might waste the money, and the in
fant's applying it .afterwards for necessaries will not, by matter
tie postfacto, entitle the plaintiff to an action. 1 Salk. 279.

Although an infant shall be liable for his necessaries, yet if he
enters into an obligation with a penalty for payment thereof, this
shall not bind him ; for the entering into a penalty can be of no

advantage to the infant. Cro. Eliz. 290. Moor, 679. pi. 929.
Co. Litt. 172. 1 Roll. Abr. 729. But a bond or single bill for
the exact amount of necessaries furnished will be valid. Esft, JV.
P. 164.

It is also said, that an infant cannot either by parol contract,
or a deed, bind himself, even for necessaries, in a sum certain, and
that should an infant promise to give an unreasonable price foT

necessaries, that would not bind him ; and that, therefore, it may
be said that the contract of an infant for necessaries, as a contract,
does not bind him any more than his bond would ; but only since
an infant must liv'e as well as a man, the law gives a reasonable

price to those who furnish him with necessaries. Cases in Law
and Equity, 85. And in a case where a warrant of attorney was

given by an infant and another, and judgment entered up thereon,
the court on motion ordered the name of the infant to be struck

out, and set aside the judgment as against him. 2 Black. Refi.
1133.
If an infant becomes indebted for necessaries, and the party

takes a bond from the infant, this shall not drown the simple con

tract, because the bond has no force. Cro. Eliz. 920.
But it is agreed, that an action on an account stated will not

lie against an infant, though it be for necessaries ; for he not hav

ing discretion, is not to be liable to false accounts. Co. Litt. ITU-

Lamb. 169. JVoy, 87. 1 Term Refi. 40.

If an infant comes to a stranger, who instructs him in learn

ing, and boards him, there is an implied contract in law, that the

party should be paid as much as his board and schooling are

worth ; but if the infant at the time of his going thither was un

der the age of discretion, or if he were placed there upon a spe-
cial agreement with some of the child's friends, the party that
boards him has no remedy against the infant, but must resort to
them with whom he agreed for the infant's board, &c. Allen, 94.
Necessaries for an infant's wife are necessaries for him: but if

provided only in order for the marriage, he is not chargeable,
though she use them after. Stra. 168. An infant shall be liable
or the nursing his child. Esfi, JV, P. 161.
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Debts contracted during infancy, form however a good consider
ation to support a promise made to pay them when a person is of
full age. 2 Lev. 144. 2 Leon. 215. And where the defendant
pleads infancy, and the plaintiff replies that the defendant confirm �

ed the promise or contract when he was of age, the plaintiff need
only prove the promise, and the defendant must discharge himself
by proof of the infancy. 1 Term Sep. 648.

Though a promise by an infant will not bind him unless for
necessaries, yet he shall take advantage of any promise made to

him, though the consideration were his promise when an infant.
And an infant plaintiff has been allowed to recover on mutual pro
mises of marriage. 5/ra. 937.
As to judicial acts-, and acts done by an infant in a court of record,

they regularly bind the infant and his representatives, with the

following savings and exceptions; as if an infant levies a fine,
though the judges ought not to admit the acknowledgment of one
under that disability, yet having once recorded his agreement as

the judgment of the court, it shall for ever bind him and his repre
sentatives, unless he reverses it by writ of error, which must be

brought by him during his minority, that the court by inspection
may determine his age. Co. Lilt. 380. Moor, 76. 2 Roll. Abr. 15.
2 Inst. 483. 2 Bulst. 32Q. 12 Co. 122. Yelv. 115. 3 Mod. 229.

%

So if an infant levies a fine, he is enabled by law to declare the
uses thereof, and if he reverseth not the fine during his nonage,
the declaration of uses will stand good for ever; for though thai
be a matter in fiais, and all such acts an infant may avoid at any
time after his full age, if he do not consent, yet being made in
pursuance of the fine levied, which fine must stand good for ever,
(unless reversed in the manner as has been mentioned,) so- will
the declaration of uses too. 2 Co. 58. a. 10 Co. 42. Moor, 22.
Dal. 47. 2 Leon. 159. Gouls. 13. 1 Jones, 390. Winch. 103.
If there be tenant for life, the remainder to an infant in fee,

and they two join in a fine, the infant may bring a writ of error,
and reverse the fine as to himself; but it shall stand good as to

the tenant for life ; for the disability of the infant shall not render
the contract -of the tenant for life, who was of full age, ineffectual.
J Leon. 115*. 317. 2 Sid. 55.. 2 Jones, 182.
If an infant brings a writ of error to reverse a fine for his non

age, and his nonage, after inspection, is recorded by the court,
but before the fine reversed he levies another fine to another, the
second fine shall hinder him from reversing the first ; because the
second having entirely debarred him of any right to the land,
must also deprive him of all remedies which would restore him
to the land. 1 Roll. Abr. 788. See Moor, 74. and further, this
Diet. tit. Bine of Lands.
As to recoveries suffered by infants, when these were improved

into a common way of conveyance, it was thought reasonable that
those whom the law had judged incapable to act for (.heir own
interest, should not be bound by the judgment given in recove-f

lies, though it was the solemn act of the court ; for where the de
fendant gives way to the judgment, it is as much his voluntary
act and conveyance, as if he had transferred the land by livery, ov

#ny other act in fiais; therefore if an infant suffers a recovery, he

jnay reverse it, as he may a fine, by writ of error, during his mi*
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nority: and this was formerly taken to be law, as well where the
infant appeared by guardian, as by his attorney, or in person : but
now the distinction turns upon this point, that if an infant suffers
a recovery in person, it is erroneous, and he may reverse it by
writ of error ; but even in this case the writ of error must be

brought during his minority, that his infancy may be tried by the

inspection of the court ; for at his full age it becomes obligatory
and unavoidable : but in cases of necessity the court has admitted
the infant to appear by guardian, and to suffer a recovery, or come
in as a vouchee ; but this, too, is seldom allowed by the court,
unless upon emergencies, when it tends to the improvement of
the infant's affairs, or when lands of equal value have been settled
on him, and when he has had the king's privy seal for that pur
pose ; and those recoveries have been allowed and supported by
the judges, and the infant could not set them aside ; besides, if
such recoveries be to the prejudice of the infant, he has his reme

dy for it against his guardian, and may reimburse himself out of
his pocket to whom the lav/ had committed the care of him. 1
Roll. Abr. 731. 742. Co. Litt. 381. b. 2 Roll. Abr. 395. 10 Co.
43. a. Cro. Eliz. 471. Hob. 196, 197. Cro. Car. 307. 2 Bulst.
235. 1 Sid. 321, 322. 1 Lev. 142. 2 Saund. 94. 1 Vern. 461.
2 Salk. 567. See further, this Diet. tit. Recovery.
Partition, by writ de partitione faciendd, binds, infants, because

by judgment in a court of justice, to which no partiality can be

imputed. Co. Litt. 171. b.
If an infant acknowledge a recognisance or statute, it is only

voidable; and the infant at his peril must avoid them by audita

querela, as he must a line or recovery by writ of error, during
his minority; for such conveyances or other acts of record become
obligatory and unavoidable, if they be not set aside before the
infant comes of age ; the reason is, because these contracts being
entered into under the inspection of the judge, (who is supposed
to do right,) the infant cannot against them aver his disability, but
must reverse them by a judgment of a superior court, who, by in
spection has the same means to determine whether the inferior ju
risdiction has done right, that first received the contract. Moor,
pi. 206. 2 Inst. 483. 673. Co. Litt. 380. Keilw. 10. Reg. 149.
10 Co. 43. a.

If an infant bargain and sell his land by deed indented and en

rolled, yet he may plead nonage ; for notwithstanding the statute

27 Hen. VIII. cap. 16. makes the enrolment in a court of record

necessary to complete the conveyance ; yet the bargainee claims
by the deed as at common lam, which was, and therefore is, still
defeasible by nonage. 2 Inst. 673.
An infant confessed judgment in an action of debt brought

against him; and it was held, audita querela did not lie upon this
judgment, though it would on a statute or recognisance ; but the

party ought to bring a writ of error in the exchequer chamber,
by virtue of the statute 27 Eliz. Moor, 460. See 3 Salk. 196.
1 Inst. 233. 380. Moor, 189. Where an infant may levy a fine,
he may declare the uses of it also by deed : and the infant's de
claration of uses shall be good and binding to the infant and
his heirs, so long as the fine continues unreversed. Hob. 224-
3 i,eo?2. 193, 2 Rep. 58. 10 Rep. 42. It was formerly held, that
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an infant appearing by guardian, could not suffer a common reco

very ; 10 Rep 42. though it hath since been allowed in many ca

ses, and by all the judges, that an ififant may suffer a common

recovery by guardian, and he shall not avoid it; for by intendment
he shall have recompense in value ; and if it is not for the good
of the infant, he may have recompense over against his guardian.
2 Danv. Abr. 772. A common recovery may be had against an

. infant, being examined solely and secretly; and he may suffer a
recovery by guardian in open court. Hob. 169. 2 Bulst. 255.
2 Mis. Mr. 994. and see Sid. 321. 2 Mis. 995. and this Diet. tit.
Recovery.
An infant is to prosecute a suit by his guardian or best friend,

though the term used is prochein amy; i. e. next friend ; but he
cannot defend by such next friend, but must defend only by guar
dian, because the law supposes, that where he demands or sues

for any thing, it is for his benefit. The power for infants to sue

by prochein amy, was first introduced by the statute Westm. 2.
If an infant be joined with others, in suing in the right of an

other, the action may be brought by attorney, for they all make
but one person in law. 3 Cro. 377.
But in all cases where an infant is defendant, though it be in

another's right, and though joined with others, he must defend by
guardian. 2 Cro. 289. 1 Lev. 294.
In all actions, real, personal, or mixed against an infant, if he

appears by attorney, it is error* 8 Co. b. 9 Co. 30. b.
If an attorney undertakes to appear for an infant, and enters it

per attornatum, it may be amended and made per guardianum.
Str. 114. 445.
The plaintiff's attorney should apply to the defendant to name

a guardian ; and if he does not, in six days, the plaintiff may apply-
to the court, who will oblige him to do it. 2 Wils. 50.
If an infant appear and plead by attorney, and the plaintiff finds

it out, he may in vacation-time apply to a judge for a summons

(or in term to the court) for a rule to show cause " why common

bail filed should not be struck out, and the plea be set aside, and
that the defendant may be obliged to appear by a guardian ;" and
ifno one is named within six days, the plaintiff may name one for
him, which will be ordered of course. Vid. Str. 1076.
The infant plaintiff, who sues by prochein amy, is not liable to

costs, because he cannot, while under age, disavow the suit ; but
the prochein amy is liable. Str. 548, James v, Hatfield, Barnes,
128. And if it appears to the court that he is not of sufficient ability
to pay the costs, the court will order another who is. But an in
fant defendant (although he names a guardian) is liable to costs
if the verdict be against him. Dyer, 104. 1 Bulst. 109. Str. 708.
If an infant appearing by guardian comes of age pending the

suit, he may then plead by attorney. Moor, 665.
If baron and feme, where the feme is an infant, appear by at

torney, it is error. 5 Mod. 209. When the defendant in an action
is an infant, the plaintiff shall have six years to bring his action
in, after the defendant comes of age : and if the plaintiff be an in

fant, he hath six years likewise after his age, to sue by the sta

tute of limitations. Luttv, 243. See tit. Limitation of Actions.
As to acts m fiais, infants are regularly allowed to rescind and
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break through all contracts in fiais made during minority, cxcep:
only lor schooling and necessaries, be they never so much to their

advantage ; and the reason hereof is, the indulgence the law has

thought fit to give infants, who are supposed to want judgment
and discretion in their contracts and transactions with others, and
the care it takes of them in preventing their being imposed upon,
or overreached by persons of more years and experience. 39 xLda.
III. 20. b. 1 Roll. Abr. 729. Co. Lilt. 172. 381.
And for the better security and protection of infants herein, the

law has made some of their contracts absolutely void ; i. e. all such
in which there is no apparent benefit, or semblance of benefit, te
the infant ; but as to those from which the infant may receive be
nefit, and which were entered into with more solemnity, they are

only voidable ; that is, the law allows them, when they come of

age, and are capable of considering over again what they have
done, either to ratify and affirm such contracts, or to break through
and avoid them. Cro. Car. 502. 1 Jones, 405. 3 Mod. 310.
Hence an infant may purchase, because it is intended for his be

nefit, and at his full age he may either agree or disagree to the
same. Co. Litt. 2. 8. 2 Fern. 203.
Also the feoffment of an infant is not void, but only voidable,

not only because he is allowed to contract for his benefit, but be
cause there ought to be some act of notoriety to restore the pos
session to him, equal to that which transferred it from him. Co.
Lilt. 380. Dyer, 104. 2 Roll. Abr. 572. 4 Co. 125. a.

Therefore if" an infant make a feoffment and livery in person,
he shall have no assise, &c. but must avoid it by entry ; for it is
to be presumed in favour of such solemnity, that the assembly of
the county then present would have prevented it, if they had per
ceived his nonage, and therefore the feoffment shall continue till
defeated by entry, which is an act of equal notoriety. 8 Co. 42.
But if the infant had made a letter of attorney to deliver seisin,

he might have an assise, &c. because the letter of attorney (like
all other acts or agreements made by an infant to his prejudice)
must be void ; therefore, whoever claims under it, or by virtue of
its authority, must be a wrongdoer. 2 Roll. Abr. 2. JVoy, 130,
Palm. 237.
Also as to the acts of infants being void, or voidable, there is a

diversity between an actual delivery of the thing contracted for,
and a bare agreement to deliver it only; that the first is voidable,
but the last absolutely void ; as if an infant deliver a horse, or a

sum of money, with his own hands, this is only voidable, and to

be recovered back in an action of account. Perk. � 12. 19. 1 Roll.
Abr. 730. 2 Roll. Refi. 408. Latch. 10. Roll. 736. 3 Refi. 13.

Hob. 96.
But if an infant agrees to give a horse, and does not deliver

the horse with his hands, and the donee take the horse by force
of the gift, the infant shall have an action of trespass ; for the

grant was merely void. Perk. � 12. 19. 1 Mod. 137.
In trespass, wherefore with force and arms the defendant made

zn assault, and cut off all the hair of the plaintiff, the defendant as to
all the trespass, except cutting the hair, pleads not guilty, and as

to that,, pleads that the plaintiff was of the age of sixteen years,
and for a certain sum of money gave license to the defendant to

4
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cut off two ounces of hair ; upon demurrer to this plea the court

held, that the contract was absolutely void, and consequently the
tonsure unlawful, and gave judgment accordingly for the plaintiff.
3 Keb. 369. %

And as an infant is not bound by his contract to deliver a thing ;
so if one deliver goods to an infant upon a contract, Stc. knowing
him to be an infant, he shall not be chargeable in trover and con

version, or any other action for them ; for the infant is not capable
of any contract, but for necessaries ; therefore such delivery
is a gift to the infant : but if an infant without any contract wilfully
takes away the goods of another, trover lies against him ; also it
is said, that if he take the goods under pretence that he is of full
age, trover lies ; because it is a wilful and fraudulent trespass.
J Sid. 129. 1 Lev. 169. 1 Keb. 905 913.

Also it seems, that if an infant, being above the age of discre
tion, be guilty of any fraud in -affirming himself to be of full age,
or if, by combination with his guardian, &c. he make any contract
or agreement with an intent afterwards to elude it, by reason of
his privilege of infancy, that a court of equity will decree it good
against him according to the circumstances of the fraud ; but in
what cases in particular a court of equity will thus exert itself is
not easy to determine. See 1 Fern. 132. 2 Fern. 224, 225.
All gifts, grants, &c. of an infant, which do not take effect by

delivery of his hand, are void ; and if made to take effect by de

livery of his own hand, are voidable by himself, and his heirs, and
those which shall have his estate. And privies in blood (as the

heir-general or special) may avoid a conveyance made by their an
cestor during his infancy. But privies in estate, such as the donor
of an estate-tail where the tenant in tail dies without issue ; or

privies in law, as the lord by escheat where there is no heir, shall
not avoid a conveyance made by an infant.
If a man within age, seised in right of his wife, makes a feoff

ment and dies, his heir cannot enter and avoid it, because no right
descends to him ; for the baron, if he had lived, could have en

tered only in right of his wife. And no person shall take advan

tage of the infancy of his ancestor, but he" who hath a right de

scending to him fipm that ancestor ; though the heir may take the
benefit of a condition, notwithstanding no right descended to him
from his ancestor. 8 Refi. 42, 43, 44. and see 3 Refi. 35.
If husband and wife are both within age, and they by indenture join

in a feoffment, and the husband dies, the wife may enter and avoid
the deed, or have a diem fuit infra <etate?n. 1 Inst. 337. Though
if there be two joint-tenants within age, and one of them makes a

feoffment in fee of the moiety during his infancy, and dies, the
survivor cannot enter ; but the heir of the feoffor may enter into
the moiety, &c. 8 Refi. 43. If an infant exchanges lands with an

other, and the other enters, the infant may have assise. 18 Edw. IV.
2. And where an infant leases for years, he may affirm the lease,
or bring trespass against the lessee for the occupation. 18 Edw.
IV. Bro. Trcsjiass, 338.
A lease made by an infant reserving rent is voidable ; but if there

be no rendering rent, it is absolutely void. Latch. 199. But if an
infant make a lease paying rent, and after his coming of age he ac

cepts the rent, the voidable lease is made good ; and an infant's
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lease in ejectment is good; 2 Lill. Abr. 55. 3 Salk. 196. though
in such case he must give a security for the costs. 1 Wils. fiart 1,

p. 130. An infant cannot surrender a future interest, by taking
a new lease ; his surrender by deed, and by acceptance of a se

cond lease, are void, except there be an increase of the term, or

a decrease of the rent ; for where no benefit comes to him, his acts

are merely void. Cro. Car. 502.

All acts of necessity bind infants ; as presentations to benefices,
admittances, and grants of copyhold estates, and assenting to lega
cies, &x. 3 Salk. 190. So dower is demandable of an infant heir.
Bull. JV. P. 117. So an infant is compellable to pay a copyhold
fine. Burr. 1717. Conditions annexed to lands, whether the estate
comes by grant or descent, bind infants : and where the estate of
an infant is upon condition to be performed by the infant, if the
condition is broken during the minority, the land is lost for ever.
1 Inst, 233. 380. Though a statute is not extendible against an in
fant, yet chancery will give relief against infants. 1 Lev. 198.
An infant is much favoured by law ; therefore it gives him many

privileges above others : if an infant make default in a real action,
he shall not lose his land as another man shall do ; one who is aa

infant shall not be amerced, nor find pledges like one of full age ;
and if he be bail, he may be discharged by audita querela, ifc
1 Inst. 272. 8 Refi. 61. On his default at the grand cape, the in
fant by writ of error may reverse the judgment given against him-
jself ; unless it be in case of a judgment in dower. Dyer, 104.
Jenk. Cent. 47.319. But an infant may be disseised of his lands,
and a warranty that descendeth upon an infant, may bar him of his
entry ; so a remitter upon him ; contra of a descent : and if an in
fant hath franchises or liberties, and do abuse, or disuse them, he
shall forfeit them as a man of full age may. 1 Inst. 5. 133. 1 And.
311. Bro. 48.
A person gave a note, a few days after he was of age, for things

had during his infancy ; on extraordinary circumstances, equity
set it aside : though it is true, if an infant takes up goods, or bor
rows money, and after he comes to age, gives his note or promise
for the money, that is good at law : but to prevent the ruin of in
fants, it may be convenient to give relief. Barn. C. 4. 6. If an

Infant delivers money with his own hand, it is voidable, and to be
recovered by action of account. The infant sells goods to another;
he may make the sale void, or have debt, &x. for the money. Hob.
77. 18 Edw. IV. 2.

If a trespass be done to an infant, and he submits to an award,
it is said the award shall not be binding on him. 2 Danv. 770.
See tit. Award. An infant is not bound by his consent not to bring
a writ of error; for though the judgment binds him, yet it binds
but as a judgment reversable. Refi. Hardw. 104. Agreements,
&.c. made by an infant, although he be within a day of his full age,
shall not bind him. Plowd. 364. Where an infant enters into bond,
pretending to be of full age, though he may avoid it by pleading his

infancy, yet he may be indicted for a cheat. Wood's Inst. 585.
See further, as connected with this subject of infancy, tit. An

nuity, Age, Heir, Chancery, Rafie, Trial, Will, ifc.
INFANCY OF CORPORATIONS, See tit. Infant II.
INFECTIONS, By casting garbage and clung into ditches, 8cc,
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how punished. See stat. 12 Rich- II. c. 13. and this Diet. tit. Nui
sance.

INFEFMENT, Signifies the right constitute of a fee, alias in
vestiture, which signifies the writs which are evidents, signifying
the acts constitute in the fee. Scotch Diet.
Infefment of annual rent, is when a vassal is not infeft in the

property in particular lands, but is infeft in a yearly annuity of
money, to be paid out of the money. Scotch Diet.

Infefment of rent, is when the creditor not relying on the per
sonal security of the borrower, causes him to be infeft, in as much
rent out of the debitor's lands yearly, as the annual rent of his sum
amounts to. Scotch Diet.
Infefment of relief, is an infefment granted by the debitor to his

creditor for security of sums owing to him, which he must not
take possession of till he be distressed, in case he be distressed
as cautioner. Scotch Diet.
Infefment simple, is that which is taken to heirs whatsomever ;

to which tailzied infefment is opposite. Scotch Diet.
INFEODATION OF TITHES, The granting of tithes to

mere laymen. See 2 Comm. 27. and this Diet. tit. Tithes.
INFERIOR COURTS. The courts of judicature of this king

dom are classed in a general division of superior and inferior. The
courts at Westminster are the superior, and in general have (es
pecially the court of king's bench and common pleas) superintend-
ance over the inferior.
Lords or their bailiffs not to arrest on foreign pleas, on pain

of double damages. Stat. Westm. 1. 3 Edw. I. c. 35. See. tit.
Arrest.

By stat. 19. Geo. III. c. 70. (see this Diet. tit. Arrest,) where
final judgment is obtained in any inferior courts of record, and the
defendant cannot be found in their jurisdiction, the superior courts
at Westminster may remove the record, and issue execution as in

judgments in such superior court ; and similar provisions are made

by stat. 33 Geo. III. c. 68. as to the courts of great sessions in

Wales, and the courts for the counties-palatine of Chester, Lan
caster, and Durham. See further, this Diet. tit. County Court,
Courts, Abatement, ifc.
INFIDELS, infdeles.] Heathens, who may not be witnesses by

the laws of this kingdom, because they believe neither the old or

new testament to be the word of God, on one of which oaths
must be taken. 1 Inst. 6.
The evidence of a Genloo has, however, been admitted, sanction

ed according to the ceremonies of his own religion. See further
this Diet. tit. Evidence, Witnesses.
INFINITY of ACTIONS. The lord of the soil may have a

special action against him who shall dig soil in the king's highway ;
but one subject may not have his action against another for com
mon nuisances ; for if he might, then every man would have it, and
so the actions would be infinite, &,c. 2 Co. Inst. 56. 3 Refi. 113,
See tit. Action.
INFIRMARY, infirmarius.] In monasteries there was an apart

ment allowed for infirm or sick persons : and he who had the care

of the infirmary was called infirmarius. Mat. Paris: anno 1252,
Vol. HI. 3 J
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There are now to the honour of the nation many hospitals, for
the relief of diseased persons, in various parts of the kingdom,
called infirmaries.
IN FORMA PAUPERIS, Suing actions in, see tit. Costs.

INFORMATION FOR THE KING.

Informatio pro Pege.~] An accusation or complaint exhibited
against a person for some criminal offence, either immediately
against the king, or against a private person; which, from its enor

mity or dangerous tendency, the public good requires should be
restrained and punished. It differs from an indictment principally
in this, that an indictment is an accusation found by the oath of
twelve men, whereas an information is only the allegation of the
officer who exhibits it. 3 JVew Abr. 164.

I. Of the various kinds of Information generally; and the And-

quity of the Practice .

II. Inswhat cases Information will lie.
* III. Offling and Compounding Information.
IV. How to be laid; the Proceedings and Provisions by Statute

Paw.

I. Informations are of two sorts: first, those which are partly
at the suit of the king, and partly at that of a subject : and, second
ly, such as are only in the name of the king. The former are
usually brought upon penal statutes, which inflict a penalty upon
conviction to the offender, one part to the use of the king, and
another to the use of the informer, and are a sort of qui tarn actions,
only carried on by a criminal instead of a civil process ; upon which,
therefore, it is" sufficient in this place to observe, that by stat. 31

�MHz. c. 5. no prosecution upon any penal statute, the suit and benefit
whereof are limited in part to the king and in part to the prosecu
tor, can be brought by any common informer after one year is ex

pired since the commission of the offence; nor on behalf of the
'crown after the lapse of two years longer ; nor, where the forfeit-
Tire is originally given only to the king, can such prosecution be
had after the expiration of two years from the commission of the
offence. Cro. Jac. 366.
The informations that are exhibited, in the name of the king

alone, are also of two kinds ; first, those which are truly and proper
ly his own suits, and filed ex officio by his own immediate officer,
the attorney- general, or during' a vacancy of that office by the

solicitor-general. Wilkes's Ca. Bro. P. C. Secondly, those in which,
though the king is the nominal prosecutor, yet it is at the relation
of some private person, or common informer, and they are filed

by the king's coroner and attorney in the court of king's bench,
usually called the master of the crown-office, who is for this pur
pose the standing officer of the public. The object of the "king's
own prosecutions, filed ex officio by his own attorney-general, are
properly such enormous misdemeanors, as peculiarly tend to dis
turb or endanger his government, or to molest or affront him in
the regular discharge of his royal functions. For offences so high
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and dangerous, in the punishment or prevention of which a mo

ment's delay would be fatal, the law has given to the crown the
power of an immediate prosecution, without waiting for any pre
vious application to any other tribunal ; which power, thus neces

sary, not only to the ease and safety, but even to the wery existence
of the executive magistrate, was originally reserved in the great
plan of the English constitution; wherein provision is wisely made
for the due preservation of all its parts. The objects of the other

species of informations, filed by the master of the crown-office
upon the complaint or relation of a private subject, are any gross
and notorious misdemeanors, riots, batteries, libels, and other im
moralities of an atrocious kind, not peculiarly tending to disturb
the government, (for those are left to the care of the attorney-
general,) but which, on account of their magnitude or pernicious
example, deserve the most public animadversion. 2 Hawk. P. C,
c. 26. And when an information is filed, either thus, or by the

attorney-general ex officio, it must be tried by a petit jury of the

county where the offence arises : after which, if the defendant be
found guilty, the court must be resorted to for his punishment.
See post, ll. III.
This mode of prosecution, by information, (or suggestion,) filed

on record by the king's attorney-general, or by his coroner, or

master of the crown-office in the court of king's bench, seems to
be as ancient as the common law itself. 1 Show. 1 18. For as the

king was bound to prosecute, or at least to lend the sanction of his
name to a prosecutor, whenever a grand jury informed him upon
their oaths, that there was a sufficient ground for instituting a

criminal suit; so, when these his immediate officers were other
wise sufficiently assured, that a man had committed a gross mis
demeanor, either personally against the king or his government,
or against the public peace and good order, they were at liberty,
without waiting for any farther intelligence, to convey that informa
tion to the court of king's bench by a suggestion on record, and
to carry on the prosecution in his majesty's name. But these in
formations (of every kind) are confined by the constitutionai law
to mere misdemeanors only : for, wherever any capital offence is

charged, the same law requires that the accusation be warranted

by the oath of twelve men, before the party shall be put to answer

it. And as to those offences in which informations were allowed
as well as indictments, so long as they were confined to this high
and respectable jurisdiction, and were carried on in a legal and-

regular course in his majesty's court of king's bench, the subject
had no reason to complain. The same notice was given, the same

process was issued, the same pleas were allowed, the same trial

by jury was had, the same judgment was given by the same

judges, as if the prosecution had originally been by indictment.
But when the stat. 3 Hen. VII. c. 1. had extended the jurisdiction
of the court of star-chamber, the members of which were the sole

judges of the law, the fact, and the penalty, and when the stat. 1 1

Hen. VII. c. 3. had permitted informations to be brought by any
informer upon any penal statute, not extending to life or member,
at the assises, or before the justices of the peace, who were to hear
and determine the same according to their own discretion; then it

was, that the legal and orderly jurisdiction of the court of king's
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bench fell into disuse and oblivion ; and Pmfisom and Dudley, the
wicked instruments of King Hen. VII. by hunting out obsolete
penalties, and this tyrannical mode of prosecution, with other op
pressive devices, continually harassed the subject, and shamefully
enriched the crown. 1 And. 157. The latter of these acts was

soon indeed repealed by stat. 1 Hen. VIII. c. 6. ; but the court of
star-chamber continued in high vigour, and daily increasing its au

thority, till finally abolished by stat. 16 Car. I. c. 10.

Upon this dissolution the old common law authority of the court
of king's bench, as the custos morum of the nation, being found
necessary to reside somewhere for the peace and good government
of the kingdom, was again revived in practice. 5 Mod. 464. Sly.
Pract. Reg. tit. Information, fi. 187. (edit. 1657.) 2 Sid. 71. 1 Sid.
152. And it is observable that, in the same act of parliament which
abolished the court of star-chamber, a conviction by information is
expressly reckoned up, as one of the legal modes of conviction of
such persons as should offend a third time against the provisions
of that statute. 16 Car. I. c. 10. � 6. Sir Matthew Hale, who

presided in this court soon after the time of such revival, is said
to have been no friend to this mode of prosecution ; most probably
because the power of filing informations without any control then
resided in the breast of the master ; and, being filed in the name

of the king, they subjected the prosecutor to no costs, though on

trial they proved to be groundless. 5 Mod. 460. 1 Saund. 301.

1 Sid. 174. This oppressive use of them, in the times preceding
the revolution, occasioned a struggle, soon after the accession of

King William, to procure a declaration of their illegality by the

judgment of the court of king's bench; but Six John Holt, who
then presided there, and all the judges, were clearly of opinion,
that this proceeding was grounded on the common law, and could
not then be impeached. 5 Mod. 459. Comb. 141. 7 Mod. 361. 1

Show. 106. In a few years afterwards, a more temperate remedy
was applied in parliament, by stat. 4 & 5 W. isf M. c. 18. which
enacts, that the clerk of the crown shall not file any information
without express direction from the court of king's bench : and
that every prosecutor, permitted to promote such information, shall
give security by a recognisance of twenty pounds (which now seems

to be too small a sum) to prosecute the same with effect; and to

pay costs to the defendant, in case he be acquitted thereon, unless
the judge, who tries the information, shall certify there was reason

able cause for filing it; and at all events, to pay costs, unless the
information shall be tried within a year after issue joined. But
there is a proviso in this act, that it shall not extend to any other
informations than those which are exhibited by the master of the
crown-office ; and, consequently, informations at the king's own

suit, filed by his attorney-general, are no way restrained thereby.
See fwst, IV. as to quo warranto.

There is one species of informations, still farther regulated by stat.

9 Ann . c. 20. viz. those in the nature of a writ oiejuo warranto, which
are a remedy given to the crown against such as may have usurped
or intruded into any office of franchise. The modern informa
tion tends to the same purpose as the ancient writ, being gene
rally made use of to try the civil rights to such franchises ; though
it is commenced in the same manner as other informations are, by

\
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leave of the court, or at the will of the attorney-general; being
properly a criminal prosecution, in order to fine the defendant for
his usurpation, as well as to oust him from his office ; yet usually
considered at present as merely a civil proceeding. See this Diet.
tit. Quo Warranto, and 4 Comm. 308. 312.
An information on behalf of the crown filed in the exchequer by

the king's attorney-general, is a method of suit for recovering mo
ney or other chattels, or for obtaining satisfaction in damages for
any personal wrong committed in the lands or other possessions of
the crown. Moor, 375. It differs from an information filed in the
court of king's bench, in that this is instituted to redress a private
wrong, by which the property of the crown is affected ; that is cal
culated to punish some public wrong or heinous misdemeanor in
the defendant. It is grounded on no writ under seal, but merely
on the intimation of the king's officer, the attorney-general, who
" gives the court to understand and be informed of" the matter in
question ; upon which the party is put to answer, and trial is had,
as in suits between subject and subject. The most usual informa
tions are those of intrusion and debt. Intrusion for any trespass
committed on the lands of the crown, as by entering thereon with
out title, holding over after a lease is determined, taking the pro
fits, cutting down timber, or the like. Cro. Jac. 212. 1 Leon.
48. Savil. 49. See tit. Intrusion. Debt upon any contract for

moneys due to the king, or for any forfeiture due to the crown

upon the breach of a penal statute. This latter is most commonly
used to recover forfeitures occasioned by transgressing those laws
which are enacted for the establishment and support of the reve

nue ; others, which regard mere matters of police and public con

venience, being usually left to be enforced by common informers,
in qui tarn informations or actions. But, after the attorney-gene
ral has informed upon the breach of a penal law, no other informa
tion can be received. Hardr. 201.

There is also an information in rem, when any goods are sup
posed to become the property of the crown, and no man appears
to claim them, or to dispute the title of the king. As anciently
in the case of treasure-trove, wrecks, waifs, and estrays seized by
the king's officer for his use. Upon such seizure an information
was usually filed in the king's exchequer, and thereupon a pro
clamation was made for the owner (if any) to come in and claim
the effects ; and at the same time there issued a commission of

afifiraisement to value the goods in the officer's hands ; after the
return of which, and a second proclamation had, if no claimant

appeared, the goods were supposed derelict, and condemned to

the use of the crown. And when in later times, forfeitures of
the goods themselves, as well as personal penalties on the parties,
were inflicted by act of parliament for transgressions against the
laws of the customs and excise, the same process was adopted in
order to secure such forfeited goods for the public use, though the
offender himself had escaped the reach of justice. 3 Comm. 261,
262.

.

Ah information is, in many respects, the same as what, for a

common person, is called a declaration. It ought to be certain.
that the party may perfectly know what he is to answer to, and
the court what they are to give judgment on, Plo-vd. 329,
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Informations qui iam will not lie on any statute, which prohibits
a thing, as being an immediate offence against the public good in
general, under a certain penalty, unless the whole or part of such
penalty be expressly given to him who will sue for it, because
otherwise it goes to the king, and nothing can be demanded by the
party. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 26.
It has been said, that the king shall put no one to answer for a

wrong done principally to another, without indictment or present
ment ; but this does not seem a principle adhered to ; and of com
mon right, informations, or actions in the nature thereof, may be
brought for offences against statutes, whether mentioned or not in
such statutes, where other methods of proceeding are not parti
cularly appointed. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 26. � 1, 2. And wherever a

matter concerns the public government, and no particular person
is entitled to an action, there an information will lie. 1 Salk. 374,

II. It is every day's practice, agreeable to numberless prece
dents, either in the name of the king's attorney-general, or mas
ter of the crown-office, to exhibit informations for batteries, cheats,
seducing a young man or woman from their parents, in order to

marry them against their consent, or for any other wicked pur
pose, spiriting away a child to the plantations, rescuing persons
from legal arrests, perjuries, and subornations thereof, forgeries,
conspiracies, (whether to accuse an innocent person, or to impo
verish a certain set of lawful traders, &c. or to procure a verdict
to be unlawfully given, by causing persons bribed for that purpose
to be sworn on a tales,) and other such like crimes, done principal
ly to a private person ; as also for offences done principally to the

king, as for libels, seditious words, riots, false news, extortions,
nuisances, (as in not repairing highways, or obstructing them, or
stopping a common river, &c.) contempts, as in departing from the

parliament without the king's license, disobeying his writs, utter
ing money without his authority, escaping from legal imprison
ment on a prosecution for contempt, neglecting to keep watch and

ward, abusing the king's commission to the oppression of the sub

ject, making a return to a mandamus of matters known to be false ;
and in general any other offences against the public good, or

against the first and obvious principles of justice and common ho

nesty. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 26. � 1. and the several authorities there

cited, and see Finch's L. 240. Show. 109.

The court will grant an information for reproaching the office

of magistracy, or defaming the character of magistrates. Carth.

14, 15. 1 Wils. 22. See 12 Mod. 514. For taking away a young
woman from her guardian, although chancery has committed the

offender for a contempt. Str. 1107. Andr. oXO. Or from her

putative father. Sir. 1162. For not examining evidence upon
oath under a reference and a rule of court. 1 Wils. 7. Or for

demanding a shilling by a justice to discharge his warrant, and

committing the party for not paying it. 1 Wils. 7. For convict

ing a person unheard, and sending him to the house of correc
tion. Hard. 124. 8 Mod. 45, For seducing a man to marry a

pauper, in order to exonerate the parish. 1 Wils. 41. For se

ducing a woman, habituated to drinking, to make her will. 2

Burr. 1099. For voluntary absenting by a justice, from sessions.
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Str. 21, For refusing to put a statute in execution. Str. 413. For
bribing persons to vote at corporation elections. Lord Raym. 1377.
For publishing an obscene book. Str. 783. For blasphemy. Str.
834. For unduly discharging a debtor by judges of an inferior
court. Hard. 135. For refusing, by the captain, to let the coro

ner come on board a man of war lying within the body of the

county. Andr. 231. Stra. 1097. For keeping great quantities of
gunpowder. Str. 1167. For a justice making order of removal,
and not summoning the party. Andr. 238. 273. For impressing
a captain as a common seaman maliciously. 1 Black. 19. For il

legal impressing and confining a recruit. See Str. 404. For

speaking treasonable words, although the offender has been pre
viously punished, -viz. in an academical way, by the vice chancel
lor. 1 Black. 37. For contriving the escape of French prisoners.
1 Black. 286. For giving a ludicrous account of a marriage be
tween an actress and a married man. 1 Black. 294. For contri
ving pretended conversations with a ghost, with intention to ac

cuse another of having murdered the body of the disturbed spirit.
1 Black. 392.401. For procuring a female apprentice to be as

signed, though with her own consent, to another, for the purposes
of prostitution. 1 Black. 439.
Information was granted against an attorney for examining per

sons on oath upon an arbitration, without putting the same in wri

ting. Against one for practising as an attorney, while he was un

der-sheriff. 1 Wils. 93. Against a gaoler for suffering one taken

upon an excom. cafdend. to go at large. 12 Mod. 434. Against
certain persons for that they as enemies, &c. to the government,
hired a boat during a war with France, in order to go thither, in
tending to aid and assist the king's enemies, though they did not

actually go thither, but only intended it. Skin. 637. Pasch. 8 Wm.
III. P. R. The King v. Cooper et al. Against one for building of
locks in the river Thames, to the obstruction of navigation. 12
Mod. 615.
An, information was exhibited by the attorney-general for con

spiring to draw the king's revenue of the excise ; that the defend
ants and others ignof, ifc. illicite, factiose, et seditiose, considtave-
runt et conspiraverunt ad dcstruend' et defiauperand' fermarios ex

cise predict', ifc. and many other facts were laid in the informa
tion tending 'to destroy the excisemen, depauperating them, de
stroying the king's revenue of excise, pulling down the excise-
house, raising a tumult amongst the poor people, &c. But the

jury that were to try the issue were unwilling to find this matter,
though expressly proved, fearing it might be construed no less
than treason ; and so would only find that such and such of the
defendants illicite, factiose, et seditiose se assemblaverunt, et illicite
factiose et seditiose consultaverunt et conspiraverunt ad depauper-
and' fermarios dom' regis exciste predict', firout predict' attornat'
gen! dom' regis, ifc. Et quoad totnm aliam materiam in informa
tion contentam, find them not guilty, and find J. S. not guilty of
the whole. It was moved in arrest of judgment, that here is no

offence found. The court unanimously concurred, that judgment
ought to be given for the king, though as to the offence found there,
was some variety of opinion : Twisden held, that vi et armis was

not necessary, and that they were found guilty of an unlawful as-
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sembly, and in that the Lord Ch. Justice Hyde concurred ; as also,
that the intention of defrauding and depriving the king of his said
rent is implicitly found within the modo et forma firout, ifc. for so

shall the machinantes be applied. Twisden and Keeling concurred,
that for a conspiracy alone, without any prosecution, information
lay ; and they all agreed that the king's revenue being concerned
did highly aggravate the offence ; 26 Ass. 44. was cited to prove,
that whatever concerns the king's revenue is public ; and for this
reason (2 Hen. IV. 7. pi. 26.) it is determined that a monk by be
ing farmer is made capable to sue. The Lord Ch. Justice cited
old Magna Charta, where there is an article, to inquire of such as

seek to diminish the king's revenue of wards and marriages,
which shows it is a public treasure. Judgment was therefore given
for the king. 1 Lev. 125. 1 Sid. 174. 1 Keb. 650. 665. 675. 682.
A coroner having sworn the jury to inquire of the death of one

supposed a felo de se, and finding the evidence very strong, took
off some of the inquest ; and though it was said, that this coroner

was a weak, silly man, yet Holt said there was no reason why an

information should not be against him. 12 Mod. 493.
An information was granted against one for counterfeiting and

pretending himself to be bewitched by a poor woman, who was

thereupon indicted for Avitchcraft, and acquitted, and the whole
discovered to be a cheat. 12 Mod. 556.
Information for a scandalous narrative licensed by the defend

ant, speaker of the house of commons, being Dangerfeld's nar

rative reflecting on a nobleman, (the Earl of Peterborough;) the
defendant pleaded, that he did it by order of the house of com
mons, and demanded judgment if this court will take conusance

of it. The attorney-general demurred, and afterwards the defend
ant pleaded the common plea, quod non vult contendere cum domino

rege, and was fined 10,000/. Comb. 18.

Leave was given to file an information against the defendant, by
whom the plaintiff's wife was inveigled away, and who procured
merchants and' tradesmen to sell goods to her, in order to saddle
the husband with the debt, he agreeing with the sellers to deliver
the goods back again. 12 Mod. 454. For words spoken of a de
ceased king, which advance pernicious doctrines and evil tenets,
and have an influence on the present government, &c. an informa
tion lies, on which the offender may be fined, and also corporally
punished. 2 Lord Raym. 879. If the marshal of P. P. misde-
means himself in his office, he who is prejudiced by it may pre
fer an information against him in that court, where he shall be
fined and ordered to make satisfaction. ' Hil. 23 Car. P. R. If a

person exhibits his information only for vexation, the defendant
may bring information against the informer, upon the stat. 18 Eliz.
c. 5. 2 Bulst. 18.
The court will not grant an information against a private person

for reading a pretended proclamation. Black. 2. Nor against a
husband for endeavouring to retake his wife contrary to articles of

separation. Black. 18. Nor against persons who assemble with
a lawful design, notwithstanding some unlawful and irregular acts
ensue. Black. 48. Nor against justices acting improperly in their

public capacity, unless flagrant proof of corruption appears. Str.
1181. Burr. 785. 1162. Black, 432, Douglas, 589. Nor against
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ministers for converting brief-money. Str. 1 1 30. Black. 443. Nor
for bribing electors. Black. 541. Nor for a perjured intrusion to

a living, upon an affidavit that it was simoniacal. Sir. 70. Bar
nard. KB. 11. Nor for a libel if it appears to be true. Str. 498.

Doug. 284. 387. Nor for offences committed upon the high seas.

Str. 918. 2 Keble, 190. Nor against a dissenter for refusing the
office of sheriff. Str. 1193. 1 Wils. 18. Nor against an offender,
although the penalty for the Offence is vested in the crown. Str.
1234. Nor for words spoken of a justice in hi* public character.
Str. 1157. Nor for attempting subornation of perjury. Hardw.
24. Nor for sending a challenge if the informant had previously
imparted a challenge. Burr. 3 16. 402. Nor in favotir of One cheat
against another cheat. Burr. 548. Nor on a general charge of
extortion. Str. 999. Nor for striking a magistrate in the execu

tion of his office, if the magistrate strike first. Hard. 240. Nor
for an offence against a private statute. Burr. 385. Nor if a civil
suit is depending upon the same subject. Hardw. 241. And in ge
neral the discretion of the court in granting informations is guided
by the merits of the person applying ; by the time of the applica
tion ; by the nature of the case ; and by the consequences which

may possibly result from the granting it. Ber Lord Mansfield,
Black. 542. Vide also Comyns' Dig. tit. Information.

III. It seems to be an established practice not to admit the

filing of an information, (except those exhibited in the name of
his majesty's attorney-general,) without first making a rule on the
persons complained of, to show cause to the contrary ; which rule
is never granted but upon motion made in open court, and ground
ed upon affidavit of some misdemesnor, which, if true, doth
either for its enormity or dangerous tendency, or other such like
circumstances, seem proper for the most public prosecution ; and
if the person on whom such rule is made, having been personally
served with it, do not, at the day given him for that purpose, give
the court good satisfaction by affidavit, that there is no reasonable
cause for the prosecution, the court generally grants the informa
tion ; and sometimes, upon sjiecial circumstances, will grant it
against those who cannot be personally served with such rule ; as

if they purposely absent themselves, &c. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 26.

But it seems that in such case the prosecutor should, on affidavit
of the fact of absence, move the court for a rule, that leaving the

same at the last place of abode should be deemed good service.
J. M.
If a defendant show good cause to the contrary,@s that he has

been indicted for the same cause, and acquitted, or that the intent
is to try a civil right, which has not been yet determined, or that
the complaint is trifling or vexatious, &c. ; or where the motion is
for an information in the nature of a quo warranto, if he can show

that his right hath been already determined on a mandamus, or that
it hath been acquiesced in many years, or that it depends upon the

right of his voters which hath not been tried, or that it doth not

concern the public, but is wholly of a private nature, the court
will not grant the information without some particular circum
stances, the judgment whereof lies in discretion. 2 Hawk. P. C

c. 26.

Vol. III. 3 K
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The compounding of informations upon penal statutes is an of

fence, in criminal cases, equivalent to maintenance or barratry in
civil cases; and is, besides, an additional misdemeanor against
public justice, by contributing to make the law odious to the peo
ple. At once, therefore, to discourage malicious informers, and
to provide that offences, when once discovered, shall be duly pro
secuted, it is enacted by stat. 18 Eliz. c. 5. that if any person in
forming under pretence of any penal law, make any Composition
without leave of the court, or take any money or promise from
the defendant to excuse him, (which demonstrates his Intent in
commencing the prosecution to be merely to serve his own ends,
and not for the public good,) he shall forfeit 10/. shall stand two
hours on the pillory, and shall be for ever disabled to sue on any
popular or penal statute. 4 Comm.. 136.

IV. Regularly, the same certainty that is required in an in
dictment, is required in an information ; but it has been held not

to be necessary to repeat the words *' gives the court here to un

derstand, and be informed," in the beginning of every distinct
clause, if the want of them may be supplied by a natural and easy
Construction. See tit. Indictment. 1 Salk. 375. Raym. 34. 2
Hawk. P. C.c. 26.
In an information against Roberts the ferryman over the river

Mersey, which parts Anglesey from Caernarvonshire in Wales, it
was moved ip/arrest of judgment, that the information was too

general and uncertain, because it did not allege that any par
ticular person, or any certain number of cattle, were ferried over

within the time laid in the information ; neither did it mention

any particular person from whom the extorted rates were taken,
which it ought to do, that the single offence might certainly ap
pear to the court ; after great deliberation, the whole court was of
that opinion ; and per Holt, Chief Justice, in every such informa
tion a single offence ought to be laid and ascertained, because

every extortion from every particular person is a separate and
distinct offence ; therefore they ought not to be accumulated un

der a general charge, as in this case, because each offence re

quires a separate and distinct punishment, according to the quan
tity of the offence ; and it is not possible for the court to propor
tion the fine, or other punishment, unless it is singly and certainly
laid. Carth. 226.

An information upon a penal statute must be sued in one of
the superior courts, and cannot be brought in any inferior court,
because theating's attorney cannot be there to acknowledge or

deny, as he can in a superior court. Cro. Jac. 538. All informa
tions on penal statutes, brought by an informer, where a sum cer

tain is given to the prosecutor, must be brought in the proper
county where the offence was committed; and within a year after
the same : but a party grieved, who is not a common informer, is
not obliged to bring his information in the proper county, but

may inform in what county he pleases. Stat. 31 Eliz. c. 5. Cro.
Eliz. 645.

Where an information is given by statute, to be prosecuted at

the assises, &x. the informer, on filing his information, must

make oath before a judge, that the offence laid in the information
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was not committed in any other county than that mentioned in the
information ; and that he believes the offence was committed
within a year next before the filing of the information. Stat. 2 L

Jac. I. c. 4. And when an information is ordered to be filed,
upon an affidavit made, the court will not suffer the prosecutor to
put any more or other matter into the information than what only
is in his affidavit. Mich. 9 Wm. III. B. R.
It has been resolved, that the stat. 21 Jac. I. c. 4. restrains the

jurisdiction of B. R. in actions of debt by common informers, and
that they cannot bring debt upon the statute in that court, unless
the cause of action arise in the county where the king's bench
sits ; but must in other cases prosecute by information before jus
tices of assise, &c. as the statute directs. 1 Salk. 373. Sed. qu,
as to this doctrine, as the jurisdiction of the king's bench extends
over the greatest part of the kingdom in all cases where an action
may be brought. J. M.
Offences created since the statute 21 Jac. I. cafi. 4. are not,

within that statute, to be prosecuted in the county where the fact
was done ; so that informations on subsequent penal statutes are

not restrained thereby. 1 Salk. 373.
The stats. 18 Eliz. c. 5. 21 Jac. I. c. 4. do not extend to in

formations of officers, nor on the statutes of maintenance, cham

perty, concerning concealments of customs, &cc. nor to parties
grieved, and those to whom any forfeiture is given in certain.
1 Salk. 373.
An informer upon a popular statute shall never have costs, if

not given by statute ; but the party grieved in action on the sta

tute shall, where a certain penalty is given. 2 Hawk. B. C. c. 26.
In an action qui tarn on stat. 5 Eliz. c. 4. the plaintiff shall pay

costs. Lord Raym. 1333. But it seems unsettled whether an in
former shall be obliged to give security for the payment of costs
on account of his poverty. Cow/i. 24. It has been refused, for
the statute having given him a power to sue, it is a debt due to

him. Bull. N.P. 197. But an informer who is gone abroad must

give security. Stra. 697. And it seems that a foreign informer
must do the same. Stra. 1206. Vide 1 Wils. 166. Also if a

prosecution is brought in a feigned name, the court will oblige
the real prosecutor to give security. Shinier v. Roberts, Easter,
12 Geo. II. C. B. The defendant, on motion, may pay the costs

and penalty into court. Reoc v. Walker, Trin. 3 1 Geo. II. Bull. JST,
P. Vide Cowfier, 367.
If a prosecutor does not go on to trial he shall pay costs. Hard.

159. But if he gives notice of trial, and neither goes to trial ov

countermands in time, unless the defendant draws him in to give
notice, defendant shall pay costs. 3 Burr. 1304. So where a qui
tarn informer, in debt on stat. 21 Hen. VIII. c. 13. is nonsuited,
the defendant is entitled to costs. Cowfi. 366. where 3 Burr.
1723. is denied to be krw. But the court will not stay proceed
ings in a qui tarn action, till costs in a non firos in a former action,
by a different plaintiff against the same defendant, be paid. Cowfi.
322. If prosecutor qui tarn, for killing game, kc. does not reply,
defendant shall have costs, for stat. 18 Eliz. c. 5. extends to in
formers on all penal statutes. 1 Wils. 177.

If an informer dies, the attorney-general may proceed in the
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information for the king : nonsuit of an informer, is no bar against
the king; and if the king's attorney enter a nolle prosequi, it is not
any bar quoad the informer. Cro. Eliz. 583. 1 Leon. 119, If
two informations are had on the same day, they mutually abate
pne another : because there is no priority to attach the right of
the suit in one informer, more than in the other. Hob. 138.
If an information contain several offences against a statute,

and be well laid as to some of them, but defective as to the rest,
the informer may have judgment for such as are well laid. Hob.
266. After a plea pleaded to an information for any crime, the
defendant, by favour of the court, may appear by attorney ; also
the court may dispense with the personal appearance before plea
pleaded, except in such cases where a personal appearance is re

quired by some statute : and it is the same of indictments for
crimes under the degree of capital. Hob. 273.
If a defendant plead nil debet to an information qui tarn, isfc. it

is safest to say he owes nothing to the informer, nor the king,
which is an answer to the whole. On breach of a statute alleged
from a matter in pais, the defendant may plead that he owes nothing,
or not guilty, &c. And if there be more than one defendant, they
ought to plead severally, and not jointly, not guilty ; but if it be

alleged from a matter of record, the record not being triable by the
country, but by itself, such plea is not good. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 26.

� 66. &c. Pro. Issues, 23.
A replication to an information on a special plea in the courts at

Westminster, is to be made by the attorney-general, and before

justices of assise, by the clerk of the assise : though the replica
tion to a genera! issue in an information qui tarn in the courts at

Westminster, may be made in the name of the attorney-general
only; and in actions qui tarn, most of the precedents are, that the
replication is to be made by the plaintiff. A demurrer may be
to an information qui tarn, without the attorney-general- 2 Hawk.
P. C. c. 26. � 72.

Informations arc not quashed for insufficiency, like indictments ;
but the defendant must demur to them. 2 Lill. 59. Fines as

sessed in court by judgment on an information, cannot afterwards
be qualified or mitigated. Cro. Car. 251.
In the construction of stat. 4 8c 5 W. isf M c. 18. (see ante, I.)

it hath been holden,
1, That if process be issued on such information before such

recognisance is given as the statute directs, the same may be set

aside and discharged on motion. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 26.

2. That this statute extends to all informations, except those
exhibited in the name of his majesty's attorney-general; so that

an information in nature of a quo warranto, though a proper
remedy to try a right, in respect of which it may not in strictness,
come within the words trespasses, isfc. yet being also intended to

punish a misdemeanor, and also as the proceedings therein may
be" as vexatious as in any other, the same is within the purview
of the statute, which, being a remedial law, shall receive as large
a construction as the words will bear.' Carth. 503. 1 Salk. 376.
S. C.

3. That no costs can be had on this statute on an acquittal by a

trial at bar; not only because the clause that gives costs, unless
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the judge certify a reasonable cause, seems only to have a view to
trials at nisi prius, but also because a cause, which is of such con

sequence as to be thought proper for a trial at bar, cannot well
be thought within the purview of the statute ; which was chiefly
designed against trifling and vexatious prosecutions. 2 Hawk. P.
C. c. 26.
4. That if there be several defendants, and some of them ac

quitted, and others convicted, none of them can have costs. I
Salk. 194.

5. That wherever a defendant's case is such as authorizes the
court to award him costs, he has a right to them ex debito justicia;
for it seems a general rule, that where judges are empowered
by statute to do a matter of justice, they ought to do it of course.
2 Chan. Cas. 191. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 26.
INFORMATUS NON SUM, Or, more properly, non sum in-

Jormatus. A formal answer made of course by an attorney who is
authorized by his client to let judgment pass in that form against
him. It is commonly used in warrants of attorney, given for the
express purpose of confessing judgment.
INFORMER, informator ~.\ The person who informs against,

pr prosecutes in any of the king's courts, those who offend
against any law, or penal statute ; no man may be an informer
who is disabled by any misdemeanor. Stat. 31 Pliz. c. 5.

INFORTIATUM, One part of the digests of the civil law ;

according to Benedict, abbot of the monastery of Peterborough, in
the reign of King Henry III.
INFUGARE, To put to flight. Leg. Canuti, c. 32.
INFULA, Was anciently the garment of a priest, like that

which we now call a cassock ; sometimes it is taken for a coif.
INGE. This syllable, in the names of places, denotes meadow

pr pasture ; and in the north, meadows are called the inges; from
the Saxon ing, i. e. firatum.
INGENIUM, Any instrument used in war, arte et ingenio

confectum; from whence it is said we derive the word engine.
INGENUITAS, Liberty given to a servant by manumission.

Leg. Hen. I. c. 89.
INGENUITAS REGNI, Ingenui, liberi et legates homines;

freeholders, and the commonalty of the kingdom ; sometimes this
title was given to the barons and lords of the king's council.
Padmer. Hist. 1 JVov. fol. 70.

INGRESS, EGRESS, and REGRESS, Words in leases of

lands, to signify a free entry into, going forth of, and returning
from, some part of the lands let; as to get in a crop of corn, &c
after the term expired.
INGRESSU, A writ of entry, whereby a man seeks entry

into lands or tenements ; and lies in many cases, having many
different forms : this writ is also called precipe quod redclat, be

cause these are formal words inserted in all writs of entry. See
tit. Fntry.
INGRESSUS, The relief which the heir at full age paid to the

head lord, for entering upon the fee, or lands fallen by the death
or forfeiture of the tenant, &c. Blount.
INGROSSATOR MAGNI ROTULI, See Clerk of the Pipe.
IN GROSS, Advowson in gross, villain in gross. &c. See

Advowson, Gross, Villain,
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INGROSSER, See Fare&taller,
INGROSSING of a FINE, The making of the indentures by

the chirogra/iher, for delivery of them to the party to whom the fine
is levied. Fitz. JV. B. 147. See tit. Fine of Lands.
INHABITANT, A dweller or householder in any place, as

inhabitants in a vill are the householders in the vill. 2 Inst. 702.
The vvoi-d inhabitants includes tenant in fee-simple, tenant for

��life, years, by elegit, isfc. tenant at will, and he who has no in
terest but only his habitation and dwelling. 6 Refi. 60. a. He
who hath a house in his hands in a town, may be said to be an in
habitant. Carth. 119. Inhabitants have no capacity to take an

inheritance, as in 11 Edw. IV. to have common. 12 Rep. 120.
See tit. Poor.
INHERITANCE, hareditas.~] An estate in lands or tenements

to a man and his heirs : and the word inheritance is not only in
tended where a man hath lands or tenements by descent of herit
age ; but also every fee-simple, or fee-tail, which a person hath
by purchase, may be said to be an inheritance, because his heirs
may inherit it. Litt. � 9. And one may have inheritance by
creation ; as in case of the king's grant of peerage, by letters
patent, &c.
INHERITANCES, arf. CORPOREAL or INCORPOREAL.

Corporeal inheritances relate to houses, lands, &c. which may be
touched or handled ; and incorporeal inheritances are rights is
suing tout of, annexed to, or exercised with, corporeal inherit
ances ; as advowsons, tithes, annuities, offices, commons, franchi
ses, privileges, services, &c. I Inst. 9. 49. See tit. Heredita
ments.

There is also several inheritances, which is where two or more

hold lands severally: if two men have lands given to them and
the heirs of their two bodies, these have a joint estate during their
lives ; but their heirs have several inheritances. Pitch. 155. With
out blood none can inherit ; therefore he who hath the whole and
entire blood, shall have an inheritance, before him who hath but

part of the blood of his ancestor. 3 Rep. 41. The law of inherit
ance prefers the first child before all others ; the male before the
female ; and of males the first born, &c And as to inheritances,
if a mart purchases land in fee, and dies without issue, those of
the blood of the father's side shall inherit, if there be any; and for
want of such, the lands shall go to the heirs of the mother's side:
but if it come to the son by descent from the father, the heirs
of the mother shall not inherit it. Plowd. 132. Litt. 4. 12. Goods
and chattels cannot be turned into an inheritance. 3 Jnst. 19. 126.
See more fully this Diet. tit. Descent, Estate.
INHIBITION, inhibition A writ to forbid a judge from fur

ther proceeding in a cause depending before him, being in nature
of a prohibition. See stats. 9 Ed. II. c. 1. 24 Hen. VIII. c. 12. Fitz.
JV. B. 39. An inhibition is most commonly issued out of a higher
court christian, to an inferior, upon an appeal : inhibitions are

likewise on the visitations of archbishops and bishops, Sec. This in
hibition is either hominis or juris ; it is ne -visitationem fades, vel
aliifuam jurisdictioneni ecclesiasticam vel contentionem voluntariani
habeas: thus when the archbishop visits, he inhibits the bishop;
and when a bishop visits, he inhibits the archdeacon; this is to
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prevent confusion, and continues till the last parish is visited. Now
after such inhibition by an archbishop, if a lapse happens, the
bishop cannot institute, because his power is suspended ; but tire

archbishop is to do it, &c. 2 Inst. 601. 3 Salk. 201. See tit.
Prohibition,
INHIBITION UPON TEINDS, Is when the titular forbids the

tacksman to have any more to do with the teinds. Scotch Diet.

INHIBITION, (Scotch law,) A process" to restrain the party
inhibited from disposing of his real esate, in prejudice of the
debt insisted on. Cas. D. P.
INHOC, or INHOKE, from in, within, and hoke, a corner or

nook.] Any corner or part of a common field ploughed up and sowed
with oats, ckc. and sometimes fenced in with a dry hedge, in that

year wherein the rest of the same field lies fallow and common.

It is called in the north of England an intock, and in Oxfordshire a

hitchin ; and no such inhoke is now made without the joint con
sent of all the commoners, who in most places have their share

by lot in the benefit of it, except in some manors, where the lord
has a special privilege of so doing. Kennett's Paroch. Antiq. 297.
&c. and his Glossary. . .

INJUNCTION, injunction A kind of prohibition granted by
courts of equity in divers cases ; it is generally grounded upon an

interlocutory order or decree out of the court of chancery, or ex
chequer, on the equity side, to stay proceedings in courts at law;
and sometimes it is issued to the spiritual courts. West. Symb. sect.
25. It is likewise sometimes used to give possession to a plain
tiff, for want of the defendant's appearance ; and may be granted
by the chancery, or exchequer, to quiet possession of lands.
An injunction is usually granted for the purpose of preserving

property in dispute, pending a suit ; as to restrain the defendant
from proceeding at the common law against the plaintiff, or from
committing waste, or doing any injurious act. Mitford's Treatise
on Chancery Pleadings.
A court of equity will prevent the assertion of a doubtful right

in a manner productive of irreparable injury. Therefore, where
the tenants of a manor, claiming a right of estovers, cut down a

great quantity of growing timber of great value, their title being
doubtful, the court entertained a bill at the suit of the lord of the
manor to restrain this assertion of it, and, indeed the commission
of waste of every kind, as the cutting of timber, pulling down of
houses, ploughing of ancient pasture, working of mines, and the
like, is a very frequent ground for the exercise of the jurisdiction
of courts of equity, by restraining the waste till the rights of the
parties are determined. The courts of equity seem to have pro
ceeded upon a similar principle in the very common cases of per
sons claiming copy-right of printed books, and of patentees of al
leged inventions ; in restraining the publication of the book at the
suit of the owner of the copy, and the use of the supposed inven
tion at the suit of the patentees. But in both these cases the bill

usually seeks an account, in one of the books printed, and the other
of the profits arisen from the use of die invention ; and in all the
cases alluded to, it is frequently, if not constantly, made a part of
the prayer of the bill, that the right, if disputed, and capable of trial
in a court of common law, may be there tried and determined un-
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der the direction of the court of equity ; the final object of the bill
being a perpetual injunction to restrain the infringement of the
right claimed by the plaintiff. Mitford's Treatise.'
A bill of interpleader generally prays an injunction to restrain

the proceedings of the claimants in some other court: and as this
may be used to delay the payment of money by the plaintiff, if
any is due from him, he ought by his bill to offer to pay the
money into court. Mitford's Treatise.
In many cases, the courts of ordinary jurisdiction admit, at least

for'a certain time, of repeated attempts to litigate the same ques
tion. To put an end to the oppression occasioned by the abuse of
this privilege, the courts of equity have assumed a jurisdiction.
Thus actions of ejectment having become the usual mode of trying
titles at the common law, and judgments in those actions not be
ing in any degree conclusive, the courts of equity have interfered;
and after repeated trials, and satisfactory determinations of ques
tions, have granted perpetual injunctions to restrain further liti
gation ; and have thus, in some degree, imposed that restraint in
personal, which is the policy of the common law, in real, actions.
Bath (E) v. Sherwin, Leighton v. Leighton, Bro. Pi C. 1 P.
Wms. 671. Miff. 127. See this Diet. tit. Ejectment.
When a bill in chancery is filed in the office of the six clerks, if

an injunction be prayed therein, it may be had at various stages of
the cause, according to the circumstances of the case. If the bill
be to stay execution upon an oppressive judgment, and the defend
ant does not put in his answer within the stated time allowed by
the rules of the court, an injunction will issue of course ; and when
the answer comes in, the injunction can only be continued upon
a sufficient ground appearing from the answer itself. But if an

injunction be wanted to stay waste, or other injuries of an equally
urgent nature, then, upon the filing of the bill, and a proper case
supported by affidavits, the court will grant an injunction imme

diately, to continue till the defendant has put in his answer, and till
the court shall make some further order concerning it: and when
the answer comes in, whether it shall then be dissolved or conti
nued till the hearing of the cause, is determined by the court upon
argument, drawn from considering the answer and affidavits toge
ther. 3 Comm. 443.
If an attorney proceeds at law, after he is served with an injunc

tion to stay proceedings, on affidavit made thereof, interrogatories
are to be exhibited against him, to which he must answer on oath ;

and if it appears that he was duly served with the injunction, and
hath proceeded afterwards contrary thereto, the court of chancery
will commit the attorney to the Fleet for the contempt. 2 Lill. Abr. 64.
But if an injunction be granted by the court of chancery in a crimi
nal matter, the court of B. i?. may break it, and protect any that

proceed in contempt of it. Mod. Cas. 16. But a court of law will
take such notice of an injunction, that the defendant shall have
no advantage against the plaintiff for not proceeding within the
time allowed by the rules of the court, if the delay was occasion
ed by the defendant's obtaining an injunction. 2 Burr. 660.

If a cause at law be at issue, the injunction may give leave to

go to trial, and stay execution, &c. The writ of injunction is di

rected to the party proceeding, and to all and singular their coun^

\
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sellors, attorneys, and solicitors whosoever ; and concludes, enjoin
ing, we command that you, and each of you, desist from all further
prosecution whatever at common law, for or concerning any mat
ters in the complaint contained, under pain, &c. Vide more on this

subject, 3 JVeits Abr. 14 Vin. Abr. tit. Injunction. Com. Dig. tit.
Chancery, D. (8).
INJURY, injuria^ A wrong or damage to a man's person or

goods. The lawpunisheth injuries ; and so abhors them, that, in
certain cases, it grants writs of anticipation for their prevention.
But the law will suffer a private injury rather than a public evil;
and the act of God, or of the law, doth injury to none. 4 Refi. 124.
10 Refi. 148.
1NLAGARE, To admit or restore to the benefit of the law.

Annal. WaverI. sub anno 1074.

INLAGATION, inlagatio, from the Saxon in lagian, i. e. in-

lagare.] A restitution of one outlawed, to the protection of the
law, and benefit of a subject. Bract, lib. 3. tract. 2. c. 14. Leg.
Canut. fiar. i. c. 2.

INLAGH, inlagatus, vel homo sub lege.] He who was of some
frank pledge, and not outlawed. It seems to be the contrary to

Utlagh. Bract, tract. 2. lib. 3. c. 11.

INLAND, Is said to be terra dominicalis, pars manerii dominica,
terra interior vel inclusa ; for that which was let to tenants was

called outland. In an ancient will there are these words ; to Wul-

fee I give the inlands or demeans, and to Elfey the utlands or te

nancy. Testam. Britherico. This word was in great use among
the Saxons, and often occurs in Domesday-book. See Inlantal.
INLAND BILLS, See Bills of Exchange.
INLAND TRADE, A trade wholly managed at home, in one

country. Merch. Diet. It is properly used in contradistinction
to commerce, and so is the word trade generally ; though the words
trade and commerce are frequently confounded, especially with re

spect to the former being used for the latter.
INLANTAL, INLANTALE, Demesne or inland, to which was

opposed delantal, land tenanted or outlawed. Cornell.
INLEACED, from Fr. enlassf] Entangled or ensnared ; the word

we may read in the champion's oath. 2 Inst. 247.
INLEG1ARE. When a delinquent has satisfied the law, and is

again rectus in curia he is said se inlegiare. Leg. Hen. I. caji. II.
See Inlagare.
INMATES, Persons who are admitted to dwell with and in

the house of another, and not able to maintain themselves. Kitch.
45. These inmates are generally idle persons harboured in cot

tages ; wherein it hath been common for several families to inhabit,
by which the poor of parishes have been increased ; but suffering
this was made an offence by statute 3 1 Eliz. c. 7. repealed by stat.
15 Geo. III. c. 32. liable to a forfeiture of \0s. a month, inquira-
blc of in the court leet, &c. If one have a house wherein he

dwells, and lets part of it, so that there are several doors into the

street, it is as two houses, and the under-tenant shall not be ac

counted an inmate : but it is otherwise if there be but one outer

door for both families. 2 Co. Inst. 378. A man keeps his daughter
that is married, and her husband, &c. by covenant, and they have
some rooms in his house, they are not inmates ; though if they
Vol. Ill, ' ' 3L
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live in one cottage, and part the house between them, and diet
themselves severally, they will be inmates within the statute.
If a person take another to table with him ; or let certain rooms to
one to dwell in, if he be of ability, and not poor, he is no inmate.
Kitch. .45. See tit. Poor, Vagrants.
INNAMIUM for NAMIUM, A pledge. Du Cange.
INNATURALITAS, Unnatural usage. Hen. de Knyghton, in

Edw. III. p. 2572.
INNINGS, Lands recovered from the sea in Romney Marsh, by

draining : ancient records mention the innings of archbishops Beck-
et, Boniface, and others ; and at this day there is Plderton's Innings,
ifc. Where they are rendered profitable, and termed gainage
lands. Law of Sewers, 31.
INNONIA, from Sax. innan, i. e. intus,~] An enclosure. Spelm.

Gloss.
INNOTESCIMUS, The same as videmus ; it signifies letters

patent, so called, which are always of a charter of feoffment, or
some other instrument, not of record, concluding innotescimus jier
prasentes, ifc.
INNOVATIONS, Are thought dangerous by our laws: and

the ancient judges of the law have ever suppressed them, lest the
certainty of the common law should be disturbed. In the reign of

King Edw. III. the judges said we will not change the law, which
always hath been used ; and in the time of King Hen. IV. they decla
red it would be better that it should be turned to a default, than
that the law should be changed, or any innovation made. 1 Inst.
379. 303.

INNNOXIARE, To purge one of a fault, and make him inno
cent. Leg. Ethelred, c. 10.

INNS and INNKEEPERS. Common inns are instituted for

passengers ; for the proper Latin word is diversorium, because he
who lodgeth there is quasi divertens se d via. 8 Rep. Cayle's case.

Cowell.
Inns were instituted for lodging and relief for travellers -, and,

at common law, any man might erect and keep an inn, or alehouse,
to receive travellers, but now they are to be licensed. See tit. Ale
houses.

Every inn is not an alehouse, nor every alehouse an inn ; but if
an inn uses common selling of ale, it is then also an alehouse ;

and if an alehouse lodges and entertains travellers, it is also an

inn. Burn's Just:
If the keeper of an inn harbours thieves, or persons of scandal

ous reputation, or suffers frequent disorders in his house ; or sets

up a new inn, in a place where there is no manner of need of

one, to the hindrance of other ancient and well governed inns, or
keep it in a situation wholly unfit for such a purpose, he may by
the common law be indicted and fined. H. P. C. 146. Dalt. 33,
34. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 78.

By the commission of the peace, two justices (one of the quo
rum) may inquire of innholders, and of all and singular other per
sons who shall offend in the abuse of weights and measures, or in
the sale of victuals, against the form of the ordinances in that be
half. Burn's Just.
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Innkeepers not selling their hay, oats, beans, See. and all kinds
of victuals for man and beast, at reasonable prices, having respect
to the price sold in the markets adjoining, without taking any
thing for litter, they shall be fined for the first offence, and for the
second imprisoned for a month, and for the third stand on the pil
lory. Rates and prices may be set on all the commodities sold by
innkeepers : and if they extort any unreasonable rates, they may
be indicted. 2 Cro. 609. Carthew, 150. See also stats. 12 Edw. II.
c. 6. 3 Hen. VIII. c. 8. and this Diet. tit. Victuallers.
If any innkeeper, alehouse-keeper, victualler, or sutler, in giv

ing any account or reckoning in writing, or otherwise, shall refuse
or deny to give in the particular number of quarts or pints, or shall
sell in measures unmarked, it shall not be lawful for him, for
default of payment of such reckoning, to detain any goods, or
other thing, belonging to the person or persons from whom such
reckoning shall be due, but he shall be left to his action at law for
the same, any custom or usage to the contrary notwithstanding.
Stat. 11 & 12 Wm. III. c. 15. � 2.
If one who keeps a common inn, refuse to receive a traveller as

guest into his house, or to find him victuals, or lodging, upon his
tendering a reasonable price for the same ; the innkeeper is liable
to render damages, in an action at the suit of the party grieved,
and may also be indicted and fined at the suit of the king : it is
said he may be compelled by the constable of the town, to receive
and entertain such a person as his guest ; and that it is not mate
rial whether he have any sign before his door or not, if he make
it his common business to entertain travellers. 1 Hawk. P. C. c.
78. 1 Vent. 333. Halt. c. 7.
Action on the case on an implied assumpsit will lie against the

guests for things had, where the innkeeper is obliged by law to fur
nish him with meat, drink, &c. And, when a guest calls for any thing
at an inn, the innkeeper may justify detaining the person of the

guest, or a horse, or other thing, till he is paid his just reckoning.
Dyer, 30. Bac. Abr. tit. Inns. By the custom of the realm, if a
man lies in an inn one night, the innkeeper may detain his horse
until he is paid for the expenses ; but if he gives the party
credit for that time, and lets him depart without payment, he
hath waived the benefit of the custom, and must rely on his
other agreement, having given credit to the person. 8 Mod. 172.

By the custom of London and Exeter, if a man commit a horse
to an innkeeper, and he eat out his price, the innkeeper may take
him as his own, upon the reasonable appraisement of four of his
neighbours which was, it seems, a custom arising from the abun
dance of traffic with strangers, that could not be known to charge
them with the action ; but the innkeeper hath no power to sell the
horse by the general custom of the realm. Bac. Abr. tit. Inns.
A person brings his horse to an inn, and leaves him in the

stable there ; the innkeeper may keep him till the owner pay for
the keeping : and, it is said, if he eat out as much as he is worth, the
master of the inn, after a reasonable appraisement, may sell the
horse and pay himself. Yelv. 66. But if one brings several horses to
an inn, and afterwards takes them all away, but one : the innkeeper
may not sell this horse for payment of the debt for the othersj
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but every horse is to be sold to satisfy what is due for his own

meat. 1 Bulst. 207. 217.
If an innkeeper receives a stage-coach, and from time to time

suffers the coach and horses to depart without payment, he gives
credit to the owners, and cannot afterwards detain the coach and
horses for what was formerly due. Stra. 556.

A guest in a common inn arising in the night time, and carrying
goods out of his chamber into another room, and from thence to the
stable, intending to ride away with them, is guilty of felony, al
though there was no trespass in the taking of them ; which is yet
generally required in cases of felony. Dalt. c. 40. Burn's Just.
1 Hawk. P..C. c. 33. � 18. So a guest who hath a piece of plate
set before him in an inn, may be guilty of felony in fraudulently
taking away the same. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 33. � 6.

Inns were allowed for the benefit of travellers, who have cer

tain privileges whilst they are in their journeys, and are in a more

peculiar manner protected by the law ; it is for this reason that
the innkeeper shall answer for those things which are stolen
within the inn ; though not delivered to him to keep, and though
he was not acquainted that the guests brought the goods to the inn ;
for it shall be intended to be through his negligence, or occasion
ed by the fault of him or his servants. 8 Rep.. Caley's case. Sol
diers billeted are guests. Ctayt. 97.
If an attorney hires a chamber in an inn for a whole term, the

host is not chargeable with any robbery in it, because the party is,
as it were, a lessee. Mo. 877.
If one comes to an inn, and makes a previous contract for lodg

ing for a set time, and doth not eat or drink there, he is no guest, but
a lodger, and so not under the innkeeper's protection; but if he
eats and drinks, or pays for his diet, it is otherwise. 12 Mod. 255.
If any theft be committed on a guest that lodgeth in an inn,

by the servants of the inn, or by any other persons, (not the guest's
servant or companion,) the innkeeper is answerable in action on

the case : but if the guest be not a traveller, but one of the same

town, the master of the inn is not chargeable for his servant's theft ;
and if a person is robbed in a private tavern, the master is not

chargeable. 8 Rep. 32, 33.
One came to an innkeeper and requested him to take charge of

goods till a future day, which the innkeeper refused, because his
house was full of parcels; the person bringing the goods then sat

down in the inn, had some liquor, and put the goods on the floor

immediately behind him, when he got up the goods were missing.
Held, that the innkeeper was liable, the goods being lost during
the time the plaintiff staid as a guest. 5 Term Rep. 273.
In this action the innkeeper shall not answer for any thing that

is out of his inn, but only for such things as are infra hospitium,
the words of the writ being eorum bona et catalla infra hospitia ilia

existentia, ifc. But if the innkeeper put the guest's horse to grass
without orders, and the horse is stolen, he shall make it good. 8

Rep. 34. The innkeeper shall not be charged, unless there shall be
some default in him or his servants ; for, if he that comes with the

guest, or who desires to lodge with him, steal his goods, the host
is not chargeable : though if an innkeeper appoint one to lie with
another, he shall answer for him. Although the guest deliver not
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his goods to the innkeeper to keep, Sec. if they be stolen, he shall be

charged: but not where the hostler require his guest to put them
in such a chamber under lock and key, if he suffers them to be in
an outward court, Ecc. 2 Shep.Abr.oZ4i. See tit. Bailment. See
further, as to inns, this Diet. tit. Alehouses, Drunkenness, Action,
Gaming, and 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 78. at length.
INNS OF COURT, hosjiitia curia.] Are so called, because the

students therein, do not only study the law to enable them to

practise in the courts in Westminster, but also pursue such other
studies, as may render them better qualified to serve the king in
his court. Portescue, c. 49. Of these (says Sir Edward Coke) there
are four well known, viz. the Liner Temple, Middle Temple, Lin
coln's Inn, and Gray's Inn; which, with the two Serjeants' Inns, and
eight inns of chancery, viz. Clifford's Inn, Symond's Inn, Clement's
.Inn, Lyon's Inn, Purnival's Inn, Staple's Inn, Barnard's Inn, and
Thavei's Inn, (to which is since added JVew Inn,) make the most
famous university for profession of the law, or of any one human
science in the world.
Our inns of court, or societies of the law, which are famed for

theirproductionof learned men, are governedby masters, principals,
benchers, stewards, and other proper officers ; and the chief of
them have chapels for divine service, and all of them public halls for
exercises, readings, and arguments, which the students are [were!]
obliged to perform and attend for a competent number of years,
before admitted to speak at the bar, &c. The admission and forms
for this purpose must be in one of the inns of court, not in the
inns of chancery. These societies or colleges, nevertheless, are
no corporation, nor have any judicial power over their members,
but have certain orders among themselves, which, by consent, have
the force of laws ; for light offences, persons are only excommon-

ed, or put out of commons; for greater, they lose their cham
bers, and are expelled ; and when expelled out of one society,
shall never be received by any of the others. All the lesser inns
of chancery aremostly inhabited by attorneys, solicitors, and clerks,
and belong to some or other of the principal inns of court, who have
been used to send yearly some of their barristers to read to them.
Portescue . Clifford's Inn, Clement's Inn, and Lyon's Inn belong to
The Inner Temple; JVew Inn to The Middle Temple; Purnival's Inn
and Thavei's Inn, to Lincoln's Inn; and Staple's Inn and Barnard's
Inn to Gray's Inn. Dugd. Orig. 320.

INNUENDO, from innuo, to nod or beckon with the head.]
A word used in declarations, indictments, and other pleadings,
to ascertain a person or thing which was named before ; as to say,
he (innuendo, i. e. meaning, the plaintiff) did so and so, when
there was mention before of another person. 4 Rep. 17. An in
nuendo is in effect no more than a pradiet', and cannot make that
certain, which was uncertain before; and the law will not allow words
to be enlarged by an innuendo, so as to support an action on the
case for speaking of them. Hob. 2. 6. 45. 5 Mod. 345. An in
nuendo may not enlarge the sense of words, nor make, supply, or
alter the case where the words are defective. Hut, Pep. 44. In
slander, both the person, and scandalous words ought to be certain,
and not want an innuendo to make them out : if a plaintiff de
clares that the defendant said these words, Thou art a tliief and
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stalest a mare, ifc. (innuendo the plaintiff,) without an averment
that the words were spoken to the said plaintiff, this is not good ;
because it doth not certainly appear of whom they were spoken,
and the innuendo doth not help it. 1 Danv. Abr. 158. The usual
method of declaring is, if the words were spoken to the plaintiff,
the defendant said the word to of, and concerning the plaintiff. If
said to a third person, the word to is omitted. A man shall not
be punished for perjury, by the help of an innuendo. 5 Mod. 344.
An innuendo will not make an action for a libel good ; if the matter

precedent imports not scandal, Sec. to the damage of the party,
Mich. 5 Ann. Where action lies without an innuendo, an innuendo
shall be repugnant and void; see 1 Danv. 158. See tit. Indict
ment, Libel, Action, Perjury.
INOPERATIO. Of the legal excuses to exempt aman from ap

pearing in court, one is, inojicrationis causa, viz. on the days in
which all pleadings are to cease, or in diebus non juridieis. Leg.
Hen. I. c. 61.

INORDINATUS, One who died intestate. Mat. Westm. 1246.
INPENY AND OUTPENY, Money paid by the custom of

some manors, on the alienations of tenants, Sec. Regist. Prior de

Cokesford, ji. 25.
INPRISII, Adherents or accomplices. Claus. 18 Hen. III. in

Brady's Hist. Engl. Apjiend. p. 180.

INQUEST, itujuisitio.~] An inquisition of jurors, in causes civil
and criminal, on proof 'made of the fact on either side, when it is
referred to their trial, being cmpannelled by the sheriff for that

purpose ; and as they bring in their verdict, judgment passeth.
Staundf. P. C. lib. 3. c. 12.
An inquest of office, or inquisition, is an inquiry made by the

king's ofheer, his sheriff, coroner, escheator, virtute officii, or by
writ to them sent for that purpose ; or by commissioners specially
appointed, concerning any matter that entitles the king to the pos
session of lands or tenements, goods and chattels. Finch's L.

323, 324, 325. This is done by a jury of no determinate number,
being either twelve, or less, or more. As, to inquire, whether
the king's tenant for life died seised, whereby the reversion ac

crues to the king; whether A., who held immediately of the

crown, died without heirs, in which case the lands belong to the

king by escheat ; whether B. be attainted of treason, whereby:his
estate is forfeited to the crown ; whether C. who has purchased
lands be an alien, which is another cause of forfeiture ; whether
D. be an idiot, d nativitate, and, therefore, together with his lands,
appertains to the custody of the king; and other questions of like im
port, concerning both the circumstances of the tenant, and the
value or identity of the lands. These inquests of office were more

frequently in practice than at present during the continuance of the

military tenures amongst us ; when upon the death of every one of
the king's tenants, an inquest of office was held, called an inqui-
silio post mortem, to inquire of what lands he died seised, who
was his heir, and of what age, in order to entitle the king to his

marriage, wardship, relief, jirimer seisin, or other advantages, as the
circumstances of the case might turn but. To superintend and

regulate these inquiries, the court of wards and liveries was ihsti-
1

\
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lilted by stat. 32 Hen. VIII. c. 46. which was abolished at the Re
storation, together with the tenures upon which it was found.
With regard to other matters, the inquests of office still remain

In force, and are taken, upon proper occasions, being extended
not only to lands, but also to goods and chattels personal, as in
the case of wreck, treasure-trove, and the like, and especially as to

forfeitures for offences. For every jury which tries a man for
treason or felony, every coroner's inquest that sits upon a felo de

se, or one killed by chance-medley, is, not onlywith regard to chat
tels, but also to real interests, in all respects an inquest of office ;
and if they find the treason or felony, or even the flight of the party
accused, (though innocent,) the king is thereupon, by virtue of
his officefound, entitled to have his forfeitures ; and also, in the case

of chance-medley, he or his grantees, are entitled to such things
by way of deodand, as have moved to the death of the party. See
tit. Deodand, Forfeiture.
Whether a criminal be a lunatic, or not,* shall be tried by an in

quest of office, returned to the sheriff of the county; and if it be
found by the jury that he only feigns himself lunatic, and he re

fuses to plead, he shall be dealt with as one standing mute. H. P. C.
226. 1 And. 107. Where a person stands mute without making any
answer, the court may take an inquest of office, by the oath of any
twelve persons present, if he do so out of malice, from a perverse or
obstinate disposition, &c. But after the issue is joined, when the

jury are in court, if there be any need for any such inquiry, it shall be
made by them, and not by an inquest of office. 2 Hawk. P. C. c.

30. � 5. If a person attainted of felony escape, and being retaken,
denies he is the same man, inquest is to be made of it by a jury
before he is executed. 2 Hawk. P. C.c. 51. See 1 Purr. 18, 19.

Inquisition on an untimely death, may be taken by justices of

gaol delivery, oyer and terminer, or of the peace ; if omitted by
the coroner. But it must be done publicly and openly, otherwise
it shall be quashed. By Magna Charta, nothing is to be taken for

inquest of life or member. Stat. 9 Hen. III. c. 26.

It is said, there are two sorts of inquisitions, one to inform the

king, the other to vest an interest in him ; the one need not be
certain, but the other must ; and where an inquisition finds some

parts well, and nothing as to others, it may be helped by mejius
inquirendum. 2 Salk. 469.
There is also a judicial writ ad inquirendum, to inquire by a

jury into any thing touching a cause depending in court : inqui
sition may also be had upon extents of land, writs of elegit, where
judgment is had by default, and damages and costs are recovered,
&c. Finch, 484. 2 Lill. Abr. 65.
These inquests of office were devised by law, as an authentic.

means to give the king his right by solemnmatter of record ; with
out which he in general can neither take, nor part with any thing.
Finch's L. 82. For it is a part of the liberties of England, and

greatly for the safety of the subject, that the king may not enter

upon or seize any man's possessions upon bare surmises without
the intervention of a jury. Gilb. Hist. Exch. 132. Hob. 347. It

is, however, particularly enacted by stat. 33 Hen. VIII. c. 20. that,
in case of attainder for high treason, the king shall have the for
feiture instantly without any inquisition of office. And, as the
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king hath (in general) no title at all to any property of this sort
before office found; therefore, by stat. 18 Hen. VI. e. 6. it was en

acted, that all letters patent or grants of lands and tenements be
fore office found, or returned into the exchequer, shall be void.
And by the bill of rights at the revolution, 1 W. if M. stat. 2. c. 2.
it is declared, that all grants and promises of fines and forfeitures
of particular persons before conviction, (which is here the inquest
of office,) are illegal and void: which indeed was the law of the
land in the reign of Edward the Third. 2 Inst. 48. See tit. For
feiture.
With regard to real property, if an office be found for the king,

it puts him in immediate possession, without the trouble of a for
mal entry, provided a subject in the like case would have had a

right to enter : and the king shall receive all the mesne or inter
mediate profits from the time that his title accrued. Finch's L.
325, 326. As, on the other hand, by the articuli super cartas, 28
Edw. I. st. 3. c- 19. if the king's escheator or sheriff seize lands
intd the king's hand, without cause, up on taking them out of the

king's hand again, the party shall have the mesne profits restored
to him.
There is not such nicety required in an inquisition as in plead

ing; because an inquisition is only to inform the court how pro
cess shall issue for the king, whose title accrues by the attainder,
and not by the inquisition ; yet, in the cases of the king and a com

mon person, inquisitions have been held void for incertainty. Lane,
39. 2 jVels. Abr. 1008.

In order to avoid the possession of the crown acquired by the

finding of such office, the subject may not only have his petition of
right, which discloses new facts not found by the office, and his
monstrans de droit, which relies on the facts as found ; but also he

may (for the most part) traverse or deny the matter of fact itself,
and put it in a course of trial by the common law process of the
court of chancery ; yet still, in some special cases, he hath no re

medy left but a mere petition of right. Finch's L. 324. These

traverses, as well as the monstrans de droit, were greatly enlarged
and regulated for the benefit of the subject, by the statutes before

mentioned, and other stats. 34 Edw. III. c. 13. 36 Edw. III. c, 13.
2 & 3 Edw. VI. c. S. And in the traverses thus given by statute,
which came in the place of the old petition of right, the party-
traversing is considered as the plaintiff; Law of JVisi Prius, 201,
202. and must therefore make out his own title, as well as impeach
that of the crown, and then shall have judgment quod manus do-

mini Regis amoveantur, ifc. 3 Comm. 258. 260.
Some of these inquisitions are in themselves convictions, and

cannot afterwards be traversed or denied ; and therefore the in

quest or jury ought to hear all that can be alleged on both sides.
Of this nature are all inquisitions offelo de se; of flight in persons
accused of felony.; of deodands, and the like ; and presentments of

petty offences in the sheriff's tourn or court-leet, whereupon the

presiding officer may set a fine. Other inquisitions may be after
wards traversed and examined; as particularly the coroner's in

quisition of the death of a man, when it finds any one guilty of
homicide ; for in such cases the offender so presented must be ar

raigned upon this inquisition; and may dispute the truth of it,
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which brings it to a kind of indictment, the most usual and effectual
means of prosecution. 4 Comm. 301.

INQUIRENDO, An authority given in general to some per
son, or persons, to inquire into something for the king's advantage.
Reg. 72.
INQUIRY, Writ of, See Writ, tit. Judgment I.
INQUISITION, See tit. Inquest.
INQUISITION, Ex officio mero, is one way of proceeding in

ecclesiastical courts. Wood's Inst. 596. And formerly the oath
ex officio was a sort of inquisition.
INQUISITORS, inquisitores.] Sheriffs, coroners super visum

corporis, or the like, who have power to inquire in certain cases ;
and by the statute of Westm. 1. inquirers or inquisitors are in
cluded under the name of ministri. 2 Inst. 211.
INROLLMENT, irrotulatio.~] The registering or entering in

the rolls of the chancery, king's bench, common pleas, or exche

quer, or by the clerk of the peace in the records of the quarter
sessions, of any lawful act; as a statute or recognisance ac

knowledged, a deed of bargain and sale of lands, &c.
An enrolment of a deed, may be either by common law, or ac

cording to the statute : and enrolment of deeds ought to be made
in parchment, and recorded in court, for perpetuity's sake. Trin.
23 Car. Pasch. 24 Car. I. P. R. But the enrolling a deed doth
not make it a record, though it thereby becomes a deed recorded ;
for there is a difference between matter of record, and a thing re

corded to be kept in memory ; a record being the entry in parch
ment of judicial matters controverted in a court of record, and
whereof the court takes notice ; whereas an enrolment of a deed
is a private act of the parties concerned, of which the court takes
no cognisance at the time of doing it, although the court permits
it. 2 Lill. Mr. 69.

Every deed, before it is enrolled, is to be acknowledged to be
the deed of the party before a master of the court of chancery, or
a judge of the court, whei'ein enrolled ; which is the officer's war

rant for enrolling of the same : and the enrolment of a deed, if it
be acknowledged by the grantor, will be good proof of the deed
itself upon a trial. A deed may be enrolled without the examina
tion of the party himself ; for it is sufficient if oath is made of the
execution, if two are parties, and the deed is acknowledged by
one, the other is bound by it : and if a man lives in JVe-w- York, ifc.
and would pass land in England, a nominal person may be joined
with him in the deed, who may acknowledge it here, and it will
be binding. 1 Salk. 389.
If the party dies before it is enrolled, it may be enrolled after

wards ; and enrolments of deeds operate by virtue of the statute
of enrolments ; but if livery and seisin, &c. be had before the en

rolling, it prevents the operation of the enrolment, and the party
shall be in by that, as the more worthy ceremony to pass estates.

1 Leon. 5. 2 JVels. Abr. 1010- Although enrolment, or matter

of record, shall not be tried per pais, yet the time, when the en

rolment of a deed was made, shall. 2 Lill. 68.

An endorsement on the back of the deed by the proper officer is
sufficient evidence of the enrolment. Doug. 56. 58. And by stat.

10 Ann. c. 18. where a bargain and sale enrolled shall be pleaded
Vol. III. 3M
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with a profert, a copy of the enrolment signed by the proper of-
fixer, and proved on oath to be a true copy, shall be of the same

force as the deed itself. See tit. Bargain and Sale, Deed, Convey
ance, Annuity.
Enrolment is ordained in divers cases by statute ; of bargains

and sales by stat. 27 Hen. VIII. c. 16. Deeds in corporations, &c.
stat. 34 & 35 Hen. VIII. c. 22. Of writings in the counties of
Lancaster and Chester, isfc. stat. 5 Eliz. c. 26. Grants from the
crown of felon's goods, &c. stat. 4 & 5 W. isf M. c. 22. Of deeds
and wills made of lands of papists. See tit. Papists, and further,
on this subject, tit. Registry of Deeds.
INSCRIPTIONES, Written instruments by which any thing

was granted. Blount.

INSECTATOR, A prosecutor or adversary at law. Paroch.
Antiq. 388.

INSERVIRE, To reduce persons to servitude. Du Cange.
INSETENA, Sax.] An inditch. Ordin. Romn. Maris.fi. 72.
INSIDIjE, The same with vigilU or excubix. Pleta, lib. 2.

cafi. 4. fiar. 3.
INSIDIATORES VIARUM, Way-layers; which words are

not to be put in indictments, appeals, &c. by stat. 4 Hen. IV. c. 2.
And before this statute, clergy might be denied felons charged
generally as insidiatores viarum, isfc. See stat. 23 Car. II. c. 1.
and tit. Clergy, Benefit of.
INSIGNIA, Ensigns or arms. See Arms and Gentility.
INSILIUM, Evil advice or counsel. Hence insiliarius, an evil

counsellor. Sim. Dunelm.
INSIMUL COMPUTASSET, Is a writ or action of account,

which lies not for things certain, but only for things uncertain.
Bro. Acco. 81. Also, in assumpsit, a count is often added to the
declaration, called an insimul comfiutasset, i. e. setting forth an ac

count stated, wherein the defendant was found indebted to the

plaintiff in so much, as a consideration for the defendant's promise
to pay the sum found in arrear. See this Diet. tit. Actions, Plead-
ing, Assumpsit.
INSIMUL TENUIT, One species of the writ of formedon

brdught against a stranger by a coparcener on the possession of the
ancestor, &c. See Formedon.
INSINUATION, insinuation] A creeping into a man's mind or

favour covertly; mentioned in the stat. 21 Hen. VIII. c. 5. In
sinuation of a will is, among the civilians, the first production of

it; or leaving it in the hands of the registrar, in order to its probate.
INSOLVENT. Till of late the chancery would not put out an

insolvent trustee ; for that he was entrusted by the donor ; an in
solvent person made executor cannot be put out by the ordinary ;
for he is entrusted by the testator. Comb. 185. Carth. 457. But
chancery granted an injunction against him, not to intermeddle
with the assets, any further than to satisfy the legacy given to him
self: for in equity he is but a trustee for the other legatees ; (who
in this case were infants ;) and where a trustee is insolvent, the
court of chancery will compel him to give security before he shall
enter upon the trust. Carth. 458. See tit. Chancery, Trustees,
Bankrupt, Pxecutor.
INSOLVENT DEBTORS, See tit. Debtors, Execution. Many

I
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acts have been from time to time made for the relief of these ;
the last before these leaves went through the press was stat. 34
Geo. III. c. 69. 41 Geo. III. (U. K.) c. 70. 44 Geo. III. c. 108.
for debts not exceeding 1,500/. and future estate of persons dis
charged under this act to be liable for their debts ; 45 Geo. III. c. 3.
to remedy certain omissions of 44 Geo. III. c. 108. by which per
sons actually in custody of the 12th of February, 1794, and whose
whole debts did not exceed the sum of 1,000/. were released, on
making affidavit of the surrender of all their estate and effects, and
signing a schedule thereof, delivered to the clerk of the peace
at the sessions next following their respective notices, of their
name, trade, and two last places of abode, (if so many,) which were
to be given in the London Gazette, and in the county newspaper
nearest to the gaol where confined, (if out of London or the bills of
mortality,) three times; the first notice to be at least twenty-one
days before the said sessions. The estate and. effects of dischar
ged debtors are vested in the clerk of the peace, who is directed by
the statute to assign the same to such creditors as the court shall
direct; when the assignees are to use their best endeavours to
receive and collect the estate and effects of every such debtor,
and with all convenient speed make sale thereof; and if the debtor
be interested in, or entitled to, any real estate, either estates-tail,
or in possession, reversion, or expectancy, the same to be sold by
public auction within two months after the assignment, being first
advertised in the Gazette, some daiiy paper, or country paper, if
out of the bills of mortality, thirty days previous to such sale; and,
at the end of three months after such assignment, an equal divi
dend of the debtor's effects was ordered to be made, and, if a sur

plus, the same to be paid to the debtor. Mortgages to take place
of claims of an inferior nature. Prisoners not to be discharged
of debts subsequent to February 12, 1794. Attorneys, or ser

vants, imprisoned for embezzling money received for their em

ployers, or any persons who have obtained money, or bills of ex

change, under false pretences, or removed goods to defraud land
lords, or fraudulently assigned their effects, are excluded from the
benefit of the statute. Prisoners in custody for fees, on contempt
for not obeying awards, not paying costs, or on excom. cap.., to be

discharged ; but the statute does not extend to debtors to the crown

or revenue ; 20/. per cent, to be allowed as a reward for discover

ing any part of a debtor's estate not comprised in the schedule ;
and the discharge of fraudulent debtors to be* void. Perjury of
prisoners to be punishable as in other cases of perjury.
INSPECTION, See Age, Infancy, Trial.
Trial by inspection, or examination, is when, for the greater ex

pedition of a cause, in some point or issue, being either the prin
cipal question, or arising collaterally out of it, but being evidently
the object of sense, the judges of the court, upon the testimony
of their own senses, decide the point in dispute. See 3 Comm. 331.

INSPEXIMUS, A word used in letters patent giving name

to them, being the same with exemplification, and Ca lied inspexi-
mus, because it begins, Rex omnibus, ifc. Inspexi mus irrotula-
mentum quarand', literar', patent', ifc.
INSTALMENT. A settlement, establishing, or sure placing

in ; as instalment into dignities, &c. See stat. 20 Car. LI. c. 2.
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In ecclesiastical promotions, where the freehold passes to the
persons promoted, corporal possession is required, to vest the pro
perty completely in the new proprietor ; who, according to the dis
tinction of the canonists, acquires the jus ad rem, or inchoate and

imperfect right, by nomination and institution ; but not the jus in
re, or complete and full right, unless by corporal possession.
Therefore in dignities possession is given by instalment ; in rec

tories and vicarages by induction, without which no temporal rights
accrue to the minister, though every ecclesiastical power is vested
in him by institution. 2 Com. 312.
Instalment signifies also either the payment, or the time ap

pointed for payment, of different portions of a sum of money;
which, by agreement of the parties, instead of being payable in
the gross, at one time, is to be paid in parts, at certain stated
times ; such as are frequently specified in conditions to bonds,
Sec. or defeasances, or warrants of attorney to confess judgments.
INSTANCE, Is that which may be insisted in, at one diet or

course of probation. Scotch Diet.

INSTANT, Lat. instans, inslanterT] An indivisible moment of
time ; which, though it cannot be actually divided, yet in intend
ment of law it may, and be applied to several purposes : he who

lays violent hands upon himself commits no felony till he is dead,
and when dead he is not in being so as. to be termed a felon ; but
he is so adjudged in law, eo instante, at the very instant of this
fact done. See tit. Forfeiture. And there are many other like
cases where the instant of time that is not divisible in nature, in
the consideration of the mind is divided. Plowd. 258. b. and vide
Co. Litt. 185. b. Vin. Abr. tit. Instant, A. pi. 2.
An instant is not to be considered in law, as in logic, as a point

of time, and no parcel of time; but in our law, things which are

to be done in an instant, have in consideration of law a priority of
time in them. Vide Co. Litt. and Plowd. as cited before. And
in several cases, a difference is allowed in our law in an instant, as
per mortejn et post mortem, Isfc. See Show 415.

INSTANTER, Lat.] Instantly or presently. Law Lat. Diet.

Trial shall be had instanter where a prisoner between attainder
and execution pleads that he is not the same that was attainted. In
such a case, a jury is to be empannelled to try this collateral issue,
�viz. the identity of his person, and in such collateral issue, the
trial shall be instanter. See Staundf. P. C. 163. Co. Litt-, 157.-
3 Purr. 1809� 18T2. where an issue on the identity of the person
was joined, and tfie several points following were determined.
1st. It is to be tried instanter, unless the court (upon circum
stances) give time ; 2dly. The award of the execution is to be by
the second judge, if the sentence before pronounced was for fe

lony ; 3dly. The defendant is not entitled to a copy of the record;
4thly. The court will not name the clay of execution, but leave it
to the sheriff. See also this Diet. tit. Execution of Criminals, In
quisition.
INSTAURUM, Is used in ancient deeds for a stock of cattle ;

rlaurum and instauramentum signify young beasts, store or breed,
Mon. Angl. torn. I. p. 548. Instaurum was commonly taken for the
whole stock upon a farm, as cattle, wagons, ploughs, and all other

implements of husbandry. Pleta, lib, 2. cap. 72. Instaurum eccle-

\
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sia is applied to the books, vestments, and all other utensils belong
ing to a church Synod. Exet. ann. 1287.

INSTIRPARE, To plant or establish. Bromfit. 935.

INSTITUTION, institution] Is when the bishop says to a clerk,
who is presented to a church living, instituo te rectorem talis eccle-

sia, cum curd animarum, et accifie curam tuam et meam; or it is a

faculty made by the ordinary, whereby a parson is approved to be
inducted to a rectory or parsonage. If the bishop upon examina
tion finds the clerk presented capable of the benefice, he admits
and institutes him ; and institution may be granted either by the
bishop under his episcopal seal, or it may be done by the bishop's
vicar-general, chancellor or commissary ; and if granted by the

vicar-general, or any other substitute, their acts are taken to be
the acts of the bishop'; also the instrument or letters testimonial
of institution may be granted by the bishop, though he is not in'
his diocese ; to which some witnesses should subscribe their
names. 1 Inst. 344. The bishop by institution transfers the cure

of souls to the clerk ; and if he refuseth to grant institution, the
party may have his remedy in the court of audience of the arch

bishop, by duplex querela, isfc.; for institution is properly cogni
sable in the ecclesiastical court ; where institution is granted, and
suspected to be void for want of title in the patron, Sec. a super-
institution hath been sometimes granted to another to try the title
of the present incumbent by ejectment. 2 Roll. Mr. 220. 4 Rep.
79.

Taking a reward for institution incurs a forfeiture of double
value of one year's profit of the benefice, and makes the living
void. Stat. 31 Eliz.c. 6. On institution the clerk hath aright to
enter on the parsonage house and glebe, and take the tithes ; but
he cannot grant, let, or do any act to charge them, till he is in
ducted into the living ; he is complete parson, as to the spiritualty,
by institution ; but not as to the temporally, &c. By the institu
tion he is only admitted ad officium, to pray and preach, and is not
entitled ad beneficium, until formal induction. Plowd. 528. See
Instalment. The church is full by institution against all common
persons, so that if another person be afterwards inducted, it is
void, and he hath but a mere possession ; but a church is not full
against the king till induction. 2 List. 358. 1 Roll. Rep. 151.
When a bishop hath given institution to a clerk, he issues his
mandate for induction ; and if the archbishop should inhibit the
archdeacon to induct the clerk thus instituted, he may do it not
withstanding. The first beginning of institutions to benefices was

in a national synod held at Westminster, anno 1 124. For patrons
did originally fill all churches by collation and livery, till this power
was taken from them by canons. Selden's Hist, of Tithes, cap.
6. & 9. ft. 375. See further, tit. Parson, Advowson, Simony, isfc.
INSTRUMENTS, In a process, are writs, testimonies, oaths

of parties, witnesses, &c. Scotch Diet.
INSTRUMENT OF PREMONITION, Is an instrument taken

by the grantor of the wadset, when he uses an order of redemp
tion. Scotch Diet.
INSTRUMENT OF RESIGNATION, Is an instrument taken

by the person in whose favour the resignation is made. Scotch
Diet.

A
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INSUCKEN MULTURES, Is the quantity of corn paid by
those who are thirled to a mill. Scotch Diet.

INSUPER, Is used by auditors in their accounts in the exche
quer ; as when so much is charged upon a person as due on his
account, they say so much remains insuper to such an accountant.
See tit. Accounts Public.

INSURANCE on ASSURANCE.

A security given, in consideration of a sum of money paid in
hand of so much per cent, to an assurer or insurer, to indemnify
the insured from such losses as shall be specified in the policy, or
instrument of assurance, subscribed by the insurer or insurers for
that purpose. Diet. Tr. and Com. 135. Savary's Diet. tit. Assu
rance isf Police dAssurance.
It has been conceived, from a passage in Suetonius, that Claudius

Ccesar was the first who invented this custom of assurance ; but,
with greater probability, Savary, in his Dictionaire de Commerce,
tit. Assurance, thinks this custom was first introduced by the Jews
in the year 1182 ; but whoever was the first contriver or original
inventor of this useful branch of business, it has been many ages
practised in this kingdom, and is supposed to have been introdu
ced here by some Palians from Lombardy, who at the same time
eame to settle at Antwerp, and among us ; and this being prior to
the building of the Royal Exchange, they used to meet in a place
where Lombard-street now is, at a house they had called the Pawn
House, or Lombard, for transacting business ; and as they were

then the sole negotiators in insurance, the policies made by others
In after-times had a clause inserted, that those latter ones should
have as much . force and effect as those formerly made in Lom
bard-street.
This latter opinion is adopted by Mr. Park, in his System of

the Law of Marine Insurances," isfc. a book long wanted by the

profession, and containing information the most necessary to the
commercial part of the community. It is founded almost solely
on the decisions of the late venerable Chief Justice Mansfield; a

name that will ever be inestimably dear to all lovers of eqidty, and
to none more than to the merchants of London.
From Mr. Park's excellent digest of the law on this subject,

(5th edit. 1802,) the following abridgment has been compiled.
Varying a little from the order in which Mr. Park has disposed

his matter, the subject may, for our present purpose, be aptly di
vided as follows :

I. Of MARINE INSURANCES. First, considering,

1. The Policy, its Nature.
2. The Construction to be put on it.
3 . Warranties in Policies.
4. The Proceedings on Policies.
5. Of Reassurances and Double Insurances. >

II. Of Losses under such Policies.

I . Of total Losses, by Peril of the Sea.
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%. By Capture.
3. Detention.
4. Barratry.
5. Of general or gross Average; Average or partial Loss ; and

Adjustment and Stranding.
6. Of Salvage.
7. Of Abandonment.

III. Of Fraud, Illegality, or Irregularity ; which either
vitiate the Policy, or prevent a Recovery, though a Loss
happen.

1. Of direct Fraud in Policies.
2. Of changing the Ship.
3. Deviation in the Voyage.
4. Seaworthiness.
5. Of Wager Policies and Valued Policies:
6. Of illegal Voyages and Enemies' Ships, ifc.
7. Ofprohibited Goods.
8. Of the Return of Premium; in Cases of void or fraudulent

Policies.

IV. Of Bottomry and Respondentia.
V. Of INSURANCES on LIVES.
VI. Of INSURANCES against FIRE.

Previous to entering into this detail, it may be proper to say a

few words as to who may be insurers or underwriters, and what

property may in general be insured.
At common law, and by the usage of merchants, any person

whatever might be an insurer ; but this having led to dangerous
confidence on the one hand, and unprincipled fraud on the other,
the stat. 6 Geo. I. c. 18. was passed, authorizing his majesty to

grant charters to the Royal Exchange Assurance Company, and the
London Assurance Company; and which statute prohibited any
other society or partnership from underwriting policies of insu
rance. Policies, therefore, are now either underwritten by those

companies, or individual underwriters ; a policy subscribed by any
society or partnership being absolutely void. Park, 5. 9.

A company of ship-owners engaged to insure each other's ships,
and covenanted severally, and not jointly, to pay a certain sum in
case of loss, in proportion to their respective shares, but in case

of the insolvency of any one of the members, all the others were
to be responsible ; held, that this contract was void by the stat. 6
Geo. I. c. 18. � 12. Lees v. Smith, 7 Term Rep. 338.
If the credit of any company (except the Royal Exchange As

surance Comjiany and the London Assurance Company") be in any
event pledged in a contract of insurance, the contract is void by
that statute. Ib. 341.

The most frequent subjects of insurance are, 1st. Ships, goods,
merchandises, the freight or hire of ships ; 2d. Houses, ware

houses, and the goods in them, from danger by fire; and, Sdly,
Lives ; (of the two latter, see post, V. VI.) Bottomry and Re.
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spondentia are also particular species of property which may be
insured, but which must be particularly expressed in the policy ;
3 Burr. 1394. 1 Black. Rep. 405. unless by the usage of the trade
it is understood. Park, 11. See post, IV. And the lien of a
factor upon goods is included in the term goods. 1 Burr. 489.
Insurance on seamen's wages is prohibited. Park, 12. A go
vernor of a fort may insure it against the attacks of an enemy. 3

Burr. 1905. Insurance on enemy's property is now prohibited by
stat. 33 Geo. III. c. 27. �4. See post, III. 5. 7.

A trustee or consignee may insure in their own names, kc.
while the ships, &c. are in transitu to this country. Crawford v.

Hunter, 8 Term Rep. 13.
So may a prize agent. Ib.

So may the captors of a ship seized as prize. Poehm v. Bell,
Ib. 154.
If the name of the broker, effecting the policy of insurance, be

inserted in the policy as agent generally, without saying for whom,
it is a sufficient compliance with the 28 Geo. HI. c. 56. Bell v.

Gilson, 1 Bos. if Pull. 345.
So it is if his name be inserted in the policies, though not as

agent. De Vignier v. Swanson, 1 Bos- if Pull. 346. n. b.
But a party cannot insure a hope or expectation, not having any

interest in the subject insured. Camden v. Anderson, 5 Term

Rep. 709.
The profits of a cargo of goods may be insured. Grant v. Par-

kinson, cited in 6 Term Rep. 483.
A sailor cannot insure either his wages, or any thing that he is

to receive at the end of the voyage in lieu of wages, e. g. slaves.
Webster v. De Tastet, 7 Term Rep. 157.

Nor can he recover the value of such thing in an action against
his agent for negligence in not procuring such insurance. Ib.

I. 1. Policy is the name given to the instrument by which the
contract of indemnity is effected between the insurer and the in

sured ; and it is not, like most contracts, signed by both parties,
but only by the insurer, [the party who takes on him the risk,]
who, on that account, it seems, is called the underwriter. Of po
licies there are two kinds, valued and open; the difference is, that

in the former, property insured is valued at prime cost at the time
of effecting the policy ; in the latter, the value is not mentioned.
In the case of an open policy, the real value must be proved ; in
the other, it is agreed, and it is just as if the parties had admitted
it at the trial. 2 Burr. 1117.

They are only simple contracts, but of great credit, and ought
not to be altered, when once they are signed ; unless there be

some written document to show that the meaning of the parties
was mistaken, or unless they be altered by consent. 1 Vez. 317.

I Atk. 545. Salk. 444.
A policy is a species of property for which trover will lie at the

instance of the insured, if it be wrongfully withheld from him.

Park, 4.
The form of the policy now used, is two hundred years old, and

is very irregular and confused, and often ambiguous. It is partly
printed, to serve for general purposes common to all policies, and
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partly written, for the purpose of inserting the names of the par
ties, and to express their meaning ; and the written clauses shall

accordingly control the printed words. See 3 Burr. 1555. Bark,
5. 15.
There are nine requisites of a policy. First, The name of the

person insured. It was formerly much the practice to effect poli
cies of insurance in blank, without naming the persons on whose
account they were made. This was found bothmischievous and in
convenient : to remedy which, the stat. 25 Geo. III. c. 44. direct
ed the name of all persons interested, or if they resided abroad,
the name of their agents in this kingdom to be inserted in the poli
cy. The provisions of this act, however, not being without their
attendant evils, (see 1 Term Refi. 313. 464.) it was repealed by
stat. 28 Geo. III. c. 56. which enacts, that it shall not be lawful for
any person to make assurance on ships or goods, without inserting
the name or firm of one or more of the parties interested ; or the
name or firm of the consignor or consignee; or, of the person
receiving the order for, or effecting, the policy ; or, of the person
giving directions to effect the same. All policies without one or

other of these requisites to be null and void.
Secondly, The names of the ship and master ; unless the insu

rance be general, on any ship or ships. Park, 19.

Thirdly, Whether the insurance be made on ships, goods, or
merchandises. We may here observe, that a policy on goods gene
rally does not include goods lashed on deck, the captain's clothes,
or the ship's provisions. Park, 21. But a policy on the ship and
furniture includes provisions sent out in a ship for the use of the
crew. 4 Term Refi. 206. See fiost, II. 1. 5.

Fourthly, The name of the place at which the goods are laden,
and to which they are bound. A policy, therefore, from London
to , is void. Moll. b. 2. c. 7. � 14. It is also usual to state
at what ports or places the ship may touch or stay ; to avoid ques
tions on deviation. Park, 22.
Fifthly, The time when the risk commences, and when it ends.

On the goods it usually begins from the lading on board the ship,
and continues till they are safely landed ; on the ship, from her
beginning to lade at A. and continues till she arrive at the port of
destination, and be there moored in safety twenty-four hours. See
fiost, II.
Sixthly, The various perils against which the underwriter in

sures. The words now used in policies are so comprehensive, that
there is scarcely any event unprovided for. The insurer under
takes to bear " all perils of the seas, men of war, fire, enemies,
pirates, rovers, thieves, jettisons, letters of mart and countermart,
surprisals, takings at sea, arrests, restraints, and detainments of

kings, princes, and people of what nation, condition, or quality
Soever, barratry of the master and mariners ; and all other perils,
losses, and misfortunes that have or shall come to the hurt, detri
ment, or damage of the said goods and merchandises, and ship, or
any part thereof."
The policy is frequentlymade with the words lost or not lost in it ;

which are peculiar to English policies, and add greatly to the risk;
as though the ship be lost at the time of the insurance made, the.
Vol. III. 3 N
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underwriter is liable, if there be no fraud. Park, 24. See 5 Burr.
2083.

Seventhly, The premium or consideration for the risk, which is
always expressed in the policy to be received at the time of un

derwriting ; but policies in general are effected by the intervention
of a broker, between whom and the insurers open accounts are

kept by the usage of trade ; and who are, therefore, it seems, lia-
able, in an action, to the insurers, notwithstanding such admis
sion by the words of the policy. Park, 26. But see Pdgar and
another, Assignees of Cardon, a Bankrupt, v. Fowler, 3 Past, 222.
Eighthly, The day, month, and year on which the policy was

executed.
Ninthly, The policy must be duly stamped, viz. on a policy for

1,000/. and under, with a 6s. stamp, and above that sum with a stamp
of lis. See 35 Geo. III. c. 63. � 1 to 16. and 44 Geo. III. c. 98. in
creasing stamp duty on policies.
By stat. 1 1 Geo. I. c. 30. when an Insurance is made, a poli

cy must be made out within three days under a penalty of 100/.;
and by the same statute, promissory notes for insurances are void.
It is stated above, that policies are generally effected by the in

tervention of a broker, and that the name of the agent of an insurer
residing abroad must be mentioned in the policy. It seems, there
fore, the proper place here to mention, that such agent or corres
pondent is liable to an action for not insuring, which is to be tried
on the same principles as an action on a policy; and the defend
ant is entitled to every benefit of which the underwriter might
take advantage. The whole law on this subject is laid down in
Smith v. Lascelles, where Puller, J. mentioned three instances in
which such order to insure must be obeyed: 1. Where a mer

chant abroad has effects in the hands of his correspondent here ;
2. Where, though the merchant has no effects in the hands of his

correspondent, yet the course of dealing has been 'such, that the
one has been used to send orders for insurance, and the other to

comply with them; 3. If the merchant abroad send bills of lading
to his correspondents here, and ingrafts on them an order to insure,
as the implied condition on which the bills of lading shall be ac

cepted. 2 Term Rep. 187. and note.

2. A policy being considered as a simple contract of indemnity,
must always be construed, as nearly as possible, according to the

intention of the contracting parties, and not according to the strict

meaning of the words. And, in questions on such construction,
no rule has been more frequently followed, than the usage of trade,
with respect to the voyage insured. 1 Burr. 347, 348. See also
2 Salk. 443. 445. 2 Str. 1265. and post, III. 3.
A policy on a ship generally from A. to P. was construed to

mean till the ship was unladen. Skinn. 243. But if it contain
the usual words till moored twenty-four hours in safety, the insurers
shall be answerable for no loss, that does not actually happen be

fore the expiration of the time. Even though the loss was occa

sioned by an act (of barratry by the master) committed during the

voyage insured. 1 Term Rep. 252.

Under a policy containing those words, the underwriters were

held liable for a subsequent loss ; because the captain, the very
day on which the ship arrived at her moorings, was served with
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an order from government to return in order to perform quaran
tine ; and therefore the ship could not be said to have moored
twenty-four hours in safety, although she did not go back for some
days. 2 Stra. 1243.
In a policy upon freight, if an accident prevent the ship from

sailing, the insured cannot recover the freight, which he would
have earned if she had completed her voyage. 2 Stra. 1251.
But if the policy be a valued policy, and part of the cargo be on

board, wdien such accident happens, the insured may recover to
the whole amount. 3 Term Refi. 362.
When an insurance is at and from any place, the ship is pro

tected, from her first arrival during her preparation for the

voyage ; but if all thoughts of the voyage be laid aside, the insurer
is discharged. 1 Atk. 548. 2 Atk. 359. and see 1 Black. Refi.
417, 418.
The great and leading cases on questions of construction are

two, Tiernay v. Etherington, and Belly v. Royal Exchange Company.
See 1 Burr. 341. 348. In these cases, the principles to be observed
in the construction of policies are fully considered ; and in the lat
ter of them, Lord Mansfield observed, that " the insurer, at the
time of underwriting, has under his consideration the nature of
the voyage, and the usual manner of doing it ; and what is usually
done by such a ship, with such a cargo, in such a voyage, is understood
to be referred to by every policy." The same principles were ad
hered to in a subsequent case, where the same learned judge re

marked, that every underwriter is presumed to be acquainted with
the practice of the trade he insures ; and if he does not know it,
he ought to inform himself. Dougl, 510�513. So in the con

struction of a policy upon time, the same liberality prevails as in
other cases'; and an attention to the meaning of the contracting par
ties has always been paid. Dougl. 527�531.
The usage of trade with respect to East-Lidia voyages, has

been more notorious than in any other, the question having more

frequently occurred. The charter-parties of the India company
give leave to prolong the ship's stay in India for a year, and it is
common by a new agreement to detain her a year longer. The
words of the policy too are very general, without limitation of
time or place. These charter-parties are so notorious, and the
course of the trade is so well known, that the underwriter is al

ways liable for any intermediate voyage, upon which the ship
might be sent while in India, though not expressly mentioned in
the policy. These principles were fully laid down and settled in
the nine causes tried upon the ship Winchelsea, East Indiaman ;
the nine verdicts in which were ultimately uniform, for the plain
tiffs, the insured, against the underwriters. 3 Burr. 1707. et secj.
They have been since recognised and allowed in subsequent cases.
See Park, 49. 51.

However, the parties may, by their own agreement, prevent
such latitude of construction ; nor need this be done by express
words of exclusion ; but if, from the terms used, it can be collect
ed that the parties meant so, that construction shall prevail.
Dougl. 27. And the equitable principles of construction shall
never be carried so far as that when a man has insured one spe
cies of property, he shall recover a damage which he has suffered
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fjy the loss of a different species. Thus, one who has insured a

cargo of goods cannot, under that insurance, recover the freight
paid for the carriage ; nor can an owner who insures the ship, merely,
demand satisfaction for the loss of merchandise laden thereon,
or extraordinary wages paid to seamen, or the value of provisions
by reason of detention of the ship at any port. Park, 52�61. See
also 1 Term Rep. 127. 130. and/zosf, II.
Insurances on goods from A. B. "until they should'be there

discharged and safely landed," on their arrival at B. the merchant
to whom the goods belonged employed and paid a public lighterjto
land them, and the goods being damaged in the lighter without
negligence, the underwriters were held liable for the loss. Hurry
V. the Royal Exch. Ass. Comp. 2 Bos. if Pull. 430.

<S. P. Pucker v. London Ass. Comp. June 8, 1784, coram Puller, J.
432. n.
Polices of insurance are to be construed by the same rules

as other instruments, unless where, by the known usage of trade,
or the like, certain words have acquired a peculiar sense distinct
from their ordinary and popular sense. Robertson v. French, 4

East, 410.
A policy on a foreign ship must be understood as containing an

exception of all captures made by the authority of our own go
vernment. Kellner v. Le Mesurier, 4 East, 396.

Every insurance on alien property by a Pritish subject must be
understood with this implied exception, that it shall not extend to

cover any loss happening during the existence of hostilities be
tween the respective countries of the assured and assurer. Bran
don v. Curling, 4 Past, 410.

3. A warranty, in a policy of insurance, is a condition, or a con

tingency, that a certain thing shall be done or happen, and unless
that is performed, there is no valid contract. 1 Term Rep. 345.
It is immaterial for what end, if any, the warranty is inserted in the

contract; but, being inserted, it becomes a binding condition upon
the insured, and he must show a literal compliance with it. Park,
318. Soon the contrary, warranties shall be strictly construed in
favour of the insured. As where a ship is warranted well on any
day certain, though she be lost by eight in the morning of the day
when the policy was effected at noon, the underwriter shall be liable.
3 Term Rep. 360. It is no matter whether the loss happened in

consequence of the breach of warranty or not, for the very meaning
of inserting a warranty is to preclude all inquiry about its mate

riality. 1 Term Rep. 346. It is also immaterial to what cause the

non-compliance is to be attributed ; for although it might be owing
to the merest accident, or to the most wise and prudential rea
sons, the policy is avoided. Cowp. 607.
In this strict and literal compliance with the terms of a warranty,

consists the difference between a warranty and a representation ;

the latter of which need only be performed in substance, while a

warranty must always be complied with strictly. In a warranty, the

person making it takes the risk of its truth or falsehood on himself;
in a representation, if the insured assert that to be true which he

either knows to be false, or about which he knows nothing, the
policy is void on account of fraud ; but a representation, made with
out fraud, if not false in a material point, does not vitiate the policy.
Cowp. 787. Park, c. 18. See post, III. 1.
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In order to make written instructions binding as a warranty, they
must appear on the face of, and make a part of, the policy. Cowfi.
790. For though a written paper be wrafit ufi in the policy, and
shown to the underwriters at the time of subscribing, or even if it
be wafered to the policy, it is not a warranty, but a representation.
Dougl. fit. 12. in n. But a warranty written in the margin (transverse
ly, or otherwise) of the policy is considered to be equally bind

ing, and liable to the same strict construction, as if written in the

body of the policy. Dougl. 11, 12. n. 4. 13. n. If the underwriter
pay the loss on a policy, and after find that such warranty was not

strictly complied with, he may recover back the money again by
action. See 1 Term Rep. 343. which was also a case arising on a

warranty in the margin of a policy.
The various kinds of warranties are too numerous to be mentioned;

depending generally upon the particular circumstances of each case.
The three cases of warranty, on which most questions have arisen,
are, as to the time of sailing, convoy, and neutrality of property.
As to the first of these ; if a man warrant to sail on a particu

lar day, and be guilty of a breach of that warranty, the underwri
ter is no longer answerable. Park, 325. c. 18. And a detention
by government, previous to the proposed day of sailing, is no ex

cuse for not complying with the warranty, nor a peril within the
terms of the policy. Cowfi. 784. So if the warranty be to sail

after a specific day, and the ship sail before, the policy is equally
avoided as in the former case. Park, 326. c. 18. But when a ship
leaves her port of lading, having a full and complete cargo on

board, and having no other view but the safest mode of sailing to

her port of delivery, for which purpose she touches at any par
ticular place of rendezvous for convoy, &c. her voyage must be
said to commence from her departure from that port, and though
she be detained at such place of rendezvous by an embargo, she
has complied with the warranty. Cowfi. 601. 608. and see Thellusson
v. Pergusson, Dougl. 361. acc. What shall be a departure from
the port of London, or rather what is the port of London, remains
yet undecided. It seems, however, that Gravesend is the limit of
that port, where vessels receive the custom-house cocket, their final
clearance, on board, and from whence they must depart on the day
mentioned in the warranty. Park, c. 18.

As to warranty of sailing with convoy. If the insured warrant

that the vessel shall dejiart with convoy, and it do not, the policy
is defeated, and the underwriter is not responsible. A convoy
means a naval force under the command of that person whom go
vernment, or any authorized by them, may happen to appoint.
Park, c. 18.
A sailing with convoy from the usual place of rendezvous, as

Spithead for the port of London, is a departure with convoy within
the meaning of such a warranty. 2 Salk. 443. 2 Str. 1263. 1265. And

although the words used are generally to depart with convoy, or to
sail with convoy yet they extend to sailing with convoy throughout
the voyage. 3 Lev. 320. And this point was unanimously con

firmed by the whole court in more modern times. Dougl. 72.
Lilly v. Pwer.

Sailing orders are necessary to the performance of a warranty to
depart with convoy, unless particular circumstances exempt the
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insured from the general rule. Webb v. Thompson, 1 Bos. Isf Bull. 3.
Anderson v. Pitcher, 2 Bos. isf Bull. 1 64.
But an unforeseen separation from convoy is a peril to which the

underwriter is liable. 3 Lev. 320. 2 Salk. 443. Carth. 216. 1 Show.
320. 4 Mod. 58. -S. C. And even where the ship has without any
neglect, by tempestuous weather, been prevented from joining the
convoy at all ; at least, so as to receive the orders of the commander
of the ships of war ; if she do every thing in her power to effect it,
It shall be deemed a satisfaction of the warranty to sail with convoy.
2 Str. 1250. The duty of officers appointed for convoy to merchant
ships is prescribed by stat. 13 Car. II. st. 1. c. 9. art. 17. confirmed
by stat. 22 Geo. II. c. 33. � 2. art. 17. Park, 350. n. See post,
II. 4.

Ships not to sail without convoy. 38 Geo. III. c. 76. 43 Geo.
III. c. 57.
But see 39 Geo. III. c. 32. which permits vessels laden with

the produce of the fishery, &c. of Newfoundland or Labrador to
sail without convoy or license, notwithstanding the 38 Geo. III. c.
76. � 1. fee.
The last species of warranty above mentioned is that of neu

trality ; or that the ship and goods insured are neutral property.
This is different from the two former ; for if this warranty be not

complied with, the contract is not merely voided as for a breach,
but it is absolutely void, ab initio, on account of fraud, being a fact
at the time of insuring within the knowledge of the insurer; an

error in which must, therefore, arise from a deliberate falsehood on

his part. 4 Burr. 1419. 1 Black. Refi. 427. And see post, III.
But if the ship &c. is neutral at the time the risk commences, the
insurer takes upon himself the chance of war and peace during
the continuance of the policy. Dougl. 732. Pden v. Parkinson.
A warranty in a policy of insurance that the ship is American

property, means that the ship is entitled to all the privileges of an
American flag; and if she have no passport on board, (which is re

quired by treaty between Prance and America?) the warranty is not

complied with, and the assured cannot recover against the under

writer, though in fact the ship suffer no inconvenience in the voy

age from the want of the passport. Rich v. Parker, 7 Term Rep.
705.

Any forfeiture of neutrality by the wilful act of the assured, or of
themaster, fee. after the commencement of the voyage insured, is
a breach of warranty of such neutrality. Garrets v. Kensington,
8 Term Rep. 230.
A warranty of neutrality in a policy of insurance is not falsified

by a sentence in a foreign court of admiralty, condemning a ship
for navigating contrary to the ordinances of that belligerent state

to which the neutral country had not assented. Pollard v. Bell, 8

Term Rep. 434.
Where a foreign court of prize professes to condemn a ship

and cargo on the ground of an infraction of treaty, in not being
properly documented, &c. as required by the treaty between the

cantors and captured ; such sentence is conclusive in our courts

against a warranty of neutrality of such ship and cargo, in an action

upon a policy of insurance against the underwriters, although in
ferences were drawn in such sentence from ex parte ordinances
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in aid of the conclusion of such infraction of treaty. Baring v.

The Royal Exch. Ass. Comp. 5 East, 99.
4. The oldest case in the books on a marine policy of insurance

is in 7 Refi. 47. b. which only serves, however, to show that this
contract was at that time very little understood. In the reign of
Queen Elizabeth, a statute was passed, (43 Eliz. c. 12.) to erect a

particular court for the trial of insurance causes in a summary
way, by a commission to the judge of the admiralty, the recorder
of London, two doctors of the civil law, two common lawyers, and
eight merchants, with an appeal by bill to the court of chancery.
This statute was explained by stat. 13 & 14 Car. II. c. 23. but
the court erected by them is now entirely disused ; for this, among
many other reasons, that its jurisdiction was not sufficiently ex

tensive. See Str. 166. 1 Show. 396. 2 Sid. 121. Insurance causes

are now therefore decided, like all other questions of property,
by a trial by jury in a court of common law ; and which, on due

consideration, will appear the most safe, eligible, and (as now regu
lated) expeditious, mode that could be adopted. Park, Introd.
Courts of equity have no jurisdiction over such questions, be

cause the demand is plainly ademand at law, and the damage as much
the object of proof by witnesses, as any other species of damage
whatever. De Ghetoff v. London Assur. Comfi. Bro. P. C. If, In
deed, the trustee in a policy of insurance actually refuse his name

to the cestuy que trust, in an action, or a commission is necessary
to examine witnesses residing abroad; or where fraud is suspect
ed, and a disclosure of circumstances is to be procured upon the
oath of the insured ; in these cases application may be to a court

of equity. But, in all other cases, a court of common law is the

proper forum. See 1 Atk. 547. 2 Atk. 359. Park, c. 20. And
even if the parties, by a clause in the policy, should agree to refer

any dispute to arbitration, that will not be a sufficient bar to an

action at law, unless a reference is in fact made, or is depending.
1 Wils. 129.

In order to recover upon a policy against either of the insurance

companies, (the Royal Exchange, or London Assurance,) the action
must be debt, or covenant, as their policies are under seal ; from
hence arose an inconvenience, as under the plea of a general issue
in those actions the true merits of the case could seldom come in

question; to remedy this, the stat. 11 Geo. I. c. 30. � 43. enables
the jury to give such part only of the sum demanded in debt, or
so much damages in covenant, as on the evidence it appears the

plaintiff in justice ought to have.
In order to recover against a private underwriter upon the poli

cy, who merely subscribes his name without any seal, the form of
action is a special indebitatus assumpsit, founded upon the* express
contract, which action may be brought in the name of the broker,
effecting the policy; and by stat. 19 Geo. II. c. 37. � 6. within fif
teen days after action brought, the plaintiff, on request in writing,
must declare the amount of all insurances on the same ship. Park,
c. 20.

It was formerly usual for the insured to bring separate actions

against each of the underwriters (how many soever) on a policy,
and proceed to trial on all. This was found to be expensive, and,
in fact, unjust; and the court of king's bench intimated, that in
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such a case they would grant imparlances in all the actions but
one, till that could be tried. 2 Barn. B. R. 103. At length Lord
Mansfield introduced the present consolidation rule, which is now

admitted in general practice, by which the proceedings in all the
actions but one are staid : and in consequence of this conve

nience, the defendant undertakes not to file any bill in equity, or

bring a writ of error for delay, and to produce all books and pa
pers material to the point in issue. Bark, Introd.
The stat 19 Geo. II. c. 37. � 7. also enables defendants to pay

money into court in all such actions ; after which, if the plaintiff
proceeds, and has not a verdict for more than the money paid in,
he shall pay costs to the defendant.
When money has been paid by mistake to the insured, or where

the insured wishes to recover back the premium, the proper
remedy is by action for money had and received to the plaintiff's
use. 1 Salk. 22. Skin. 412. 1 Show. 156.
The declaration on a policy of insurance must set out the po

licy, and aver that it was signed by the defendant, and that, in
consideration of the premium, he undertook to indemnify the in
sured : it must then state the interest of the insured, and show the
loss to have happened by one of the perils mentioned in the poli
cy, which must always be stated according to the truth of the fact.
Park, c. 20.

But a declaration on a policy of insurance on a foreign ship
need not aver any interest in the assured, though there be no

such words as " interest or no interest" in the policy. JYantes v.

Thompson, 2 East, 385.
In a declaration on a policy of insurance, the plaintiff averred

that Messrs. H. at the time of effecting the policy, and at the
time of the loss, were interested in the cargo, which was the sub

ject of the insurance, " to a large amount, to wit, to the amount

of all the money insured thereon :" at the trial it appeared, that
previous to effecting the policy, Messrs. H. had admitted another
mercantile house to a joint concern in the cargo insured ; held
that the averment wras supported by the evidence. Page v. Fry,
2 Pos. and Pull. 240.
A. having consigned a cargo to B. and drawn bills on him to

the amount of it in favour of C. his general agent, sends these

bills together with the bills of lading to C. desiring him to trans

mit them to B. " that B. may have an opportunity of insuring ;'
he also draws a bill for 300/. on C. which is accepted : B. refuses
to take the cargo or accept the bill drawn on him. C. then effects
a policy in his own name, and informs A. thereof, who approves of
his conduct ; in an action by C. stating himself in the first count

agent oi A. and averring interest in him, and in the second, aver
ring interest in himself: held, first, that the policy was good with
in the 28 Geo. III. c. 56. secondly, that C. had an insurable in
terest to the amount of 300/.
More particularly as to the manner of alleging the loss to have

happened within the perils of the policy. To aver that the loss

happened by the fraud and negligence of the master, has been

held a sufficient averment of barratry. 2 Ld. Raym. 1349. I Stra..

581. though it is now usual to aver precisely, in terms, that the
loss happened by the barratry of the master or mariners. Park).
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t. 20. Though the declaration allege a total loss, the insured
may recover for a partial one ; for in actions for damages merely,
the plaintiff may always recover less, but not more, than the sum

laid in the declaration. 2 Bur?-. 904. 1 Black. Refi. 198. So

though the plaintiff appear in proof to have a larger interest than
is averred in the declaration, yet he is entitled to recover to the
amount alleged. Park, 402. c. 20.
In order to entitle the insured to recover expenses of salvage,

it is not necessary to state them in the declaration, as a special
breach of the policy. They may be given in evidence, because an

Insurance is against all accidents, and salvage is an immediate and
necessary consequence of some of those stated in a policy. Hardw.
304.
The general issue, non assumpsit, is the usual plea to a declara

tion upon a policy against private persons; and under this plea
and the general issue, pleadable by corporations, the defendant
has a right to take advantage of afl those circumstances which
either render the policy void, or make it of no effect ; such as fraud,
want of interest- not being seaworthy, deviation, non-performance
of warranties, &c. Park, 404. c. 20.

The evidence to be given, and the proof necessary in actions
on policies of insurance, may be collected from the statement of
the allegations requisite in the plaintiff's declaration. It may, in
addition, be shortly observed on this part of the subject, that the
first piece of evidence is proof of the defendant's hand-writing to

the policy, which, however, is most generally admitted. Though
the general usage of trade is allowed to be given in evidence to

control, or extend the words, yet no parol evidence shall be given
which directly tends to contradict the terms of a policy. Skinn.
54. In an action against the underwriter, the policy is evidence
that the premium was paid : the insured, however, must prove his
interest by a production of all the usual documents, bills of sale,
bills of parcels, of lading, &c. See 2 Stra. 1127. But in a -va

lued fiolicy, it is only necessary to prove, that the goods were on

board at the time of the loss ; unless the defendant can show that
the plaintiff had only a colourable interest, or has greatly over-.

valued the goods. But it is only in cases of total loss, that any
difference consists between a valued policy, and an open policy :

in the former case, the value is ascertained: in the latter, it must
be proved. But where the loss is partial, the value in the policy
can be no guide to ascertain the damage ; which then becomes a

subject of proof, as much as an open policy. Park, 103. 111.

2 Term Refi. 187. And, in the last place, the plaintiff must prove
that the loss happened by the very means stated in the declara
tion. 1 Term Refi. 304. See Hardw. 304.

Sentences of foreign courts of admiralty are frequently brought
forward in insurance causes. It may be requisite, therefore,- to re

mark, that wherever the ground of such sentence is manifest, and
it appears to have proceeded expressly upon the point in issue be

tween the parties, or wherever the sentence is general, and no

special ground is stated, there it shall be conclusive and binding;
and the courts here will not take upon themselves, in a collateral

way, to review the proceedings of a forum, having competent
jurisdiction of the subject matter. But if the sentence be so am=

Vol. IJJ. 3 O
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bigiious and doubtful, that it is difficult to say on what ground the
decision turned, or if there be colour to suppose, that the court
abroad proceeded upon matter not relevant to the matter in issue,
their evidence will be allowed in order to explain ; and if the sen

tence upon the face of it be manifestly against law and justice, or
be contradictory, the insured shall not be deprived of his indemni
ty ; because any detention, by condemnation under particular ordi
nances or decrees, which contravene or do not form a part of the
law of nations, is a risk within a policy of insurance. Park, c.

18. ad fin. And see Dougl. 554. (574.) Bernardi v. Motteux. See
post, II. 3.

5. Reassurance is a contract, which the first underwriter enters
into, in order to relieve himself frona those risks which he has
previously undertaken ; by throwing them upon other underwri
ters, who are called reassurers. It is a species of contract still
countenanced in most parts of Europe, and which was admitted in
England till it was found productive of glaring and enormous

frauds, which rendered it destructive of the benefits it was origi
nally intended to promote. The legislature, therefore, found it
necessary to interpose, by an act which permitted only such con

tracts of reassurance as tended to the advancement of commerce,
or the real benefit of an individual. For this purpose the stat. 19
Geo. II. c. 37. � 4 declares it to be unlawful to make reassu

rance,
" unless the assurer or underwriter should be insolvent,

become a bankrupt, or die; in either of which cases such assurer,
his execuors, administrators, or assigns, may make reassurance

to the amount before by him assured, expressing in the policy that
it is a reassurance ;" which statute extends to reassurances on

foreign ships previously insured by foreign underwriters. 2 Term

Rep. 161.
In France, as in other countries, it was formerly allowed to the

insured to insure the solvency of the underwriter; but this prae-
tic is not allowed in England: and, though no express notice is
taken of it in the above statute, it seems that such a policy
would be looked on as a wager policy, and treated accordingly.
See post, III. 5.

Double insurance is totally different from reassurance. It is
where the same man is to receive two sums instead of one, or the
same sum twice over, for the same loss, by reason of his having
made two insurances upon the same property- 1 Burr. 496. It

makes no difference whether such insurances are both or either
made in the name of the insurer, or of another person, if actually
made on his account. Park, 285.

These double insurances are not void. The person insuring,
however, shall receive only one satisfaction to the real amount of
his loss, and no more, which he may recover against which set of
underwriters he pleases. And when one set of underwriters pay
the loss, they may call upon the other underwriters to contribute
in proportion to the sums they have insured. 1 Black. Rep. 416.

1 Burr. 492. But though a double insurance cannot be wholly
supported, so as to enable a man to recover a two-fold satisfaction;
yet various per o s may insure various interests on the same

thing, and each to the whole value, as the master for wages, the

owner for freight, one person for goods, and another for bottomry,
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kc. See Godin v. London Assur. Comp. 1 Burr. 489. I Black.
Refi. 103. In which case the defendants were expressly apprized
that there might probably be another insurance than that which

they underwrote.

II. 1. The Loss must always be a direct and immediate conse

quence of the peril insured, and not a remote one, in order toen-
title the insured to recover. 1 Term Refi. 130. n. a.
A total loss in insurances does not always mean that the pro

perty insured is irrecoverably lost or gone ; but that, by some of
the perils mentioned in the policy, it is in such a condition as to
be of little use or value to the insured, and to justify him in aban

doning his right to the insurer, and calling upon him to pay the
whole of his insurance. Park, 98. 143.
The insured may call upon the underwriter for a total loss, if

the voyage be absolutely lost, or not Worth pursuing; if ihe sal

vage be high, as half the value; or if further expense be necessa

ry, and the underwriter will not engage at all events to bear that

expense. See Hamilton v. Mendes, 2 Burr. 1198. 1 Black. Refu
276. and fiost, 7.
In a total loss, properly so called, the prime cost of the proper

ty insured, or the value in the policy, must be paid by the un

derwriter, according to his proportion of the insurance. See ante,
I. 4. Where the policy is a valued one, it is only necessary to

prove that the goods were on board at the time of the loss ; un

less the defendant can show that the plaintiff had only a coloura
ble interest, or has greatly overvalued the goods ; but where it is
an open policy, the value must also be proved. Park, 103. 111.

Questions as to losses by perils of the sea have very seldom
arisen ; the general rule is, that every accident happening by the
force of wind or waves, by thunder and lightning, by driving
against rocks, or by the stranding of the ship, or any other vio
lence that human prudence could not foresee, nor human strength
resist, is to be considered as a peril of the sea ; and for such
losses the underwriter is answerable. Park, 61. 1 Show. 323.

2 Roll. Abr, 248. p. 10. Comb. 56.
An action was brought to recover the value of certain slaves

insured by the policy ; the facts were, that the Captain of the ship
missed the island, for which he was bound, (Jamaica,) and their
water running short, some of the slaves were thrown overboard to

preserve the rest, and the declaration stated the loss to have hap
pened by perils of the sea. But it was held, the mistake of the

captain cannot be called a peril of the sea. Gregson v. Gilbert,
Pasch. 23 Geo. III. Park, c. 3.

Upon an insurance on slaves against perils of the sea, their
death by failure of sufficient and suitable provision occasioned by
extraordinary delay in the voyage, from bad weather, is not a loss

within the policy, but a loss by natural death, which cannot be in
sured against, since the 30 Geo, III. c 33. � 8. and 34 Geo. III. c.

SO. Tatham v. Hodgson, 6 Term Rep 656.
On an insurance on ship and goods, valued at so much on a

voyage to Africa and the West Indies, the assured is entitled to

recover the whole sum on a total loss, wide i n.ppei.ed in the

latest period of the voyage ; although a considerable part of the
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estimated value consisted originally in stores and provisions for the
purchase and sustenance of slaves during the voyage, and the
slaves were brought to a profitable market at the first place of the
ship's destination, where she arrived a mere wreck, and soon after
foundered. Shaw v. Felton, 2 Fast, 109.

And where a ship insured, arrived in port a mere wreck, and
was obliged to be lashed to a hulk to avoid sinking, and in attempt
ing to remove her to the shore, a few days afterwards she sunk :

held, that the assured might recover as for a total loss, though
her cargo was saved and brought to a profitable market. Ib.
A ship which is never heard of after her departure, shall be

presumed to have perished at sea. See 2 Str. 1199. Park, 63.
In England, no time is fixed within which payment of a loss may
be demanded from the underwriter, in case the ship is not heard
of. But a practice prevails among merchants, that a ship shall be
deemed lost, if not heard of within six months after her departure
for any port of Europe, or within twelve, if for a greater distance.
This latter term, however, seems too short with respect to India

voyages, and is extended in Spain to a year and a half, and for

merly in France to two years ; and in case of an adjustment on
such supposed loss, if the ship arrives, the underwriter may re

cover back the money paid by him. Park, 63�65.
2. Capture, as applied to the subject of marine insurances, is a

taking of the ships or goods belonging to the subjects of one

country, by those of another, when in a state of public war. Park,
c. 4. As, between the underwriter and the insured, a ship is to
be considerer; as lost by the capture, though she be never con

demned at all, nor carried into any port or fleet of the enemy, and
the underwriter must pay the loss actually sustained. If, there
fore, either befgre or after condemnation she be retaken, and
the owner have paid salvage, the insurer must pay the loss
sustained in consequence. 2 Purr. 694 696.

No capture by the enemy can be so total a loss as to leave no

possibility of recovery. If the owner himself should retake at any
time he will be entitled ; and by stat. 29 Geo. II. c. 34. � 24. if an

English ship retake the vessel captured, either before or after con

demnation, the owner is entitled to restitution on stated salvage.
See post, 6. In all such cases, if the loss be paid by the un

derwriter before the recovery, he stands iu the place of the in

sured, and will be entitled to the benefits of the restitution. Park,
66. 2 Purr. 683.
Before the stat. 1& Geo. II. c. 37. which abolished wager-poli

cies, the recapture had a considerable effect upon the contract of
insurance, and several cases were determined on that -question.
See 10 Mod. 77. 2 Burr. 695. Com. 360.. 1 Wils. 191. 2 Stra..

1250. Park, 73�77. but now the contract is not at all altered be

tween the underwriter and the insured by such event. 2 Burr,
695. 1198.

By the marine law of Fngland, as practised in the court of ad

miralty, it was formerly held, that the property was not changed
so as to bar the original owner in favour of a vendee or recaptor,
till there had been a sentence of condemnation. 2 Burr. 694.

And now by stat 29 Geo. II. c. 34. already mentioned, this right of
die original owner, in case of a recapture, is preserved to him
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for ever, upon payment of certain salvage, from one-eighth to

half the value, to the recaptors. See post, 6.

A capture having been illegal, but the charges and delay being
great, the insured made a compromise bona fide for the liberation
-of the ship ; the underwriters were held to be answerable for the

charges of that compromise. Berens v- Rucker, 1 Black. Rep. 313.
J'ark, 67. See Ransom.
On this head it may also be proper to state the following act of

parliament against ransoming captured ships. It is remarkable that
this statute is not noticed by Mr. Park; as previous to its passing,
it seems, from the above case, that the insurers would have been
liable to make good sums paid by the master for ransom, particu
larly as Mr. Park states, that the insurers are liable for the charges
of such compromise made, bona fide, whether the capture was le

gal or not. And in the case of Yates v. Hall, the circumstances of
which took place before the passing of the act, the court of B. R.
determined, that a promise by a captain of a ship on behalf of his
owners to pay monthly wages to a sailor, in order to induce him to

become a hostage, was binding on the owners, although they
abandoned the ship and cargo. 1 Term Rep. 73. 80.

By stat. 22 Geo. III. c. 25. it is made unlawful for any subject to
ransom, or to enter into any contract for ransoming any ship be

longing to any subject, or any goods on board the same, which
shall be captured by the subjects of any state at war with his ma

jesty, or by any persons committing hostilities against his sub

jects. � 1.
All contracts which shall be entered into, and all bills, notes,

and other securities which shall be given by any person for ran
som of any ship, or of any goods on board the same, shall be ab

solutely void. � 2.

If any person shall ransom or enter into any contract for ransom
ing any such ships, or any goods on board- the same, such person
shall forfeit 500/. which may be sued for by any one. � 3.

Clauses exactly similar to those were inserted in the prize act.
33 Geo. III. c. 66. the continuance of which was limited by the du
ration of the then war with Prance. Commanders of British pri
vateers were also, by that act, prohibited from ransoming prizes
taken by them from the enemy, under forfeiture of their letter of

marque, and imprisonment in the discretion of the court of admi
ralty. Continued by 43 Geo. III. c. 160. � 33. (during the present
war,) and 45 Geo. III. c. 72. � 19. and continued to the end. of the
war.

3. On questions of detention not much difficulty has arisen : the
underwriter, by express words, undertakes to indemnify against
all damages arising from the arrests, restraints, and detainments of
kings, princes, or people. Park, 78.

Under these terms, in a policy, detention is said to be an arrest
or embargo in time of war, or peace, laid on by the public autho

rity of a state. And therefore, in case of an arrest, or embargo by
a prince, though not an enemy, the insured is entitled to recover

against the underwriter. 2 Burr. 696. See this Diet. tit. Em
bargo.
In case of detention by a foreign power, which in time of war

may have seized a neutral ship., in order to be searched for enemy's
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property, the costs and charges consequent thereon must be borne
by the underwriter. Saloucci v. Johnson, B. R. Hil. 25 Geo. III.
Park, 79. But a detention for non-payment of customs, or for na
vigating against the laws of those countries where the ship hap
pens to be, shall not fall upon the underwriter. 2 Vern. 176.
A detention by particular ordinances, which do not form a part

of the general law of nations, is a risk within a policy of insu
rance. Per Buller, J. Park, 365. It is an undecided question,
whether a detention by the governing power of the country to

which the ship belongs, is a peril within the policy ; though it
seems that it is. See 2 Ld. Raym. 840. 2 Salk. 444. Park, 80.
A policy of assurance on a ship and stores, " at and from a port,''
in ,a foreign country, in the common form against arrests of

princes, people, &c. extends to an embargo laid on by the govern
ment of that country, in the loading port Rotch v. Edie, 6 Term

Refi. 413. And if the embargo continue, the assured may aban
don, and recover as for a total loss. Ib.

Sed qu. The effect of an embargo by this country laid on a ship
insured here ? Ib. 422. But if an armed force board a ship, and
take part of the cargo, the underwriters are not liable, on a count

stating the loss to be by fieofile to the plaintiffs unknown ; for
people in the policy means the governing power of the country. 4
Term Refi. 783.
In all cases of losses by detention before the insured can reco

ver, he must abandon to the underwriter whatever claims he may
have to the property insured. Park, 82. See fiost, 7.
In Hadley v. Clarke, (8 Term Refi. 259.) it was held by the court

of K. B. that an embargo only suspends, but does not dissolve, the
contract between the parties.

4. The derivation of the word barratry is very doubtful ; it-
comes most probably from the Italian barratrare, to cheat. Cowfi.
154. It may be thus defined: any act of the master or mariners,
of a criminal nature, or which is grossly negligent, tending to

their own benefit, to the prejudice of the owners of the ship, and
without their consent or privity. See 1 Stra. 581. 2 Stra. 1173.

Cowp. 143. 1 Term Rep. 323.
It is barratry in the master to smuggle on his own account.

Cowp. 143. 1 Term Rep. 252. 3 Term Rep. 277. And in Ro

bertson v. Pwer,(\ Term Rep. 127.) Buller, J. seemed to think
the breach of an embargo was an act of barratry in the master.

But if the act of the captain be done for the benefit of his owners,
and not with a view to his own interest, it is not barratry. Some

question has been made in certain cases, who shall be considered
as owner ? And it has been 'determined, that if the owner of the

ship freight it out for a specific voyage, the freighter is to be con

sidered as owner pro hac vice; and if the master commit a crimi
nal act, without his privity, though with the knowledge of the

original owner, it is barratry. Cowp. 143. 154.
An act of the captain, with the knowledge of the owners of the

ship, though without the privity of the owner of the goods, who
happened to be the person insured, is not barratry, as that crime
can only be committed against the owner of the ship, and without
his consent. 1 Term Refi. 323. And if the master of the ship be

also the owner, he cannot be guilty of barratry. Park, 94.
4

\
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In an action by the assured of goods, against the underwriters,
for a loss by the barratry of the master, proof that the person de
scribed in the policy as master, and who was treated with and act

ed as such, carried the ship out of her course, for fraudulent pur
poses of his own, is prima facie sufficient to entitle the plaintiff' to
recover, without showing negatively that he was not the owner,
or affirmatively that any other person was. 4 Term Rep. 33.
It is not necessary, in order to make the underwriters liable,

that the loss should happen in the -very act of barratry, for, in
case of a deceitful deviation, the moment the ship is carried from
its proper track with an evil intent, barratry is committed ; but
the loss, in consequence of the act of barratry, must happen du

ring the voyage insured, and within the time limited for the expi
ration of the policy. 1 Term Rep. 252. 4 Term Rep. 33. Cowp.
143. Park, 84�90.
The underwriters, by express words, undertake generally for

the barratry of the master and mariners, even though the master
is appointed by the insured himself ; a circumstance peculiar to
the insurance law of England. Park, 85.

If a ship take a prize, and, instead of proceeding on her voy
age, the captain is forced by the mariners to return to port with
the prize, against the orders of his owners, the captain is justk
fiedby necessity, and it is not barratry, because not done to defraud
the owners. 2 Stra. 1264.

Barratry in the master is severely punished by the laws of fo
reign nations ; and several statutes have been passed to prevent
these crimes in our own country. The stat. 1 Ann. st. 2. c. 9. in
flicted the penalty of felony, without benefit of clergy, on any
captain, master, mariner, or officer belonging to any ship, who
should wilfully burn or destroy her, to the prejudice of the owner

or any merchant lading goods thereon. See stat- 12 Ann. st. 2.

c. 18. This was extended by stat. 4 Geo. I. c. 12. to owners and
others guilty of those acts, to the prejudice of underwriters, as

well as merchants ; and the stat. 11 Geo. I. c. 29. still further en
larges it to all such persons guilty with intent to prejudice under
writers, merchants, or owners. The stat. 29 Geo. III. c. 46. en

forces the above acts in Scotland. Previsions are made, that if
the offence be committed within the body of a county, the offender
shall be tried in a court of common law ; if upon the high seas,
he shall be tried according to the directions of stat. 28 Hen. VIII.
c. 15.
But in consequence of a recent occurrence, it was determined

by all the judges of England, that the admiralty have no jurisdic
tion to try offenders, on the stat. 1 1 Geo. I. c. 29. for procuring the
destruction of a ship, of which they were owners, " there being
no evidence of any act of procurement done upon the high seas,
within the admiralty jurisdiction, but only on shore within the

body of a county." (Case of Easterby and Macfarlane, tried at

the admiralty sessions, 1802. See Addenda, per East's PL of the
Crown, XXVI.) Wherefore, the provisions of the 11 Geo. I.
c. 29. � 5, 6, 7. respecting the casting away or destroying ships,
or procuring the same to be cast away or destroyed, &x. are by a

recent statute (the 43 Geo. III. c. 1 13.) made felony without bene
fit of clergy; and offences, if committed within the body of a
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county, shall be tried as other felonies', and if on the high seas,,
as under 28 Hen. VIIL c. 15. (Ib. �1,2, 3.)
To this head may also be referred the provision in stat. 33 Geo.

III. r. 66. � 8. which subjects the captain of any merchant-ship
�under convoy, who shall wilfully disobey the signals or instruc
tions of the commander of the convoy, or deserting the convoy
without notice or leave, to prosecution in the admiralty court,
there to be sentenced to a fine not exceeding 500/. and imprison
ment for not more than one year. See ante, I. 3.

5. The word average is applied in various senses in policies of
insurance, which in this, above all other particulars, are indistinct
and confused. It is used as well for a contribution to a general
loss, as for a particular partial loss. On the present occasion, we
shall consider the term of general or gross average in the former
sense, and average /ess in the latter. Park, 99. 3 Burr. 1555.

Small or fietty average consists of such charges as the master is
obliged to pay, by custom, for the benefit of the ship and cargo;
such as pilotage, beaconage, &x. The term is also used for a

small duty paid by merchants, who send goods in the ships of other
men, to the master, over and above the freight, for his care and
attention ; none of these charges ever falls upon the underwriter.
Park, 100. See this Diet. tit. Average.
When goods are thrown overboard in a storm to lighten the

ship, for the general safety of the ship and cargo, the owners of
the ship, and of goods saved, are to contribute for the relief of
those whose goods are ejected ; this is called contribution, or ge
neral average, and was first used by the Rhodians, and introduced
into Pngland by William the Conqueror ; against all losses arising
from hence, the underwriter, by his contract, expressly under
takes to indemnify the insured. Park, 99. 121. 129. 3 Burr. 1555.
Lex Mere.
Three things, it has been said, must concur to make the act of

throwing goods overboard legal. 1st. That what is so condemn
ed to destruction, be in consequence of a deliberate and voluntary
consultation between the master and men ; 2d. That the ship be
in distress, and that sacrificing a part be necessary for the preser
vation of the rest ; 3d. That the saving of the ship and cargo be

owing to the means used with that view. But the second seems

to be the only material one ; if, therefore, this jettison (the throw

ing over of the goods) do Sot save the ship, but she perish in the

storm, there shall be no contribution of such goods as may happen
to be saved ; but if the ship, being once preserved by such means,
be afterwards lost, the property (if any) saved from the second ac

cident, shall contribute to the loss occasioned by the former jetti
son. Park, 123. And see 12 Co. 63.
The various accidents and charges, which will entitle the suf

fering party to call for a contribution, cannot easily be enume

rated, but it may be laid clown as a general principle, that all
losses sustained and expenses incurred voluntarily and deliberate
ly, with a view to prevent the total loss of the ship and cargo,
ought to be equally borne by the ship and her remaining lading.
See- Park,, 124. 126. Lex Merc. 2 Term Refi. 407
The French ordinance, (liv. 3. tit. Du. Jet. art. 13.) in express

terms excludes from the benefit of general average goods stowed
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upon deck ; and the same rule prevails in practice in this coun

try ; (Myer v. Vander Deyl, coram Lord Ellenborough, sittings
after Michaelmas, 1803. Blockhouse v. Ripley, coram Chambre, J.
Abbott on Merchant Shifts, ^fc. part hi. c. viii. 323.) as goods so

stowed may, in many cases, obstruct the management of the ves

sel ; and except in cases where usage may have sanctioned the

practice, the master ought not to stow them there without the con

sent of the merchant.
If goods be put on board a lighter to enable the ship to sail into

harbour, and the lighter perish, the owners of the ship and re

maining cargo are to contribute ; but if the ship be lo'st, and the

lighter saved, the owners of the goods preserved are not to con

tribute, the lightening of the ship being an act of deliberation for
the general benefit, but the saving the lighter being accidental, and
no way proceeding from a regard for the whole. Bark, 124.
An action upon promises lies by a ship-owner to recover from

the owner of the cargo his proportion of general average loss, in
curred by sacrificing -the tackle belonging to a ship for an unusual
purpose, on an extraordinary occasion of danger, for the benefit of
the whole concern. Birkley v. Presgrave, 1 Bast, 220.
Diamonds and jewels, when a part of the cargo, must contri

bute according to their value ; but ship provisions, the persons of
the passengers, wearing apparel, and such jewels as merely be

long to the person, bottomry, or respondentia bonds, and the wages
of the sailors, shall not any of them contribute. Park, 126, 127.
129. 422. See also this Diet. tit. Carrier.
In order to fix a right sum on which the average or contribution

may be computed, and which in general is not made till the ship's
arrival at her port of discharge, it is to be considered, what the
whole ship, freight, and cargo would have produced net, if no
jettison had been made ; and then the ship, freight, and cargo, are
to bear an equal and proportionable part of the loss. According
to the custom of merchants in England, the goods thrown over

board are to be estimated at the price for which the goods saved
were sold, freight and all other charges being first deducted.
Park, 127, 128.
The general rules as to a partial loss, and its consequences, were

settled in the case of Lewis v. Pucker, 2 Burr. 1167. et seq. from
whence much of the subsequent information is drawn ; but the
whole of the law on this part of the subject is more intricate and

perplexed than on any other question of insurance.
Bartial loss then, when applied to the ship, means a damage,

which she may have sustained in the course of her voyage, from
some of the perils mentioned in the policy : When to the cargo, it
means the damage which the goods have suffered from storm, &c.

though the whole or greater part thereof may arrive in port. By
express stipulation in the terms of the London policies, these
losses do not fall upon the underwriters, unless they amount to

3/. per cent, but if a loss, arising from a general average, (i. e. a

contribution to a general loss,) should be under 3/. per cent, there
the underwriter is liable. And in all cases of a partial loss, the
value in the policy can be no guide to ascertain the damage ; but
it becomes the subject of proof as in case of an open policy.
Park, 101� 103. -

Vol. III. 3 P
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When goods are partially damaged, the underwriter must pay
the owner such proportion of the prime cost or value in the policy,
(or if no value is stated in the policy, then of the invoice price,
with all charges and premium of insurance,) as corresponds to the

proportion of diminution in value occasioned by the damage.
Where an entire thing, as one hogshead of sugar, happens to be

spoiled, if you can fix whether it be a third or fourth worse, then
the damage is ascertained ; but this can only be done at the port of
delivery, where the whole damage is known, and the voyage is
completed ; and, whether the price of the" commodity be high or

low, it equally ascertains the proportion of damage ; though no re

gard is to be paid to the rise or fall of the market, as to the sum

to be paid by the insurer, which is, in either case, to be regula
ted only by the prime cost or invoice price. Park, 103, &c. 2

Purr. 1167.
The rule by which to calculate a partial loss on a policy on goods,

by reason of sea-damage, is the difference between the respective
gross proceeds of the same goods when sound and when damaged,
and not the net proceeds ; it being settled, that the underwriter is
not to bear any loss from fluctuation of market or port duties, or

charges after the arrival of the goods at their port of destination.
Johnson v. Sheddon, 2 East, 581.
These rules can only apply to cases where there is a specific

description of goods, but where the property is of various kinds,
an account must be taken of the value of the whole, and a pro
portion of that as the amount of the goods lost. Park, I'll.

Some goods are of a perishable nature, and, against the losses

arising from the principle of corruption inherent in such, the un

derwriters of London have exempted themselves, by declaring, in
a memorandum contained in all their policies, that they will not
be answerable for any partial loss happening to corn, fish, salt,
fruit, flour, or seed, unless it arise by way of general average, or
in consequence of the ship being stranded ; against a loss by which
latter event, however, in cases of these perishable commodities,
the two insurance companies already mentioned do not undertake
to be answerable. See 3 Purr. 1553.
On this clause it has in several cases been uniformly held, that

no loss shall be deemed total so as to charge the insurers in case

of such perishable commodities, as long as the commodity speci
fically remains, though perhaps wholly unfit for use. 3 Burr.

1550. The case in 2 Stra. 1065. to the contrary, has been since
overruled t>y that of Mason v. Skurray, Park, 116.; in which it
was also held, that the term corn included peas and beans, and
other particulars. See Pari, 112� 117.
Where, after seizure by an armed mob, the vessel was strand

ed, and part of the cargo (consisting of corn) taken by the mob at

their own price, the loss cannot be recovered as for a general ave
rage ; but for such part as, in consequence of the stranding, was

damaged and thrown overboard, the insured may recover on a

count, stating the loss to be by stranding. 4 Term Refi. 783.
The usual memorandum, " corn, fruit, &c warranted free from

average, unless general, or the ship be stranded," and the ship be
In fact stranded in the course of the voyage, the underwriters are

liable for an average loss arising from the perils of the seas, though
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do part of the loss arise from the act of stranding. Burnett v.
Kensington, 7 Term Refi. 210.
And in a case of a ship running on some wooden piles four feet

under water, erected in Wisbeaeh river, about nine yards from
the shore, but placed there to keep up the banks of the shore, and
lying on such piles till they were cut away, was a stranding within
the meaning of the memorandum in the policy, so as to subject
the underwriters to an average loss on corn, and the jury found ac

cordingly. Dobson v. Bolton, sittings after Easter term, 1799,
Park, 4th edit. 111. a. See also, Bowring v. Eimslie, Park, 5th
edit. fi.WS.b.
When the quantity of damage, sustained in the course of the

voyage, is known, and the amount, which each insurer is to pay,
is settled, it is usual for the underwriter to endorse on the policy,
" adjusted this loss at so much fier cent." This is called an adjust
ment ; after which, if the underwriter refuse to pay, the owner has
no occasion to go into the proof of his loss, or any of the circum
stances, the adjustment being considered as a note ofhand. Park,
117, 118. So after judgment by default upon a valued policy, the
plaintiff's title to recover is confessed, and the amount of the da

mage is fixed by the policy. Doug. 315. Thellusson v. Fletcher.
And if a loss be total at the time of the adjustment, and the in
surer >?pay for a total loss, the insured is not obliged to refund, if
It should afterwards turn out to be partial, but the insurer will
stand in the place of the insured. 4 Burr. 1966.

6. Salvage is an allowance made for saving a ship or goods, or
both from the danger of the seas, fire, pirates, or enemies ; in
which sense it is here used, though it is also sometimes incorrectly
applied to signify the thing itself which is saved. Park, 131. And
the saver has such a property in the goods saved by his own ex

ertions and danger, that in an action of trover, it has been held
the defendants might retain the goods till payment of the salvage.
1 Ld. Raym. 393. 2 Salk. 654.

When a ship has been wrecked, the law of England, by various
statutes, declares, that reasonable salvage only shall be allowed to

those who save the ship or any of the goods ; and what shall be a

reasonable allowance must be ascertained by three justices of the
peace. See stats. 12 Ann. st. 2. c. 18. (made perpetual -by stat. 4

Geo. I: c. 12.) stat. 26 Geo. II. c. 19. and this Diet. tit. Wreck.
The right of owners on recapture has been already noticed,

(ante, 2.) The salvage in this case is regulated by stats. 13 Geo.
II. c. 4. � 18. 29 Geo. II. c. 34. � 24. which enact, that if any prize
taken from the enemy, shall appear to have belonged to any of
his majesty's subjects, it shall be restored to the former owner,
upon his paying, in lieu of salvage, one-eighth of the value, if re
taken at any time by one of his majesty's ships. If retaken by a

privateer, before it has been twenty-four hours in the possession
of the enemy, the salvage paid to be one-eighth of the value ; if
above twenty-four and under forty-eight hours one-fifth ; if above

forty-eight and under ninety-six hours one-third part thereof ; and
if above ninety-six hours, a moiety or one half part thereof; or,
if the ship so retaken have been fitted out by the enemy as a ship
of war, the salvage is in all cases settled at a moiety, See 43
Geo, IIL c. 160. � 39. and 45 Geo. Ill, c. 72. � 7.
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Wearing apparel of the master and seamen is always excepted
from the allowance of salvage. The valuation of a ship and cargo,
in order to ascertain the rate of salvage, may be determined by
the policies of insurance made on them respectively ; if there be
no reason to suspect they are undervalued. If there be no policy,
the real value must be proved by invoices, &c. Park, 140, Lex
Merc.
Underwriters, by their policy, expressly undertake to bear all

expenses of salvage. It is therefore not necessary to state them
in a declaration as a special breach of the policy. Hardw. 304.
See ante, I. 4. But if the insurer pay to the insured such ex

penses, and from particular circumstances the loss be repaired by
unexpected means, the insurer shall stand in the place of the in
sured, and receive the sum thus paid to atone for the loss. 1
Fez. 98.
Where the salvage is high, and the other expenses are great,

and the object of the voyage is defeated, the insured is allowed to
abandon to the insurer, and call upon him to contribute for a total
loss : which brings us to the subject of,

7. Abandonment. Before a person insured can demand from the
underwriter a recompense for a total loss, he must abandon to him
whatever claims he may have to the property insured ; and when
the underwriter has discharged his insurance, and the abandon
ment is made, he stands in the place of the insured, and is en

titled to all the advantages resulting from that situation, in case

the ship or property, &c. is not totally lost, or is afterwards re

stored by recapture, &c. See Park, c. 9. 1 Vez. 98.
Abandonment is as ancient as the contract of insurance itself : the

time, within which it must be made, was not however fixed in En

gland till lately. It is now held, that as soon as the insured re

ceive accounts of such loss as entitles them to abandon, they must,
in the first instance, make their election whether they will aban
don or not ; and if they abandon, they must give the underwriters
notice in a reasonable time, otherwise they waive their right to

abandon, and can never after recover for a total loss. 1 Term

Pep. 608. But if the insured, hearing that the ship is disabled and
has put into port to repair, express his desire to the underwriters
to abandon, and be dissuaded from it by them, and they order the

repairs to be made, they are liable to the owner for all the subse

quent damage occasioned by that refusal, though it should amount

to the whole sum insured. 2 Term Pep. 407.
When an abandonment is made, it must be total and not partial.

And though the insured may in all cases choose not to abandon,
yet he cannot at his pleasure abandon, and thereby turn a partial
into a total loss. 2 Purr. 697.
We have already seen (ante, II. 1.) that the insured may aban

don to the underwriter, and call upon him for a total loss, if the
damage exceed half the value; if the voyage be absolutely lost or
not worth pursuing ; if further expense be necessary, and the in
surer will not engage, at all events, to bear that expense, though
it should exceed the value, or fail of success. But he cannot

abandon unless at some period or other of the voyage there has
been a total loss. J. Term Rep. 187. Park, c. 9. p. 166. Also, if
neither the thing insured, nor the voyage be lost, and the damage
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does not amount to a moiety of the value, he shall not be al
lowed to abandon. See 2 Burr. 1211. 3 Atk. 195. and Goss v.

Withers, 2 Burr. 683. Which latter was the first case in which
the doctrine of abandonment was gone into at large, and the above

principles fully settled ; which have ever since been strictly ad
hered to, and were particularly recognised in Milles v. Fletcher,
Doug. (219.) 231. And, in Hamilton v. Mendes, it was solemnly
determined, that the right to abandon must depend on the nature
of the case at the time of the action brought, or at the time of
the offer to abandon ; in that case, therefore, where there was a

capture and recapture, and it was stated, that at the time of the
offer to abandon, the peril was over, as the ship was safe in port,
and had suffered no damage, the court held that the insured had no

right to abandon. 2 Burr. 1198. 1 Black. Rep. 276. See also,
Park, c. 9.

III. 1. Policies are annulled by the least shadow of fraud, or

undue concealment of facts ; both parties are therefore equally
bound to disclose circumstances within their knowledge. And
if the underwriter, at the time he underwrote, knew that the ship
was safe arrived, the contract will be equally void, as if the insured
had concealed any accident that had befallen the ship. Park, c. 10.
2 Comm. 460. 1 Black. Rep. 594. 3 Burr. 1909.

Cases of fraud upon this subject are liable to a threefold divi
sion: 1st. The allegatio falsi : 2d. The suppressio veri : 3d. Mis
representation. The latter is made a separate head ; as though,
if wilful, it is a direct fraud, yet if it happen by mistake, if in a

material point, it will equally vitiate the policy. Park, c. 10. See
IJoug. (247.) 260.
As to the first point, several cases have determined that the

policy shall be void, where goods, &x. are insured as the property
of an ally, or as neutral property, when in fact they are the goods
of an enemy : and such false assertions in a policy will vitiate the

contract, though the loss happen in a mode not affected by that

falsity.- Park, c. 10. Skin. 327'. 3 Burr. 1419. 1 Black. Rep. 427.
The second species of fraud, concealment of circumstances, vi

tiates all contracts of insurance. The facts upon which the risk
is to be completed lie, for the most part, within the knowledge of
the insured only. The underwriter relies upon him for all ne

cessary information ; and must trust to him that he will conceal no

thing, so as to make him form a wrong estimate ; on this ground,
�where one having an account that a ship, described like his, was

taken, insured his own ship, without giving any notice to the in
surers of what he had heard, the policy was decreed in equity to
be delivered up. 2 P. Wms. 170. See 1 Black. Rep. 463. 594.
2 Stra. 1183. Park, c. 10. But there are many matters as to
which the insured may be innocently silent; 1st. As to what the
insurer knows ; however he came by that knowledge ; 2d. As to
what he ought to know ; 3d. As to what lessens the risk. And
It may here be remarked, that an underwriter is bound to know-
political perils, as to the state of war or peace : he also ought to
be acquainted with the nature and danger of every voyage, which
may be called natural perils; if he insure a privateer, it is under
stood that he is not to be informed of its destination ; and, as men
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reason differently from different facts^ lie needs not be told an

other's conclusion from known facts. In short, t
the question, in

cases of concealment, must always be, "whether there was, under
all the circumstances, at the time the policy was underwritten, a

fair statement or concealment ; fraudulent, if designed, or, if not
designed, varying materially the object of the policy, and changing
the risk understood to be run." The above rules, and the whole
doctrine of concealment, were laid down in Carter v. Boehm, which
was an insurance by the governor of Fort Marlborough in Ben-
coolen, against the event of the fort being taken by any European
power in the course of a year. 3 Burr. 1905. 1 Black. 593. And
the rules there advanced and illustrated have been confirmed in
subsequent cases. Blanche v. Fletcher, Doug. (238.) 251. and see

Bark, c. 10.
'

.

A representation is a state of the case, not forming a part of the
written instrument or policy, as a warranty does. Therefore, if
there be a misrepresentation it will avoid the policy, as a fraud,
but not as a part of the agreement, as in the case of warranty. And
if a representation be false in any material point, even through
mistake, it will avoid the policy, because the underwriter has com

puted the risk upon circumstances wdrich did not exist. Park,
c. 10. In the case of Bawson v. Watson, Lord Mansfield stated,
that " there cannot be a clearer distinction than that which exists
between a warranty, which makes part of the written policy, and
a collateral representation, which, if false in a point of materiality,
makes the policy void ; but if not material it can hardly ever be
fraudulent." Cowfi. 785. And in Macdowal v. Frazer, the same

learned judge laid down, that "a representation must be fair and
true. It should be true as to all the insured knows ; and if he re

presents facts to the underwriter, without knowing the truth, he
takes the risk upon himself:" but the difference between the fact,
as,it turns out, and as represented, must be material. Doug. (247.)
260. See also, Bizev. Fletcher, or Lavabre v. Wilson, Doug. (271.)
284. and ante, I. 3.

The policy is void if the broker'conceal any material circum
stances, though the only ground for not mentioning them should
be that the facts concealed appeared immaterial to him. Shirley
v. Wilkinson, Doug. (293.) 306. n. But the thing concealed must

be some fact, not a mere speculation or expectation of the insured.
Barber v. Fletcher, Doug. (292.) 305.
In all these cases of fraud, wherever there has been an allegation

of falsehood, a concealment of circumstances, or a misrepresenta
tion, it is immaterial whether it be the act of the person himself
who is interested, or of his agent; for in either case the contract

is founded in deception, and the policy is consequently void. And
this rule prevails, even though the act cannot be at all traced to

the owner of the property insured." Stewart 'v. Dunlop, in Dom.
Proc. 1785. Fitzherbert v. Mather, 1 Term Pep. 12. Park, c. 10.
A policy will not however be set aside on the ground of fraud,

unless it be fully and satisfactorily proved ; and the burden of proof
lies on the person wishing to take advantage of the fraud. At the
same time, positive and direct proof of fraud is not to be expected,
and from the nature of the thing circumstantial evidence is all that

1
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can be given. Park, 214. As to the return of premium in cases

of fraud, see post, 8.
2. It being necessary, except in some special cases, to insert

the name of the ship, on which the risk is to be run, in the
policy ; it follows as an implied" condition, that the insured shall
neither substitute another ship for that mentioned in the policy
before the voyage commences, in which case there would be no

contract at all ; nor, during the voyage, remove the property in
sured from one ship to another, without consent of the insurer, or
without an unavoidable necessity, under which every thing possible
must be done for the benefit of all concerned ; if he do, the im
plied condition is broken, and he cannot, in case of loss, recover
against the underwriter. Park, c. 16. See 2 Stra. 1248. 1 Purr.
351. 1 Term Rep. 611. note.

3. Deviation is understood to mean a voluntary departure, with
out necessity or any reasonable cause, from the regular and usual
course of the specific voyage insured. Whenever this happens,
the voyage is determined ; and the insurers are discharged from
any responsibility ; because the ship goes upon a different voyage
from that against which the insurer undertook to indemnify. And
it is not material in this case whether the loss be or be not an
actual consequence of the deviation ; for the insurers are in no

case answerable for a subsequent loss, in whatever place it hap
pen, or to whatever cause it may be attributed. Neither does it
make any difference whether the insured was or was not con

senting to the deviation. Park, c. 17. p. 294. and see. Elliot v. Wil
son, Bro. P. C. If therefore the master of a vessel put into a port
not usual, or stay an unusual time, it is a deviation. And if the
deviation be but for a single night, or for an hour, it is fatal. But
if a merchant ship carry letters of marque she may chase an ene

my, though she may not cruize without being deemed guilty of
a deviation. Park, 295�299.
Wherever the deviation is occasioned by absolute necessity ; as

where the crew force the captain to deviate, the underwriters con

tinue liable. 2 Stra. 1264. And the general justifications for a

deviation seem to be these : to repair the vessel, to avoid an im
pending storm, to escape from an enemy, or to seek for convoy.
If therefore a ship is decayed, or hurt by a storm, and goes to

the nearest port to refit, it is no deviation, because it is for the gene
ral interest of all concerned. 1 Atk. 515. Park,c. 17. So when
ever a ship, in order to escape a storm, goes out of the direct
course, or, when in the due course of the voyage, is driven out of it
by stress of weather, this is no deviation. And if a storm drive
a ship out of the course of her voyage, and she do the best she
can to get to her port of destination, she is not obliged to return
to the point from which she was driven. 1 Term Rep. 22. Park.
c. 17.
A deviation may also be justified, if done to avoid an enemy, or

seek for convoy ; because it is in truth no deviation to go out of
the course of a voyage, in order to avoid a danger, or to obtain a

protection against it: if inall cases the master of a ship act fair

ly and bond fide according to the best of his judgment. 2 Salk.
445. 2 Stra. 1265. Park, c: 17.
In all cases of deviation, it may be laid down as a general
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rule, that, wherever a ship does that which is for the genera!
benefit of all parties concerned, the act is as much within the

spirit of the policy as if it had been expressed : and, in order to
say whether a deviation be justifiable or not, it will be proper to
attend to the motives, end, and consequence, of the act as the
true ground of judgment. Cowfi. 601. Rut to avoid as much as

possible any additional risk, in case of a deviation from necessity,
the ship must pursue such-voyage of necessity, in the direct course,
and in the shortest time possible, as nothing more must be done
than the necessity requires, otherwise the underwiters will be dis
charged. Lcrvabre v. Walter, Dougl. (271.) 284.
If the voyage described in the policy be from " A. to B. and C."

and the ship go to C. before B. (though C. be nearer to A. than
B. is) it is a deviation, if it be not the regular and settled course

of the voyage to go to C. first. Beatson v. Haworth, 6 Term Refi.

Whether such a regular and settled voyage will control such a

policy ? Qu. ib.
A deviation of a vessel from the voyage insured through the ig

norance of the captain, or from any other motive, not fraudulent,
though it avoids the policy, does not constitute an act of barratry.
Phyn v. Royal. Exch. .Ass. Comfi. 7 Term Refi. 505.
Policy on goods, on board a particular ship, from A. to B.

" against sea risk and firs only" in the course of the voyage from
A. to B. the ship was carried out of the course of the voyage in
sured, and while so proceeding, the goods insured sustained sea

damage ; held, the underwriters were liable for this loss. Scott and
another v. Thomfison, 1 Bos. and Pull. JV. P. 181.
A policy of insurance on a ship on a certain commercial voyage,

with or without letters of marque, giving leave to the assured to

chase, cafiture, and man prizes, however it may warrant him in

weighing anchor, while waiting at a place in the course of the com

mercial voyage insured for the purpose of chasing the enemy who
had before anchored at the same place in sight of him, and
was then endeavouring to escape, will not warrant him after the

capture, and in the course of the further prosecution of the voy
age, in shortening sail and laying to, in order to let the prize keep
up with him for the purpose of protecting her as a convoy into

port in order to have her condemned ; though such port were

within the voyage insured. Lawrence and others v. Sydebotham,6
East, 45.
The words in a policy of insurance, "with or without letter

of marque," do not appear to authorize direct cruizing out of the
course of the voyage insured in search of prize. Parr v. Ander

son, ib. 202.
The assured upon a trading voyage taking out a letter of marque

(but without a certificate which is necessary to its validity) un

known to the underwriters, solely with a view to encourage sea

men to enter and without any intention of using it for the pur

pose of cruizing, though the vessel was armed for self-defence, is
not such an alteration of circumstances as will avoid the policy.
JWoss v. Byrom, 6 Term Refi. 379.
And if a captain contrary to the instruction of the owner, cruize

for and take a prize, and the vessel be afterwards lost in consequence

531.
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of it, it is an act. of barratry, although the captain libelled the
prize for the benefit of his OvVner as well as himself. Ib.
If a ship mean to go to more than one of the places named in a

policy, she must visit them in the order in which the^y stand in
such policy. Marsden v. Reid, 3 East, 572.
A deviation merely intended, but never carried into effect, does

not discharge the insurers, and whatever loss happens before actual
deviation, or the dividing point of the voyage, falls upon the under
writers. 2 Stra. 1249. Thellusson v. Eergusson, Doug. (346.)
361. See also 2 Ld. Raym. 840. 2 Salk. 444. But if it can be
shown that the parties never intended to sail upon the voyage in
sured, if all the ship's papers be made out from a different place
from that described in the policy, the insurer is discharged, though
the loss should happen before the dividing point of the two voyages.
Wooldridge v. Boydell, Doug. 16. And, in all cases, deviation or

not is a question of fact to be decided, subject to the above rules,
according to the circumstances of the case. Doug. 781. Chang
ing the voyage by a memorandum on the policy. See Laird v.

Robertson, 4 Bro. B. C. 488.
4. Every ship insured must, by a tacit and implied warranty at

the time of the assurance, be able to perform the voyage ; unless
some external accident should happen ; and if she have a latent
defect, wholly unknown to the parties, that will vacate the contract
and the insurers are discharged. But though the insured ought
to know whether she was seaworthy or not at the time she set

out upon her voyage, yet he cannot tell how long she will remain
so ; and if it can be shown that the decay, to which the loss is at

tributable, did not commence till a period subsequent to the in
surance, the underwriter will be liable though she should even be
lost a few days after her departure. Bark, c. 11. 5 Burr. 2804.

Dougl. (708.) 735.
The whole doctrine of seaworthiness was settled in the case of

The Mills frigate, where the insurance was upon a ship which had
a latent defect totally unknown to the- parties ; and it was held,
that the insurers were not liable, because the ship was not sea

worthy ; and that however innocent or unfortunate the insured
might be, yet if the ship be not seaworthy at the time of insuring,
there is no contract at all between the parties ; because the very
foundation of the contract, the ship, was in the same condition as

if it did not exist ; and the doctrine is the same in insurance upon
goods, as when it is upon the ship itself. See Park,c. 11.
As an assured impliedly warrants the ship insured to be sea

worthy ; whatever forms an ingredient in seaworthiness is not ne

cessary to be disclosed by the assured to the underwriter in the
first instance, unless information upon the subject be particularly
called for, and then the assured must disclose truly what he knows
in the respect required : therefore where the assured of a ship
had received a letter from the captain, informing him that he had
been obliged to have a survey on the ship at Trinidad on account

of her bad character : but the survey which accompanied the letter,
gave the ship a good character, held that the non-disclosure of
such letter and survey to the underwriters, did not vacate the

policy ; though it appeared in evidence that such circumstance,
Vol. IIL 3 Q
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if known, would have enhanced the premium of insurance. Hay
ward and another v. Rodgers, 4 East, 590.
The assured cannot recover upon a policy of assurance unless

they equip, the ship with every thing necessary in her navigation
during the voyage, and therefore they cannot recover if there be
no pilot on board. Law v. Hollingworth, 7 T. R. 160.
Whether it be necessary to the right of the assured to recover,

that, in navigating up the Thames, there should be a pilot on board
qualified according to the direction of the stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 20. 1
Qu. ib.
By stat. 31 Geo. III. c. 54. � 7. (52 Geo. III. c. 52.) for regulating

the African slave trade, it is necessary that the certificate of the
captain's having served as the act requires should be attested by
the owner or owners of the ship or ships in which the service was

performed : and the assured cannot recover on a policy on a ship
whose captain has not such a certificate. Farmer v. Legg, 7 Term

Rep. 186.
See also Christie v. Secretan, 8 Term Rep. 192. and Forbes and,

another v. Wilson, Park, 5th edit, in no. (a), p. 228. b.
5. In wager policies or policies upon interest or no interest, the per

formance of the voyage in a reasonable time and manner, and not
the bare existence of the ship or cargo, is the object of insurance.
But such policies being contradictory to the real nature of an in
surance, which is a contract of indemnity, seem to have been ori

ginally bad, because insurances were invented for the benefit of
trade, and not that persons unconcerned or uninterested should

profit by them. Indeed these wager policies were not introduced
into England, till after the revolution, and the courts of law looked
upon them with a jealous eye ; while the courts of equity consider
ed them as absolutely void. Park,c. 14. See 10 Mod. 77. Com.

Rep. 360. 2 Vern. 269. 716.
The great distinction between interest, and wager policies was,

that in the former the insured recovered for the loss actually sus

tained, whether it was a total or partial loss ; in the latter he
never could recover but for a total loss. 2 Burr. 683. At length
it was found that the indulgence given to these fictitious, or to speak
more plainly, gambling policies, had increased to such an alarm

ing degree as to threaten the very annihilation of that security,
which it was the original intent of insurances to introduce. It was,
therefore, enacted by stat. 19 Geo. II. c. 37. that insurances made
on ships or goods, interest or no interest, or without further proof
of interest than the policy, or by way of gaming or wagering,
or without benefit of salvage to the insurer, should be null and
void. The statute, however, contains an exception for insurances on

private ships of war fitted out solely to cruize against his majesty's
enemies ; see Fitzgerald v. Pole, 4 Bro. P. C. 439. and also pro
vides, that any merchandises or effects from any ports or places
in Europe or America, in the possession of the crowns of Spain or

Portugal, may be insured in such way or manner, as if the statute
had not been made. And it has been decided, that the statute
does not extend to insurances of foreign property, on foreign ships.
Thellusson v. Fletcher, Doug. (301.) 315.
The above provision of the statute relative to insurances from

any ports or places in Europe or America, in the possession of
Spain or Portugal, is founded on the regulations of those states
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to prohibit illicit trade : it is loosely worded, and admits of some

latitude of interpretation, perhaps more than the legislature meant
to allow. See Park,c. 14. ad Jin.
A valued policy is not a wager policy ; it originates from the

circumstances of its being sometimes troublesome to the trader to
prove the value of his interest, or to ascertain the quantity of his
loss ; he therefore gives the insurer a higher premium to agree
to estimate his interest at a sum certain. In this case the plaintiff
must prove some interest, although he need not prove the value
of his interest. But if a valued policy were used merely as a cover

to a wager in order to evade the statute, it would be void. 2 Burr.
1 167. 4 Purr. 1966. Bark, c. 14.
On an insurance on ship and goods, valued at so much on a

voyage to Africa, and the West Indies, the assured is entitled to

recover the whole sum on a total loss, which happened in the
latest period of the voyage ; although a considerable part of the
estimated value consisted originally in stores and provisions for the
voyage, and the slaves were brought to a profitable market at the
first place of the ship's destination, where she arrived a mere

wreck, and soon after foundered. Shawv. Felton, 2 East, 109.

Upon a joint capture by the army and navy, the officers and
crew of the ships, before condemnation, have an insurable interest,
by virtue of the prize act, which usually passes at the commence

ment of a war. Bark, c. 14. cites Le Cras v. Hughes.
The profits of a cargo, employed in trade on the coast of Africa,

are an insurable interest. Barclay v. Cousins, 2 East, 544. 1

So is an insurance on imaginary profit. Hendrickson v. Marget'
son, B. R. 1776, cited in above case. Ib.
All contracts of insurance made by persons having no interest

in the event about which they insure, or without reference to any
property on board, are merely wagers, and as such void. Cowfi.
583. And wherever the court can see upon the face of the policy
that it is merely a contract of gaming, where indemnity is not the

object in view, they are bound to declare such policy void. Lowry
v. Bourdieu, Doug. (451.) 468. See Allston v. Cavifibell, 4 Bro. P.
C. 476.

6. Whenever an insurance is made on a voyage expressly pro
hibited by the common, statute or maritime law of this country, the
policy is void. And in such a case it is immaterial whether the
underwriter did or did not know that the voyage was illegal ; for
the court cannot substantiate a contract in direct contradiction to

law. Johnston v. Sutton, Doug. (241.) 254. See Camden v. An-

derson, 6 Term Refi. 723. 1 Bos. isf Bull. 273. Wilson v. Mar-

ryat, 8 Term Refi. 31. and 1 Bos. isf Pull. 430. in which books
the judgment in the A"". B. and Exchequer Chamb. are fully and ac

curately given. See also Bird v. Afifileton, 8 Term Refi. 562. In
like manner, if a ship, though neutral, be insured on a voyage
prohibited by an embargo, such an insurance is void. Park, c. 12.

An insurance upon a smuggling voyage, prohibited by the revenue

laws of this country, is void ; but the rule has never been ex

tended to cases against the revenue laws of a foreign state, as no

country pays attention to the revenue laws of another. Park, c.
12. Doug. 251.

The questions how far trading With an enemy in time of ac-
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tual war, and how far insurances upon the goods of an enemy
are legal, expedient, or political, have been frequently considered.
As to the first, if was expressly prohibited by the laws of ancient
France, to the subjects of that country, and it appears scarcely
to admit of a doubt in England, though the cases on the sub

ject are very few. See 2 Roll. Abr. 173. 1 Vez. 317. In a

very modern case Lord Mansfield said, that by the maritime law,
trading with an enemy is cause of confiscation, provided you take
him in the fact. But this does not extend to neutral vessels. The
common law, however, does not seem directly to forbid such tra

ding ; and one argument to show that it does not, is, that several
statutes have been specially passed, in order to make such trading
illegal. 1 Term Refi. 84. As to the second question, the insu
rance of enemies' property ; under the common law it has been sanc

tioned ; and Lord Hardwicke, in a case before him, observed, that
there had been no determination that insurances on enemies'
ships during the war is unlawful, and that there had been several
insurances of this sort during the (then) war, which a determina
tion on the legality of trading with an enemy might hurt. 1 Vez.
319. The legislature have, however, repeatedly thought it neces
sary to interfere to prevent these insurances ; and in the war which
commenced in 1793, to prevent also all kind of trading with the

enemy, (France,) whose proceedings, indeed, were then such as to

threaten the dissolution of all civil society ; see stat. 21 Geo. II. c.
4. which expired about a twelvemonth after the (then) war; and
stat. 33 Geo. III. c. 27. whichViot only renders insurance on French

property void during the war, but also subjects the offender to

three months' imprisonment, and imposes the penalties of treason on

all persons trading with so perfidious a foe. Many strong and

ingenious arguments have, however, been urged against what
is termed the impolicy of preventing such insurances. The most

forcible arise from the assertions that the balance of that trade has

always been found in favour of England, and that it has been the
means of detecting many of the enemy's plans. But as even the
advocates for this measure allow that no insurance can be made

upon a voyage to a besieged fort or garrison, with a view of car

rying assistance to them ; or upon ammunition, warlike stores, or

provisions ; surely the admitting of any sort of insurance, is afford

ing a tempting opening to this which is acknowledged to be dan

gerous; and it may be worthy the consideration of the legislature
to settle both these points in a permanent manner. See at length,
on this subject, Park, c. 12.

After the above was written, the cases of Brandon v. Nesbitt,
and Bristoiv v. Towers, were determined. See 6 Term Refi. 23.
35. By the first of these the court of B. R. declared, that no ac

tion could be maintained either by or in favour of an alien ene

my ; and as a consequence of that determination, the latter case

was decided, after a long argument, by the positive opinion of
the court in a very few words, that the insurance of an enemy's
property is illegal, and no action can be maintained thereon.
This question is now for ever at rest in the law of England,by

the decision of the court of K. B. upon a writ of error from the
common pleas, in which it was held by Lord Kenyan, Grose,
Lawrence, and Le Blanc, Justices, that is was a principle of the
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common law, that trading with an enemy, without the king's li
cense, is illegal in British subjects. Potts v. Bell, 8 Term Refi.
548. . ,

Therefore, where the license to trade was on the express condi
tion that bond be given, in such penalty, by such persons, and in
such manner, as the commissioners of the customs shall direct, that
the goods shall be exported to the places proposed and to no other ;
.and that a certificate shall be produced within six months from
the British consul, or other person there described, that the goods
have been landed : if the bond be not given, the license is void,
the voyage illegal, and cannot be insured. Vandyck v. Whitmore,
1 Past, 475.
7. All insurances upon commodities, the importation or export

ation of which is prohibited by law, are void ; and the rule pre
vails in this instance also, whether the underwriter did or did not

know that the subject of the insurance was a prohibited commo

dity. Park, c. 13. And to prevent all such insurances, the stat.

4 & 5 W. Isf M. c. 15. inflicts a penalty of 500/. on any person
who, by way of insurance, shall procure the importation of any
uncustomed or prohibited goods, with a like penalty on the in
sured. Also by the stat 8 & 9 Wm. 111. c. 36. for the protection
of the Royal Lustring Company, the importation of any foreign ala-
modes or lustrings, by way of insurance, or otherwise, without
paying the duties, &c. is expressly prohibited. Wool being the
staple manufacture of this kingdom, it was always deemed a hei
nous offence to transport it out of the realm ; (see this Diet. tit.

Wool;) and as the practice of insuring it tended only to encourage
such illicit commerce, it has been restrained by divers statutes ;
one of which enacts, that whoever, by way of insurance, under
takes to export wool from England to parts beyond the seas, shall
be liable to pay 500/.; the like penalty is also inflicted on the in
sured ; and all insurances on wool, woolfells, Sec. are declared void.
Stat. 12 Geo.ll. c. 21. � 29�33. And a subsequent statute declares,
that both the insurer and insured shall be considered as exporters
of wool, &c. and liable to the penalties inflicted by that statute,
�viz. 31. fier sheep, and three months solitary imprisonment ; and 3s.

per Id. of wool, or 50/. in the whole, at the election of the offend
er, and the like imprisonment, and the wool, &c. to be forfeited.
Stat. 28 Geo. III. c. 38. � 2. 9. 45. et seq.
Upon the same principle that voyages prohibited by the com

mon, statute, or maritime law, may not be the subject of insurance,
(see ante, 6.) it is, that insurances are also void, or prohibited or

uncustomed goods; or if made in any way to protect smuggling,
or to defraud the British revenue laws ; to obstruct the effect of
the navigation acts ; or to import or export goods prohibited by
royal proclamation in time of war ; and goods, which, from then-

nature, are contraband, as arms or ammunition to an enemy, or

money, provisions, or ships, according to peculiar circumstances.
But insurances on goods, the exportation or importation of which
are forbidden by the laws of other countries, are valid. On the
whole of this part of the subject, see JPark, c. 13. and tills Diet,
tit. Navigation Acts, Customs.

8. It is a question not decided, whether in cases of fraudulent
insurance, where the underwriter has run no risk, he shall be
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liable to return the premium ? In some equitable cases, where
the underwriters have been relieved on account of fraud, it has
been decreed, that the premium should be returned. 2 Vern. 206.
2 P. Wms. 170. and see Purr. 1361. And it has been laid down
as clear law, that if the underwriter has been guilty of fraud, an
action lies against him, to recover the premium. '6 Burr. 1909.
On the other hand, if the fraud be on the part of the insured, and
is notoriously palpable and gross in its nature, the court of B. P.
will order the underwriter to retain the premium. Park, c. 10.
cites Tyler v. Horn. By the stat. 28 Geo. III. c. 38. 47. to

prevent insurance on exported wool, if the underwriter informs
against the party insuring, he may retain the premium : but if the
insurer inform, he shall be entitled to recover it back. When a

policy is void as a wager policy under stat. 19 Geo. II. c. 37.

though the ship arrive safe, the underwriter may retain the pre
mium. Lovsry v. Bourdieu, Doug. 468. And so he may in the
case of a reassurance, void by the same statute. 3 Term Rep. 266.
In general, when property has been insured to a larger amount

than the real value, the overplus premium, or if goods are in
sured to come in certain ships from abroad, but are not in fact
shipped, the whole premium shall be returned. If the ship be
arrived before the policy is made, the insurer being apprized of it,
and the insured being ignorant of it, he is entitled to have his

premium restored on the ground of fraud ; but if both parties are
ignorant of the arrival, and the policy be lost or not lost, it seems
the underwriter ought to retain it, as if the ship had been lost at
the time of underwriting, he would have been liable to pay the
amount of his subscription. Clauses are frequently inserted by
the parties, that upon the happening of a certain event there shall
be a return of premium. These clauses have a binding opera
tion on the parties, and the construction of them is a matter for
the court, and not for the jury to determine. In short, if the
ship or property insured was never brought within the terms of
the contract, so that the insurer never ran any risk, the premium
must be returned. Park, c. 19. See 3 Purr. 1240. Cowp. 668.

1 Show. 156. Doug. (255.) 268. Simon v. Poy dell.
Two rules are solemnly established, 1st. That whether the cause

of the risk not being run is attributable to the fault, will, or plea
sure of the insured, the premium is to be returned. Cowp. 668.

And, 2dly. Where the contract is entire, whether for a specified
time, or for a voyage, and the risk is once commenced, and there

is no contingency on which the risk is to end at any immediate

period, there shall be no apportionment or return of premium af

terwards. Hence, in cases of deviation, though the underwriter is

discharged, he shall retain the premium. So in cases of insu
rance for twelve months, where the loss happens in two; even

though the premium is calculated at so much per month : like
wise where different ports are mentioned in the course of an
outward or homeward bound voyage, and the ship is lost before

setting out on her return; in all these cases also, the premium
shall be retained. See Cowp. 666. Loraine v. Thomlinson, Doug.
(564.) 584. Bermon v. Woodbridge, Doug. (751.) 780. But it is

otherwise if the jury find an express usage upon the subject of
return of premium ; and, indeed, it seems, that there never has
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been an apportionment, unless there be something like a usage
found to direct the judgment of the court. But if there are two

distinct points of time, or in effect, two voyages, either in the

contemplation of the parties, or by the usage of trade, and only
one of the two voyages was made, the premium shall be returned
on the other, though both are contained in one policy. 3 Burr.
1237. 1 Black. Refi. 313. See Park, c. 19. for a fuller discus
sion of the subject.
Policy on the Ceres " at and from Oporto to Lynn, with liber

ty to touch any ports on the coast of Portugal to join convoy,
particularly at Lisbon, at 12 guineas fier cent, to return 6/- if
she sail with con-uoy from the coast of Portugal, and arrive :" the
Ceres sailed from Oporto with a sloop and cutter appointed to

protect the trade of that place to Lisbon, from whence it was to

proceed with the Lisbon trade under a larger convoy for England;
in the way from Oporto to Lisbon the fleet was dispersed by a

storm, and the Ceres, judging it for the best, run for England,
and arrived. Held that the insured was entitled to a return of

premium. Audley v. Duff, 2 Bos. isf Bull. 111. See also Aguilar
and others v. Rodgers, in B, R. 7 Term Rep. 421.

So where the words were, " if she depart with convoy from
Portugal, and arrive." Everard v. Hollingworth, ib. in notes.

If a policy be effected on a foreign built ship, British owned,
(which not being required to be registered, may sail without con

voy,) it is not incumbent on the assured to communicate to the

underwriter, at the time of making the policy, the circumstance
of her being foreign built. Long v. Duff, 2 Bos. isf Pull. 209.
In an action on a policy of insurance with a count for money

had and received, if the defendant pay no money into court, but

establish, as a defence, that the risk never commenced, the plain
tiff is entitled to a verdict for the premium, though no demand of

premium was made by his counsel in opening his case. P'enson

V. Lee, 2 Bos. isf Bull. 330.

The captors of a ship, seized as prize, are not entitled to a

return of premium, (paid for insurance,) although it be afterwards

adjudged to be no prize, and restitution be awarded to the
owners by the court of admiralty. Boehm v. Bell, 8 Term Rep.
154.
The premium paid on an Illegal insurance, to cover a trading

with an enemy, cannot be recovered back, though the underwriter
cannot be compelled to make good the loss. Vandyck v. Hewitt,
1 East, 96.

IV. BOTTOMRY is a contract by which the owner of a ship
borrows money to enable him to carry on the voyage, and pledges
the keel or bottom of the ship, as a security for the repayment.
In which case it is understood, that if the ship be lost the lender

loses also his whole money; but if it return in safety, then he shall
receive back his principal, and also the premium or interest agreed
upon, however it may exceed the legal rate of interest. And this
is allowed to be a valid contract in all trading nations for the

benefit of commerce, and by reason of the extraordinary hazard run

by the lender: and in this case the ship and tackle, if brought home,
are answerable (as well as the person of the borrower) for the
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money lent. But if the loan is not upon the vessel, but upon
the goods and merchandise, which must necessarily be sold or

exchanged in the course of the voyage, then only the borrower,
personally, is bound to answer the contract; who, therefore, in
this case, is said to take up money at Respondentia. It may be
added, than in a loan upon bottomry, the lender runs no risk
though the goods should be lost; and on respondentia, the lender
must be paid his principal and interest, though the shift perish,
provided the goods are safe. In this consists the chief difference
between bottomry and respondentia; in most other respects they are

the same. 2 Comm. 457, 458. Park, c. 21. The term is also spelt
thus, bottomree.
There is a third kind of contract, included in these terms, for the

repayment of money borrowed, not on the ship and .goods only,
but on the mere hazard of the voyage itself ; as when a man lends
a merchant 1,000/. to be employed in a beneficial trade, with con

dition to be repaid with extraordinary interest, in case a certain
voyage be safely performed : which kind of agreement is some

times called fcenus nauticum; and sometimes usura maritima. But
as this gave an opening for usurious and gaming contracts,
especially upon long voyages, it was enacted, by stat. 19 Geo. II.
c. 37. that all moneys lent on bottomry, or at respondentia, on vessels
bound to or from the East Indies, shall be expressly lent only upon
the ship, or upon the merchandise; that the lender shall have the
benefit of salvage ; and that if the borrower has not on board
effects to the value of the sum borrowed, he shall be responsible to

the lender, for so much of the principal as hath not been laid out,
with legal interest, and all other charges, though the ship and
merchandise be totally lost. See Park, c. 21.
This statute has entirely put an end to that species of contract

which arose from a loan upon the mere voyage itself, as far only
as relates to India voyages ; but these loans may still be made in
all other cases, as at the common law, except in the following
instance, which is another statute prohibition. The stat. 7 Geo.

I. c. 21. � 2. declares, that all contracts made or entered into by
any of his majesty's subjects, or any person in trust for them, for
or upon the loan of any moneys by way of bottomry, oil any ship or

ships in the service of foreigners, and bound or designed to trade

in the East Indies, or places beyond the Cape of Good Hope, (men
tioned in the statutes relating to the English East-India Company,)
shall be null and void. This act, it should seem, does not pre
vent the lending money on bottomry, on foreign ships trading
from their own country to their settlements in the East Indies.

The purpose of the statute was only to prevent the people of this
country from trading to the British settlements in Aa'/a under

foreign commissions ; and to encourage the lawful trade thereto.

It seems to be allowed that an American ship, since the declaration
of American independence, is a foreign ship within the meaning ot

this statute. See Sumner v. Green, Park, c. 21.

Bottomry is a contract of more antiquity than that of insurance,
and arose from the power given to the master of a ship, to hypo
thecate the ship'and goods for necessaries in a foreign

'

country.
But the ship must be abroad, and in a state of necessity, to justify
such an act of the master. See Moor, 918. Hob. 11. See Justin
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v. Baiium, and case of the ship Gratitude, Rob. Ad. Refi. vol. 3. fr.
240. Salk. 34. Park, c. 21.
The firincifile upon which bottomry is allowed, is, that the lend

er runs the risk of losing his principal and interest; and there
fore it is not usury to take more than the legal rate. See 2 Vez.
148. 154. Cro. Jac. 208. 508. Hardr. 418. 1 Sid. 27. 1 Lev. 54.
1 Eq. Ab. 372. But if a contract were made by colour of bottomry,
in order to evade the statute against usury, it would then be usu

rious. 2 Vez. 146. And as the hazard to be run is the very basis
and foundation of this contract, it follows that if the risk be not

run, the lender is not entitled to the extraordinary premium.
1 Vern. 263.
The risks to which the lender exposes himself are generally

mentioned in the condition of the bond, and are nearly the same

as those against which the underwriter, in a policy of insurance,
undertakes to indemnify. It has been determined, that fiiracy is
one of these risks. Comb. 56. And if a loss by capture happen,
the lender cannot recover against the borrower: but this does not

mean a temporary taking, but such as occasions a total loss.

Therefore, where a ship was taken and detained for a short time,
and yet arrived at the port of destination within the time limited,
it was held, that the bond was not forfeited, and the obligee may re

cover. Joyce v. Williamson, Park, c. 2 1 . In the same case it was

also settled, that a lender on bottomry, or at respondentia, is neither
entitled to the benefit of salvage, nor liable to contribute in case of
a general average; for which reason the stat. 19 Geo. II. c. 37.
above mentioned, contains a positive provision to allow the benefit
of salvage in the cases there mentioned. If, however, aman insure
respondentia interest on a foreign ship, and be obliged to contri
bute to an average loss, by the laws of her country, English un

derwriters are 'bound to indemnify. Walpole v. Ewer, Park, c. 21.

If the ship be lost by a wilful deviation from the track of the
voyage, the event has not happened upon which the borrower was
to be discharged from his obligation ; as she was not lost by a

peril to which the lender agreed to make himself liable. Skin.
152. 345. Holt, 126. 1 Eq. Ab. 372. 2 Ch. Ca. 130. And, in
deed, it is generally expressly provided against in the bond.
If the borrower becomes bankrupt after the loan of the money,

and before the event happens which entitles the lender to repay
ment, the lender may prove his debt under the commission, after
the contingency shall have happened; as if the event had actually
happened Htefore the commission of bankruptcy issued. Stat.
19 Geo. II. c. 32. � 2. See this Diet. tit. Bankrufit.
Bottomry and respondentia may be insured, provided it be speci

fied in the policy to be such interest. And by stat. 19 Geo. II. c.

37. the lender alone can make such insurance ; and the borrower
can only insure the surplus value of the goods over and above the

money borrowed. But money expended by the captain for the
use of the ship, and for which respondentia interest is charged, may
be recovered under an insurance on goods, specie, and effects, pro
vided it is sanctioned by the usage of trade. See Glover v. Black,
3 Burr. 1394. 1 Black. Rep. 405. and Gregory v. Christie, Park,
c. 1 . p. 11. Finally, where a person insures a bottomry interest.
Vol. III. , 3R
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and recovers upon the bond, he cannot also recover upon the policy.
Park, c. 21. p. 428.

Form of a Respondentia Bokd.

KNO W all men by these presents, that I A. B. of, Isfc. am

held and firmly bound to C. D. of, isfc. in the sum or penalty
of 1,0001. ofgood and lawful money of Great Britain, to be paid

>' to the said C. D. or to his certain attorney, executors, administra
tors, or assigns ; for which payment, wetland truly to be made,
I bind myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators, firmly
by these presents, sealed with my seal. Dated this

day of , in the year of the reign of our sovereign
lord George the third, by the grace of God, of Great Britain,
France and Ireland king, defender of the faith, and so forth,
and in the year of our lord one thousand seven hundred and

ninety four .

The Condition of the above-written obligation is such, that
whereas the above-named C. D. hath, on the day of the date above
written, lent unto the above-bounden A. B. the sum of 5001. ufion
merchandises and effects, to that value, laden or to be laden on board
the good ship or vessel, called the , of the burden of tons, or
thereabouts, now in the river Thames,whereof 1L. F. is commander : if
the said ship or vessel do and shall, withall convenient speed,proceed and
sailfrom, and out of the said river of Thames, on a voyage to anyports
or places in the East Indies, China, Persia, or elsewhere beyond the

Cape of Good Hope, and from thence do and shall sail and return
unto the said river of "Thames, at or before the end and expiration
of thirty-six calendar months, to be accounted from the day of the
date above written, and that without deviation : (the dangers and

casualties of the seas excepted:) And if the above-bounden A. B. his

heirs, executors, or administrators, do and shall, within days next
after the said ship or vessel shall be arrived in the said river of
Thames, from the said voyage, or at the end and expiration of the
said thirty-six calendar months, to be accounted as aforesaid, (which
of the said times shall first and next happen,) well and truly pay, or
cause to be paid, unto the above-named C. D. his executors, adminis

trators, or assigns, the sum of 5001. of lawful money o/"Great Britain,
together with pounds of like money, by the calendar month, and so

proportionably for a greater or lesser time than a calendar month, for
all such time, and so many calendar months, as shall be elapsed and
run out of the said thirty-six calendar months, over and above twenty
calendar months, to be accounted from the day of the date above

written; or, if in the said voyage, and within the said thirty-six
calendar months, to be accounted as aforesaid, an utter loss of the
said ship or vessel, byfire, enemies, men ofwar, or any other casual

ties, shall unavoidably happen; and the above-bound A. B. his heirs,
executors, or administrators, do and shall, within six months next

after the loss, pay and satisfy to the said C. D. his executors,
administrators, or assigns, a just and proportional average on all

goods and effects which the said A. B. carried from England on

board the said shift or vessel, and on all other the goods and effects
of the said A. B. which he shall acquire during the said voyage,
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and which shall not be unavoidably lost: then the above-written obli

gation to be void, and of no effect, or else to stand in full force and
virtue.

V. INSURANCE UPON LIFE is a contract by which the un

derwriter, for a certain sum, proportioned to the age, health, and
profession of the person whose life is the object of the insurance,
engages that that person shall not die within the time limited in
the policy ; or if he do, that he (the underwriter) will^pay a sum

of money to the person in whose favour the policy is granted.
Park, c. 22.
These contracts have been found to be attended with so many

advantages, to persons whose incomes might otherwise determine
with their own lives, or those of others, that a society obtained a

charter from Queen Anne for the purpose of granting such annuities,
and still subsists, under the name of The Amicable Society for a Per
petual Assurance Office. A similar society is established, by deed
enrolled in the court of king's bench, at Westminister, called A Societij
for Pquitable Assurances on Lives and Survivorships. The two com

panies of The Royal Exchange and London Assurance also obtained
a charter for the same purpose : and by stat. 33 Geo. III. c. 14.
the two companies of The Royal Exchange Assurance for insuring
of ships, and for insuring houses, Etc- against fire, are authorized
to grant annuities for lives or on survivorship ; and are incorpora
ted, for that purpose, by the name of The Poyal Exchange Assu
rance Annuity Company. Private underwriters may also enter into

policies of this nature, if an insured chooses to trust to their single
security.
To avoid the iniquitous gambling which had begun to take place

upon this, as well as on other insurances, the stat. 14 Geo. III. c.

48. provides, that " No insurance shall be made on the life or lives
of any person or persons, wherein the person for whose use the

policy is made, shall have no interest, or by way of gaming, or
wagering, but such insurance shall be null and void." And, in
order more effectually to guard against any imposition or fraud,
and to be the better able to ascertain what the interest of the per
son entitled to the benefit of the insurance really is, it is further
enacted, by the same statute, " That it shall not be lawful to make
any policy or policies, on the life or lives of any person or persons,
or other event or events, without inserting in such policy or policies,
the person's name interested therein, or for whose use or benefit,
or on whose account such policy is so made or under written.
And that in all cases where the insured has an interest in such
life or lives, event or events, no greater sum shall be recovered
or received from the insurer, than the amount or value of the
interest of the insured in such life or other event."
On this statute it has been determined, that the holder of a note

for money won at play, has not an insurable interest in the life of
the maker of the note. Dwyer v. Edie, Park, 432.
But a creditor has such an interest in the life of his debtor, that

he may insure it, and recover upon the policy. See Anderson v.

A. B.
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Edie, B. B. sittings in Trinity term, 1795, Park, 432. wherein
Lord Kenyan said, " that it was singular that this question had
never been directly decided before ; that a creditor had certainly
an interest in the life of his debtor, the means by which he was to
be satisfied may materially depend upon it, and at all events the
death must in all cases in some degree lessen the security."
Verdict for plaintiff.
See also Tidswcll v. Angerstein, Peake's JV. P. Cases, 151.
The general rules and maxims which govern insurances in

general, and on which so much has already been said, apply also
to this species of them. The following are such as relate more

directly to the contract now immediately in question:
As to the risk. In a life insurance the insurer undertakes to

answer for all those accidents to which the life of man is exposed,
except suicide, or the hands of justice. The death must happen
within the time limited by the policy, otherwise the insurers are

discharged : and though a man receives a mortal wound during
the existence of the policy, if he does not in fact die till after the

expiration of it, the insurers are not liable. See Willes, J.'s opinion
in Lockyer v. Offley, 1 Term Rep. 252. But if a man whose life is
insured goes to sea, and the ship in which he sailed is never

heard of afterwards, the question whether he did or did not die
within the time insured, is a fact for the jury to ascertain from the
circumstances. Paterson v. Black, Bark, 433.
With respect to the loss. This sort of policy being on the life

or death of a man, does not admit of the distinction between total
and partial losses. Park, 434. If the insurer become bankrupt
before the loss happens, the person interested may prove the debt,
under the commission, as if the loss had happened before it issued,
by virtue of the stat. 19 Geo. II. c. 32. (See ante, IV.) Cox v.

Liotard, Doug. (160.) 166. n. A policy was made for one year
from the day of the date thereof: the policy was dated September 3,
1697: the person died on September 3, 1698, about one o'clock in
the morning, and the insurer was held liable. 2 Salk. 625. 1 Ld.

Raym. 480. To prevent disputes, it is now usual to insert in the

policy the words, the first and last days included. Park, 436.

Fraud equally vitiates policies on lives, as it does those in ma

rine insurances. Pre. Ch. 20. 2 Vern. 206. But where there is a

warranty that the person is in good health, it is sufficient that he
be in a reasonable good state of health : for it can never mean that
he is free from the seeds of disorder. And even if the person,
whose life was insured, laboured under a particular infirmity ; if
it be proved by medical men, that, in their judgment, it did not

at all contribute to his death, the warranty of health has been

fully complied with, and the insurer is liable. 1 Plack. Rep. 312.
Park, 438, 439.
We have already seen {ante, III. 8.) that, when.the risk is entire,

and is once begun, there shall be no apportionment of premium :

if, therefore, the person whose life was insured, should commit
suicide, or be put to death by the hands of justice, the next day-
after the risk commenced, there would be no return of premium.
See Tyrie v. Fletcher, Cowp. 669.

VI. INSURANCE against FIRE, Is a contract by which the
insurer undertakes, in consideration of the premium, to indemnify
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the insured against all losses, which he may sustain in his house, ov
goods, by means of fire, within the time limited in the policy.
Various offices have been instituted for these kind of insurances :

some established by royal charter, others by deed enrolled ; and
others which give security on land for the payment of losses.
The rules by which these societies are governed, are established by
their own managers, and a copy given to every person at the time
he insures ; so that by his acquiescence, he submits to their pro
posals, and is fully apprized of those rules, upon the compliance
or non-compliance with which, he will or will not be entitled to
an indemnity. There are not, therefore, many cases on the sub

ject, in our law-books. The following are the most requisite to be
noticed :

The London Assurance Company insert a clause in their propo
sals, by which they declare, that they will not hold themselves
liable for any damage by fire occasioned by any invasion, foreign
enemy, or any military or usurped power whatever. Under this
proviso it has been held, that the insurers were not exempted
from, but liable to make good, a loss by fire occasioned by a mob,
which arose under pretext of the high price of provisions, and
burned down the plaintiff's malting house. 2 Wils. 363.
The Sun Fire-office, in addition to the above words, adds, civil

commotion. It was held, that under these latter words the company
were exempt from, and not liable to satisfy, losses occasioned by
rioters, who rose in the year 1780, to compel the repeal of a sta

tute which had passed in favour of the Roman Catholics. Lang-
dale v. Mason, Park, c. 23.
When a loss happens, the insured is bound by the proposals of

most of the societies, and ought, in all cases, to give immediate
notice of the loss, and as particular an account of the value, &c.
as the nature of the case will admit. He must also produce a cer

tificate of the minister and churchwardens as to bis character,
and their belief of the loss sustained, and the truth of what he ad
vances. Park, 448.
If a policy of insurance from fire refer to certain printed pro

posals, the proposals will be considered as part of the policy.
Worsley v. Wood and others, in error, T. 36 Geo. III. 6 Term Rep.
710.

By the proposals of the Phanix Company it is stipulated, that
" persons insured shall give notice of the loss forthwith, deliver
in an account, and procure a certificate of the minister and church

wardens, and some reputable householders of the parish, import
ing that they know the character, Sec. of the assured, and believe
that they really sustained the loss, and without fraud : the procu
ring of such a certificate is a condition precedent to the right of
the assured to recover on the policy ; and it is immaterial that the
minister, Sec. wrongfully refused to sign the certificate. Ib.
A certificate of some reputable householders alone is not suffi

cient. Ib.
In these insurances against fire, the loss may be either partial

or total, and some of the officers, if not all, expressly undertake
to allow all reasonable charges, attending the removal of goods in
cases of fire, and to pay the sufferer's loss, whether the goods are

destroyed, lost, or damaged, by such removal. Park, 449.
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In a policy against fire from half year to half year, the assured
agreed to pay the premium half yearly, " as long as the insu
rers should agree to accept the same," within fifteen days after
the expiration of the former half year, and it was also stipulated
that no insurance should take place till the premium was actually
paid ; a loss happened within fifteen days after the end of
one half year, but before the premium for the next was paid.
Held, that the insurers were not liable, though the assured ten
dered the premium before the end of fifteen clays, but after the
loss. Tarlctonv. Staniforth,in error, E. 36 Geo. III. 1 Bos. If Bull.
471.
These policies are not, in their nature, assignable, nor can the inte

rest in them be transferred without the consent of the office; con

trary to what has been expressly determined in cases of marine
insurances. 1 Term Rep. 26. It is provided, however, that when
any person dies, the interest shall remain to his heir, executor or
administrator, respectively, to whom the property insured belongs ;

provided they procure their right to be endorsed on the policy, or
the premium be paid in their name. Bark, 549.
It is necessary that the party injured should have an interest or

property in the house insured, at the time the policy is made out,
and at the time the fire happens : and therefore, after the lease of
the house is expired, the insured's assigning the policy does not

oblige the insurers to make good the loss to the assignee. Lynch
v. Dalzell, Bro. P. C. and see 2 Atk. 554.
The premium upon common insurances is 2s. per cent, for any

sum not exceeding 1,000/. and 2s. 6d. from 1,000/. upwards. Be
sides which there is a duty to government under stat. 22 Geo. III.
c. 48. of Is. 6d.per cent, but which latter does not extend to in
surances upon public hospitals.
By stat. 17 Geo. III. c. 50. � 24. if any person sign a policy of

insurance against fire, not being duly stamped, he shall forfeit 10/.

and must pay 5/. over and above the usual stamp duties, (see ante,
I. 1.) before it can be received in evidence.
The same principles as to fraud, and the return ofpremium, ap

ply to cases in insurance against fire as to all other contracts of
insurance.
INTAKERS, A kind of thieves in the northern parts of England,

so called, because they did take in and receive such booties as their

confederates, the outpartners, brought to them from the borders of
Scotland ; they are mentioned in stat. 9 Hen. V. c. 7.

INTASSARE. See Tassum.
INTENDMENT of LAW, intcllectus legist] The understand

ing, intention, and true meaning of law. Lord Coke says, the judges
ought to judge according to the common intendment of law. 1 Inst.
78.
Intendment shall sometimes supply that which is not fully express

ed or apparent, and when a thing is doubtful, in some cases, in
tendment may make it out ; also many things shall be intended
after verdict, in a cause, to make a good judgment: but intend
ment cannot supply the want of certainty in a charge in an in
dictment for any crime, Sec. 5 Rep. 121.
Sometimes a thing is necessarily intended by what precedes or

follows it ; and where an indifferent construction may have two in-
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tendments, the rule is to take it most strongly against the plaintiff.
Show. 162. Though if a plaintiff declares, that the defendant is bound
to him by obligation, it shall be intended that the obligation was

sealed and delivered : if one is bound in a bond, and in the sol-
vena" of the bond it is not expressed unto whom the money shall
be paid, or if said to the obligor ; the law will intend it is to be

paid to the obligee : and where no time is limited for payment of
the money, it shall be intended to be presently paid. 2 'Lill. Abr. 71.
The intent of parties in deeds, contracts, &c. is much regarded

by the law : though it shall not take place against the direct rul^s
of law : the law doth not in conveyances of estates admit them
regularly to pass by intendment and implication ; in devises of
lands they are allowed, with due restrictions. Vaugh. 261, 262.
Where seisin of an inheritance is once alleged, it shall be intend
ed to continue till the contrary is shown. Jones, 181. A court

pleaded generally to be held secund' consuetud' shall be intended
held according to the common law. Goldsb. 111.

By intendment of law every parson, or rector of a church,
is supposed to be resident in his benefice, unless the contrary
be proved. Co. Litt. 78. b.

One part of a manor by common intendment shall not be of
another nature than the rest. Co. Litt. 73. b.
Of common intendment a will shall not be supposed to be made

by collusion. Co. Litt. 78. b. The law presumes that every one

will act for his best advantage ; therefore credits the party in what
ever is to his own prejudice. Finch's Law, 10. Max. 53. Usury
shall not be intended, unless expressly found by the jury. Bridgm.
112. 10 Refi. 59. Covin shall not be intended or presumed in law,
unless expressly averred. Bridgm. 112. When one word may
have a double intendment, one according to the law, and another

against the law, that intendment shall be taken which is according
to law; and this by a reasonable intendment. 3 Bulst. 306. Yelv. 50.
See further, tit. Implication, Indictment, Deed; and such other
titles as are applicable to this subject.
Intendment of Crimes. In ancient times felonious attempts,

intending the death of another, were adjudged felony ; for the will
was taken for the fact Bract. 1 Edw. III. But at this day, the law
does not generally punish intendments to do ill, if the intent be not
executed ; except in case of treason, where intention proved by-
circumstances shall be punished as if put in execution. 3 Inst.
108. And if a person enter a house in the night, with intent to
commit burglary, it is felony : and by statute 22 & 23 Car. II. c. 1.

maliciously cutting off or disabling any limb or member, with an

intent to disfigure, &c. is felony. See also Plowd. 474. Assault, with
intent to commit robbery on the highway, is made felony punishable
by transportation. Stat. 7 Geo. II. c. 21. Intention of force and
violence makes riots criminal. 3 Inst. 9. Where men do evil,
and say they intend none ; or if the intention be only to beat, and
they kill a person, they are to be punished for the crime done.
Plowd. 355. If a man entering a tavern, Sec. commit a trespass,
the law will judge that he originally intended it. 8 Rep. 147. Sec
this Diet. tit. Homicide, Treason, isfc.

INTENT, or INTENTION. The words of deeds shall be con

strued according to the intent of the parties, and not otherwise.
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The intent shall be destroyed where it does not agree with the
law. PL C. 160. b. 162. b.

In every agreement the intent is the chief thing that is to be
considered ; and if by the act of God, or other means not arising
from the party himself, the agreement cannot be performed accord-

ing to the words, yet the party shall perform it as near the intent
as he may. Plowd. C. 290.
Common usage and reputation frequently govern the matter, and

direct the intention of the parties ; as upon sale of a barrel of
beer, the barrel is not sold, but upon sale of a hogshead of wine it
is otherwise. Savil. 124. Hardr. 3. The intention of a man is
not always to be pursued in equity ; as if a man settles a term in
trust for one and his heirs, yet it shall go to the executor. 1 Vern.
164.
All deeds are but in nature of contracts, and the intent of the

parties reduced into writing, and the intention is to be chiefly re

garded. In an act of parliament the intention appearing in the pre
amble shall control the letter of the law ; and from the regard
which the law itself gives to the intention of the party, it is, that
Avhere there is fine by render, there shall be no dower ; and so a

rent or recognisance shall not be extinguished by levying a fine
to the party. Vern. 58. See 14 Vin. Abr. tit. Intent ; and this Diet.
tit. Deed, Limitation, Agreement, Statute, isfc.
INTENTIONE, A writ that lies against him who enters into

lands after the death of tenant in dower or for life, &c. and holds
out him in reversion or remainder. Pitz. Ar. P. 203.
INTER CANEM ET LUPUM, Words formerly used in ap

peals to signify the crime being done in the twilight. Inter Pla-
cita de Trin. 7 Edw. I. Rot. 12. Glouc. Plac. Cor. afiud Novum

Castrum. 24 Edw. VI. Rot. 6. This in Herefordshire, they call the
mock-shadow, corruptly the mock-shade, and in the north, daylight's
gate ; others, betwixt hawk and buzzard. Cowell.
INTERCOMMONING, Is where the commons of two manors

lie together, and the inhabitants of both have time out of mind

depastured their cattle promiscuously in each. Coivell. See tit.
Common.
INTERDICTION, interdictio ; interdictum.] An ecclesiastical

censure, prohibiting the administration of divine ceremonies. See

Wals. Hist, anno 1357. It is a general excommunication of a whole

country or province : it is mentioned in some of our historians,
viz. Knighton tells us, anno 1208, that the Pope excommunicated

King John, and all his adherents, Et tolam terram Anglicanam sufi-
posuit interdicto, which began the first Sunday after Easier, and
continued six years and one month ; during all which time no

thing was done in the churches besides baptism and confessions of

dying people.

The ancient form of an Interdict.
In the name of Christ, We the Bishop, in behalf of the Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost, and of St. Peter, the chief of the apostles,
and in our own behalf, do excommunicate and interdict this church,
and all the chapels thereunto belonging, that no man from hence

forth may have leave to sing mass, or to hear it, or in any wise to

administer any divine office, nor to receive God's tithes, without our

A
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leave ; and whosoever shall presume to sing or hear mass, or jier-
form any divine office, or to receive any tithes, contrary to this in
terdict, on the part of God the Father Almighty, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost, and on behalf of 'Sit. Peter, and all the saints,
let him be accursed and separated from all Christian society, and
from entering into Holy Mother Church, where there is forgiveness,
of sins, and let him be Anathema, Maranatha, for ever, with the de-
vils in hell. Fiat. fiat. fiat. Amen. Du Cange.
This severe church censure has been long disused. See fur

ther, tit. Papist, Rome.

INTERDICTUM, In the civil law, was a prohibition nearly
equivalent to the injunction of our court of chancery. See tit.
Injunction.
INTERDICTED of WATER and FIRE, Were anciently

those persons who suffered banishment for some crime ; by which
judgment, order was given that no man should receive them into
his house, but deny them fire and water, the two necessary ele
ments of life, which amounted as it were to a civil death ; and
this was called legitimum exilium, says Pivy.
INTEREST, interesse.] Is commonly taken for a chattel real,

as a lease for years, &c. and more particularly for a future term;
in which case it is said in pleading, that one is possessed de in
teresse termini. Therefore an estate in lands is better than a

right or interest in them : though, in legal understanding, an in
terest extends to estates, rights, and titles, that a man hath in, or
out of lands, &x. so as by grant of his whole interest in such land,
a reversion therein, as well as possession in fee-simple, shall pass.
Co. Litt. 345. Because no livery of seisin is necessary to a lease
for years, such lessee is not said to be seised, or to have true legal
seisin of the land. Nor indeed does the bare lease vest any estate
in the lessee, but only gives him a right of entry on the tene

ment, which right is called his interest in the term, or interesse
termini : but when he has actually so entered, and thereby accept
ed the grant, the estate is then and not before vested in him, and
he is possessed not properly of the land but of the term of years ;
the possession or seisin of the land remaining still in him who
hath the freehold. 1 Inst. 46. See 2 Comm. 144. b. 2. c. 9. I. and
this Diet. tit. Lease, Term, Estate.
A mortgage is an interest in land, and on non-payment, the estate

is absolute in law, and his interest is good in equity to entitle him
to receive and enjoy the profits till redemption or satisfaction ; and
on a foreclosure, he hath the absolute estate both in law and eaui-
ty. 9 Mod. 196. See tit. Mortgage.
INTEREST of MONEY, The legal profit or recompense al

lowed, orr-Ioans of money, to be taken from the borower by the
lender. The rate of legal interest has varied and decreased, ac
cording as the quantity of specie in this kingdom has increased by
accessions of trade, the introduction of paper credit, and other cir
cumstances: The stat. 37 Hen. Vill. c. 9. confined interest'to 10per
cent, andsodidthe stat. 13 Eliz. c. 8. The stat. 21 Jac. I. c. 17. redu
ced it to eight per cent, and the stat. 12 Car. II. c. 13. to six : and,
lastly, by stat. 12 Ann. st. 2. c. 16. it was brought down to five per
cent, per annum; which is now the extremity of legal interest that
can be taken on a loan of money. But yet if a contract which car.
Vol. III. 3 S .
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lies interest be made in a foreign country, our courts will direct
the payment of interest, according to the law of the country in
which the contract was made. 1 Eq. Ab. 289. 1 P. Wms. 395. (See
2 Pro. C. P. 2.) Thus, Irish, American, Turkish, and Indian, in
terest have been allowed in our courts to the amount of even 10 or

12 jicr cent. ; for interest depends on local circumstances, and the
refusal to enforce such contracts would put a stop to all foreign
trade. And by stat. 14 Geo. III. c. 79. all bona fide mortgages and
securities on estates or property in Ireland, or the plantations,
bearing interest not exceeding sixper cent, shall be legal, though
executed in Great Britain. 2 Comm. 465. c. 30. IX. 4. See further,
this Diet. lit. Usury.
Where an estate is devised for payment of debts, chancery will

not allow interest for book debts. 3 Ch. Rep. 94. Where lands
are charged with payment of a sum in gross, they are also charge
able in equity with payment of . interest for such sum. Pin. R.
286. Interest is recovered by way of damages, where damages are

recovered ratione delentionis debili; but not where damages only
are recovered, for interest is not recovered occasione dampnorum,
per Poiuel, J. 2 Salk. 623. No interest to be allowed for costs,
14 Vin. Abr. tit. Interest. In a long unsettled partnership account,
rendered intricate by the neglect of a party, he shall have nointe-
rest on the balance when settled. 1 Bro. C. R. 239. See fur

ther, tit. Bankrupt, Account, Damages, Mortgage, ifc.
Interest on legacies. In case of a vested legacy, due im

mediately, and charged on land, of money in the funds, which
yield an immediate profit, interest shall be payable thereon from
the testator's death : but if charged only on the personal estate,
which cannot be immediately got in, it shall carry interest only
from the end of the year after the death of the testator. 2 P.
Wms. 26, 27. See tit. Legacy, Executor.
Interest, or no interest, See tit. Insurance.
Interested witness. Interested witnesses may be examined

upon avoir dire, if suspected to be secretly concerned in the event,
or their interest may be proved in court. 3 Comm. 370. See tit.

Evidence, Witness.
INTERLINEATION in a DEED, See tit. Deed III.
INTERLOCUTORY DECREE in CHANCERY, See tit.

Chancery, Injunction, Decree.
Interlocutory judgment. Interlocutory judgments are such

as are given in the middle of a cause, upon some plea, proceeding
on default, which is only intermediate, and does not finally deter
mine or complete the suit. As judgment for the plaintiff in abate

ment, of' respondeat ottster, i. c. that defendant shall answer over,
or farther, plead in chief, or put in a more substantial plea.
But the interlocutory judgments, most usually spoken of, are

those incomplete judgments, whereby the right of the plaintiff is
indeed established, but the quantum of damages sustained by him
is not ascertained, which is the province of a jury. In such case

a vvrit of inquiry issues to the sheriff, who summons a jury, in
quires of the damages, and returns to the court the inquisition so

taken, whereupon the plaintiff's attorney taxes costs, and signs
final judgment. 3 Comm. 396, 397. See tit. Judgment 1.
Interlocutory order, See tit. Chancery, Injunction.
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INTERLOPERS, Persons who intercept the trade of a compa
ny of merchants. Merc. Diet. Applied principally to those who

infringe the charters of the East-India Company. See that title.
INTERPLEADER, Fr. enterplaider, Lit. interplacitare.'] To

discuss or try a point incidentally happening as it were between,
before the principal cause can be determined. Interpleader is al

lowed, that the defendant may not be charged to two severally,
where no default is in him ; as if one brings detinue against the
defendant upon a bailment of goods, and another against him
upon a trover, there shall be interpleader, to ascertain who hath

right to his action. 2 Danv. Abr. 779. If two bring several de
tinues against A. B. for the same thing, and the defendant acknow
ledges the action of one of them, without a prayer of interpleader,
they shall not interplead on the request of the other; for the in
terpleader is given for the security of the defendant, that he may
not be twice charged, and he hath waived that benefit. 13 Ediv.
III. 22.
If one brings detinue against B. and counts upon a delivery of

goods, &c. to redeliver to him, and another brings detinue against
him also, and counts so likewise ; if there be not any privity of
bailment between them, yet they shall interplead, to avoid the
double charge of the defendant; and also because the court can

not know to whom to deliver the thing detained, if both should
recover. Br. Enterplead. 3. And upon such several detinues, if
the defendant says that he found it, and traverses the bailment,
they shall interplead ; for then he is chargeable as well to the one

as the other; so if he says that they delivered jointly, absque hoc,
that they delivered it as they have counted ; but it is otherwise, if
the defendant doth not traverse the bailment, because if there was

a bailment, he is chargeable only to the bailor, and may plead in
bar against the others. 2 Danv. 782.
Where two bring several detinues for one thing, and the de

fendant prays that he may interplead, and delivers the thing to the
court, and before the award of the interpleader, one discontinues
the suit, the other shall not have judgment ; but if he discontinues
his suit after the interpleader, the other may have judgment. 11
Hen. VI. 19.
If a recovery be had upon an interpleader, judgment shall be

given to recover the thing demanded against the defendant, and
not against the garnishee, in case of garnishment, 8cc. 2 Danv.
783. When two have interpleaded in detinue, he that recovers
shall recover damage against the other. Br. Damage, 68.
There was formerly interpleader relating to delivery of lands by

the king to the. right heir, where two persons out of wardship
were found heirs, &c. 7 Rep. 45. Staundf. Prer. cap. 17. Bro.
tit. Enterplead. And anciently this head (spelt enterpleader) made'
a great title in the law.
There are also bills of interpleader in a court of equity. Thus,

where two or more persons claim the same thing by different or

separate interests, and another person not knowing to which of
the claimants he ought of right to render a debt or duty, or to de
liver property in his custody, fears he may be hurt by some of
them, he may exhibit a bill of interpleader against them. In this
bill he must state his own rights, and their several claims, and pray
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that they may interplead, so that the court may' adjudge to whom.
the thing belongs, and he may be indemnified. Mitford's Treat.
47. See Bunb. 303. 1 Eq. Abr. 80. 2 Eq. Abr. 173. 1 Burr. 37.
Bract. Reg. 38.
The principles upon which courts of equity proceed in these

cases, are similar to those by which the courts of law are guided
in the case of bailment ; the courts of law compelling interpleader
between persons claiming property, for the indemnity of a third
person in whose hands the property is, in those cases only where,
by agreement of both claimants, the property has been bailed to
a third person ; and the courts of equity extending the remedy to

all other cases, (leaving those of bailment to the common law,) to
which in conscience it ought to extend. Miff. Treat. 125.
If a bill of interpleader does not show that each of the defend

ants, whom it seeks to compel to interplead, claims a right, both
the defendants may demur; one because the bill shows no claim
of right in him, the other, because (for that very reason) the bill
shows no cause of interpleader. 1 Vez. 248. Or if the bill shows
no right to compel the defendants to interplead, whatever rights
they may claim, each defendant may demur. As the court will not

permit such a bill to be brought in collusion with either claimant,
the plaintiff must annex to his bill an affidavit that it is not exhi
bited in collusion with any of the parties, the want of which affi
davit is a cause of demurrer. 1 Vez. 248. A bill of this nature

generally prays an injunction to restrain the proceedings of the
claimants in some other court ; and as this may be used to delay
the payment of money by the plaintiff, if any is due from him, he

ought by his bill to offer to pay the money due into court. Mitf.
Treat. 126.
After a decree on a bill of interpleader, there is generally an end

of the suit as to the plaintiff; and if he dies, the cause may pro
ceed without revivor. 1 Vern. 351. See further, tit. Chancery,
Injunction, isfc.

INTERREGNUM. There cannot be any interregnum in this

country, by the policy of the constitution ; for the right of sove
reignty is fully vested in the successor to the throne by the very
descent of the crown. See tit. King I.
INTERROGATORIES, Are particular questions in writing

demanded of witnesses brought in to be examined in a cause,

especially in the court of chancery. These interrogatories must

be exhibited by the parties in the suit on each side, which are

either direct for the parly that produces them, or counter on be

half of the adverse party ; and generally both plaintiff and defend
ant may exhibit direct, and counter, or cross interrogatories. See
tit. Deposition, Practice.
They are to be pertinent and only to the points necessary, and

either drawn or perused by counsei, and must be signed by them ;

if they are leading, -viz. such as these, Did not you do or see such

a thing, &c. the depositions on them will be suppressed ; for they
should be drawn, Did you see, or did you not see, isfc. without lean

ing to either side ; and not only where they point more to one side

of the question than the other ; but if they are too particular, they
will likewise be suppressed. The commissioners, &c. who exa

mine witnesses on interrogatories, must examine to one interroga-

\
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lory only at a time ; they are to hold the witnesses to -every point
interrogated, and take what comes from them on their examina
tion, without asking any idle questions, or putting down any im

pertinent answers not relating to the interrogatories, &c. See tit.
Depositions, Equity.
If a contempt be committed in the face of the court, the offender

may be instantly apprehended and imprisoned at the discretion of
the judges, without any farther proof or examination. Staundf.
P � C. 73. 6. In matters arising at a distance, the court generally
grant a rule to show cause why an attachment should not issue, or
in very flagrant instances of contempt, an attachment issues in the
first instance. Sal/c. 84. Stra. 185. 564. This process is intend
ed to bring the party into court, and when there he must cither
stand committed or put in bail, in order to answer such interroga
tories as shall be administered to him for the information of the
court. These interrogatories are in the nature of a charge or ac

cusation ; and if any of them are improper, the defendant may re

fuse to answer it, and move the court to have it struck out. Stra.
444. If the party can clear himself upon oath, he is discharged ;
but if perjured, may be prosecuted for the perjury. 6 Mod. 73.
If the contempt be of such a nature, that, when the fact is once

acknowledged, the court can receive no farther information by in
terrogatories than is already possessed of, (as in case of a rescue,)
the defendant may be admitted to make such simple acknowledg
ment, and receive his judgment without answering to any inter

rogatories; but refusing to answer, or answering evasively, is pu
nishable as a high and repeated contempt. 4 Comm. 287. c. 20.

With regard to this singular mode of trial, thus admitted in this
one particular instance, and so contrary to the genius of the com

mon law in any other, it may be sufficient to observe, that as the

process by attachment in general appears to be extremely ancient,
(F. P. 20 Hen. VI. 37. 22 Edw. IV. 29.) and has, in modern
times, been recognised, approved, and confirmed by several ex

press acts of parliament, (stats. 43 Eliz. c. 6. � 3. 13 Car. II. st.
2.c. 2.� 4. 9 & 10 Wm. III. c. 15. 12 Ann. st. 2. c. 15. �5.) so

the method of examining the delinquent upon oath with regard to
the contempt alleged, is at least of as high antiquity, and, by long
and immemorial usage, is now become the law of the land. M. 5.
Edw. IV. Pot. 75. cited Past. Ent. 268. fl.}. 5. 4 Comm. 288. c. 20.
It has been remarked, that the admission of the party to purge

himself by oath is more favourable to his liberty, though perhaps
not less dangerous to his conscience. Some declamation has also
been used against the temptation to perjury afforded by this pro
ceeding ; this latter, however, is an argument which can never

affect the case of any honest man.
INTERRUPTION Is when, during the course of prescription,

the true proprietor own his right. Scotch Diet.

INTESTATES, intcstati.~\ There are two kinds of intestates ;
one who makes no will ; another who makes a will, and nomi
nates executors, but they refuse ; in which case he dies an intes
tate, and the ordinary commits administration. 2 Par. Inst. fol.
397. In former times, he who died intestate, was accounted damn
ed, because (as Mat. Par. tells us) he was obliged by the canons

to leave at least a tenth part of his goods to pious uses, for the
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redemption of his soui ; therefore, whoever neglected so to do,
look no care of his own salvation. They made no difference be
tween a suicide and an intestate ; for as, in one case, the goods
were forfeited to the king, so in the other they were forfeited to
the chief lord. But because it was accounted a very wicked thing
to die without making any distribution of his goods to pious uses,
and such cases often happen by sudden deaths, therefore, by sub

sequent constitutions, the bishops had power to make such distri
bution as the intestate himself was bound to do; and this was call
ed elecmosyna rationpbilis. And it was by this means that the spi
ritual courts came first to have jurisdiction in testamentary cases.

See this Diet. tit. Executors, Will.
Intestates' estates, The goods and chattels of persons dying

intestate. 2 Lill. Abr. 73. Sec this Diet. tit. Executor I. 1. V.
7, 8.

1NTOL &c UTTOL, Toll or custom paid for things imported or

exported, or brought in and sold out. Cowell.
INTRARE MARISCUM, To drain any low ground, and by

dykes, walls, &c. take in, and reduce it to herbage or pasture ;
whence comes the word innings. Wil. Thorn.
INTRUSION, intrusion Is when the ancestor dies seised of

any estate of inheritance, expectant upon an estate for life, and then
tenant for life dies, between whose death and entry of the heir, a

stranger intrudes. Co. Litt. 277. Bract, lib. 4. cap.. 2. Intru
sion, therefore, signilieth an unlawful entry into lands and tene

ments void of a possessor, by him who hath no right to the same ;
and the difference between an intruder ^nd an abator is this, that
an abator entereth into lands void by the death of a tenant in fee,
and an intruder enters into land void by the death of tenant for life
or years. Fitz. N. B. 203.
Blackstone ranks intrusion as a species of injury by ouster, or

amotion of possession from the freehold, and states it to be the

entry of a stranger, after a particular estate of freehold is deter

mined, before him in remainder or reversion. It happens, says
he, where a tenant for a term of life dicth seised of lands and te

nements, and a stranger entereth thereon, after such death of the

tenant, and before any entry of him in remainder or reversion.
The difference between intrusion and abatement he states to be,
that an abatement is always to the prejudice of the heir, or im
mediate devisee; an intrusion is always to the prejudice of him
in remainder or reversion. So that an intrusion is always imme

diately consequent upon the determination of a particular estate :

an abatement is always consequent upon the descent or devise of
an estate in fee-simple. 3 Comm. 169. c. 10. (2).
There is a writ of intrusion, which lies where the tenant for

life, &c. dies ; but if a man doth intrude after the death of such a

tenant, he in reversion in tail shall not have this writ, but is put
to his formedon : for it' lieth only for him who hath the reversion
in fee-simple, &c. after the death of tenant for life, or in dower, &c.
New Nat. Br. 509. Also one having such a fee-estate in remain
der, shall have writ of intrusion ; and the assignee of the remain
der may bring it, as well as an heir, &c. New Nat. Br. 509.

As he who enters and keeps the right heir from the possession
of his ancestor is an intruder punishable by common law ; so he

6
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who enters on the king's land and takes the profits, is an intruder
against the king. Co. Litt. 277. For this intrusion information

may be brought; but before office found, he who occupies the land
shall not be said to be an intruder, for intrusion cannot be but
where the king is actually possessed, which is not before office ;

though the king is entitled to the mesne profits after the tenant's
estate ended. Moor, 295. See tit. Information 1.

By stat. 21. Jac. I. cafi. 14. the defendants may plead the ge
neral issue in informations of intrusion, brought on behalf ol the

king, and retain their possession till trial, where the king hath been
out of possession, and not received the profits for twenty years; and
no scire facias shall issue, whereupon the subject shall be forced
to special pleading, &c.
INTRUSION DE GARD, A writ that lay where the infant

within age entered into his lands, and .lield out his lord. Old Nat.
Br, 90.
INTRUSIONE, Is the Writ brought against an intruder, by him

that hath fee-simple, Sec. New Nat. Br. 453.

INVADIARE, To engage or mortgage lands ; invadiationes,
mortgages of land. Mon. Angl. torn. l.fi. 478.

INVADIATUS, One, who having been accused of some crime,
not fully proved, is put sub debita fidejussione,
INVASION, See Defence of the Realm.
INVASIONES. In the inquisition of serjeancies and knights'

fees; anno 12 and 13 of King John, there are some title, called
invasiones; et invasiones sufier regem.
INVENTIONES, Is used in ancient charters for treasure-

trove; money or goods found by any person, and not challenged
by the owner ; which, by the common law, is due to the king,
who grants the privilege or benefit to some particular subjects.
Chart. K. Edw. 1. to the Barons of the Cinque Ports. Blacit. temfi.
Edw. I. er Edw. II. MS. f. 89.
INVENTORY, inventorium.] A list or schedule containing a

true description of all the goods and chattels of a person deceased,
at the time of his death, with their value appraised by indiffer
ent persons ; which every executor or administrator ought to ex

hibit to the bishop or ordinary at such time as he shall appoint.
West. Symb. lib. 2. fiag. 696. By stat. 21 Hen. VIII. c. 5. execu

tors and administrators are required to make and deliver in upon
oath to the ordinary, inventories indented, of which one part shall
remain with the ordinary, and the other part with the executor or
administrator. The intention of this statute was for the benefit of
the creditors and legatees, that the executor or administrator

might not conceal any part of the personal estate from them :

though as to the valuation it is not conclusive, but the real value
must be found by a jury; if they are undervalued, the creditors
may take them as appraised ; and if overvalued it shall not be

prejudicial to the executor.

But though generally all the personal estate of the deceased, of
what nature or quality soever, ought to be put into the inventory ;

yet goods given away in the life-time of the deceased, and actually
in the possession of the party to whom given, and the goods to

which a husband is entitled as administrator to his wife, are not to
be included. 2 Bulst. 355. Notwithstanding the law requires
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that the inventory be exhibited within three months after the
death of the person, if it is done afterwards, it is good, for the
ordinary may dispense with the time, and even in some cases,
whether it shall be exhibited, or not ; as where creditors are paid,
and the will performed, 8cc. Raym. 470. These inventories pro
ceed from the civil law ; and as, by the old Roman law, the heir
was obliged to answer all the testator's debts, Justinian ordained,
that inventories should be made of the substance of the deceased,
and he should be no further charged. Justin. Inst.
In common parlance, &c. the term inventory is applied on other

and more frequent occasions, as on the sale of goods ; by agree
ment between parties, accounts of the goods sold (supposing them
passing with the possession of a house, &x.) are called inventories.
So the accounts taken by sheriffs of goods levied and sold under
executions, under distresses of the goods distrained for rent, are

called inventories, Etc. See this Diet. tit. Executor V. 4. Dis
tress.

IN VENTRE SA MERE, Fr.~] In the mother's belly, rela
ting to which there is a writ mentioned in the register of writs;
and in stat. 12 Car. II. cafi. 24. an infant in ventre sa mere, is ap
plied to the case where a woman is with child at the time of her
husband's death ; which child, if he had been born, would have
been heir to the land of the husband ; and this is sometimes pri
vily, and sometimes open and visible. 1 Shefi. Abr. 142. The
law hath consideration of such a child, on account of the apparent
expectation of his birth. He may be vouched in his mother's

belly; and action lies for .detainment of charters from him as

heir, See. Hob. 222. Dyer, 186. When a female comes into
land by descent, there the son born after, shall oust her and have
the land. 3 Refi. 61. Plowd. 375. But if the daughter and fe
male heir cometh to land in nature of a purchaser ; as on a will of
lands given to J. S. and his heirs, and he hath a daughter when
the devisor dies, his wife being then with child of a son; in this
case the daughter shall enjoy the land, and not the after-born son.

3 Refi. 61. 5 Edw. IV. 6. 9 Hen. VII. 24. See tit. Infant II.
Posthumous Children, Descent, Limitation.
INVERITARE, To verify or make proof of a thing. Leg. Ine,

c. 16.

To INVEST; INVESTITURE, from the Fr. investir.'] The

giving possession : some define it thus, investitura, est ulicujus
in suum jus introductio ; a giving livery of seisin or possession.
Investitures in their original rise were probably intended to de

monstrate in conquered countries the actual possession of the lord ;

and that he did not grant a bare litigious right which the soldier
was ill qualified to prosecute, but a peaceable and firm possession.
And after conveyance by deed came into use, these investitures
were retained as a public and notorious act, that the country might
take notice of and testify the transfer of the estate and that such as

claimed title by other means might know against whom to bring
their actions. 2 Comm. 311. c. 20. And see ji. 23. 53. 209. and
this Diet. tit. Feoffment, Conveyance, Tenures, as also, tit. Advow
son, Institution, isfc.
The customs and ceremonies of investiture or giving posses

sion, were long practised with great variety : at first investitures
were made by a form of words; afterwards by such things as had
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most resemblance to what was to be transferred ; as lands passed by
the delivery of a turf, Sec. which was done, by the grantor, to the

person to whom the lands were granted : but in after-ages, the

things by which investitures were made were not so exactly ob
served. Ingul/ih. p. 901. In the church, it was the custom of old,
for princes to promote such as they liked to ecclesiastical bene
fices, and declare their choice and promotion, by delivery, to the

persons chosen, of a pastoral staff and ring ; the one a symbolical re
presentation of their spiritual marriage with the church ; and the
other of their pastoral care and charge, which was termed investi
ture ; after which they were consecrated by ecclesiastical persons.
Hoveden tells us, that King Richard, being taken by the emperor,
gave this kingdom to him, et investivit eum inde per jiileum suum;
and that the emperor immediately afterwards returned the gift : et
investivit eum per du/ilicem crucem de auro. Hovcd. 724. Wal-

singham says, that John Duke of Lancaster was invested Duke of
Aquitaine, per vigam et pileum, fi. 343.
INVTTATOR1A ET VENITARIUM, Those hymns and psalms

that were sung in the church to invite the people to prayer : they
are mentioned in the statutes of St. Paul's Church. MS.
INVOICE, A particular account of merchandise, with its value,

custom, and charges, Sec. sent by a merchant to his factor or cor

respondent in another country. See stat. 12 Car. II. c. 34.

INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER, Differs from homi
cide excusable by misadventure in this; that misadventure always
happens in consequence of some lawful act, but this species of man
slaughter in consequence of an unlawful act. Yet, in general,
when an involuntary killing happens in consequence of an unlaw
ful act, it will be either murder or manslaughter, according to

the nature of the act which occasioned it. 4 Comm. 192, 193.
See tit. Homicide.
To INURE, To take effect ; as the pardon inureth. Staundf.

Brer, fol. 40. See Enure.

JOBBER, One who buys or sells cattle for others. There are

also stock-jobbers, who buy and sell stocks for other persons, and

gamble in the funds for themselves. See tit. National Debt, Stock
jobbers.
JOCALIA, Fr. joyaux.] Jewels; derived from the Lat. jocus,

joculus, and jocula, which comprehend every thing that delighteth;
but, in a special and more restrained sense, it signifies those things
which are ornaments to women, and which in Prance they call
their own ; as diamonds, ear-rings, bracelets, Sec. But in this

kingdom a wife shall not be entitled to jewels, diamonds, Sec. on

the death of her husband, unless they are suitable to her quality,
and the husband leaves assets to pay debts, Sec. 1 Roll. Abr. 911.
See tit. Baron and Feme IV. ad fin.
JOCARI, To contend with pikes. Mat. Paris, anno 1252.

JOCAR1US, A jester. In an ancient deed of Richard, abbot
of Bernay, to Henry Lovet, among the witnesses to it was Willi-
elmo tunc jocario Domini Abbatis. In Domesday it is said Berdic
was jocula/ or regis, the king's jester.
JOCELET, Sax. firccdiolum, agri colendi portiuncula.'] A little

farm or manor ; in some parts of Kent a yoklet, as requiring but. a

small yoke of oxen to till it. Sax. Diet.
Vol. III. 3 T
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JOCULATOR, See Jocarius.
JOCUS PARTITUS. It is so called when two proposals are

made, and a man hath liberty to choose which he will. Bracton,
lib. 4. tract. 1. c. 32. //. 2. Hengham Magn. c. 4.

JOINDER IN ACTION. The coupling or joining of two in
a suit or action. Fitz. JV. B.fol. 218. 201.221. In all personal
things, where two are chargeable to two, the one may satisfy it,
and accept of satisfaction, and bind his companion ; and yet one
cannot have an action without his companion, nor both only against
one. 2 Leon. 77. In joint personal actions against two defend
ants, if they plead severally, and the plaintiff is nonsuit by one be
fore he hath judgment against the other, he is barred (in that suit)
against both. Hob. 180. A person, in consideration of a sum of
money paid to him by A. and B. promises to procure their cattle
distrained to be delivered ; if they are not delivered, one joint ac
tion lies by the parties ; for the consideration cannot be divided.
Sty. 156. 203. 1 Danv. Abr. 5. And where two joint owners of
a sum of money are robbed upon the highway, they are to join in
one action against the hundred. It is otherwise if they have se

veral properties. Latch. 127. Dyer, 307.
Upon a joint grievance all parties may join; as the inhabitants

of a hundred, &c. And an action brought against owners of a ship,
in case of goods damaged, &c. quasi ex contractu, must be brought
against all of them. 3 Lev. 355. 3 Mod. 321. 2 Salk. 440. Though
one partner acts in trade, where there are many partners, actions
are to be brought against all the partners jointly for his acts.

1 Salk. 292. If two men are partners, and one of them sells

goods in partnership, action for the money must be brought in
both their names. Godb. 244. But where there are two partners
in merchandise, and one of them appoints a factor, they may have
several writs of account against him, or they may join. Moor, 188.

And if one of the merchants dies, the survivor is to bring the ac-~
tion. 2 Salk. 444.

Where several persons, called dippers at Tunbridge Wells.

joined in an action against a person who exercised the business
of a dipper, not being duly appointed, and disturbed plaintiffs
therein. These dippers were twelve in number, all women,
chosen by the freeholders of the manor, within which the wells lay,
and approved of by the lord of the manor, and the employment
was attended with profits which arose merely from the voluntary
contributions of the company ; and defendant having acted as dip
per without a proper appointment, the dippers joined in an action

against her. Held by the court to be well brought, because, al
though the dippers were severally entitled to receive for their
own several use, such voluntary gratuities as the company were

pleased to give them respectively, yet, with regard to a stranger's
disturbing them in their employment, they were all jointly concerned
in point of interest ; and that it was a hurt done to them all. See
1 Saund. 153. Eccleston v. Clipsham, ib. 191. {b),\note to Cabell v.

Vaughan.
Two counts may be joined in the same declaration, where the

same judgment may be given in both. 2 Wils. 321. (See also,
3 Wils. 354.) It has been adjudged, that debt on an obligation,
and on a mutuatus, may be joined in the same action, though the
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former is a contract under seal, and the other only a simple con

tract, and the plea to the one is non est factum, and the other nil
debet, but the judgment is the same in both. 1 Vent. 366. Cro.
Car. 366. So debt and detinue may be joined in the same action,
for they are of the same nature ; but debt and trespass, or debt
and account cannot be joined, for they are of different natures.
Bro. Joinder in Action, 97. but in 5 Mod. 92. it is said by the court

that it seems strange that debt and detinue should be joined, be
cause these actions have different judgments ; so debt for rent

upon a lease, either by parol or indenture, and for goods sold and
delivered, may be joined in the same action. Bro. Joinder in Ac

tion, 90. Gilb. C. B. 5. 4 Bac. Abr. 11. So several trespasses,
committed on several days, and in several places, though separate
wrongs, and several causes of action may be joined in the same

action. 8 Refi. 876. Buckner's case. So an action against a com

mon carrier upon the custom of the realm for a misfeasance and
trover may be joined. 4 Bac. Abr. 11. 2 Wils. 319. 1 Vent. 223.
1 T. B. 277 . So an action on the case for immoderately riding a

horse, and trover may be joined. 1 Lutw. 98� 101. Cro. Car. 20.
So an action on the case for disturbing the plaintiff in his right of
common, and of cutting and taking rushes upon the common for
litter for his cattle, and trover may be joined. 3 Wits. 456. But
detinue and trover cannot be joined. Willes's Refi. 118. So debt

upon a bond, and upon a judgment, may be joined in the same

action. 1 Lutiv. 43. 1 Wils. 248. 2 Brown's Ent. 83, 84. 2 Salk.
772. So an action on the case for wrongfully and injuriously ob

structing and hindering the plaintiff from landing his goods upon
a yard of the defendant, contrary to a written agreement between
them, and trover may be joined. 3 Wils. 348. 354. 1 T. R.274.
there held, that wherever the same plea may be pleaded, and the
same judgment given on two accounts, they may be joined in the
same declaration. See further, 2 Saund. 117. note (2).
But actions founded upon a tort, and upon a contract, cannot be

joined in the same declaration, as assumpsit and action upon the
case for a tort, because the pleas are different. 1 T. R. 276. 1

Vent. 366. So assumpsit and trover cannot be joined ; and though
this is a verdict for the defendant on the count for the trover, yet
it is said, that it does not cure the declaration, but it is bad ab
initio. 2 Lev. 101. 3 Lev. 99. 1 Salk. 10. 3 Wils. 354. So as-

sumjisit and an action upon the case founded upon fraud or deceit,
cannot be joined, because they require different pleas. Carth. 189.
So a count by the plaintiff, as on a contract made with his testa

tor, and a count in his own right cannot be joined. Mob. 88. I
Salk. 10. 3 T. R. 659, 660. 1 Ld. Raym. 1215. 10 Mod. 316.

It should seem that an executor cannot join an insimul computas-
set for money due from the defendant to him as executor, to account

on a promise made to the testator; the executor on such a count

being liable to costs. 1 Ld. Raym. 437. for the old notion, that
the money recovered will be assets, and therefore the executor is
not subject to costs which was the ground of the decision in Sir
T. Jones, 47. 2 Lev. 165. S. C. seems now to be exploded. 7 T.
R. 358, 359. but, perhaps, an insimul computasset with the plain
tiff as executor/or money due to the testator, may be joined to a

count on a promise made to the testator ; for the accounting with
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the executor does, not give a new duty, but only ascertains that
which was due before, and, therefore, the duty to the testator is
not altered thereby. See 2 Saund. 47. k. note (1). So a plaintiff
shall not have an action against another to charge him as execu

tor, and also in his own right ; for the judgment in the one case is
de bonis testatoris, and in the other de bonis propriis. Hob. 88. 2
Lev. 228. Therefore, a count for money had and received by the
defendant as executor for the plaintiff's use, or for money lent him
as such, or on an insimul computasset of money due from him as

such, cannot be joined to a count on a promise made to the testa
tor. And such misjoinder of action, either by or against an exe

cutor, is a defect in substance, and, therefore, bad on a general
demurrer, or in arrest of judgment, or in error. 4 T. R. 347.
1 H. Bl. 108. 2 Bos. Isf Pull. 424. But a count on an account

stated with an executor for money due from the testator, may be

joined to a count on a promise made by the testator ; 1 H. Bl. 102.
this being the common mode of declaring against executors to

save the slat, of limitations: so a man cannot join trespass, and tres

pass on the casern the same action, for they are two distinct things
and of different natures, and the judgments are different ; for in
trespass the judgment is quod capiatur, and in trespass on the
case, quod sit in misericordia. 1 Ld. Raym. 273, 274. The re

sult of all these cases seems to be, that wherever the same plea
may be pleaded, and the same judgment given in all the counts of
the declaration ; and wherever the counts are of the same nature,
and the same judgment is given on them all, though the pleas be

different, as in the case of debt upon bond, and on a mutuatus al

ready mentioned, they may well be joined. 2 Saund. \ \7.d. note

(2). (The edition of Saunders above referred to, is that by Ser

jeant Williams.)
If one man calls two other men thieves,, they shall not join in

an action against him, and one joint action will not lie for or against
several persons for speaking the same words ; for the wrong done
to one is no wrong to the other ; and the words of the one are not

the words of the other. 1 Danv. 5. Palm. 313.

So, in assault and battery, on a joint trespass, the plaintiff may
declare severally ; but it remains' joint till severed by the declara
tion. 2 Salk. 454. A man cannot declare in an action against one
defendant for an assault and battery, and against another for taking
away his goods, because the trespasses are of several natures.

But where they are done by two persons jointly at one time, they
may be both guilty of the whole. Sty. 153. 10 Rep. 66 If two

men procure another to be indicted falsely of barratry, he may
have action against them both jointly ; and it is the same if two

conspire to maintain a suit, though only one gives money, Sec.
Latch. 226.
Tenants in common cannot join in an action of waste against

their lessee ; but it is otherwise in the case of coparceners, or

joint-tenants. Moor, 34. See those titles ; and further, on this

subject, this Diet. tit. Action.
JOINDER of COUNTIES. There can be no joinder of coun

ties for the finding of an indictment ; though in appeal of death,
where a wound was given in one county, and the party died in

another, the jury were to be returned jointly from each county,
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before the stat. 2 & 3 Edw. VI. c. 24. ; but by that statute the law
is altered ; for now the whole may be tried either on indict
ment or appeal, in the county wherein the death is. See tit. In
dictment, Homicide, Trial. Where several persons are arraigned
upon the same indictment or appeal, and severally plead not

guilty, the prosecutor may either take out a joint venire or seve

ral. But after a joint venire, several ones cannot be taken out.
//. P. C. 256.
JOINDER in DEMURRER, See tit. Demurrer.
JOINDUREiu BATTEL, See tit. Battel.
JOINDURE or ISSUE. When one party denies the fact plead

ed by his antagonist who has tendered the issue thus, " And this
he prays may be inquired of by the country," or,

" And of this he

puts himself upon the country," the party denying the fact, may
immediately subjoin, " And the said A. B. doth the like." Which
done, the issue is said to be joined. See tit. Issue.
JOINT ACTIONS, See tit. Action, Joinder in Action.
JOINT and SEVERAL. An interest cannot be granted jointly

and severally ; as if a man grants the next advowson, or makes a

lease for years, to two jointly and severally, those words (severally)
are void, and they are joint-tenants. A power or authority may be

joint and several. 5 Rep. 19. Joint words of parties shall, by con

struction of law, be taken respectively and severally. 5 Rep. 7. b.
When it appears by the count, that the several covenantees have,

or are to have, several interests or estates, there, when the cove

nant is made with the covenantees, and each of them, these words
make the covenant several, in respect of their several interests.
5 Refi. 19. And see Jenk. 262, 263. pi. 63. Grant of the next
avoidance to two, and each of them, to present A. to the said
church, is good ; for the contention is avoided by restraining both
to present A. Jenk. 263. pi. 63. See 14 Vin. Abr. 48. 469. and
this Diet. tit. Covenant, Estate.
JOINT EXECUTORS, See tit. Executor, II. V. 3. 5.

JOINT FINES. If a whole vill is to be fined, a joint fine may
be laid, and it will be good for the necessity of it; but in other
cases, fines for offences are to be severally imposed on each parti
cular offender, and not jointly upon all of them. 1 Roll. Rep. 33.
11 Rep. 42. Dyer, 211. See tit. Fines for Offences.
JOINT INDICTMENTS, See tit. Indictment.
JOINT LIVES. A bond was made to a woman dum sola, to pay

her so much yearly as long as she and the obligor should live toge
ther, &c. Afterwards the woman married, and debt being brought
on this bond by husband and wife, the defendant pleaded, that he
and the plaintiff's wife did not live together ; but it was adjudged,
that the money should be paid during their joint lives, so long as

they were living at the same time, &c. 1 Lutw. 555. Where a

person, in consideration of receiving profits of the wife's lands on

marriage, during their joint lives, was to pay a sum of money year
ly, in trust for the wife, though it was not said every year during,
&c. it was held, that the payment shall be intended to continue
every year also during their joint lives. 1 Lutw. 459. Lease for
years to husband and wife, if they, or any issue of their bodies
should so long live, has been adjudged so long as either the hus

band, wife, or any of their issue should live, and not only so long
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as the husband and wife, kc. should jointly live. Moor, 339. See
tit. Agreement, Covenant, &c.
JOINTENANTS, As it is frequently written, or rather, as seems

most consistent,

JOINT-TENANTS,
simul tenentes, or qui conjunctim tenent.~\ They who hold lands or
tenements by joint-tenancy.
An estate in joint-tenancy is where lands or tenements are

granted to two or more persons, to hold in fee-simple, fee-tail, for
life, for years, or at will. In consequence of such grants, an
estate is called an estate in joint-tenancy. Litt. � 277. and some
times an estate in jointure, which word, as well as the other, sig
nifies a union or conjunction of interest ; though in common

speech the term jointure is now usually confined to that joint
estate, which, by virtue of the statute 27 Hen. VIII. c. 10. is fre
quently vested in the husband and wife before marriage, as a full
satisfaction and bar of the woman's dower. See tit. Jointure.

I. Of the Nature of an Estate in Joint-tenancy, and how cre

ated.
II. The Consequences and Incidents of such Estate, and of the

Acts of Joint-tenants to alienate or encumber the same.

III. How it may be severed or destroyed.

I. The creation of an estate in joint-tenancy depends on the
wording of the deed or devise, by which the tenant claims title ;
for this estate can only arise by purchase or grant, that is, by the
act of the parties, and never by the mere act of law. Now if an
estate, be given to a plurality of persons, without adding any re

strictive, exclusive, or explanatory words, as if an estate be grant
ed to A. and B. and their heirs, this makes them immediately joint-
tenants in fee of the lands ; for the law interprets the grant so as

to make all parts of it take effect, which can only be done by cre

ating an equal estate in them both. As therefore the grantor has
thus united their names, the law gives them a thorough union in
all other respects. 2 Comm. 180. c. 12.
The essential difference between joint-tenants and tenants in

common is, that joint-tenants have the lands by one joint title, and
in one right, and tenants in common by several titles, or by one

title and by several rights ; this is the reason, says Lord Coke, that
joint-tenants have one joint freehold, and tenants in common have
several freeholds, though this property is common to them both,
viz. that their occupation is undivided, and neither of themknow-
eth his part in several. Co. Lilt. 189. a.

The properties of a joint estate are derived from its unity,
which is fourfold ; the unity of interest, of title, of time, and of
possession; or, in other words, joint-tenants have one and the
same interest accruing by one and the same conveyance, com

mencing at one and the same time, and held by one and the same

undivided possession.
First, They must have one and the same interest. One joint-

tenant cannot be entitled to one period of duration or quantity of
interest in lands, and the other to a different. One cannot be te-

1
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nant for life, and the other for years ; one cannot be tenant in fee,
and the other in tail. 1 Inst. 188. But if land be limited to A.
and B. for their lives, this makes them joint-tenants of the free
hold ; if to A. and B. and their heirs, it makes them joint-tenants
of the inheritance. Litt. � 277. if land be granted to A. and B.
for their lives, and to the heirs of A., here A. and B. are joint-
tenants of the freehold during their respective lives, and A. has
the remainder of the fee in severalty ; or if land be given to A.
and B. and the heirs of the body of A., here both have a joint estate
for life, and A. hath a several remainder in tail. Litt. � 285.
In the creation of a joint-tenancy in fee, particular care must

be taken not to insert the words, and the survivor of them. For
the grant of an estate to two and the survivor of them, and the
heirs of the survivor, does not make them joint-tenants in fee,
but gives them an estate of freehold during their joint lives, with
a contingent remainder in fee to the survivor. Whether during
their joint lives the fee continues in the grantor or remains in

abeyance, and whether they can convey their estate, and what is
the proper mode of conveyance to be used, are points which have
been much agitated, and which, perhaps, are not yet quite settled.

They were all mentioned in the case of Vick v. Edwards, 3 P.
Wms. 372. In that case, lands were devised to B. and C. and the
survivor of them, and the heirs of such survivor, in trust to sell.
Lord Talbot held, that the fee was in abeyance, that the trustees

joining in a fine of the premises might make a title to a purchaser
by way of estoppel, and that the heirs joining might be of use, as it
would supply the want of proving the will ; but that in every
other respect it would be void. In this case, the word estoppel
must not be understood in its strict technical sense ; all that is
meant by it is, that the fine operates by way of conclusion upon,
or bar to, the vendors, till the contingency happens upon which the
fee is to arise, and then it passes to the purchaser. This doctrine
is open to objection ; (see 1 P. Wms. 505. 2 Saund. 380.) but it
seems to be generally acquiesced in, and perhaps the liberality of
succeeding times may think a common conveyance, by lease and
release, or bargain and sale, sufficient in these cases to pass the
fee, without either fine or a common recovery. 1 Inst. 191. a. in 11.

Secondly. Joint-tenants must also have a unity of title; then-
estate must be created by one and the same act, whether legal or
illegal ; as by one and the same grant, or by one and the same dis
seisin. Litt. � 278. Joint-tenancy cannot arise by descent or act
of law ; but, as has been already said, merely by purchase or ac

quisition, by act of the party ; and unless that act be one and the

same, the two tenants would have different titles, and if they had
different titles, one might prove good, and the other bad, which
would absolutely destroy the joint-tenancy. 2 Comm.
Thirdly. There must also be a unity of time; their estates must

be vested at one and the same period, as well as by one and the
same title. As in case of a present estate made to A. and P. o:
a remainder in fee to A. and B. after a particular estate ; in eithei
case A. and B. are joint-tenants of this present estate, or this
vested remainder. But if after a lease for life, the remainder be
limited to the heirs of A. and B., and during the continuance of
the particular estate, A, dies, which vests the remainder of brte
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moiety in his heir ; and then B. dies, whereby the other moiety
becomes vested in the heir of B.-, now A.'s heir and B.'s heir
are not joint-tenants of this remainder, but tenants in common ;
for one moiety vested at one time, and the other at another, i
Inst. 188. Yet where a feoffment was made to the use of
a man and such wife as he should afterwards marry, for term of
their lives, and he afterwards married ; in this case it seems to
have been held, that the husband and wife had a joint estate, though
vested at different times ; because the use of the wife's estate was

in abeyance, and dormant till the intermarriage, and on that
event had relation back, and took effect from the time of creation.
Dyer, 340. 1 Reft. 101.

Lastly. In joint-tenancy there must be a unity of possession.
Joint-tenants are said to be seised per my et per, tout, by the half
or moiety, and by all : that is, they each of them have the entire pos
session, as well of every parcel as of the whole. They have not
one of them a seisin of one half or moiety, and the other of the
other moiety, neither can one be exclusively seised of one acre, and
his companion of another; but each has an undivided moiety of the
whole, and not the whole of an undivided moiety. Litt. � 288.
5 Refi. 10. Bract, lib. 5. ir. 5. c. 26. And, therefore, if an estate in
fee be given to a man and his wife, they are neither properly
joint-tenants, nor tenants in common ; for husband and wife being
considered as one person in law, they cannot take the estate by
moieties, but both are seised of the entirety per tout et non per
my; the consequence of which is, that neither the husband nor

the wife can dispose of any part without the assent of the other,
but the whole must remain to the survivor. Litt. � 665. 1 Inst.
187., 4 Bro. Ab. t. Cui in vita, 8. 2 Vern. 120. 2 Lev. 39.
If a father makes a deed of bargain and sale of lands to his son,

to hold to him and his heirs, Sec. to the use of the father and son,
and their heirs and assigns for ever, they are joint-tenants. 2 Cro.
83. And if the father devises lands to his eldest and other sons,

they are joint-tenants, and not tenants in common. Goldsb. 28.

Poph. 52.

A man devised lands to his wife for life, and after her death to

his three daughters, and the heirs male of their bodies, Sec. The
wife and the two eldest daughters died ; and it was held, that the

surviving daughter should have the whole for life, the three sis
ters being joint-tenants for life, and several tenants in tail of the in
heritance. Leon. 47.
Two or more purchase land, and advance the money in equalparts,

and take a conveyance to them and their heirs ; this makes a joint-
tenancy with the chance of survivorship: but where the propor
tions of money are not equal, they are in nature of partners ; and

though the legal estate survives, the survivor: shall be as a trus

tee for the others, in respect of the sums paid by each. So, if
where two having purchased jointly, afterwards one lays out a

considerable sum on improvements, Sec. and dies, in equity it shall
be a lien on the lands, and a trust for the representative of him
who advanced it 1 Eq. Abr. 291.

A rent of 10/. a year is granted to A. and B. to hold to one until
he marry, and to the other till he is presented to such a church ; it
was holden they were joint-tenants, and that if either of them die

\
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before marriage or presentment, the rent shall survive. Co. Litt.
180.
If lands are given to two men, and the heirs of their bodies, the

remainder to them and their heirs ; they shall be joint-tenants for
life, tenants in common of the estate-tail, and joint-tenants of the

fee-simple. Ibid. 183. But where a remainder is limited to the

right heirs of two persons, in this case they shall take severally,
though the words be joint. 5 Rep. 8. Land is granted to a man,
and such woman as shall be his wife ; here is no joint-tenancy,
but the man will have the whole : Though if one make a feoffment
in fee to the use of himself, and of such wife as he shall after
marry, for their lives ; when he takes a wife, they are joint-tenants.
Co. Litt. 188. 1 Refi. 101.
Lands are settled to the use of husband and wife for their

lives, remainder to the heirs of both their bodies. The children
of this marriage are joint-tenants. Staples v. Maurice, Bro. P. C.
tit. Joint-tenants, Ca. 3.

One person is in by the common law, and another by limitation
of use, yet they may be joint-tenants by virtue of a deed of grant,
&c. Jenk. Cent. 330. Lands given in, the premises of a deed to

three, to hold to one for life, remainder to another for life, remain
der to the third for life, they are not joint-tenants, but shall take

successively. Dyer, 160.

In a case in the king's bench during Lord Holt's time, the ques
tion was, how the surrender of a copyhold to the use of three
sons and two daughters, equally to be divided, and their respective
heirs, ought to be construed ; and the following passage in 1 Inst.
190. b. was much relied upon, by two of the judges, as an author

ity to show, that the words equally to be divided, imply a tenancy
in common. " If a verdict find that a man hath duas partes mane-

rii, ifc. in tres_ partes divisas, this shall not be intended to be in
common ; but if verdict be, in tres partes dividendas, then it seem-
eth that they are tenants in common by the intendment of the
verdict." But Lord Holt, who was for a joint-tenancy, observed,
that no such matter appears in the case of 21 Edw IV. there
cited by Lord Coke in the margin as his authority, and that he
was not positive therein, but only wrote it as his conjecture.
Fisher v. Wigg, 1 P. Wms. 14. &c. and Mr. Cox's notes there.
Salk. 391. Com. Rep. 88. 92. 12 Mod. 296. 1 Ld. Raym. 622.
In the two latter books, ar d in P. Wms. the case is reported very
much at large ; and as the arguments on each side are very
elaborate, it is an authority fit to be resorted to wherever the
doubt is, whether there shall be a tenancy in common or joint-
tenancy ; and seems an acknowledged authority in cases of sur
renders of copyholds. 1 Wils. 341. See also, Anglesey (E.) v.

Ram, Dom. Proc. September, 1727. Barker v. Gyles, 2 P. Wms.
280. Bro. P. C. Hall v. Digby et al. Bro. P. C. Hawes v.

Haives, 1 Wils. 165. Gaskin v. Gaskin, or Den v. Gaskin, Cowfi.
660. In this last case the word equally was deemed sufficient to
create a tenancy in common in a will ; and Lord Mansfield decla
red the opinion of the two judges, who differed from Holt, to be
the better and more liberal one ; and Aston, J. noticed, th&t^equally
to be divided had been adjudged a tenancy in common, even in a

deed. See 1 Inst. 190. b. in 7z._and further, tit. Tenants in Common.
Vol. III. 3 U
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II. Upon the principles of a thorough and intimate union of in
terest and possession, depend many other consequences and incidents
to the joint-tenant's estate, besides those already casually noticed;
If two joint-tenants let a verbal lease of their land, reserving rent to
be paid to one of them, it shall enure to both, in respect of the
joint reversion. Co. Litt. 214. If their lessee surrenders his lease
to one of them, it shall also enure to both, because of the privity
or relation of their estate. Ibid. 192. On the same reason, livery
of seisin, made to one joint-tenant, shall enure to both of them ;
Ibid. 49. and the entry, or re-entry, of one joint-tenant is as effect
ual in law as if it were the act of both. Ibid. 319. 364. In all ac
tions also relating to their joint estate, one joint-tenant cannot sue
or be sued without joining the other. Ibid. 195. But if two or

more joint-tenants be seised of an advowson, and they present
different clerks, the bishop may refuse either, because neither
joint-tenant hath a several right of patronage, but each is seised
of the whole : and, if they do not both agree within six months,
the right of presentation shall lapse. But the ordinary may, if he
pleases, admit a clerk presented by either, for the good of the
church, that divine service may be regularly performed ; which
is no more than he otherwise would be entitled to do, in case

their disagreement continued, so as to incur a lapse : and, if the
clerk of one joint-tenant be so admitted, this shall keep up the
title of both of them, in respect of the privity and union of their
estate. Co. Litt. 185. Upon the same ground it is held, that one
joint-tenant cannot have an action against another for trespass, in
respect of his land, for each has an equal right to enter on any
part of it. 3 Leon. 262. But one joint-tenant is not capable by
himself to do any act, which may tend to defeat or injure the
estate of the other ; as to let leases, or to grant copyholds. 1 Leon.
234. And, if any waste be done, which tends to the destruction
of the inheritance, one joint-tenant may have an action of waste

against the other, by construction of the stat. Westm. 2. c. 22.

2 Inst. 403. So too, though at common law no action of account

lay for one joint-tenant against another, unless he had constituted
him his bailiff or receiver. 1 last. 200. Yet now by the stat. 4

Ann. c. 16. joint-tenants may have actions of account against each
other, for receiving more than their due share of profits of the
tenements held in joint-tenancy. This action is however seldom

brought ; but the practice is, to apply to a court of equity to com

pel an account. 2 Comm. c. 12. See post, III. 2.

From the same principle also arises the remaining grand inci
dent of joint estates, -viz. the doctrine of survivorship; by which,
when two or more persons are seised of a joint estate of inheritance,
for their own lives, or pur autre vie, or are jointly possessed of

any chattel-interest, the entire tenancy, upon the decease of any
of them, remains to the survivors, and at length to the last survivor;
and he shall be entitled to the whole estate, whatever it be, whe
ther an inheritance or a common freehold only, or even a less
estate. Litt. � 280,281. This is the natural and regular conse

quence of the union and entierty of their interest. The interest
of two joint-tenants is not only equal or similar, but also is one

and the same. One has not originally a distinct moiety from the
other ; but, if by any subsequent act (as by alienation or forfeit-
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are of either) the interest becomes separate and distinct, the joint-
tenancy instantly ceases. But, while it continues, each of the two

jbint-tenants has a concurrent interest in the whole ; and therefore
on the death of his companion, the sole interest in the whole re

mains to the survivor. For the interest which the survivor, ori
ginally had, is clearly not devested by the death of his companion ;
and no other person can now claim to have a joint estate with him,
for no one can now have an interest in the whole, accruing by the
same title, and taking effect at the same time with his own : nei
ther can any one claim a separate interest in any part of the tene

ments ; for that would be to deprive the survivor of the right
which he has in all, and every part. As therefore the survivor's
original interest in the whole still remains ; and as no one can now

be admitted, either jointly or severally, to any share with him
therein ; it follows, that his own interest must now be entire and

several, and that he shall alone be entitled to the whole estate

(whatever it be) that was created by the original grant. 2 Comm.
c. 12.
The right of survivorship is called by our ancient authors the

jus accrescendi, because the right, upon the death of one joint-tenant,
accumulates and increases to the survivors. Bract, lib. 4. tr. 3.
c. 9. � 3. Fleta, lib. 3. c- 4. And this jus accrescendi ought to

be mutual; which seems to be one reason why neither the king,
nor any corporation, can be a joint-tenant with a private person.
For here is no mutuality ; the private person has not even the
remotest chance of being seised of the entierty by benefit of sur
vivorship ; for the king and corporation can never die. 2 Comm.
c. 12. cites 1 Inst. 190. Finch's L. 83. 2 Lev. 12.

But Lord Coke expressly says, "there may be joint-tenants
though there be not an equal benefit of survivorship : as if a man

let lands to A. and B. during the life of A.; if B. die, A. shall have
all by survivorship : but if A. die, B. shall have nothing." 1 Inst.
181. The mutuality of survivorship does not therefore appear to

be the reason, why a corporation cannot be a joint-tenant with a

private person: for two corporations cannot be joint-tenants toge
ther: but whenever a joint estate is granted to them,. they take as

tenants in common. Co. Litt. 190. The above is Mr. Christian's
observation on the preceding passage in the Commentaries. It

may, however, be remarked, that Blackstone merely states this as

one reason, against the king or a corporation being a joint-tenant
with a private person. In the passage cited from 1 Inst. 181. the
assertion that joint-tenancy may be without equal benefit of survi
vorship, and the case put by Lord Coke, do not extend to instances
where no benefit of survivorship can possibly arise to either party;
as must be the case between two corporations.
If there are two joint-tenants for life, it is said each of them

hath an estate for life, and for the life of his companion ; and for
that reason, if one of them make a lease, it shall continue not only
during the life of the lessor, but after his death during the life of
his companion, as long as the original estate out of which it was

derived : though it hath been resolved, that such a joint-tenant
hath only an estate for his own life, and a possibility of surviving
his companion to be entitled to his part; therefore if he grants
over his estate, that possibility is gone; and if he dies, the estate
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of the grantee shall revert to him in reversion. 1 Roll. 441. Jones,
55. 3 Salk. 204, 205.
If one joint-tenant grants a rent-charge, Etc. out of his part,

and dies, the survivor shall have the whole land discharged: for
he hath the land by survivorship, and not. by descent from his
companion. Litt. 286. 1 Co. List. 184. And if one joint-tenant
in fee makes a lease for years, reserving a rent, and dieth; the
survivor shall have the reversion, but not the rent, because he
claims by title paramount. Co. Litt. 18.

Joint-tenants, as to the possession of lands in jointure, are seised
by entierties of the whole, and of every part equally ; (and the

possession of any joint-tenant is the possession of both;) but as

to the right of land, they are seised only of moieties ; therefore
if one grant the whole, a moiety only passeth. 1 Bulst. 3. Cro.
Eliz. 809. If there be two joint-tenants, and each make a several
lease of the whole, their several moieties only shall pass, by each
lease. 1 Wils. I. Joint-tenants cannot singly dispose of more

than the part that belongs to them ; where they join in a feoff
ment, in judgment of law each of them gives but his respective
part ; so it is of a gift in tail, lease for life, Etc. And for a con

dition broken they shall only enter on a moiety of the lands. 1

Inst. 186.

Every joint-tenant hath a right, as to his own share, to several

purposes, as to give, lease, forfeit, Etc. 1 Inst. 186. Litt. 287.
One joint-tenant may lease to his companion : but one joint-tenant
cannot make a feoffment, or grant to another joint-tenant, though
he may release. 1 Vent. 78. Raym. 187. By whatever means a

joint-tenant comes to the estate of his companion, by conveyance,
&c. from him, it may enure by way of release. 2 Cro. 649.
Action of trespass or trover may not be brought by one joint-

tenant against his companion, because the possession of one is the

possession of the other. 1 Salk. 290. One joint-tenant may dis
train for rent alone ; and he may avow in his own right, and as

bailiff to the others, but he cannot avow solely; and he may not

bring debt alone. 5 Mod. 73. 150.
If a joint-tenant in fee-simple is indebted to the king, and dieth;

the lands cannot be extended in the hands of the survivor ; who
claimeth not from his companion, but from the feoffor, Etc. 1 Inst.
185. Where there are two joint-tenants, and one is indebted to

the king, and dieth, the other shall hold the land discharged of
the debt: but if the husband and wife have a term jointly, and
the, husband is indebted to the king, and dieth, in such case the
term shall be subject to the debt, because the husband might
have disposed of the whole estate. Blowd. 321.

Judgment in action of debt, is had against one joint-tenant for
life, who, before execution, releases to his companion ; ad

judged that the moiety is still liable to the judgment during the
life of the releasor; but, if he had died before execution, the sur

vivor should have had the land discharged of the debts and judg
ment. 6 Refi 78. Husband and wife were joint-tenants, and ac

tion was brought against the husband alone, who made default,
thereupon the wife prayed to be received ; but it was not allowed,
because she was not a party to the writ; but he in reversion may
be received, and plead joint-tenancy in abatement of the writ.
Moor, 242.
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If a feme sole and A. B. purchase a term for years jointly, and
afterwards intermarry, the joint-tenancy continues. Dyer, 318.

2 JVels, Abr. 1335. But where there are two women joint-tenants
of a lease for years, and one taketh husband, and dies, the term

shall survive ; if the husband hath not aliened her part, and sever

ed the jointure : but it is otherwise in case of goods, vested in the
husband by marriage. 1 Inst. 185.

If there be two joint-tenants, and one releaseth to the other,
this passeth a fee without the word heirs, because it refers to

the whole fee, which they jointly took, end are possessed of, by
force of the first conveyance ; but tenants in common cannot re

lease to each other ; for a release supposeth the party to have
the thing in demand ; but tenants in common have several dis
tinct freeholds, which they cannot transfer, otherwise than as per
sons who are sole seised. Co. Litt. 9. 200. b.

III. As Estate in joint-tenancy may be severed and destroyed,
by destroying any of its constituent unities. l.That of time,
which respects only the original commencement of the joint estate,
cannot indeed, (being now passed,) be affected by any subsequent
transactions. But, 2. The joint-tenants' estate, may be destroyed,
without any alienation, by merely disuniting their fiossession.
For joint-tenants being seised per my et per tout, every thing that
tends to narrow that interest, so that they shall not be seised through
out the whole, and throughout every part, is a severance or de
struction of the jointure. And therefore, if two joint-tenants
agree to part their lands, and hold them in severalty, they are no

longer joint-tenants ; for they have now no joint interest in the
whole, but only a several interest respectively in the several parts.
And for that reason also, the right of survivorship is by such
separation destroyed. Co. Litt. 188. 193. By common law, all the
joint-tenants might agree to make partition of the lands, but one

of them could not compel the other so to do ; Litt. � 290. for this
being an estate originally created by the act and agreement of the
parties, the law would not permit any one or more of them to

destroy the united possession without a similar universal consent.
But now by the stats. 31 Hen. VIII. c. 1. 32 Hen. VIII. c. 32.

joint-tenants and tenants in common either of inheritances or

other less estates, are compellable by writ of partition to divide
their lands. And the stat. 8 St 9 Wm. III. c. 11. made perpetual
by stat. 3 and 4 Ann. c. 18. directs the manner of proceeding upon
such writs.
In this case of partition of estates, as also in settling accounts

between the parties, resort .is most frequently had to a court of
equity. For though accounts may be taken before auditors in an

action of account in the courts of common law, (see this Diet. tit.
Account,) yet a court of equity, by its modes of proceeding, is
enabled to investigate, more effectually, long and intricate accounts
in an adverse way, and to compel payment of the balance. In the
case of partition, if the titles of the parties are in any degree
complicated, it is extremely difficult to proceed in the courts of
common law ; and where the tenants in possession are seised of
particular estates only, the persons entitled in remainder cannot
be bound by the judgment in a writ of partition. The courts of
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equity having thus assumed the jurisdiction in complicated cases,
seem by degrees to have been considered, as having on these sub

jects a concurring jurisdiction with the courts of common law, in
cases where no difficulty could have attended the proceeding in
those courts. Mitf. Treat. 109�-1 1 1.

3. The joint-tenancy may be severed by destroying the unity of
title. As if one joint-tenant aliens and conveys his estate to a

third person, here the joint-tenancy is severed, and turned into a

tenancy in common ; for the grantee and remaining joint-tenant
hold by different titles ; (one derived from the original, the other
from the subsequent, grantor ;) though till partition made, the unity
of possession continues. Lilt. � 292. 319. 321. But a devise of
one's share by will is no severance of the jointure ; for no testa

ment takes effect till after the death of the testator; and by such
death the right of the survivor, which accrued at the original crea
tion of the estate, and has therefore a priority of the other, is al

ready vested. 1 Inst. 185. Lilt. � 287. and see 3 Burr. 1488.
and this Diet. tit. Will. And it has been determined that arti
cles of marriage entered into by a female infant joint-tenant, who
died before attaining her age of twenty-one years, were not in

equity a severance of joint-tenancy. May v. Hook, in Cane.
1 Inst. 246. a. in n.

\. It may be also destroyed by destroying the unity of interest.
If therefore there be two joint-tenants for life, and the inheritance is

purchased by, or descends upon, either, it is a severance of the

jointure. Cro. Eliz. 470. Though if an estate is originally limit
ed to two for life, and after to the heirs of one of them, the free
hold shall remain in jointure, without merging in the inheritance :

because, being created by one and the same conveyance, they are

not separate estates, (which is requisite in order to a merger,) but
branches of one entire estate. 2 Refi. 60.

'

1 Inst. 182. If a

ioint-tenant in fee makes a lease for life of his share, this defeats
the jointure, for it destroys the unity both of title and interest.
Litt. � 302, 303. And wherever, or by whatever means, the joint
ure ceases or is severed, the right of 'survivorship, orjMaccre-
scendi, the same instant, ceases with it. 1 Inst. 188. Yet if one of

three joint-tenants aliens his share, the two remaining tenants still
hold their parts by joint-tenancy and survivorship. Litt. � 294.

And if one of three joint-tenants releases his share to one of his

companions, though the joint-tenancy is destroyed with regard to

that part, yet the two remaining parts are still held in jointure ;

for they still preserve their original constituent unities. Litt.

� 304.

Whenever, therefore, by any act or event, different interests
are created in the several parts of the estate, or they are held by
different titles, or if merely the fiossession is separated, so that the

tenants have no longer these four indispensable properties, a same

ness of interest and undivided possession, a title vesting at one and
the same time, and by one and the same act or grant ; the joint-
tenancy is instantly dissolved. 2 Comm. 186. c. 12. Of this pro

position the following cases may afford sqme further illustration.
When a fee-simple estate is limited by a new conveyance, there

one may have the fee, and another an estate for life ; but when

two persons are tenants forlife first, and one of them gets the fee-
1

m �
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simple, there the jointure is severed. 2 Refi. 6. If a reversion
descend upon one joint-tenant, the jointure is severed, and by-
operation of law they are then tenants in common. 1 Bulst. 113.
And a diversity has been taken, that where the reversion comes to

the freehold, the jointure is destroyed ; but when the freehold
comes to him in reversion, and to another, it is otherwise. Cro.
Eliz. 470. 743.
Two infants are joint-tenants, and one of them makes a feoff

ment of his moiety; this will be a severance of the joint-tenancy.
Bro. Joint-ten. 13. A joint-tenant in fee grants a lease for life, and
then dies; it severs the jointure ; though if the tenant for life
die before either of the joint-tenants, then it is in statu quo firius.
Co. Litt. 193. If there be two joint-tenants in fee, and one makes
a lease for life to a stranger, the freehold and reversion is sever

ed from the jointure : but in case one such joint-tenant leases for
years, the jointure of inheritance is not severed ; and the other

joint-tenant shall have the reversion by survivorship. Lutiu. 729.
1173. Two joint-tenants are of a lease for twenty one years, and
one lets his part but for three years, the jointure is severed, so
that survivorship shall not take place. 1 Inst. 188. 192. In case

three persons are jointly interested in a term, and one of them

mortgages his third part ; by this it has been held, the joint-ten
ancy was severed. 1 Salk. 158. But where one joint-tenant of
lands, in order to sever the joint-tenancy and provide for his wife,
makes a deed of gift of his moiety to her ; this being made to the

wife, and so void in law, cannot be made good. Breced. Cane.
124.
If two joint-tenants be of a term, and one. commits felony, or

is outlawed, See. the jointure will be severed ; for the king shall
have the moiety by the forfeiture : and if the joint-tenancy is of
personal things, all will be forfeited. Blotud. 410.
Where there are several joint-tenants in fee-tail, and some of

them suffer a common recovery of the whole, the estate of the
others is turned to a right ; and contingent remainders may be

destroyed, and a new estate gained thereby. Sid. 241. And if
one joint-tenant levies a fine, it severs the joint-tenancy; but it
doth not amount to an actual turning out of his companion. 1 Salk.
286. A joint-tenant in fee makes a lease for years, of the land, to
begin presently, or in futuro, and dies, it is a severance of the

joint-tenancy, and cannot be avoided by the survivor ; because im

mediately, by force of the lease, the lessee hath a right in the same

land, of all that to the lessor belongs. Litt. 286.

In general it is advantageous for the joint-tenants to dissolve
the jointure, since thereby the right of survivorship is taken away,
and each may transmit his own part to his own heirs. Sometimes,
however, it is disadvantageous to dissolve the joint-estate : as if
there be joint-tenants for life, and they make partition, this dis
solves the jointure ; and though before they each of them had an

estate in the whole for their own lives and the life of their com

panion, now they have an estate in the moiety only for their own
lives merely ; and, on the death of either, the reversioner shall
enter on his moiety. 1 Jones, 55. And therefore if there be two

joint-tenants for life, and one grants away his part for the life of
his companion, it is a forfeiture ; for, in the first place, by the se-
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verance of the jointure, he has given himself in his moiety only
an estate for his own life ; and then he grants the same land for
the life of another ; which grant, by a tenant for his own life mere

ly, is a forfeiture of his estate ; for it is creating an estate

which may, by possibility, last longer than that which he is legally
entitled to. 4 Leon. 237. 1 Inst. 252. 2 Comm. 188. c. 12.

Joint-tenancy in things personal. Goods and chattels may be

long to their owners in joint-tenancy, and in common, as well as real
estates. They cannot indeed be vested in coparcenary, because they
do not descend from the ancestor to the heir, which is necessary
to constitute coparceners ; but if a horse, or other personal chat
tel, be given to two or more absolutely, they are joint-tenants there
of ; and unless the jointure be severed, the same doctrine of sur

vivorship shall take place as in estates of lands and tenements.

Litt. � 282. 1 Vern. 482. And in like manner if the jointure be
severed, as by either of them selling his share, the vendee and
the remaining part owner shall be tenants in common without any
jus accrescendi or survivorship. Litt. � 321. So also if 100/. be

given by will to two or more, equally to be divided between them,
and the survivor and survivors of them, this has been held to make
them tenants in common, as the same words would have done in
regard to real estates, the words survivors, ifc. being to be un

derstood of such of them as shall be living at the testator's death.
1 Eq. Abr. 292. But in case of the devise of a debt to two or

more, share and share alike, equally to be divided between them,
and if either of them die, to the survivors or survivor of them ;
it was determined in Dom Proc. that they were joint-tenants; and
the decree of Cow/ier, Ld. Ch. declaring them tenants in com

mon reversed. See Cox's P. Wms. i. 91. and n. there; and Bro.
P. C. tit. Joint-tenants, Case 1. Residuary legatees and executors

are also joint-tenants, unless the testator uses some expression
which converts their interest into a tenancy in common : and if
one dies before a division or severance of the surplus, the whole

that is undivided will pass to the survivor or survivors. 2 P. Wms.
347. 529. and see 3 Pro. C. P. 455. Hall v. Digby, Bro. P. C. tit.
Joint-tenants, Case 2. and note there. But for the encouragement
of husbandry it is held, that a stock on a farm, though occupied
jointly, shall always be considered as common, and not as joint
property, and there shall be no survivorship therein. 1 Vern. 217.

So, for the encouragement of trade, there is no survivorship of a

capital or stock in trade among merchants and traders : for this
would be ruinous to the family of the deceased partner; and it is
a legal maxim, jus accrescendi inter mercatores, pro benejicio com-

mercii, locum nonhabet. 1 Inst. 182.

JOINTURE of LANDS. A jointure is a settlement of lands
and tenements made to a woman in consideration of marriage ; or

it is a covenant, whereby the husband, or some friend of his, as-

sureth to the wife, lands or tenements, for term of her life : it is
so called, either because it is granted ratione juncture in matrimo-

nio, or for that land in frank-marriage was given jointly to husband
and wife, and after to the heirs of their bodies, whereby the hus
band and wife were made as it were joint-tenants during the co

verture. 3 Reji. 27. By some, a jointure is defined to be a bar

gain and contract of livelihood, adjoined to the contract of mar*
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riage ; being a competent provision of freehold lands or tenements,
&c. for the wife, to take effect after the death of the husband, if
she herself is not the cause of the determination or forfeiture of
it. 1 Inst. 36. 4 Refi. 2, 3. See this Diet. tit. Dower IV.
It hath been often ruled in chancery, that if lands, money, goods,

&c. are devised to a woman, without saying in lieu or satisfaction
of dower, &c. the wife shall have both ; because a devise is to be
considered as a bounty, and implies a consideration in itself ; but
if it be said in lieu or recompense of dower, there the wife can

not have both, but may waive which she pleases. 2 Chan. Cases,
24. 2 Vern. 365. Preeed. Chan. 133. Also vide Bro. Dow. 69.
4 Refi, 4. Dyer, 220. 2 Vent. 365. 1 Eq. Abr. 2 1 8. 1 Tern. 463.
A devise by will cannot be averred to be in satisfaction of dow

er, unless it be so expressed in the will. 1 Inst. 36. b. 3 Refi. 1.
But though a devise cannot at law be averred to be in satisfac

tion of dower, if the will is silent, yet sometimes the courts of
equity have been induced, by special circumstances, to consider
such devises as a satisfaction ; and it has therefore been decreed,
that the wife should make her election to waive her dower, and

accept under the will, or to waive the will and take her dower.
In iMurenee v. Laurence, 1 Vern. 463. Somers, C. made such a de
cree ; because he inferred an intention to give in bar of dower,
from the testator's having devised the residue of his whole estate

to another. But this decree was reversed by Lord Keeper Wright ;
and the reversal was afterwards affirmed in the house of lords.
2 Bro. P. C. 483. And this is said to have settled the doctrine.
1 Eq.Abr. Dower, B. fil. 2. ; and see acc. Pre. Ch. 133. Vin. tit.
Devise, T. c. fil. 45. 2 Atk. 427. 3 Atk. 8. 436. See also Brough-
ton v. Prrington, 7 Bro. P. C. 12.

However notwithstanding the doctrine on which the case of
Laurence v. Laurence was finally decided, and the frequent recog
nition of that case, devises have been since frequently deemed
a satisfaction of dower, on account of very strong and special
circumstances ; as where allowing the wife to take a double pro
vision would have been quite inconsistent with the dipositions of"
the will. On this latter principle Northington, C, is said to have
decided for a satisfaction of dower in Arnold v. Kemfistead, July
1764, and Camden, C. in Villarealv. Galway. See 1 Inst. 36. b. in n.

If a jointure be made to a woman, during coverture, in satis
faction of dower, she may waive it after her husband's death ; but
if she enters and agrees thereto, she is concluded; for though a

woman is not bound by any act when she is not at her own dispo
sal, yet if she agrees to it when she is at liberty, it is her own act,
and she cannot avoid it. 4 Co. 3. Also vide Co. Litt. 29. b. 36. b.
348. a. 357. 1 Bulst. 163. Moor, 717. fil. 1002. Perk. 352, 353.
3 Co. 27. 3 Leon. 272. Cro. Jac. 490. Dyer, 351. Hob. 72. 2 Roll.
Abr. 422.
All other settlements in lieu of dower, not made according to

the statute, are jointures at common law, and no bars to claim of
dower: and a jointure was no bar of dower before this statute; as

a right or title to a freehold cannot be barred, [at law,] by accept
ance of a collateral satisfaction. Co. Litt. 36. A father made a

settlement to the use of himself for life, and afterwards to the
use of his son and his wife, for their lives, for the jointure of the
"Vol. III. 3 X
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wife ; this was adjudged no jointure to bar the wife of her dower.
because it might not commence immediately after the death of the
husband, who might die in the life-time of the father. So, if a

feoffment be made to the use of the husband for life, remainder
to another for years, remainder to the wife for life for her join
ture. 2 Cro. 489. But a feoffment in fee, upon condition that the
feoffee shall make another feoffment to the use of the son of the
feoffor, and to his son's wife in tail, remainder to the right heirs
of the feoffor, which feoffment is made accordingly; is a good
jointure within the statute, and bar to the dower of the wife. Moor, 28.
An estate settled in jointure, coming from the ancestors of the

wife, and not of the purchase of the husband or his ancestors, is not
within the stat. 1 1 Hen. VII. c. 20. as to discontinuances, aliena
tions, 8cc. by the wife. Where a father of the intended wife, in
consideration of marriage, &c. covenanted to assure lands to the
husband and wife, his (the covenantor's) daughter, and the heirs
of her body, Etc this was held no jointure, within the meaning of
the stat. 1 1 Hen. VII. c. 20. being an advancement of the woman

by her own father. 2 Cro. 264. 2 Lill. Abr. 80. And an estate in
fee-simple conveyed to a woman for her jointure, was held not to
be any jointure within the statute ; which never extended to lands

granted to women in fee i but an estate in fee, conveyed to a wo

man for her jointure, and in satisfaction of her dower, is a jointure
within the statute 27 Hen. VIII. c. 10. 4 Rep. 3.
An estate for life is the usual jointure : and an estate for life

upon condition, may bar the wife if she accepts it ; as a jointure to
a woman on condition to perform the husband's will was judged
good, where the wife entered and agreed to the estate. 3 Rep.
1, 2. Etc. If no inheritance is reserved to the husband and his
heirs, but the estate is limited to the wife for life, or in tail, the
remainder to a stranger ; it is not a jointure within the stat. 1 1

Hen. VII. c. 20. though made by the'husband or his ancestor. Cro.
Eliz. 2. A husband covenanted to stand seised of lands, to the
use of himself and his heirs, till the marriage should take effect ;
and afterwards to himself, his wife, and their heirs ; and it was

adjudged a good jointure within this stat. 27 Hen. VIII. c. 10.

Dyer, 248.
A man makes his wife a jointure after marriage ; and after

wards by will devises, that she shall have a third part of all his
lands, with her jointure ; here the wife will have the third part of
all as a legacy, and if she waives her jointure, she may have a

third part of the residue for dower. Dyer, 62. If a master, in
consideration of service done by his servant, grants lands to the
servant and a. woman he intends to marry, and the heirs of their

bodies, creating an estate-tail ; this is not a jointure ; not being a

gift of the husband, or any of his ancestors, but of his master, and
in consideration of service, which will not make the husband such
a purchaser as the law requires. Moor, 683. But as to consider

ations, if an estate is settled in jointure upon a woman, in con

sideration of money paid, and also of a marriage to be had ; the

marriage shall be looked upon to be the consideration. Cro. Jac.
474. A husband, tenant in tail, remainder to his wife for life,
makes a feoffment in fee to the use of himself and wife for life,
for her jointure ; it is no bar to the wife's dower, because it may
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be avoided by a remitter to her first estate for life. Moor, 872.
If lands are conveyed to a woman before marriage, in part of her
jointure only, and after marriage, other lands are granted in full ;
it is said she may waive and refuse the lands conveyed to her after
coverture, and retain her first jointure-lands and dower also. 3,.
Refi. 1.5. 4 Co. 5.

Where a jointure is made of lands, (according to the direction
of the statute of 27 Hen. VIII. c. 10.) before coverture ; and after
the husband and wife alien them by fine, she shall not have dower
in any other lands of her husband ; but it is otherwise where the
jointure is made after marriage, when the wife's estate is waiva
ble, and her election of choosing comes not till the death of the
husband. 1 Inst. 36.
The important question, whether a jointure on an infant, before

marriage, may be waived, was not quite settled till the case of
JDrury v. Drury, which was heard before Ld. Northington, C. Hil.
T. 1 Geo. III. The points determined by Ld. JVorthington in that
case, were, 1st. That the stat. of 27 Hen. VIII. which introduced
jointures, extends to adult women only, infants not being particu
larly named ; and therefore that, notwithstanding a jointure on an

infant, she may waive the jointure, and elect to take dower ; 2d.
That a covenant by the husband, that his heirs, executors, or ad
ministrators, shall pay the wife an annuity for her life, in full for
her jointure, and in bar of dower, without expressing that it shall
be charged on any particular lands, or be secured out of lands ge
nerally, is not a good equitable jointure within the statute ; thirdly,
that a woman, being an infant, cannot, by any contract previous to

her marriage, bar herself of a distributive share of her husband's

personalty, in case of his dying intestate.
But from this decree there was an appeal to the house of lords ;

and, after hearing the judges seriatim on the question, whether a
jointure on an infant could be waived, on which they were divided
in opinion, the decree was reversed as to all the above points. See
Bro. P. C. tit. Dower, ca. 4. Buckingham (Earl) v. Drury; where
it appears that, by the decree of the lords, it was declared,
" that the respondent (the widow) is bound by the agreement en
tered into in consideration of, and previous to, her marriage ; and
that the same ought to be performed and carried into execution ;
and that the respondent is thereby barred ofher dower, and of any
share of her husband's personal estate, under the statute of distri
butions."
Before the above decision, the only judicial opinions, as to the

effect of a jointure on an infant, were Sir J. Jekyll's, in Cray v.

Willis, 1 Bq. Abr. 389. c. 17. against its barring; and Ld. Hard-

wicke's, in Seys v. Brice, Barn. C. 117. and in Harvey v. Ashley,
3 Atk. 607. to the contrary. See Vin. tit. Dower, Q. 3. /;/. 18.

A man levies a fine of his land, and it is granted back again to

him and his wife, for her jointure, and to the heirs of the hus
band ; then he and his wife levy a fine to another use ; the wife,
if she survive her husband, will have dower notwithstanding the
fine. 1 And. 350. If the husband make a lease of lands to his
friends for any number of years, in trust for his wife and children,
that she shall have 100/. ayear outof it, or in any such manner; by
this she may have the provision, which is no jointure, and likewise
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her dower. By Bridgman, Ch. J. an estate is made to husband in
tail, with remainder to the wife for life, and remainder to others ;
this is not such a jointure, as, with her acceptance, within the
statute will hinder her from dower ; and though the husband die
without issue, it will not help it, but the wife shall be endowed in
his other land : but if the estate were made to the husband and
wife for their lives, it would be otherwise. 13 Jac. I. B. R. %

Sheji. Abr. 74.
After the death of the husband, the wife may enter into her

jointure, and is not driven to a real action, as she is to recover

dower by the common law ; and upon a lawful eviction of her
jointure, she shall be endowed according to the rate of her hus
band's land, whereof she was dowable at common law. Co. Litt.
37. Stat. 27 Hen. VIII. c. 10. If she be evicted of part of her

jointure, she shall have dower pro tanlo. A wife's jointure shall
not be forfeited by the treason of the husband : but feme coverts,
committing treason or felony, may forfeit their jointures ; and

being convict of recusancy, they shall forfeit two parts in three of
their jointures and dower, by stat. 3 Jac. I. c. 4. If a woman

conceals her jointure, and brings dower and recovers it, and then
sets up her jointure, she is barred of her jointure ; and by bring
ing writ of dower for her thirds, the wife waives the benefit of

entry into lands, so as to hold them in jointure. Cro. Eliz. 128. 137.
3 Refi. 5. Stat. 3 Jac. I. c. 5. sect. 13. See further, tit. Baron and

Feme, Doiver II. IV. Forfeiture, Marriage, isfc.
JOINTRESS on JOINTURESS, She who hath an estate set

tled on her by the husband, to hold during her life, if she survive
him. Stat 17 Hen. VIII. c. 10. 1 Lnst. 46. When estates set

tled on a wife are a jointure, if the jointress makes any alienation
of them by fine, feoffment, &c. with another husband, it is a for
feiture of the same ; but if they are not a jointure by law, it is
otherwise. 2 Nets. 1040. A -jointress within the statute may
make a lease for forty years, &c. if she so long live ; and also

for life, and be no forfeiture, though she levies a fine sur cogni
sance de droit, isfc. Cro. Jac. 688. 3 Refi. 50. I Lill. 81. In

other cases, if she levies a fine, it is a forfeiture ; and if a joint
ress, within the statute 1 1 Hen. VII. c. 20. suffer a recovery
covinously to bar the heir, the heir may enter presently, See.

2 Leon. 206. 1 Blowd. 42.

With respect to the acts of a jointress, or those of her husband

defeating her of her jointure, and how far equity will relieve her,
vide Co. Litt. 36. Dyer, 358. 2 Inst. 673. Hob. 225. 1 Chan.

Cas. 119, 120. 2 Chan. Cas. 162. 2 Vent. 343. 1 Vern. 427. 479.

1 Eg. Abr. 18. 221,222. 2 Vern. 701. and 14 Vin. Abr. tit. Joint
ress and Jointure; and this Diet. tit. Baron and Feme, Dower.
JOUR, Fr.] A day, used in heads of our old law ; tout jours,

for ever. Law Fr: Diet.

JOURNAL, Is a day-book or diary of transactions used in

many cases : as by merchants and other tradesmen in their ac
counts ; by mariners in observations at sea, &c.

JOURNALS of PARLIAMENT, Are not records, but re

membrances, and have been of no long continuance.' Hob. Bep.
109. See tit. Evidence-
JOURNEYHOPPERS, Regrators of yarn, which formerly per-
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haps was called journ. They are mentioned in the stat. 8 Hen.
VI. c. 5.

JOURNEYMAN, from the Fr. journee, i. e. A day, or day's
work.] Was properly one who wrought with another by the day ;

though it is extended by statute to those also who covenant to work
with others in their trades or occupation by the year. Stat. 5
Eliz. c. 4. See tit. Labourers, Servants.
JOURNEYS ACCOUNTS, dieta comfiutat<e,journees accom/its.]

Was a term in our old law thus understood : If a writ abated by the
death of the plaintiff or defendant, or for false Latin, want of
form, &c. the plaintiff might have a new writ by journeys accounts,
i. e. within as little time as he possibly could after the abatement
of the first writ ; and this second writ was a continuance of the
cause, as if the first writ had not abated. Terms of the Law.
See 6 Refi. 10. 1 Lutw. 297. Cro. Jac. 590.
This learning is now of little use, it being customary to enter

a judgment that the writ be quashed, and then to sue forth an

other.
And by stat. 8 & 9 Wm. III. c. 11. � 7. the death of one plain

tiff or defendant, where there is another surviving, shall not abate
the suit. The death to be suggested on the roll. And by � 6.
death of the party, after interlocutory judgment, shall not abate the
suit. See tit. Abatement.
IPSO FACTO. Where the same person obtains two or more

preferments in the church with cure, not qualified by dispensa
tion, &c. the first living is void ipso facto, viz. without any decla

ratory sentence, and the patron may present to it. Dyer, 275.
For crimes in striking persons in a church or church-yard, the of
fenders are to be excommunicated ijiso facto. Stat. 5 it 6 Edw.
VI. c. 4. An estate or lease may be ifiso Jacto void by condition,
&c. 1 Inst. 45. 215.

IRE ad LARGUM, To go at large, to escape, or be set at li

berty. Blount.

IRELAND

Was a distinct kingdom, until the 1st January, 1801, when a

union of Great Britain and Ireland took place under the provision
of an act passed in the British parliament, 39, 40 Geo. HI. c. 67.
and of a similar act passed in the Irish parliament, 40 Geo. III. c.
38. by which the kingdoms were united into one, by the name of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
Ireland was anciently only entitled the dominion or lordship of

Ireland, and the king's style was no other than Dominus Hibernia
till the 33 Hen. VIII. when the title of king was expressly confer
red on him by an Irish act, 33 Hen. Vill. c. 1. and which title is
recognised by the English act, 35 Hen. VIII. c. 3. As Scotland
and England are now one and the same kingdom, and yet differ in
their municipal laws, so England and Ireland are on the other hand
distinct kingdoms, and yet in general agree in their laws. The
inhabitants of Ireland are for the most part descended from the

English, who planted it as a kind of colony, after the conquest of
it by Hen. II. and the laws of England were then received and
sworn to by the Irish nation assembled at the council of Lismore.
Bryn on 4 Inst. 249.
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At the time of this conquest, the Irish were governed by what
they called the Brehon law, so styled from the Irish name of
judges, who were denominated Brehons. 4 Inst. 358. But King
John, in the 12th year of his reign, went into Ireland, and carried
over with him many able sages of the law ; and there, by his let
ters patent, in right of the dominion of conquest, is said to have
ordained and established, that Ireland should be governed by the
laws of England, {Vaugh. 294. 2 Bryn. Rec. 85. 7 Be/i. 23.)
which letters patent, Sir Edward Coke apprehends to have been
there confirmed in parliament. 1 Inst. 141. But to this ordinance
many of the Irish were averse to conform, and still stuck to their
Brehon law ; so that both Henry III. and Edw. L were obliged to
renew the injunction ; and at length, at a parliament holden at

Kilkenny, 40 Edw. III. under Lionel, Duke of Clarence, the then
lieutenant of Ireland, the Brehon law was formally abolished, it
being unanimously declared to be indeed no law, but a lewd cus

tom crept in of latter times. 1 Comm. 100.
But as Ireland was a distinct dominion, and had parliaments of

its own, though the immemorial customs or common law of En
gland were made the rule of justice in Ireland also, yet no acts of
the English parliament, after the 12th John, extended into that
kingdom, unless it were specially named, or included under ge
neral words, as within any of the king's dominions. See 1 Comm.
100.
The original method of passing statutes in Ireland was nearly

the same as in England; the chief governor holding parliaments
at his pleasure, which enacted such laws as they thought proper.
But an ill use having been made of this liberty, a set of statutes
were there enacted in the 10th Henry VII. (Sir Ed. Boynings being
then lord deputy, from whence they were called Boynings' laws,)
which restrained the power as well of the deputy as the Irish

parliament ; and, in time, there was nothing left to the parliament
in Ire/and but a bare negative or power of rejecting, not of propo
sing^' altering any law.. With regard to Boynings' law in parti
cular, it could not be repealed or suspended, until the bill for that
purpose, before it should be certified to England, were approved
by both houses.
But the Irish nation, being excluded from the benefit of the

E?iglish statutes, were deprived of many good and profitable laws,
made for the improvement of the common law ; and the measure

of justice in both kingdoms becoming thence no longer uniform,
it was therefore enacted, by another of Boynings' laws, that all acts
of parliament, before that time, made in England, should be of
force within the realm of Ireland. 4 Inst. 351. After this, Ireland
continued to be bound by all English acts of parliament, in which
it was specially named or included under general words. See 1
Comm. 103.
This state of dependence being disputed by the Irish nation, it

was, by the British act 6 Geo. I. c. 5. expressly declared, that the
kingdom of Ireland ought to be subordinate to, and dependent on,
the imperial crown of Great Britain, as being inseparably united
thereto ; and that the king's majesty, with the consent of the lords
and commons of Great Britain in parliament, had power to make
laws to bind the people of Ireland. The same statute also ex-

1
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pressly " declared, that the peers of Ireland had no jurisdiction
to affirm or reverse any judgments or decrees whatsoever." And a

writ of error, in the nature of an appeal, lay from K. B. in Ire

land, to K. B. in England, as the appeal from chancery in Ireland

lay immediately to the house of lords in England.
Thus stood the matter, till the 22d year of King Geo. III. when,

on some further, struggles by the Irish, the above stat. 6 Geo. I.
c. 5. was simply repealed in the British parliament, by stat. 22 Geo.
III. c. 53. And in the Irish parliament acts were passed to regu
late the manner of passing bills, to declare which English or Bri
tish acts should be accepted and used in Ireland, and to regulate
appeals and writs of error. See Irish acts, 21, 22 Geo. III. c. 47,
48, 49. But as the British statute of Geo. I. was thought to be

merely declaratory of the former law, the repeal of it could pro
duce no further operation, than to render the law in some degree
less clear than that statute had made it. Therefore, to produce the
effect earnestly contended for by the Irish, it required another sta
tute, which was accordingly passed in the British parliament, viz.
stat. 23 Geo. III. c. 28. by which, " the right claimed by the people
of Ireland, to be bound only by laws enacted by his majesty, and the

parliament of that kingdom, in all cases whatever, and to have all
actions and suits instituted in that kingdom, decided in his ma

jesty's courts there finally, and without appeal from thence, is es

tablished and ascertained for ever, and at no time to be question
ed or questionable ; and all writs of error, and appeals in the En

glish courts, shall be null and void."
After this period, till the year 1800, several acts were passed in

the Irish parliament for the establishing and regulating the various
departments of government there, as in a separate kingdom. In
that year, after great debate, on the principle, and even on the
moral competence of the parliament of Ireland to consent to sucli
a proceeding, the union of the two kingdoms was ratified by the
acts of both parliaments, viz. 39, 40 Geo. III. c. 67. of the British
acts, and 40 Geo. HI. c. 38. of the Irish acts. The following is the
substance of the eight articles of union.
Art. I. That the kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland shall,

after 1st January, 1801, and for ever, be united into one kingdom,
by the name of The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
Art. II. That the succession to the crown of the said united

kingdom shall continue limited and settled in the same manner as

the succession to the crown of Great Britain and Ireland stands
limited and settled according to the existing laws, and to the term

�f union between Great Britain and Scotland.
Art. III. That the said united kingdom be represented in one

parliament.
Art. IV. That four lords spiritual of Ireland, by rotation of

sessions, viz. one of the four archbishops, and three of the

eighteen bishops ; see 40 Geo. III. (I.) c. 29. � 1. and twenty-eight
lords temporal of Ireland, elected for life, subject to forfeiture by
attainder, 40 Geo. III. (I.J c. 29. � 4. by the peers of Ireland, shall
sit in the house of lords of the parliament of the united kingdom;
and in the house of commons, one hundred commoners, two for
each of the thirty-two counties in Ireland; two for Dublin; two
for Cork; one for Trinity College, Dublin; and one for each of the
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thirty-one most considerable cities, towns, and boroughs, viz.
Waterford, Limerick, Belfast, Drogheda, Carrickfergus, JVewry,
Kilkenny, Londonderry, Galioay, Clonmel, Wexford, Youghal, Ban-
donbridge, Armagh, Dundalk, Kinsale, Lisburn, Sligo, Catherlough,
Bnnis Dungarvon, Downpatrick, Coleraine, Mallow, Athlone, Nev>
Boss, Tralee, Cashel, Dungannon, Bortarlington, Enniskillen. 40
Geo. HE (I.) c.29. � 2.

That the Irish act, 40 Geo. III. c. 29. for regulating the election
of the said lords and commons, shall be part of the treaty of
union, and incorporated in the union act. [Which it accordingly is.]
Questions respecting the rotation or election of the peers, shall

be determined by the house of lords of the united kingdom.
Irish peers, not being elected to sit in the house of lords, may

be elected as members of the commons house for any place in
Great Britain. In which case they shall be considered merely as

commoners.

His majesty may create peers of Ireland under certain restric
tions, viz. whenever three such peerages of Ireland become ex

tinct, one new peerage may be created ; and when the whole of
such peerage is reduced to 100, then, on the extinction of any
peerage, another may be created ; so that the peerage of Ireland

may be kept up to 100, over and above such peers of Ireland as

may be entitled by descent or creation to an hereditary seat in the
house of lords of the united kingdom.
Questions touching the elections of commoners, or their quali

fications, shall be decided by the laws of Great Britain.
The temporary regulations respecting commoners holding

places under government, were superseded by 41 Geo. III. c. 52.

by which all persons disabled from sitting in the British parlia
ment are declared disabled from sitting in the united parliament
as members for Great Britain, and so for Ireland. See this Diet.

tit. Barliament VI. B. 2.

As to the privileges, rights, and rank of the Irish spiritual and
temporal peers in parliament, see this Diet. tit. Barliament III.
Art. V. The churches of England and Ireland shall be united

into one protestant episcopal church, to be called the united church

of England and Ireland, according to the doctrine, worship, dis

cipline, and government of the church of England. The church
of Scotland to remain as under the union of that kingdom.
Art. VI. The subjects of Great Britain and Ireland shall be

entitled to the same privileges, and be on the same footing as to

encouragements and bounties on the like articles, the growth, pro
duce, or manufacture of either country respectively, and gene
rally in respect of trade and navigation in the ports and places in
the united kingdom and its dependencies ; and in all foreign treaties
Irish subjects shall be put on the same footing as subjects of Great
Britain. *

All prohibitions and bounties on the export of articles, the

growth, produce, or manufacture of either country to the other,
shall cease and determine.
That all articles, the growth, produce, or manufacture of either

country, (not enumerated and subjected by the act to specific du

ties) shall be imported into each country from the other free of
duty, except countervailing duties. See post.

^
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For 20 years from the union certain manufactured articles, viz.
apparel, cabinet-ware, pottery, sadlery, Etc. are subjected to a

duty of 10/. fler cent. Salt, hops, coals, calicoes and muslins, Etc.
to certain duties specified.
Articles, the growth, produce, or manufacture of either coun

try, subject to internal duty, or to duty on the materials of which
they are composed, are made subject, by certain schedules in the
�acts, to the countervailing duties there specified ; and it is provided,
that all articles subject to such internal duty, shall, from time to

time, be subjected on their importation into each country respect
ively, for the other, to such duty as shall be sufficient to counter
vail such internal duty in the country from which they are export
ed ; and that, upon the export of the like articles from one coun

try to the other, a drawback shall be given equal in amount to the

countervailing duty payable on such articles, if it had been import
ed into the country from whence it is exported.
All articles, the growth, produce, or manufacture of either coun

try, when exported through the other, are made subject to the
like charges, as on exportation directly from their own country.
All duty on the import of foreign or colonial articles into either

country, shall, on their export to the other, be drawn back, or if
the amount of duty retained, (if any,) placed to the credit of the
exporting country, so long as the expenditure of the united king
dom shall be defrayed by proportional contributions. See Article
VII.
Corn, meal, malt, flour, and biscuit, are exempted from the

operation of this union act; so that all these, except malt, were
declared free between. Great Britain and Ireland, under 46 Geo.
III. c. 97.
Art. VII. The charge of the separate national debt of either-

country before the union, shall continue to be separately defrayed
by the respective countries.
For 20 years preceding the union, the contribution of Great

Britain and Ireland towards the annual expenditure of the united

kingdom, shall be 15 parts for Great Britain, and two parts for
Ireland. ,

After such 20 years, the future expenditure of the united king
dom (except the interest and charges of their separate debts) shall
be defrayed according to a proportion to be settled by parliament,
for a subsequent period of not more than twenty, nor less than
seven years ; and so from time to time, unless the parliament of
the united kingdom shall declare that the expenditure of the uni
ted kingdom shall be defrayed , indiscriminately by equal taxes im
posed on the like articles in both countries.
For defraying her national debt, and the proportion of her ex

penditure, the revenue of Ireland shall constitute a consolidated
fund.
The proportion of contribution of each country shall be raised

by ^axesin each country respectively; provided that, in regulating
sue.1 taxes, no article in Ireland shall be made liable to any new

duty, so as to make the amount exceed the amount of duty payable
on the like article in England.
Any surplus of Irish revenue shall be applied to local purposes

in Ireland.
Vol. III. ' 3 Y
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All future loans shall be considered as a joint debt to be dis
charged by each country in their respective proportions, unless
particular provisions shall be made in any particular year.
If at any future day the separate debt of each country shall have

been liquidated, or if the values of their respective debts shall be
in the same proportions as the contributions, (viz. as 5-17ths are to

2-l7ths,) or within 100th part thereof; and if the parliament shall
think that the respective circumstances of the two countries will
admit of their contributing indiscriminately by equal taxes, the
parliament may declare that all future expense, and all joint debts
then contracted, shall be so dispensed indiscriminately by equal
taxes on the same articles in each country, subject to any requisite
exemption in Ireland or Scotland.
After such declaration, the contribution of England and Ireland

respectively, shall cease to be regulated by the proportions before
mentioned ; but the charges of the separate debts shall be defray*
ed separately by each country.

Sums granted by the Irish parliament for encouraging agricul
ture, manufactures, charities, &c. in Ireland, shall continue to be

granted for twenty years.
Revenue for territorial dependencies shall be applied to expen

diture of the united kingdom in the foregoing proportions.'
Art. VIII. All laws in force at the time of the union, and all

courts, civil and ecclesiastical, within the respective kingdoms,
shall remain as established ; subject to future alterations by the
united parliament. All writs of error and appeals (determinable
in the house of lords of either kingdom) shall be decided by the
house of lords of the united kingdom. The instance court of ad

miralty in Ireland shall continue, with appeals to the delegates in
chancery there. All laws relating to the provisions enacted for

carrying the articles of union into effect shall be repealed.
Lord Mountmorris, in his History of the Proceedings of the Irish

Parliament, observes, upon the statute referred to by Blackstone,
that to repeal Poynings' law it required the consent of the greater
number of the lords and commons; which, if it meant any thing,
must signify a majority not of those who happened to be present,
but of the whole number summoned to parliament ; and the requi
sition, in that sense, was strictly complied with in 1782, when
Poynings' law was repealed by the Irish net, 21, 22 Geo. III. c. 47.
Hist. vol. I. ft. 53.

By stat. 17 Edvj. I. c. 1. no pardon for the death of a person, or
for felony, shall be granted by the justices of Ireland, but at the

king's command, and under his seals.
The stat. 1 TV. isf M. c. 9. enacted and declared, " that the pre

tended parliament assembled at Dublin was an unlawful assembly,
and that all acts done by them are void." All cities, boroughs,
&c. were restored by this statute to their privileges, and the pro
ceedings against them vacated, and all protestants restored to their
possessions, &c. By stat. 3 W. isf M. c. 2. members of parlia
ment, officers in the government, ecclesiastical persons, lawyers,
&c. in Ireland, are to take the oaths, or be liable to forfeitures.
But see tit. Papist.
Before the union, it was held that a man might be sent over to

Ireland to be tried for a crime there committed, notwithstanding
the clause in the habeas corpus act. Fitzgib. 111. And the jus-
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uces of peace in England might commit a person offending against
the Irish laws, in order to his being sent thither. Stra. 848.

By 44 Geo. III. c. 92. it is enacted, "that where persons, against
whom warrants have been issued by judges, &c. in Ireland, for
any crime or offence against the laws of Ireland, shall " escape,
go into, reside, or be," in England or Scotland; or where any
persons against whom warrants have been issued in England or

Scotland for any offence against the laws of England and Scotland

respectively, shall escape, &c. into Ireland, any justice of

peace of the county or place, whither or where such person shall

escape, &c. shall endorse the warrant, and the person charged may
be apprehended in the place where such warrant is so endorsed,
and carried into England, Scotland or Ireland, as the case may re

quire, to be then proceeded against according to law. By 45 Geo.
HI. c. 92. if the offence is not bailable, the original warrant shall
be so endorsed ; but if it is bailable, the party shall be bailed in
the place where he is apprehended, by duplicate bonds, one to be
transmitted to the proper officer of the place where the warrant
was issued, and the other to the court of exchequer in the county
where the party is bailed ; and the penalty may be levied in the

county where the bond is taken, on certificate of the breach there
of to the exchequer there. No warrant shall be endorsed under
these acts, unless issued ; 1. Upon an indictment or information
found or filed in England or Ireland; or, 2. Criminal letters under
signet of the court of justiciary in Scotland; or, 3. In respect of
some capital crime or felony mentioned in the warrant.

By the latter acts, subptenas in criminal prosecutions may be
served in England to compel appearance in Ireland, and So vice
versa.

It has been determined, that in the case of a libel written in
Ireland, but published in England, (being sent thither by the post
by the writer,) the writer residing in Ireland, and not having been
in England, either at or after the time of writing the libel, is sub

ject to the provision of the act, 44 Geo. III. c. 92. and must abide
his trial in England. Rex v. Johnson.
Irishmen coming to live in England, by an obsolete statute,

2 Hen. VI. c. 8. were to give security for their good behaviour.

IRON, Made in this kingdom, or brought into England and
sold, shall not be exported, on pain of forfeiting the value ; and

justices assigned by the king have power to inquire of such as sell
iron at too dear a price, and punish them. 28 Edw. III. c. 5.

None shall convert to coal, or other fuel, for the making of iron
metal, any trees of such a size; or within a certain compass of

London, under penalties by statute ; nor shall any new iron mills
be set up in Sussex, Surry, or Kent. Stats. 1 EUz.c. 15. 23 Eliz.
c. 5. 27 Eliz. c. 19. See tit. Woods.

By stat. 4 Geo. II. c. 32. to steal, or sever with intent to steal,
any lead or iron fixed to a house, or in any court or garden there
unto belonging, is made felony, liable to transportation for seven

years. See tit. Felony, Larceny, Robbery. As to the importing
and exporting bar iron, see tit. Navigation Acts.

IRONS, To secure prisoners. See tit. Gaol and Gaolers, Trial,
Indictment, False Imprisonment, Arraignment, �cc. and 4 Comm. %K

22. ad fin. c. 25.
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IRON WIRE, See Wire.

IRONY, In libels, makes them as properly libels as -what is ex-.

pressed in direct terms. Hob. 215. See tit. Libel.
IRREGULARITY, irregularitas.] Disorder, or going out of

rule. In the canon law, it is used for an impediment to the taking
holy orders; as where a man is base born, notoriously defamed of
any crime, maimed, or much deformed in body, &c. In common

speech, in our law, it means a transgressing of form in point of
practice, &c.

IRREPLEVIABLE, or IRREPLEVISABLE, That neither
may nor ought to be replevied, or delivered on sureties. Stat. 13
Echo. 1. st. 1 . c. 2. It is against the nature of a distress for rent,
to be irreplevisable. 1 Inst. 145. See tit. Distress, Replevin.
ISELAND, Composition fish to be taken as usual of subjects

travelling into Iseland. Stat. 5 Eliz c. 5. � 5. Fishing vessels no
to proceed on their voyage to Westmony and Iseland, till the 10th
of March yearly. 15 Car. II. c. 16. See tit. Fish, Navigation
Acts.
ISH. Is the term of ending a tack. Scotch Diet.

ISINGLASS, A kind of fish glue, brought from Iseland, used
by some persons in the adulterating of wine ; but for that prohi
bited by stat. 12 Car. II. c. 25.

ISLE, insula.] Land enclosed in, and environed with the sea

or fresh water. There are several islands belonging to England;
as the isles of Jersey and Guernsey, Man, &c. See tit. Jersey, Man.
As to islands arising in rivers, or the sea, see tit. Occupancy,

Plantations.
ISLE OF ELY, See Ely.
ISLE OF MAN, See Man.
ISLE OF WIGHT, See Wight.
ISLET, A small island, See Pet.

ISSUABLE PLEA, See Pleading I. 4.
ISSUABLE TERMS. Hilary and Trinity terms are usually

called issuable terms, from the making up of the issues therein.

Though for causes tried in Middlesex and London, many issues are

made up in Paster and Michaelmas terms. See tit. Terms, Judges.
ISSUE, exitus, from the Fr. issuer, i. e. emanare.] Hath divers

significations in law ; sometimes it is taken for the children be

gotten between a man and his wife ; sometimes for the profits
growing from amerciaments and fines ; sometimes for the profits
of lands and tenements ; but it generally signifies the point of

matter, issuing out of the allegations and pleas of the plaintiff
and defendant in a cause. 1 Inst. 126. 11 Rep. 10.

Issues is the term applied to the profits on land, which the she
riff is directed to take by a writ of distringas, in order to compel
the appearance of a party in court, and which, by the common law,
he forfeits to the king, if he does not appear. Finch's L 352.
But now, by stat. 10 Geo. III. c. 50. the issues may be sold, if
the court shall so direct, in order to defray the reasonable costs of
the plaintiff. See tit. Process, Attachment, Distringas, Appearance,
isfc.
As to issue, in the sense of children or heirs, see tit. Estate,

Limitation, Executory Devise, Remainder, Will, isfc.

When, in the course of pleading, the parties in a cause come
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to a point, which is affirmed on one side and denied on the other,
they are then said to be at issue ; all their debates being at last
contracted into a single point, which must be determined either
in favour of the plaintiff or the defendant. 3 Comm. 313.

The issues concerning causes are of two kinds : upon matter

of fact, and matter of law.
An issue in fact is where the plaintiff and defendant have

agreed upon a point to be tried by a jury : an issue in law is
where there is a demurrer to a declaration, plea, &c. and a join
der in a demurrer, which is to be determined by the judges. I
Inst. 71, 72. See this Diet. tit. Demurrer.
As to issues of fact, viz. whether the fact is true or false, which

are triable by the jury, they are either general or special.
General, when it is left to the jury to try whether the defend

ant hath done any such thing as the plaintiff lays to his charge ;
as when he pleads not guilty to a trespass, &c. non assumpsit, or
that he made no promise in an action of assumpsit. JVot guilty is
the general issue in all criminal cases.

Special, is when some special matter or material point alleged
by the defendant in his defence, is to be tried ; as in assault and

battery, Where the defendant pleads that the plaintiff struck first,
Sec. 1 Inst. 126.

There is also a general issue, wherein the defendant may give
the special matter in evidence, for excuse or justification, by vir
tue of several statutes, made for avoiding prolixity of pleading;
and upon the general issue in such cases, the defendant may give
any thing in evidence, which proves the plaintiff hath no cause of
action. 1 Inst. 283. Matter amounting to the general issue, and

special matter of justification, have been joined in one entire plea,
and held good. 3 Lev. 41. And where there is an issue upon
not guilty, and there are other issues upon justifications, the trial
of the general issue of not guilty is but matter of form, and the
substance is upon the special matter. Cro. Jac. 599. But the ge
neral issue is pleaded to put the plaintiff on proof of the fact.
In real actions, causes grown to issue are tried by a jury of

twelve men of the county where the cause of action arises ; and
in criminal cases, issues ought to be tried in the county where the
offence was committed ; but this hath admitted of some alteration
by statute. 3 Inst. 80. 135. 2 Rep. 93. See tit. Indictment,
Trial.
The place ought not to be made part of the issue, in a transi

tory action ; it is not material, as it is in real and mixed actions,
Trin. 24 Car. B. R. If the place is material, and make a part of
the issue, there the jury cannot find the fact in another place, be

cause, by the special pleading, the point in issue is restrained to

a certain place ; but upon the general issue pleaded, the jury
may find all local things in another county, and where the sub
stance of the issue is found, it is good, and the finding more may
be surplusage. 6 Rep. 46. If an issue is of two matters in two

counties, trial may be in one county, by stat. 21 Jac. I. c. 4. for
that statute extends to cases where the matter in issue arises in
two counties, and the trial is by one only, as well as where the
matter in issue arises in two places in one county, and the trial is

by one, 2 Lev. 121. Every issue is to be joined in such a court
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that hath power to try it, otherwise the issue is not well joined ;
for if the cause cannot be tried, the issue is fruitless, and if it be
tried, the trial is coram non judice. 2 Lill. Abr. 84.
Where an issue is not joined, there cannot be a good trial, nor

ought judgment to be given. 2 JVels Abr. 1042. All issues are

to be certain and single, and joined upon the most material thing
in the cause ; that all the matter in question between the parties
may be tried. 2 Lill. 85. An immaterial issue joined, which will
not bring the matter in question to be tried, is not helped after
verdict by the statute of jeofails; but there must be a repleader:
but an informal issue is helped. 18 Car. II.' 2?. R.
A repleader may be awarded after verdict, for the badness and

incertainty of the issue : and a judgment may be reversed in error,
being on an immaterial issue. 2 Lutw. 1608. 2 Lev. 194. On a

joint trespass by many persons, there must be only one issue in
each plea joined : and if several offences are alleged against the
defendant, he ought to take all but one by protestation, and offer
an issue upon that one, and no more. Moor, 80. But in action
for damages, according to the loss which the plaintiff hath sustain
ed, every part ought to be put in issue. 1 Saund. 269. In action

upon the case for service done for a time certain, the defendant

ought to put in issue all the time alleged in the declaration.
Lutw. 1268. And upon a general issue in waste, the plaintiff
must show his title. Ibid. 1547. Though when any special point
is in issue, the plaintiff is not obliged to set forth any other
matter. Cro. Eliz. 320. If there are several things in a declara
tion, upon which an issue may be joined, and it is joined on any of
them, it is good ; and an affirmative and an implied negative will
make a good issue. Sty. 151. 210.

There must be in every issue an affirmation on the one part, as

that the defendant owes such a debt, Sec. and a denial on the other

part, as that he oweth not the debt, Sec. And though the matter

contradicts, yet there must be a negative and affirmative of it, to
make a right issue. 1 Ventr. 213.
An issue may be of two affirmatives. 1 Wils. 6. A negative

should be as full as the affirmative, or it is no negative to make
an issue ; as if a defendant pleads a grant of four acres, and two acres

only are denied, Sec. 1 Roll. Rep. 86. It has been held, that issue
ought not to be joined on a traverse only, without answering in the

affirmative, Sec. 2 And. 6. 102. But where the matter, which is
the gist or cause of the action, is found, it has been adjudged
good after verdict, though there was no negative and affirmative
to make the issue ; as where in debt upon bond the defendant

pleads payment, and concludes to the country, without giving the

plaintiff opportunity to deny the payment, if the jury in such case

find the money paid, it is good after verdict. Sid. 341.
Where there are two issues joined, one good and the other bad,

if entire damages are given upon the trial on both issues, it will
be error ; but if several damages are found, the plaintiff may re

lease the damages on the bad issue, and have judgment for the
rest. 2 Lill. Abr. 87, 88. See tit. Damages. And it is said, judg
ment may be entered as to one part of the issue; and a nolle

prosequi to another part of the same issue, where it may be divided^
Pasch. 23 Car. P. R. Where two issues are joined, and a ver*

1
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diet only on one of them, it is a mistrial, and the judgment may
be arrested, and a venire facias de novo awarded ; if error brought,
the judgment must be arrested. Annaly, 246.
There may be a plea to issue to part, and a demurrer to part,

which have no dependence on each other. 1 Saund. 338. Where
the declaration of the plaintiff is good, and the plea of the defend
ant is ill ; if the plaintiff in his replication tender an issue upon
such ill plea, and a trial is had, and it is found for the plaintiff, he
shall have judgment. Cro. Car. 18. And generally, when a plea
is bad, that the plaintiff might have demurred upon it, and he doth
not, but takes issue, and it is found for the defendant ; this is aided
by the statute of jeofails, and the defendant shall have judgment:
so likewise where the replication is bad, and issue is taken upon
It, and found for the plaintiff, he shall have judgment. Cro. Eliz.
455. Cro. Jac. 312. But there are many cases where, if the plea
or replication is bad in substance, it is not aided by the statute of
jeofails. See tit. Amendment.
If issue be taken on a dilatory plea, &c. and found against the

defendant, final and peremptory judgment shall be given ; but it
is otherwise on a demurrer. Raym. 118. In such case there
must be a respondeat ouster. A good issue is offered to the
defendant, he ought not to plead over ; and if he plead over, the
plaintiff shall have judgment. 1 Saund. 318. 338. If he does not

join issue, but demurs, it is the same.

When issue is joined between the parties, it cannot be afterwards
waived, if it be a good issue, without consent of both parties : but
where defendant pleads the general issue, and it is not entered, he
may, within four days of the term, waive that issue, and plead
specially ; and when the defendant pleads in abatement, he may at
any time after waive his plea of special matter, and plead the.

general issue, unless there be a rule made for him to plead as he
will stand by it. 3 Salk. 211.
If the plaintiffwill not try the issue after joined, in such time as

he ought by the course of the court, the defendant may give him
a rule to enter it; which if he does not, he shall be nonsuit, &c.
2 Lill. 84. If the tender of the issue comes on the part of the
plaintiff, the form of it is ; And this he prays may be inquired bu
the record, or by the country; and when on the part of the defend
ant; And of this he puts himself upon the country; and theplaint�^jC_
doth the like, ifc.
What is here stated on the subject of issues and pleadings, is

but immethodical. For more complete and useful information, see
this Diet. tit. Pleadings, Practice, and the various titles of subjects
on which points of pleading arise. ,

There are many acts of parliament, that enable the defendant
to plead the general issue, and give the special matter in evi
dence.
Issue, feigned, See Feigned Issue,
Issues on Sheriffs, Are for neglects and defaults, by amerce

ment and fine to the king, levied out of the issues and profits of
their lands ; and double or treble issues may be laid on a sherifi
for not returning writs, &c. But they may be taken off before
estreated into the exchequer, by rule of court, on good reason

shown. 2 Lill. Abr. 89, Issues shall be levied on jurors, for non-
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appearance ; though on reasonable excuse, proved by two wit
nesses, the justices may discharge the issues. Stat. 35 Hen.
Vill. cap.. 6. See I Keb. 4/5. and this Diet. tit. Jury.
ITINERANT, itinerans.] Travelling or taking a journey : and

those were anciently called justices itinerant, who were sent with
commission into divers counties to hear causes.
The king's courts were formerly intinerant, being kept in the

king's palace, and removing with his household. The common

pleas is now fixed by Magna Charta; but though the court of
king's bench is constantly held in Westminster-Hall, yet there is
nothing but custom to fix it there, as it is supposed to be before
the king, and if actually so, must be itinerant. See tit. Judges,
Justices, Common Pleas, King's Pencil, isfc.
ITINERARY, itinerarium.] A commentary concerning things

falling out in journeys. Paw Lat. Diet.
JUBILEE, annus jubilmis.] The most solemn time of festival

at Rome, when the pope gives his blessing and remission of sins.
It was first instituted by Boniface Vill. in the year 1300, who
granted a plenary indulgence and remission of sins to all who
should visit the churches of St. Peter and St. Paul at Rome in
that year, and stay there fifteen days; and this he ordered to be
observed once in every hundred years ; which Pope Clement VI.
reduced to fifty years, anno 1350, and to be held upon the day of
the circumcision of our Saviour: and Urban IV. in the year 1389,
ordained it to be kept every thirty-three years, that being the age
of our saviour; after which Pope Sixtus VI. reduced it to

twenty-five years. In imitation of the grand jubilee of Rome, the
Monks of Christ Church in Canterbury, every fiftieth year invited
a great concourse of people to come thither, and visit the tomb of
Thomas Becket. And King Edw. III. in the fiftieth year of his

age, which was 1362, caused his birth-day to be observed at court,
in the name of a jubilee ; giving pardons, privileges, and other
civil indulgences. Jubil^eus signified afterwards a man one hun
dred years old, and likewise a possession or prescription for fifty
years. Du Presne. J. U. D. 1 Comm. 393. Canon Law.

JUDAISM, judaismus.] The customs, religion, or rites of the
Jews: also the income heretofore accruing from the Jews to the

king : and the word judaism was formerly used for a mortgage ;

and sometimes taken for usury. Px Magno Rot. Pijice, de anno

a Pd. II.
Judaismus is also taken for mansion or dwelling-place of the

Jews in any town. And it sometimes signifies usury. Mon. 1 torn.

p. 834.

JUDGES, judices.] Chief magistrates in the law to try civil
and criminal causes, and punish offences. Of these in England, it
is commonly said that there are twelve, viz. the lord chiefjustices
of the courts of king's bench and common pleas ; the lord chief
baron of the exchequer; the three puisne (i. e. younger, or rather

inferior) judges of the two former courts ; and the three jiuisnt
barons of the latter ; to whom may be added, the lord chancellor,
and the master of the rolls.
The chief justice of the king's bench is'called Cajiitalis Justiciarius

Band Regis vet ad jilacita coram rege tenenda; he hath the title of
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lord, whilst he enjoys his office ; and is styled Cajiitalis Justiciarius
because he is chief of the rest : and for this reason he hath usually
the title of Lord Chief Justice of England. This judge was anciently
created by letters patent under the great seal, but is now made
by writ, in a very short form.
The ancient dignity of this supreme magistrate was very great ;

he had the prerogative to be vicegerent of the kingdom, when any
of our kings went beyond sea, being chosen to this office out of the

greatest of the nobility; and had the power alone, which was

afterwards distributed to three other great magistrates.; that is, he
had the power of the chief justice of the common pleas, of the chief
baron of the exchequer, and the master of the court of wards; and
he commonly sat in the king's palace, and there executed that

authority which was formerly performed per comitem palatii, in
determining differences which happened between the barons and
other great persons of the kingdom, as well as causes criminal
and civil between other men ; but King Richard I. first diminished
his power by appointing two other justices, to each whereof he
assigned a distinct jurisdiction, viz. to one the JVorth parts of
England, to the other the South; and in the reign of King
Edward I. they were reduced to one court, with a further abridg
ment of their authority, both as to the dignity of their persons and
extent of their jurisdiction ; for no more were chosen out of the

nobility, as anciently, but out of the commons, who were men of

integrity, and skilful in the laws of the land ; whence, it is said, the
study of the law dates its beginning. Orig. Jud.
In the time of King John, and other of our ancient kings, it often

occurs in charters of privilege, quod non ponatur respondere, nisi
coram nobis, vel capitali justitid nostra: and this high officer hath,
at this time, a very extensive power and jurisdiction in pleas of
the crown, and is particularly entrusted, not only with the pre
rogative of the king, but the liberty of the subject.
The chief justice of the common pleas hath also the title of lord,

whilst he is in office, 'and is called dominus justiciarius communium

placitorum; vel do?ninus justiciarius de banco; who, with his assist
ants, did originally, and doth yet, hear and determine common fileas
in civil causes, as distinguished from the king's pleas, or pleas of
the crown. Bract, lib. 3. The chief justices are installed or pla
ced on the bench by the lord chancellor; and the other judges by
the lord chancellor and the lords chief justices.

Besides the lords chief justices, and the other judges of the
courts at Westminster, there are many other justices commission
ed by the king to execute the laws: as justices of assise, of the
forest, of nisi firius, oyer and terminer, justices of the jieace, isfc.
See those several titles.
The judges of the court of K. B. are sovereign justices of

oyer and terminer, gaol-delivery, and of eyre; conservators of
the peace, and sovereign coroners of the land. 4 Inst. 73. 9
Co. 118. b.
The salaries of the judges in the court of K. B. are, the chief

5,500/.; the three puisne judges 2,400/.; and in nearly the same

proportion in the other courts. See stats. 32 Geo. II. c. 35. 19
Geo. HI. c. 65. 1 Geo. III. c. 23. � 4.

By 39 Geo. Ill, c. 110. the judges' salaries are made up to the
Vol. III. 3 Z
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following- amount in the whole, viz. master of the rolls and chief
baron to 4,000/.

' Puisne judges and barons 3,000/.
Pensions may be granted by his majesty to the judges on re

signation. To the lord chancellor 4,000/. Chief justice of K. B.
3.T,�P0/. Master of the rolls, chief justice of C. P. and chief baron
2,500/. Puisne judges 2,000/. Idem, � 6, 7.
Such judges (except the chancellor) must have continued in

office 15 years, unless prevented by ill health. Idem, � 7.

By 39, 40 Geo. III. c. 55. the salaries of the Scotch judges were
increased to the following amount, viz. the lord president of the
court of session 3,000/. Lord of session 1,200/. Lord justice
clerk 2,40�/. Lords of session, being commissioners of justiciary,
7,000/. Lord chief baron 3,000/. Puisne barons 1,200/.
In Great Britain the king is considered as the fountain of jus

tice, and general conservator of the peace of the kingdom. The
original power of judicature, by the fundamental principles of so
ciety, is lodged in the society at large ; but as it would be imprac
ticable to render complete justice to every individual by the peo
ple in their collective capacity, therefore, every nation has com

mitted that power to certain select magistrates, who, with more

ease and expedition, can hear and determine complaints ; and in
this kingdom, this authority has immemorially been exercised by
the king or his substitutes. He, therefore, has alone the right of
erecting courts of judicature ; for though the constitution of the
kingdom hath entrusted him with the whole executive power of
the laws, it is impossible, as well as improper, that he should per
sonally carry into execution this great and extensive trust ; it is
consequently necessary, that courts should be erected, to assist
him in executing this power; and equally necessary, that, if
erected, they should be erected by his authority. And hence it
is, that all jurisdictions of courts are either mediately or imme
diately derived from the crown, their proceedings run generally in
the king's name, they pass under his seal, and are executed by his
officers.
It is probable, and almost certain, that in very early times, before

our constitution arrived at its full perfection, our kings, in person,
often heard and determined causes between party and party. But,
at present, by the long and uniform usage of many ages, our

kings have delegated their whole judicial power to the judges of
their several courts ; which are the grand depositaries of the fun
damental laws of the kingdom, and have gained a known and
stated jurisdiction, regulated by certain and established rules,
which the crown itself cannot alter, but by act of parliament. 2

Hawk. P. C. c. 1. � 3.

In order to maintain both the dignity and independence of the

judges in the superior courts, it is enacted by the stat. 13 Wm.lll.
c. 2. that their commissions shall be made (not as formerly, du
rante bene fdacito, but) quamdiu se bene gesserint, and their salaries
ascertained and established ; but that it may be lawful to remove

them on the address of both houses of parliament. And now by
the noble improvements of that law in the statute of 1 Geo. III.
e. 23. enacted at the earnest recommendation of the present

King (George III.) himself from the throne, the judges are con

tinued in their offices during their good behaviour, notwithstand-

\
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ing any demise of the crown, (which was formerly held imme

diately to vacate their seats ;) and their full salaries are absolutely
secured to them during the continuance of their commissions, by
which means the judges are rendered completely independent of
the king, his ministers, and his successors ; his majesty having
been pleased to declare, that " he looked upon the independence
and uprightness of the judges, as essential to the impartial adminis
tration of justice, as one of the best securities of the rights and
liberties ofhis subjects, and as most conducive to the honour of the
crown." Comm. Journ. March 3, 1761. See Ld. Raym. 747. and
stat. 1 Ann. st. 1. c. 8. which continued the commissions of the

judges for six months after the demise of the crown.

In criminal proceedings, or prosecution for offences, it would
be a still higher absurdity, if the king, personally, sate in judg
ment ; because, in regard to these, he appears in another capacity,
that of prosecutor. All offences are either against the king's
peace, or his crown and dignity ; and are so laid in every indict
ment. For though in their consequences they generally seem

(except in the case of treason, and a very few others) to be rather
offences against the kingdom than against the king, yet, as the pub
lic, which is an invisible body, has delegated all its power and

rights, with regard to the execution of the laws, to one visible

magistrate, all affronts to that power, and breaches of those rights,
are immediately offences against him, to whom they are so dele

gated by the public. He is, therefore, the proper person to pro
secute for all public offences and breaches of the peace, being the

person injured in the eye of the law. And hence also arises the
most mild and equitable branch of the prerogative, one of the most

distinguishing features in a monarchy, that of pardoning offences ;
for it is reasonable that he only who is injured should have the

power of forgiving.
In this distinct and separate existence of the judicial power in

a peculiar body of men, nominated indeed, but not removable at

pleasure by the crown, consists one main preservative of the pub
lic liberty ; which cannot subsist long in any state, unless the ad
ministration of common justice be, in some degree, separated both
from the legislative, and also from the executive power. Were it

joined with the legislative, the life, liberty and property of the

subject would be in the hands of arbitrary judges, whose decisions
would be then regulated only by their own opinions, and not by
any fundamental principles of law ; which, though legislators may
depart from, yet judges are bound to observe. Were it joined
with the executive, this union might soon be an overbalance for
the legislative. For which reason, by stat. 16 Car. I. c. 10. which
abolished the court of star-chamber, effectual care is taken to re

move all judicial power out of the hands of the king's privy coun

cil. See 1 Comm. 266�269. c. 7.
The personal safety of the judges, and the respect due to them,

being also of essential consequence towards the preservation of
their independence and integrity, which is no less in danger from
the ardor civium jirava jubentium, than from the vultus instantis

tyranni; many provisions have been made by law to restrain and
punish affronts and injuries, to them personally, and to the courts

of justice, over which they preside.
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One species of treason under stat. 25 Edw. III. c. 2. (see tit.
Treason?) is, " if a man slay the chancellor, treasurer, or the king's
justices of the one bench or the other, justices in eyre, or justices
of assise, and all other justices assigned to hear and determine, be
ing in their places doing their offices." But this statute extends

only to the actually killing of them, and not to wounding or at

tempting to kill them. It extends also only to the officers therein
specified ; and, therefore, the barons of the exchequer as such, are
not within the protection of this act. I Hale's P. C. 231. But the
lord keeper, or commissioners of the great seal, now seem to be
within it, by virtue of the stats. 5 Eliz. c. 18. 1 W. if M. c. 21.
4 Comm. 84.

Striking in the king's superior courts of justice in Westminster-
Hall, or at the assises. See this Diet. tit. Misprision.
As the judges are thus guarded against influence or injury, to

enable them to do justice to the people, so are they protected in
the upright discharge of their duty, by being indemnified from
answering for the consequence of the judgments given by them.
The judges of courts of record are freed from all prosecutions

whatsoever, except in parliament, where they may be punished
for any thing done by them in such courts as judges; this is to

support their dignity and authority, and draw veneration to their
persons, and submission to their judgments ; but if a judge will
so far forget the dignity and honour of his post, as to turn soli
citor |n a cause which he is to judge, and privately and extrajudi
cially tamper with witnesses, or labour jurors, he may be dealt
with according to the same capacity to which he so basely degrades
himself. 12 Rep. 24. Vaugh. 138. Staundf. P. C. 173.

Judges are not in any way punishable for a mere error of judg
ment: and no action will lie against a judge for an erroneous

judgment; or for a wrongful imprisonment, &c. 2 Hawk. P. C.
c. \. � 17. 1 Mod. 148.

But it is said, that where judges are limited to the subject mat
ter of their jurisdiction, and they exceed the limits of their juris
diction, action lies against them ; per Powel, J. 3 Lutw. 1565. cites
Hard. 480.
A judge is not answerable to the king, or the party, for mis

takes or errors of his judgment, in a matter of which he has ju
risdiction. 1 Salk. 397.
If an action be brought against a judge of record, for an act

done in his judicial capacity, he may plead that he did it as judge
of record, and that will be a sufficient justification. And so may
a judge of a court in a foreign country, under the dominion of the
crown. Mostyn v. Pabrigas, Cowfi. 172. See this Diet. tit. Action,
Courts Martial, Navy, isfc.
With respect to the general conduct of the judges, the follow

ing observations are worthy attention :

A judge at his creation takes an oath, that he will serve the

king, and indifferently administer justice to all men, without respect
of persons, lake no bribe, give no counsel where he is a party, nor
deny right to any, though the king, or any other, by letters, or by
express words, command the contrary, ifc. and in default of duly,
to be answerable to the king in body, land and goods. Stat. 18 Edw.
III. st. 4. See also, stat. 20 Edw. III. c. 1, 2.
Judex est lex loquens, and ought to judge by law, and not by
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examples; by Glanville a judge is called justitia in abstracto, be
cause he should be, as it were, justice itself. Co. Litt. 71. 7 Refi. 4.
And all the commissions of judges are bounded with this limita
tion, facturi quod ad justitiam fiertinet secundum legem et consuetu-

dinem anglia.
The judges are to give judgment according to law, and what

is alleged and proved; and they have a private knowledge, and a

judicial knowledge, though they cannot judge of their own private
knowledge, but may use their discretion ; but where a judge has
a judicial knowledge, he may and ought to give judgment accord
ing to it. King Henry IV. demanded of Judge Gascoigne, if he
saw one in his presence kill A. B. and another person, who was

not culpable, should be indicted of this, and found guilty before
him, what he would do in this case ; to which he answered, that
he ought to respite the judgment against him, and relate the mat
ter to the king, in order to procure him a pardon ; for there he
cannot acquit him, and give judgment according to his private
knowledge. Plowd. 82.
The king in all cases doth judge by his judges; who ought to

be of counsel with prisoners : and if they are doubtful or mistaken
in matter of law, a stander-by may be allowed to inform the court,
as amicus curias. 2 Inst. 178. Our judges are to execute their
offices in proper person and cannot act by deputy, or transfer their
power to others ; as the judges of ecclesiastical courts may. 1 Roll.
Abr. 382, Pro. Judges, 11. Yet where there are divers judges
of a court of record, the act of any one of them is effectual ; espe
cially if their commissions do not expressly require more. 2 Hawk.
P. C. c. 1. Though what a majority rules when present, is the
act of the court. If on a demurrer or special verdict, the judges
are divided in opinion, two against two, the cause must be ad
journed into the exchequer-chamber. 3 Mod. 156. And a rule is to
be made for this purpose, and the record certified, 8cc. 5 Mod. 335.
In fines levied, all the judges of C. P. ought to be particularly-
named ; but writs of certiorari to remove records out of that court,
&c. are directed to the chief justice, without naming his compa
nions. 1 Hen. VII. 27. Jenk. Cent. 167.
When a record is before the judges, they ought ex officio to

try it : and they are to take notice of statutes, and of the terms,
&c. Jenk. Cent. 215. 298. No judge is compellable to deliver his
opinion before hand, in relation to any question which may after
come judicially before him. 3 Inst. 29. Judges of the common

law have no ordinary jurisdiction to examine witnesses at their
chambers ; though by consent of parties, and rule of court, they
may on interrogatories ; and some things done by judges at their
chambers, in order to proceedings in court, are accounted as done
by the court.

A judge shall not be generally excepted against, or challenged ;
or have any action brought against him, for what he does as judge.
1 Inst. 294. 2 Inst. 422.
A judge ought not to judge in his own cause, or in pleas where

he is party. 8 Refi. 118. If a fine be levied to a justice of bank,
he cannot take the conusance ; for he cannot be his own judge.
8 Hen. VI. 21. Pro. Patents, fil. 15. cites S. C. fier Martin. If a
fine be levied by, or to a justice in bank, his name shall not be in
the fine, 1 1 Hen. VI. 49. b. So if a justice in bank be sued in
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bank, he cannot record it, it shall be recorded by the other jus
tices. Ibid. If the chief justice of bank be to sue a writ there,
the writ shall not be in his name, but in the name of the secondary.
S Hen. VI. 19. b.
None may judge in his own cause, for it is a manifest contra

diction that a man can be agent and patient in the same thing, and
�what Lord Coke says in Dr. Bonham's case is far from any ex

travagancy ; for it is a very reasonable and true saying, that if an
act of parliament should ordain, that the same person should be

party and judge, or, which is the same thing, judge in his own

cause, it would be a void act of parliament ; per Holt, Ch. J. 12
Mod. 687. Bridgm. 11, 12.

Judgment given by a judge, who is party in the suit with an

other, and so entered of record, is error, although several other

judges sit there, and give judgment for the judge who is party.
Jenk. 90. fil. 74.
Where a judge has an interest, neither he nor his deputy can

determine a cause, or sit in court ; and if he does, a prohibition
lies. Hard. 503.

Judges are punishable, however, for wilful offences against the

duty of their situation; instances of which happily live only in re

membrance ; and as to which, the following short extracts and re

ferences may be sufficient :

Among the laws of King Edgar is this, viz. Judex qui injustum
judicium judicabit alicui, det Regi CXXs. nisi jurare audeat, quod
rectius judicare nescivit. Decern Scrijitores Anglicani, 872. /. 3.

The same among the laws of Canute, ibid. 924. /. 2. adds, that
et dignitatem sua legalitatis semjier amittat, si non earn redimat

erga Kcgem, sicut ei fiermittetur. In Danelaga Lahstithes reus sit;
si non juret, quod melius nescivit. Chronicon Johannis Bromton.
There are ancient precedents of judges, who were fined when

they transgressed the laws, though commanded by warrants from
the king; and it is said, that Earl Tyfitoft, who was a chancellor,
was beheaded, for acting upon the king's warrant against law.
Burnet's Rich. II. 33.

Bribery in judges is punishable by loss of office, fine, and im

prisonment ; and by the common law, bribery of judges in relation
to a cause depending before them, has been punished as treason.

1 Leon. 295. Cro. Jac. 65. 1 Hawk. B. C. See tit. Bribery.
_

A

judge ignorantly condemns a man to death for felony, when it is

not felony; for this offence, the judge shall be fined and impri
soned, and lose his office. Jenk. Cent. 162. If a judge who hath

no jurisdiction of the cause, give judgment of death and award

execution, which is executed, such judge is guilty of felony ; and
also the officer who executes the sentence. H. B. C. 35. 10 Refi.
76. And if justices of peace, on indictment of trespass, arraign
a man of felony, and judge him to death, and he is executed, it is
felony in them. H. B. C. 35. Dalt. c. 98.

A justice cannot rase a record, nor embezzle it, nor file an in
dictment which is not found, nor give judgment of death where
the law does not give it; if he doesj it is misprision, he shall lose

his office, and make fine for misprision ; but it is not felony. Bro.
Judges, fil. 33. cites 2 R. 3. 9.

- By 41 Geo. III. (U. K.) c. 105. judges of Scotland or Ireland, to.

1
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wliGm bills respecting lands may be referred by the house of lords,
are empowered to examine witnesses on oath, as if sworn at the
bar of that house.
See further, 14 Vin. Abr. tit. Judges, and this Diet. tit. Justices.
JUDGER. In Cheshire, to be judger of a town, is to serve on

the jury there. Leicester's Hist. Antiq. 302.

JUDGMENT, Judicium, quasi, juris dictum.

The sentence of the law, pronounced by the court, upon the
matter contained in the record. 3 Comm. 395. c. 24.

I. Of the various Kinds of Judgments in Civil Cases.
II. Points of Practice relating thereto.
HI. Of Arrest of Judgment.

I. Judgments are of four sorts; 1. Where the facts are con
fessed by the parties, and the law determined by the court ; as in
case of judgment upon a demurrer; 2. Where the law is admitted
by the parties, and the facts disputed ; as in case of judgment upon
a verdict; 3. Where both the fact and the law arising thereon are

admitted by the defendant; which is the case of judgments by
confession or default; or, 4. Where the plaintiff is convinced,
that fact, or law, or both, are insufficient to support his action,
and therefore abandons or withdraws his prosecution ; which is the
case in judgments upon a nonsuit or retraxit. , 3 Comm. 396. c. 24.
The judgment, though pronounced or awarded by the judges,

is not their determination or sentence, but the determination and
sentence of the law. It is the conclusion that naturally and regu
larly follows from the premises of law and fact, which stand thus :

against him who hath rode over my corn, I may recover damages
by law ; now A. hath rode over my corn ; therefore, I shall recover
damages against A. If the major proposition be denied, this is a

demurrer in law : if the minor, it is then an issue of fact ; but if
both be confessed (or determined) to be right, the conclusion or

judgment of the court cannot but follow. Which judgment or
conclusion depends not therefore on the arbitrary caprice of the

judge, but on the settled and invariable principles of justice. The

judgment, in short, is the remedy prescribed by law for the re

dress of injuries ; and the suit or action is the vehicle or means

of administering it. What that remedy may be, is indeed the
result of deliberation and study to point out ; and, therefore, the
style of the judgment is, not that it is decreed or resolved by the
court, for then the judgment might appear to be their own ; but,
" it is considered," consideratum est per curiam, that the plaintiff
do recover his damages, his debt, his possession, and the like ;
which implies, that the judgment is none of their own, but the act

of law, pronounced and declared by the court after due delibera
tion and inquiry. 1 Inst. 39.
All these species of judgments are either interlocutory or final.

Interlocutory judgments are such as are given in the middle of a
cause, upon some plea, proceeding, or default, which is only in-
tcrmediate, and does not finally determine or complete the suit.
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Of this nature at e all judgments for the plaintiff upon pleas in
abatement of the suit or action ; in which it is considered by the
court, that the defendant do answer over, resjwndeat ouster; that
is, put in a more substantial plea- 2 Saund. 30. It is easy to ob

serve, that the judgment here given is not final, but merely inter
locutory ; for there are afterwards farther proceedings to be had,
when the defendant hath put in a better answer.

But the interlocutory judgments, most usually spoken of, are
those incomplete judgments, whereby the right of the plaintiff is
indeed established, but the quantum of damages sustained by him
is not ascertained ; which is a matter that cannot be done without
the intervention of a jury. This can only happen where the
plaintiff recovers; for when judgment is given for the defendant,
it is always complete as well as final. This sort of interlocutory
judgment happens in the first place, where the defendant suffers
judgment to go against him by default, or nihil dicit; as if he puts
in no plea at all to the plaintiff's declaration: by confession, or
cognovit actionem, where he acknowledges the plaintiff's demand
to be just : or by non sum informatus, when the defendant's attor

ney declares he has no instructions to say any thing in answer to
the plaintiff, or in defence of his client ; which is a species of

judgment by default.
If these, or any of them, happen in actions where the specific

thing sued for is recovered, as in action of debt for a sum certain,
the judgment is absolutely complete. And therefore it is very
usual, in order to strengthen a creditor's security, for the debtor
to execute a warrant of attorney to some attorney named by the
creditor, empowering him to confess a judgment by either of the
ways just now mentioned, (by nihil dicit, cognovit actionem, or non
sum informatus?) in an action of debt to be brought by the creditor

against the debtor for the specific sum due ; which judgment,
when confessed, is absolutely complete and binding ; provided the
same (as is also required in all other judgments) be regularly
docketed ; that is, abstracted and entered in a book, according to

the directions of stat. 4 & 5 W. isf M. c. 20. by which it is pro
vided, that no judgment shall affect purchasers of lands, and mort

gagees, till docketed, nor have any preference against heirs, ex
ecutors, &c. in the administration of estates. See post, Judgments
acknowledged for Debts.
But, where damages are to be recovered, a jury must be called

in to assess them ; unless the defendant, to save charges, will con
fess the whole damages laid in the declaration ; otherwise the

entry of the judgment is, " that the plaintiff ought to recover his

damages, (indefinitely,) but because the court know not what da

mages the said plaintiff hath sustained, therefore the sheriff is
commanded, that by the oaths of twelve honest and lawful men,
he inquire into the said damages, and return such inquisition into
court." This process is called a writ of inquiry; in the execution
of which the sheriff sits as a judge, and tries by a jury, subject to
nearly the same law and conditions as the trial by jury at nisi

prius, what damages the plaintiff hath really sustained ; and when
their verdict is given, which must assess some damages, the she
riff returns the inquisition, which is entered upon the roll in man

ner of a postea, and thereupon it is considered, that the plaintiff

\
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po recover the exact sum of the damages so assessed. In like
manner, when a demurrer is determined for the plaintiff upon an

action wherein damages are recovered, the judgment is also in
complete without the aid of a writ of inquiry.
It was said by Wilmot, C. J. that a writ of inquiry is an inquest

of office to inform the conscience of the court ; who, if they please,
may themselves assess the damages. 3 Wils. 62. Hence, a prac
tice is now established in the courts of A'. P. and C. P. in actions
where judgment is recovered by default, upon a bill of exchange^
or promissory note, to refer it to the master or prothonotary, to as

certain what is due for principal, interest and costs, whose report
supersedes the necessity of a writ of inquiry. 4 T. P. 275. H.
Black. Rep.. 541. In cases of difficulty and importance, the court
will give leave to have the writ of inquiry executed before a

judge, at sittings or nisi prius; and then the judge acts only as an

assistant to the sheriff. The number of the jurors sworn upon
this inquest need not be confined to twelve ; for when a writ of
inquiry was executed at the bar of the court of K. B. in an action
ofscand- mag: brought by the Duke of York (afterwards James II.)
against Tilus Dates, who had called him a traitor ; fifteen were

sworn upon the jury, and gave all the damages laid in the declara
tion, viz. 100,000/. In that case, the sheriffs of Middlesex sate in
court covered, at the table below the judges. 3 St. Tr. 987. See
further, Writ of Enquiry.
Pinal judgments are such as at once put an end to the action,

by declaring, that the plaintiff has either entitled himself, or has
not, to recover the remedy he sues for. In which case, if the
judgment be for the plaintiff, it is also considered, that the de
fendant be either amerced, for his wilful delay of justice, in not

immediately obeying the king's writ, by rendering the plaintiff
his due, 8 Rep. 40. 61. or be taken, cajdatur, till he pays a fine to
the king for the public misdemeanor, which is coupled with the
private injury, in all cases of force ; (8 Rep. 59. 1 1 Rep. 43. 5 Mod.
285.) of falshood, in denying his own deed; (Pitz. JV. B. 121. 1
Inst 131. 8 Rep. 60. 1 Roll. Mr. 2 1 9. Lill. Entr. 379. CP. Hil.
4 Ann. Rot. 430.) or unjustly claiming property in replevin ; or of
contempt by disobeying the command of the king's writ, or the
express prohibition of any statute. 8 Rep. 60. But in case of tres
pass, ejectment, assault, and false imprisonment, it is provided by
the stat. 5 & 6 W. isf M. c. 12. that no writ of capias shall issue for
this fine, nor any fine be paid ; but the plaintiff shall pay 6s. 8d. to
the proper officer, and be allowed it against the defendant among
his other costs. And, therefore, upon such judgments in the com
mon pleas, they used to enter that the fine was remitted, and now
in both courts they take no notice of any fine or cafuas at all.
Salk. 54. Carth. 390. But if judgment be for the defendant, then,
in case of fraud and deceit to the court, or malicious or vexatious
suits, the plaintiff may also be fined. 8 Rep. 59, 60. But in most
cases it is only considered, that he and his pledges of prosecuting,
be (nominally) amerced for his false claim, pro falso clamore suo,
and that the defendant may go thereof without a day, eat inde sine
die; that is, without any farther continuance or adjournment ; the
king's writ commanding his attendance being now fully satisfied,
and his innocence publicly cleared. 3 Comm. 395�399.
Vol. III. 4 A
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II. Judgment is sometimes had with a cessat executio; and if
the defendant gives a judgment, with stay of execution, till a cer

tain day, the plaintiff may, notwithstanding, sue forth a capias or

fieri facias, into the county where the action is laid, returnable be
fore the day, to enable him at that day to take a testatum against
the defendant; though he shall not in that case sue out a capias
to warrant a scire facias against the bail. Pasch. 22 Car. II. See
tit. Capias. If debt be brought against an executor upon the
bond of the testator, and he pleads plene administravit, this is a

confession of the debt; and the plaintiff may have judgment with
a cessat executio, till the defendant hath assets. 4 Pep. 2 JYels.
Abr. 1052.

If the plaintiff or defendant die after interlocutory judgment,
the action shall not abate. Stat. 8 & 9 Wm. III. c. 11. See tit.
Abatement I. 6. c. Judgment upon a demurrer to a declaration,
&c. is no bar to any other action ; because it is not on the merits,
and the plaintiff may afterwards make his declaration right, and
then proceed. 2 Lill. 113. But other judgments may be pleaded
in bar to any other action for the same cause ; and judgment in
an inferior court may be alleged in bar to an action in a supe
rior court. 2 Leu. 93.

Judgment final ought not to be given upon default in real ac
tions ; but a grand cape upon default before appearance, and a

petit cape on default after appearance. 1 Leu. 105.
All judgments given in any court of record, must be duly en

tered : the plaintiff's attorney, four days after the posteais brought
into court, if the rule for judgment is out, may enter judgment
for his client by the course of the court. 2 Lill. Abr. 95. But on
a rule for judgment, Sunday is not one of the four days, though
the rule is given the last day of the term. After a rule to sign
judgment, there ought to be four days exclusive of the day on which
the rule was made, before the judgment is signed, that the party
may have a reasonable time to bring writ of error : in C. D. they
never give rules for signing judgment, but stay till the quarto die

post, which makes but four days inclusive. Mod. Cas. 241. A

plaintiff got his judgment signed on the very day, but it was not

executed till after the sixth day, so that the defendant had time

enough to bring a writ of error, or move any thing in arrest of

judgment : but the court of P. P. held the signing of the judg
ment to be irregular, it being before the day allowed by the rules

of the court; and though execution was taken out afterwards,
judgment was set aside. 5 Mod. 205. If a distringas is returnable
within term, and the cause is tried two or three days only before
the end of the term, the judgment shall be entered that very term,
though there be not four days to move in arrest of judgment.
1 Salk. 77. But a four-day rule must be given, and the party can

not sign judgment, till four days exclusive are elapsed, and if Sun
day intervenes, that is not to be reckoned one of the four days.
But if verdict be given after term, no judgment can be given on

it till the next term following; for the judgment is the act of the
court, and the court sits not but in term. Mich. 22 Car. P. P.

See tit. Practice.
If verdict pass for the plaintiff, and he will not enter his judg-

ment, the defendant, by motion of course, may oblige him to it.
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2 Lill. Abr. 97. The defendant may enforce the plaintiff to enter
his judgment to the end he may plead it to another action. Latch.
216. 1 Danv. 722. Pate. 281. So if the defendant wants to bring
a writ of error.
Judgments are not only to be signed by the proper officer, but

entered of record ; before which they are not judgments : and in
a judgment given to recover a sum of money, the sum must be
entered in words at length ; and not in figures, which may be ea

sily altered; and a judgment was reversed, because the time
when given was in figures, and the sum recovered expressed in
figures, &c. But the court may amend their judgments of the
same term, because the term is but as one day in law ; though
they may not do it in another term. 2 Lill. 103. 3 Lev. 430. If
a judgment be unduly obtained, the court will vacate the judgment,
and restore the party damnified ; if not punish the offender : but it
is against the course of the court to vacate a judgment the last

day of the term. Pasch. 1656.
A judgment entered in C. B. shall relate to the essoin day of the

term, and be a judgment from that time: but a judgment in P. P.
shall relate only to the first day of the term. Cro. Car. 102. If a
rule be given for the defendant to plead, at a certain day, and he
do not plead accordingly, the plaintiff may enter judgment against
him, without moving the court ; though in real actions, and cri
minal causes, on indictment, &c. there must be a motion in court,
for a peremptory rule. 2 Lill. 1 16. Yet a plaintiff, after he hath

signed judgment against the defendant, may waive it if he will, and
accept of a plea from the defendant. Trin. 23 Car. P. P.
If a judgment be obtained, but the plaintiff doth not take out

execution within a year and a day, the judgment must be revived
by scirefacias. If any thing be entered in a judgment, which is
not mentioned in the plaintiff's declaration, the judgment is not

good. 2 Lill. 104. And where it appears upon the record, that
the plaintiff hath no cause of action, he shall never have judgment.
8 Refi. 120. In such case the court may give judgment for the
defendant. 1 Plowd. 66.

In debt on specialty, the whole and exact sum must be demanded,
or the judgment upon it will not be good. 3 Mod. 41. If more be
in the judgment than the plaintiff demands, it is erroneous ;

though this may be helped by a remisit damfina for part. 2 Lill.
27. If in case, trespass, &c. a verdict is given for more damages
than laid in the plaintiff's declaration, and he does not remit the

surplus damages, but takes judgment for the whole, it is an incu
rable error, and cannot be amended. See tit. Debt, Damages.
If issue is found against one party in a suit, and not against the

other, judgment may be for the plaintiff to recover against him
where the matter is found ; and a nil capiat per billam be entered

against the plaintiff as to the other. 1 Saund. 216. And when
several damages are recovered against several defendants, the
plaintiff may enter a nolle prosequi as to one of the defendants, &c.
and have judgment agajnst one only for the damages against him.
3 Mod. 101. IJrgne entire judgment is given against two several
persons, and ope of them is an infant, appearing by attorney, the
whole judgment is void ; which being entire cannot be divided,
except the infant be joint executor with the other party. When
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a judgment is entire, it cannot be divided, to make one part of it
good, and another part thereof erroneous ; but if it be not an en

tire judgment, it may. 2 Lill. 100. See post, HI. On action
where damages are to be recovered, if the declaration be good in part,
and insufficient in part, and the defendant demurs upon the entire
declaration ; the plaintiff shall have judgment for that which is well
laid, and be barred for the rest, 2 Saund. 379. And if in action
of debt upon three bonds, it appears that one of them is not for
feited, &c. the plaintiff shall have judgment for the other two.

1 Saund. 286.
There were four counts in the declaration ; non assumpsit plead

ed to three, and a demurrer to the fourth. After judgment on

the demurrer, the plaintiff takes out a writ of inquiry, and executes

it ; the demurrer being determined, the court held the judgment
regular, and ;that there was no occasion for a nolle prosequi, to be
entered on the roll as to the three counts, until he enter final
judgment. Stra. 532.

Where a judgment is partly by the common law, and partly by
statute, the judgment at common law may remain, and be com

plete, without the other. 1 Salk. 24.
Where there,are two distinct judgments, one at common law,

and the other by statute, one may be affirmed, and the other re
versed, on a writ of error. Annally, 50.
Every judgment ought to be complete and formal : one judg

ment cannot determine another judgment, and the judges will not
give a judgment against law, although the plaintiff and defendant
do agree to it. 1 Salk. 213. Cro. Eliz. 827. In actions personal,
judgment given against the plaintiff upon any plea to bar him, is
peremptory. Jenk. Cent. 52. If the defendant doth not deny the

debt, or other matter in suit, but endeavours to elude the action

by insufficient pleading ; in this case, if it be found for the plaintiff,
he shall have judgment; but not vice versa, if for the defendant,
because the matter of the suit is not fully and sufficiently denied,
but in some measure confessed by the insufficient plea. Ibid 70.

Judgment may not be given for the plaintiff upon an insufficient
bar, if the replication be so, and show no title ; but a judgment
shall not be set aside for mispleading a point collateral to the issue.
Hob. 8. 128. See post, III. In debt upon an obligation, the de
fendant pleaded that he delivered it on a condition to be perform
ed by the plaintiff, which he had not done, and therefore it was

not his deed; the jury found for the defendant, that the condition
was not performed, yet the plaintiff had judgment ; for the defend
ant's plea confesses it to be his deed, and the verdict does not

disprove it, and the issue is, deed or no deed, &c. Here, there
fore, the plaintiff hath his judgment upon the defendant's confes

sion, not upon the verdict. Jenk. Cent. 102. A judgment contrary
to the verdict found in the cause is generally void ; for it is to be

warranted by the verdict. Mich, 22 Car. B. R. There may be

cases where judgment may be given for one of the parties contra

ry to the verdict ; as where the defendant pleads such a plea as in
effect acknowledges the demand, there, though there should be a

verdict for the defendant, judgment shall be for the plaintiff, or the
judge of nisi prius may refuse to try it. Annally, 250. If a ver

dict is imperfect, judgment cannot be given upon it; and for the
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uncertainty of the verdict, judgment may be void. 2 Lill. ill.
Ravin. 220. Action of debt lies upon a good judgment, as well
after writ of error brought as before. Raym. 100. 2 Mod. 127.
But if error is brought, and depending, the court will, on motion,
stay proceedings in the new action, or rather prevent plaintiff from
taking out execution, defendant confessing judgment in the last suit.
See tit. Debt. In actions of debt on bonds, a rule may be made to

stay proceedings on payment of principal, interest, and costs.
Mod. Ca. 60. See stat. 4 Ann. c. 16. � 13. and this Diet. tit. Bond.
If a judgment is recovered jointly against three defendants, the
plaintiff cannot bring action of debt upon that judgment against
one alone. 2 Leon. 220. A plaintiff shall not have a new action
of debt on the same bond, Sec after judgment had on it, as long as

the judgment is in force. 6 Rep.. 2. 2 JVels. Abr. 1056. An er

roneous judgment in chancery is reversible in B. R. Dyer, 315.
And if the house of lords reverse a judgment of B. R. the lords
are to enter the new judgment, and not the court of B. R., who by
the first judgment had executed their authority. 1 Salk. 403. See
this Diet. tit. Apfieal, Error.
A regular judgment in a crown cause cannot be set aside on

payment of costs. 1 Wils. 163.
Where there is a judgment and no surprise, it shall not be set

aside on an affidavit of a matter relative to the merits which might
have been pleaded. Annally, 157.
Where the condition of a bond was, that the money was not to

be paid till a future day, and the conusee by virtue of a warrant of
attorney entered judgment, and took out execution before the day,
the court would not set the judgment aside, but the execution.
Annally, 270.
A regular interlocutory judgment may be set aside, so as to let

in the defendant to try the merits of his case : but it must be on

payment of costs, and such merits likewise must appear upon
affidavit. Stra. 823. 1242. 1 Burr. 568. A writ of inquiry was

set aside, and the defendant let in to plead a fair plea on payment of
costs. Salk. 518. 6 Mod. 191.
The stat. 8 Wm. III. c. II. orders judgment for costs, upon de

murrers, and on suing writs oferror, where the former judgment is
affirmed, &c. See this Diet. tit. Costs. The statutes of jeofails ex
tend to judgments upon nihil dicit, confession, non sum informalus,
&c. Stat. 4 Ann. c. 16. For further matter, see tit. Abatement,
Amendment, Execution, Issue, Practice, isfc.

III. Arrests of Judgment arise from intrinsic causes appear
ing upon the face of the record. Of this kind are ; first, where
the declaration varies totally from the original writ; as where the
�writ is in debt or detinue, and the plaintiff declares in an action
on the case for an assumpsit; for, the original writ out of chancery
being the foundation and warrant of the whole proceedings in the
common pleas, if the declaration does not pursue the nature of the
writ, the court's authority totally fails. Also, secondly, where the
verdict materially differs from the pleadings and issue thereon ; as if,
in an action for words, it is laid in the declaration that the defendant
said, " the plaintiff is a bankrupt ;" and the verdict finds specially
that he said " the plaintiff tvill be a bankrupt." Or, thirdly, if the
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case laid in the declaration is not sufficient in point of law to found
an action upon.
It is an invariable rule with regard to arrests of judgment upon

matter of law, " that whatever is alleged in arrest of judgment
must be such matter as would have been, upon demurrer, sufficient
to overturn the action or plea." As if, on an action for slander,
in calling the plaintiff a Jew, the defendant denies the words, and
issue is joined thereon ; now, if a verdict be found for the plaintiff,
that the words were actually spoken, whereby the fact is establish
ed, still the defendant may move in arrest of judgment, that to call
a man a Jew is not actionable; and, if the court be of that opi
nion, the judgment shall be arrested, and never entered for the

plaintiff. But the rule will not hold e converse/, " that every thing
that may be alleged as cause of demurrer, will be good in arrest

of judgment;" for if a declaration or plea omits to state some par
ticular circumstance, without proving which, at the trial, it is im

possible to support the action or defence, this omission shall be aided
by a verdict. As if, in an action of trespass, the declaration doth not

allege that the trespass was committed on any certain day, Carth.
389. ; or, if the defendant justifies, by prescribing for the right of
common for his cattle, and does not plead that his cattle were

levant and couchant on the land. Cro. Jac. 44. Though either of
these defects might be good cause to demur to the declaration or

plea, yet, if the adverse party omits to take advantage of such
omission in due time, but takes issue, and has a verdict against him,
these exceptions cannot, after verdict, be moved in arrest of judg
ment. For the verdict ascertains those facts, which before, from
the inaccuracy of the pleadings, might, be dubious; since the law-

will not suppose that a jury, under the inspection of a judge, would
find a verdict for the plaintiff or defendant, unless he had proved
those circumstances, without which, his general allegation is de

fective. 1 Mod. 292.

Exceptions, therefore, that are moved in arrest of judgment,
must be much more material and glaring, than such as will main
tain a demurrer ; or, in other words, many inaccuracies and omis

sions, which would be fatal, if early observed, are cured by a sub

sequent verdict; and not suffered, in the last stage of a cause, to

unravel the whole proceeding. But if the thing omitted be essen

tial to the action or defence, as if the plaintiff does not merely
state his title in a defective manner, but sets forth a title that is to

tally defective in itself, or if to an action of debt the defendant

pleads not guilty instead of nil debet, these cannot be cured by a

verdict, for the plaintiff in the first case, or for the defendant in
the second. 3 Comm. 393. 395.

Although it appear to the court that the defendant's title is not

good, if the plaintiff, in his declaration, hath not set forth a good
title for himself, the court shall never give him judgment. 2

Lill. 98. Though the plaintiff destroys the defendant's title, if
he gives him another title by pleading, &c. the defendant shall

have judgment; for the court are to judge upon the whole record.

8 Rep. 90. But if action of trespass is brought for trespass done

in lands belonging to such a house, and it appears at the trial that
the plaintiff had no title to the house, the court cannot give judg
ment to turn him out of possession, because that was not judicially
before them. 3 Salk. 213.
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Judgments are to continue, till they shall be attaint by error.

Stat. 4 H. IV. c. 23. And after verdict given in any court of record,
there shall be no stay of judgment for want of form in a writ, count,
&x. or mistaking the name of either party, sum of money, day,
month, year, &c. rightly named in any writ or record preceding,
&c. 18 Eliz. c. 14. 16 �k 17 Car. II. c. 8. See tit. Abatement,
Amendment, Error.
Judgments acknowledged for debts. The course for one

to acknowledge a judgment for debt is for him that doth acknow

ledge it to give a warrant of attorney to some attorney of that court
where the judgment is to be acknowledged, to appear for him, to
file common bail, and receive a declaration, and then plead non

sum informatus, ifc. or to let it pass by nihil dicit : whereupon
judgment is entered for want of a plea. 2 Lill. 105. The person
to whom this warrant of attorney is given, has all the benefit of a
judgment and execution, against the debtor's person and property,
without being delayed by any intermediate process, as in the case of
a regular suit. It is frequently given by a person arrested, upon
condition of his discharge, and that longer time shall be allowed
him for the payment of the debt, or that some other indulgence
shall be shown him. But to prevent persons in this situation from
being imposed upon, no warrant of attorney to confess a judgment
given by a person arrested ufivn mesne process, shall be of any force,
unless some attorney be present on behalf of the person in custody,
who shall explain the nature of the warrant, and subscribe his
name as a witness to it. Cromfi. Pract. See Salk. 402.
If one be seemingly discharged, with design that he should give

a warrant of attorney to confess a judgment, it is ill: but if one
arrested by process of an inferior court, gives a warrant for confess
ing judgment in that court, P. P. will not set it aside, though
an attorney be not present. Mod. Cas. 85. By rule of B. P.
Easter, 15 Car. II. no bailiff is to take from any prisoner in his
custody, a warrant to acknowledge judgment unless in the presence
of an attorney. But where one has been in prison some time, and
he confesses judgment to his creditor voluntarily, that judgment
shall stand, although there be no attorney. 7 Mod. 115. See tit.
Arrest.
If a warrant of attorney to confess a judgment is given uncon

ditionally, or without delay of execution, judgment may be signed,
and execution taken out upon the same day it is given ; and thus
a debtor may give one creditor a preference to another, who has
obtained judgment after a long litigation. 5 Term Refi. 235.
If one gives a warrant of attorney to confess judgment, and dies

before it is confessed, this is a countermand of the warrant. 1
Ventr. 310. Though the courts have, on motion, allowed judg
ment to be entered up. Where they may be entered after the
party's death, see Annally, 158. But the rule does not hold in adver

sary suits. Ibid. 183. If a feme sole gives warrant of attorney to
confess judgment, and marries before it is entered, the warrant is
absolutely countermanded ; and judgment shall not be entered

against husband and wife. 1 Salk. 399.
A judgment confessed upon terms, being in effect conditional,

the court will see the terms performed: but where a judgment
is acknowledged absolutely, and a subsequent agreement is made,
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this does not affect the judgment, and the court will take no notice
of it. 7 Mod. 400. If a warrant be to enter judgment as of
such a term, or anytime after; the attorney may enter it at any
time during life : but without those words, the judgment must be
entered the term expressed in the warrant : and if no term be
mentioned, it may be intended the next term. 1 Mod. 1. Or it
has been held it may be entered within a year after the date of it:
and if judgment upon a warrant of attorney be not entered within
the year, it cannot be done without leave of the court, on motion
and affidavit made of the party's being living, and the debt not
satisfied. Cromfi. Pract. 2 Lill. Abr. 1 18. 2 Show. 253.

By a rule of Michaelmas, 42 Geo. III. (2 East, 136.) no judgment
can be signed upon any warrant authorizing any attorney to con

fess judgment, without such warrant of attorney being delivered
to and filed by the clerk of the docket; who is ordered to file the
warrants in the order in which they are received. See also Tidd,
vol. 1. 438. 500. and vol. 2. 481. 858.
For judgment by confession and default, see also 1 Tidd, c. xxiii.

ft. 503. A mere cognovit need not be stamped, unless it contain
any terms of agreement between the parties. Ibid. See also 2

Bos. isf Pull. 150.

It is dangerous to take a judgment acknowledged in the vaca

tion, as of the preceding term; and if any such judgment be taken,
the warrant of attorney to confess the same must bear date before,
or in the term whereof it is confessed: but the safest way is to

make it a judgment of the subsequent term. 2 Lill. 103.

By Holt, chief justice, if one will enter a judgment as of a pre
cedent term, he must actually enter it before the essoin day of the

succeeding term: and if judgment be signed in Hilary term, and
in the subsequent vacation the defendant sells lands, if before the
essoin of Easter term, the plaintiff enters his judgment, it shall
affect the lands in the hands of the purchaser ; (but see stat. 29

Car. II. c. 3.) and if one enters judgment so in vacation, when
the party is dead, the judgment shall be good by relation, if he was

living in the precedent term. 1 Salk. 40 \. As to complaints for
delay of entering judgments, the same shall be examined into by
commissioners and ordered to be entered, Sec. See stat. 14 Edw.
III. st. 1 . c. 5.

Judgments, as against purchasers, shall only relate to the day of

signing. Stat. 29 Car. II c. 3. � 15. See tit. Execution. If any
person having acknowledged or suffered a judgment as a security
for money, afterwards on borrowing other money of another, mort
gage his lands, 8cc. without giving notice of such judgment, unless
he pay it off in six months, he shall forfeit his equity of redemp
tion, Sec. Stat. 4 W. isf M.c. 16. See tit. Mortgage. To search for

judgments a fee is paid of 4d. a term.

On judgments, a release of errors is usually entered into at the
time of the warrant of attorney given, or judgment had. And in
case of several judgments, if two are given in one term, and the
last is first executed, that creditor hath the best title. Latch.
53. When a judgment is satisfied, it is to be acknowledged on

record, by attorney &c. Acknowledging a judgment in the name

of another, who is not privy or consenting to the same, is felony
by stat. 21 Jac. I. c. 26.

1
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Judgments in criminal Cases, See Execution (Criminal.)
When, upon acapital charge, the jury have brought in their verdict,
guilty, in the presence of the prisoner ; he is, either immediately,
or at a convenient time soon after, asked by the court if he has any
thing to offer why judgment should not be awarded against him.
And in case the defendant be found guilty of a misdemeanor, (the
trial ofwhich may, and does usually, happen in his absence, after
he has once appeared,) a cafiias is awarded and issued, to bring
him to receive his judgment; and if he absconds, he may be pro
secuted even to outlawry. But whenever he appears in person,
upon either a capital or inferior conviction, he may, at this period,
as well as at his arraignment, offer any exceptions to the indict
ment, in arrest or stay of judgment ; as for want of sufficient cer
tainty in setting forth either the person, the time, the place, or the
offence. And, if the objections be valid, the whole proceedings
shall be set aside ; but the party may be indicted again. 4 Refer
45. And We may take notice, I. That none of the statutes of
jeofails, for amendment of errors, extend to indictments Or pro
ceedings in criminal cases ; and therefore a defective indictment
is not aided by a verdict, as defective pleadings in civil cases are ;
2. That in favour of life, great strictness has at all times been ob
served, in every point of an indictment. Sir Matthew Hale, indeed,
complains, " that this strictness is grown to be a blemish and incon
venience in the law, and the administration thereof : for that more
offenders escape by the over-easy ear given to exceptions in indict
ments, than by their own innocence." And yet no man was more

tender of life than this truly excellent judge. See 2 Hale's P. C.
193.
A pardon may also be pleaded in arrest of judgment: and it has

the Same advantage when pleaded here, as when pleaded upon
arraignment, viz. the saving the attainder, and of course the cor

ruption of blood, which nothing can restore but parliament, when
a pardon is not pleaded till after sentence. And certainly, upon all
accounts, when a man hath obtained a pardon, he is in the right
to plead it as soon as possible. See tit. Pardon.

Praying the benefit of clergy may also be ranked among the
motions in arrest of judgment. See tit. Clergy, Benefit of.
If all these resources fail, the court must pronounce that judg

ment which the law hath annexed to the crime, for which reference
may be made to the titles of the several offences in this Diet. Of
these some are capital, which extend to the life of the offender, and
consist generally of being hanged by the neck till dead ; though
in very atrocious crimes other circumstances of terror, pain or

disgrace are superadded; as, in treasons of all kinds, being drawn
or dragged to the place of execution; in high treason affecting the

king's person or government, embowelling alive, beheading, and

quartering ; and in murder a public dissection. And, in case of
any treason committed by a female, the judgment at common law
was to be burned alive. But now, by stat. 30 Geo. III. c. 48. it is
enacted, " that in all cases of conviction of any woman for high
or petit treason, the judgment shall be, that she shall be drawn and
hanged, and not burned; and if any woman is convicted of petit
treason, she shall be liable to such farther judgment as is directed
by stat. 25 Geo. II. c. 37. to be given upon persons convicted of
Vol. III. 4 B
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wilful murder. Indeed the humanity of the English nation lias
ever authorized by a tacit consent, an almost general mitigation of
such part of these judgments as savours of torture or cruelty : a

sledge or hurdle being usually allowed to such traitors as are con

demned to be drawn ; and there being very few instances (and
those accidental, or by negligence) of any persons being embowel-
led or burned, till previously deprived of sensation by strangling.
Some punishments consist in exile or banishment, by abjuration
of the realm or transportation ; others in loss of liberty, by perpetual
or temporary imprisonment. Some extend to confiscation, by
forfeiture of lands, or moveables, or both, or of the profits of lands
for life ; others induce a disability of holding offices or employ
ments, being heirs, executors, and the like. Some, though rarely,
occasion a mutilation or dismembering, by cutting off the hand
or ears; others fix a lasting stigma on the offender, by slitting the
nostrils, or branding in the hand or cheek. Some are merely
pecuniary, by stated or discretionary fines ; and, lastly, there are

others that consist principally in their ignominy, though most of
them are mixed with some degree of corporal pain ; and these are

inflicted chiefly for such crimes as either arise from indigence, or
render even opulence disgraceful ; such as whipping, hard labour
in the house of correction, or otherwise the pillory, the stocks, and
the ducking stool. Disgusting as this catalogue may seem, it will
afford pleasure to the English reader, and do honour to the English
law, to compare it with that shocking apparatus of death and tor

ment, to be met with in the criminal codes of almost every other
nation in Europe. And it is, moreover, one of the glories of our
English law, that the species, though not always the quantity or

degree, of punishment is ascertained for every offence; and that
it is not left in the breast of any judge, nor even of a jury, to alter
that judgment, which the law has beforehand ordained for*every
subject alike, without respect of persons. For, if judgments were

to be the private opinions of the judge, men would then be slaves
to their magistrates, and would live in society, without knowing
exactly the conditions and obligations which it lays them under.
And besides, as this prevents oppression on the one hand, so, on

the other, it stifles all hopes of impunity or mitigation, with which
an offender might flatter himself, if his punishment depended on

the humour or discretion of the court. Whereas, where an es

tablished penalty is annexed to crimes, the criminals may read their
certain consequence in that law, which ought to be the unvaried
rule, as it is the inflexible judge, of his actions. 4 Comn.375. kc.
The discretionary length of imprisonment, which our courts are

enabled to impose, may seem an exception to this rule. But the

general nature of the punishment, viz. by fine or imprisonment, is,
in these cases, fixed and determinate ; though the duration and

quantity of each must frequently vary, from the aggravations or

otherwise, of the offence, the quality and condition of the parties,
and from innumerable other circumstances. The quantum, in par
ticular, of pecuniary fines, neither can, nor ought to be, ascertained
by any invariable law. The value of money itself changes from a

thousand causes ; and, and at all events, what is ruin to one man's

fortune, may be a matter of indifference to another's. Our statute
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law has not, therefore, often ascertained the quantity of fines, nor
the common law ever : it directing such an offence to be punished
by fine in general, without specifying the certain sum ; which is
fully sufficient, when we consider, that however unlimited the

power of the court may seem, it is far from being wholly arbitrary ;
but its discretion is regulated by law. 4 Comm. 378. See this
Diet. tit. Fines for Offences.
No man can be attainted of treason or felony, but on judgment

by express sentence, or by outlawry, or abjuration. 2 Hawk. P.
P. c. 48. � 25. And a person shall not have two judgments for
one offence ; for in outlawry, which is a judgment, execution shall
be awarded against the offender, but no sentence pronounced.
Finch, 389. 467. But one convicted of a scandalous libel, had
judgment to pay a fine, and to go to all the courts in Westminster-

Mail, with a paper in his hat signifying his crime ; and on his

behaving impudently, his punishment was increased. 1 Salk. 401.
No judgment or punishment can be inflicted unknown to our laws;
but only by act of parliament. Dalis. 20. And the law makes no
distinction, in fixed and stated judgments, between a peer and a

commoner ; or between a common and ordinary case and one ex

traordinary. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 48. � 2.

Judgment cannot be given for a corporal punishment, in the
absence of the party. 1 Salk. 400. Though persons may have

judgment to be fined in their absence, having a clerk in court to
undertake for the fine. 1 Salk. 56. See Wilkes's case, Bro. P. C.
Judgment, or Trial by the Holy Cross. A trial in eccle=

siastical cases, anciently in use among the Saxons. Cress. Church
Hist. 960.
JUDICATORES TERRARUM, Persons in the county palatine

of Chester, who, on a writ of error out of chancery, are to consider of
the judgment given there, and reform it ; and if they do not, and
it be found erroneous, they forfeit 100/. to the king by the custom.

Dyer, 348. Jenk. Cent. 71.
JUDICES FISCALES: So Polidore Virgil calls Emfison and

'

Dudley, who were employed by Hen. VII. for taking the benefit of
penal statutes, and were put to death by Hen. VIII. See Lord Herb.
Hen. VIII. fol. 5, 6.

JUDICIAL Decisions, opinions or determinations, are the sen

timents of the judges delivered in a cause in court before them,
and which form the decree or judgment of the court. See Hale's
Hist. Com. Law, 68, 69. cites Plowden, 122 to 130. 140. &c.
An extrajudicial opinion, given in or out of court, is no more

than the firolatum or saying of him who gives it, nor can be taken
for his opinion, unless every thing spoken at pleasure must pass
as the speaker's opinion. Vaugh. 382.

So an opinion given in court, if not necessary to the judgment
given of record, but that it might have been as well given, if no such,
or a contrary opinion had been broached, is no judicial opinion,
nor more than a gratis dictum. But an opinion though erroneous,
concluding to the judgment, is a judicial opinion, because delivered
under the sanction of the judge's oath upon deliberation, which
assures that it is, or was, when delivered, the opinion of the deliverer.
Vaugh. 382. See tit. Judges.
JUDICIAL POWER, See tit, Judges,
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JUDICIAL WRITS. The capias, and all other subsequent to
the original writ, not issuing out of chancery, but from the court
into which the original was returnable, and being grounded on what
has passed in that court in consequence of the sheriff's return, are
called judicial, not original writs ; they issue under the private
seal of that court, and not under the great seal of England; and
are tested, not in the king's name, but in that of the chief justice
only. 3 Comm. 282. See tit. Capias, Writ, Process.
JUDICIUM DEI, The judgment of God; so our ancestors

called those, now prohibited, trials of ordeal, and its several kinds.
Peg. Pdiv. Confess, c. 16.

See Spelman's Glossary cn this word, and Dr. Brady in his
Glossary, at the end of his Introd. to Eng. And this Pict. tit.
Ordeal.
JUDICIUM PAR1UM, See Jury.
JUG, A watery place. Domesday.
JUGULATOR, A cut-throat or murderer. Thorn. Walsingham,

p. 343.
JUGUM TERRiE, A yoke of land, in Domesday, contains half

a plough-land. So also 1 Inst. fo. 5. a. So in Domesday, unum

jugum de ora, et unum jugum de herce; i. c. the rent of a yoke
of land, and another yoke of land to plough. Gale, 760.
JUNCARE, To strew rushes, as was of old the custom for

accommodating the parochial church, and the very bed-chamber of

princes. Pat. 14 Edw I.
JUNCARIA or JONCARIA, from juncus, the Latin word for

a rush.] A soil or place where rushes grow. Co. Litt. fo. 5.
Pat. 6 Edw. Ill I. m. 25.
JUNCTUM ; JUNCTA, A measure of salt. 2 Mon. Ang. p.

99.
JURA REGALA, See tit. Regalia, King.
JURATS, jurati.] Officers in nature of aldermen, sworn for

the government of many corporations. As Romney Marsh is in
corporate of one bailiff, twenty-four jurats, and the commonalty
thereof, by Chart. 1 Edw. IV. And we read of the mayor and

jurats of Maidstone, Rye, Winchelsea, &cc. Also Jersey hath a

bailiff and twelve jurats, or sworn assistants, to govern that
island. See stat 2 & 3 Edw. VI. c. 30. 13 Edw. I. c. 26.
JURE-DIVINO Right to the throne, See tit. King.
JURE-DIVINO Right to tithes, See tit. Tithes.
JURIDICAL DAYS, dies juridici.] Days in court, on which

the law was administered. See Day.
JURISDICTION, jurisdiction An authority or power, which a

man hath to do justice in causes of complaint brought before him:
of which there are two kinds; the one, which a person hath by
reason of his fee, and by virtue thereof doth right in all plaints
concerning the lands within his fee ; the other is a jurisdiction
given by the prince to a bailiff, as divided by the JYormans; and
by him whom they called a bailiff, we may understand all who
have commission from the king to give judgment in any cause.

Custum. JYormand. cap. 2. The courts and judges at Westmin
ster have jurisdiction all over England; and are not restrained to

any county or place : but all other courts are confined to their
particular jurisdictions ; which, if they exceed, whatever they do
is erroneous. 2 Lill. Abr. 120.
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A court shall not be presumed to have a jurisdiction, where it
doth not appear to have one. 2 Hawk. c. 10. If an action is

brought in a corporate town, and the plaint showeth not that the
matter arises infra jurisdictionem of the court, it will be wrong,
though the town be in the margin ; but the county serves in the

margin for the superior courts. Jenk. Cent. 322. The decla
ration in a base court must allege, that the goods were sold and
delivered within the jurisdiction thereof, as well as that the defend
ant promised within it. 1 Wils. par. 2. p. 16. See tit. Inferior
Courts.
After a verdict for the plaintiff in C. B. for less than 40s. the

defendant may enter a suggestion on the roll, that he resided in
Middlesex, which, if true, the court of C. B. hath no jurisdiction,
by stat. 22 Geo. II. c. 33. See tit. County Courts, Courts of Con
science.
Where commissioners or inferior jurisdictions, whose powers

are limited, assume a jurisdiction they have not, the law gives an

action against them. 2 Wils. 382.

Although a case be debated and have judgment in the spiritual
courts, yet the king's courts may afterwards discuss the same

matter. Artie. Cleri, stat. 9 Edw. II. c. 6.

In some causes, the spiritual and temporal courts have a con

current jurisdiction. See tit. Prohibition; and further, on this
subject, tit. Cognisance, Courts, Abatement.
JURIS UTRUM, A writ which lies for the parson of a church,

whose predecessor hath alienated the lands and tenements thereof.
Pitz. JV. P. 48. When a clerk is in full possession of the bene

fice, the law gives him the same possessory remedies to recover

his glebe, his rents, his tithes, and other ecclesiastical dues, by
writ of entry, assise, ejectment, debt, or trespass, (as the case may
happen,) which it furnishes to the owners of lay property. Yet
he shall not have a writ of right, nor such other similar writs as

are grounded upon the mere right ; because he hath not in him
the entire fee and right ; (Pitz. JV. B. 49.) but he is entitled to a

special remedy called a writ of juris utrum, which is sometimes
styled the parson's writ of right; (Booth, 221.) being the highest
writ which he can have. Fitz. JV. P. 48. This lies for a parson
and a prebendary at common law, and for a vicar by stat. 14 Edw.
III. st. 1. c. 17. and is in the nature of an assise, to inquire whether
the tenements in question are frankalmoign belonging to the
church of the demandant, or else the lay-fee of the tenant. Registr.
32. And thereby the demandant may recover lands and tene

ments, belonging to the church, which were aliened by the pre
decessor, or of which he was disseised ; or which were recovered

against him by verdict, confession, or default, without praying in aid
of the patron and ordinary, or on which any person has intruded
since the predecessor's death. Fitz. J\r. B. 48, 49. But since the

restraining statute of 13 Eliz. c. 10. whereby the alienation of the

predecessor, or a recovery suffered by him of the lands of the
church, is declared to be absolutely void, this remedy is of very
little use ; unless where the parson himself has been deforced for
more than twenty years. Booth, 221. For the successor, at any
competent time after his accession to the benefice, may enter, or
bring an ejectment. 3 Comm. 252, 253.
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A vicar shall have a juris utrum against a fiarson, for the glebe
of his vicarage, which is part of the same church : and the plain
tiff ought to be named parson or vicar, or such name in right of
which he bririgeth his action. New Nat. Brev. 111.
JURNALE, from jour, or journee, Fr. a day.] The journal or

diary of accounts in a religious house. Paroch. Antiq. p. 571.
Cowell.
JURNEDUM, A journey, or one day's travelling. Cowell.
JUROR, jurator.] One of those persons who are sworn on a

jury. See tit. Jury.

JURY; jurata : from Lat. jurare, to swear.

A certain number of men sworn to inquire of, and try, a matter
of fact, and declare the truth, upon such evidence as shall be de
livered them in a cause : and they are sworn judges upon evidence
in matter of fact.
The privilege of trial by jury, is of great antiquity in this king

dom ; some writers will have it that juries were in use among the
Britons: but it is more probable that this trial was introduced by
the Saxons: yet some say that we had our trials by jury from the
Greeks : the first trial by a jury of twelve, being in Greece. By
the laws of King Bthelred, it is apparent that juries were in use

many years before the conquest ; and they are, as it were, incor
porated with our constitution, being the most valuable part of it.
TVilk. LI. Angl. Sax. 117.
The truth seems to be, that this tribunal was universally esta

blished among all the northern nations, and so interwoven in their
very constitution, that the earliest accounts of the one give us

also some traces of the other. Its establishment, however, and
use in this island, of what date soever it be, though for a time

greatly impaired and shaken by the introduction of the Norman
trial by battel, was always so highly esteemed and valued by the

people, that no conquest, no change of government, could ever

prevail to abolish it. In Magna Charta it is more than once in
sisted on as the principal bulwark of our liberties; but especially
by chapter 29. that no freeman shall be hurt in either his person
or property ; " nisi jier legale judicium parium suorum, vel per legem
terra." And it was ever esteemed, in all countries, a privilege
of the highest and most beneficial nature.
Trials by jury in civil causes are of two kinds ; extraordinary

arid ordinary. The extraordinary shall be only briefly hinted at.

The first species of extraordinary trial by jury is, that of the grand
assise, which was instituted by King Henry VII. in parliament,
by way of alternative offered to the choice of the tenant or defend
ant in a writ of right, instead of the barbarous and unchristian
custom of duelling. For this purpose a writ de magna assisd eli-

gendd is directed to the sheriff, to return four knights, who are

to elect and choose twelve others to be joined with them, in the
manner mentioned by Glanville; (I. 2. c. 11. 21.) who, having
probably advised the measure himself, is more than usually cor

pious in describing it : and these altogether, form the grand as

sise, or great jury, which is to try the matter of right, and must

now consist of sixteen jurors. Pitz. N. B. 4. Finch's L. 41 2>.
1
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1 Leon. 303. It seems not, however, to be ascertained, that any
specific number above twelve is absolutely necessary to constitute
the grand assise ; but it is the usual course to swear upon it the
four knights, and twelve others. Vin. Abr. tit. Trial X. e. See
the proceedings upon a writ of right before the sixteen recogni
tors of the grand assise in 2 Wils. 541. And further, this Diet. tit.
Writ of Right.
Another species of extraordinary juries, is the jury to try an

attaint; which is a process commenced against a former jury, for
bringing in a false verdict, it is sufficient here to observe, that this
jury is to consist of twenty-four of the best men in the county,
who are called the grand jury, in attaint, to distinguish them from
the first or petit jury; and these are to hear and try the goodness
of the former verdict. See this Diet. tit. Attaint.
With regard to the ordinary trial by jury, it may be considered,

according to the following divisions ; first premising, that these

juries are not only used in the circuits of the judges, but in other
courts and matters : as if a coroner inquire how a person killed
came by his death, he doth it by jury ; and the justices of peace
in their quarter sessions, the sheriff in his county court, the
steward of a court-leet or court-baron, &c. if they inquire of any of
fence, or decide any cause between party and party, they do it in
like manner. Lamb. Liren. 384.

I. Of the mode of summoning, and compelling the Appearance
of Juries.

II. Of Challenging Jurors ; and herein of their Qualifications.
III. Of the Verdict of a Jury in civil Cases; and see tit. Ver

dict.
IV. 1, Of Juries in criminal Cases ; and, 2. How far they are

Judges of Law, as well as Fact.

I. When an issue is joined between the parties in a suit, by
these words, " and this the said A. prays may be inquired of by the
country," or, " and of this he puts himself upon the country, and
the said B. does the like," the court awards a writ of venire fa
cias upon the roll or record, commanding the sheriff, " that he
cause to come here, on such a day, twelve free and lawful men,
(liberos et legales homines,') of the body of his county, by whom the
truth of the matter may be better known, and who are neither of
kin to the aforesaid A., nor the aforesaid B., to recognise the
truth of the issue between the said parties." And such writ is
accordingly issued to the sheriff.
Thus the cause stands ready for a trial at the bar of the court

itself: for all trials were there anciently had, in actions which
were there first commenced; which then never happened but in mat
ters of weight and consequence ; all trifling suits being ended in
the court-baron, hundred, or county courts ; and indeed all causes
of great importance or difficulty are still frequently retained upon
motion, to be tried at the bar in the superior courts. (See tit.
Trial.) But when the usage began, to bring actions of any trifling
nature in the courts of Westminster-Hall, it was found to be an intole^
rable burthen to compel the parties, witnesses, and jurors to come.
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from Westmoreland perhaps; or Cornwall, to try an action ofassault at
Westminster. A practice, therefore, very early obtained, of continu
ing the cause from term to term in the court above, provided the

justices in eyre did not previously come into the county where the
cause of action arose ; and if it appeared that they arrived there
within that interval, then the cause was removed from the juris
diction of the justices at Westminster, to that of the justices in
eyre. Bract, lib. 3. tract. I.e. 11. �8. Afterwards, when the jus
tices in eyre were superseded by the modern justices of assise,
(who came twice or thrice in the year into several counties, ad
capiendas assisas, to take or try writs of assise of mort d'ancestor,
novel disseisin, nuisance, and the like,) a power was superadded by
stat. Westm. 2. 13 Edw I. c. 30. to these justices of assise to try
common issues in trespass, and other less important suits, with
directions to return them (when tried) into the court above ;
where alone the judgment should be given. And as only the
trial, and not the determination of the cause, was now intended
to be had in the court below, therefore the clause of nisi prius
was left out of the conditional continuances before mentioned, and
was directed by the statute to be inserted in the writs of venire

facias; that is, " that the sheriff should cause the jurors to come to

Westminster, (or wherever the king's courts should be held,) on

such a day in Easter and Michaelmas terms ; nisiprius, unless before
that day the justices assigned to take assises shall come into his
said county." By virtue of which the sheriff returned his jurors to
the court of the justices of assise, which was sure to be held in
the vacation before Easter and Michaelmas terms, and there the
trial was had. See tit. Justices of Assise.

An inconvenience attended this provision ; principally because
as the sheriffmade no return of the jury to the court at Westmin

ster, the parties were ignorant who they were till they came up
on the trial, and therefore were not ready with their challenges or
exceptions. For this reason, by stat. 42 Edw. III. c. 11. the

method of trials by nisiprius was altered ; and it was enacted that
no inquest (except of assise and gaol delivery) should be taken by
writ of nisi prius, till after the sheriff had returned the names of
the jurors to the court above. So that now in almost every civil
cause the clause of nisi prius is left out of the writ of venire facias,
which is the sheriff's warrant to warn the jury ; and is inserted in
another part of the proceedings : for now the course is, to make

the sheriff's venire returnable on the last return of the same term

wherein issue is joined, viz. Hilary or Trinity terms ; which from
the making up of the issues therein, are usually called issuable

terms. And he returns the names of the jurors in a panel (a little
pane, or oblong piece of parchment) annexed to the writ. This

jury is not summoned, and therefore, not appearing at the day,
must unavoidably make default ; for which reason, a compulsive
process is now awarded against the jurors, called in the common

pleas, a writ of habeas corpora juratorum, and in the king's bench,
a distringas, commanding the sheriff to have their bodies, or to dis

train them by their lands and goods, that they may appear upon
the day appointed. The entry, therefore, on the roll or record is,
" the jury is respited, through the defect of the jurors, tili the first

day of the next term, then to appear at Westminster, zinless before
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that time viz. on Wednesday, the fourth of March, the justices of
our lord the king, appointed to take assises in that county, shall
have come to Oxford ;" [that is, to the place assigned for holding
the assises ;] and thereupon the writ commands the sheriff to have
their bodies at Westminster on the said first day of next term, or
before the said justices of assise, if before that time they come to

Oxford, viz. on the fourth of March aforesaid. And as the judges
are sure to come and open the circuit commissions on the day
mentioned in the writ, the sheriff returns and summons this jury
to appear at the assises, and there the trial is had before the jus
tices of assise and nisi firius : among whom are usually two of the
judges of the courts at Westminster, the whole kingdom being
divided into six circuits for this purpose. (See tit. Assise, Circuits.)
Thus it may be observed, that the trial of common issues, at nisi

firius, which was in its original only a collateral incident to the ori
ginal business of the justices of assise, is now, by the various re

volutions of practice, become their principal civil employment ;
hardfy any thing remaining in use of the real assises but the
name.

If the sheriff be not an indifferent person, as if he be a party in
the suit, or be either related by blood or affinity to either of the
parties, he is not then trusted to return the jury ; but the venire
shall be directed to the coroners, who, in this, as in many other
instances, are the substitutes of the sheriff, to execute process
when he is deemed an improper person. If any exception lies to
the coroners, the venire shall be directed to two clerks of the
court, or two persons of the county named by the court, and sworn.

And these two, who are called elisors, or electors, shall indiffer
ently name the jury, and their return is final ; no challenge being
allowed to their array. Fortesc. de Laud. LI. c. 25. Co, Litt. 158.
See 3 Comm. c. 23.
The learned Commentator here pauses to enlarge in the praise of

this mode of trial, even in these its preparatory stages, as most

admirably adapted for the impartial investigation of truth. He
then proceeds :

When a cause is ready for trial, the jury is called and sworn.

To this end the sheriff returns his compulsive process, the writ of
habeas corpora, or distringas, with the panel of jurors annexed to
the judge's officer in court. The jurors contained in the panel
are either special or common jurors.
Special Juries were originally introduced in trials at bar,

when the causes were of too great nicety for the discussion of or

dinary freeholders ; or where the sheriff was suspected of partiali
ty, though not upon such apparent cause as to warrant an ex

ception to him ; he is, in such cases, upon motion in court, and a

rule granted thereupon, to attend the prothonotary, or other pro
per officer, with his freeholder's book ; and the officer is to take,
indifferently, forty-eight of the principal freeholders in the pre
sence of the attorneys on both sides ; who are each of them to strike
off twelve, and the remaining twenty-four are returned upon the

panel. By stat. 3 Geo. II. c. 25. either party is entitled upon mo

tion to have a special jury struck upon the trial of any issue as

well at the assises as at bar ; he paying the extraordinary ex-

Vol. III. 4 C
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penses, unless the judge will certify (in pursuance of stat. 24 Geo.
II. c. 18.) that the cause required such special jury.
By the said stat. 3 Geo. II. c. 25. when any sjiecial jury shall

be ordered by rule of the said courts in any cause arising in any
city, &c. the jury is to be taken out of lists or books of persons
qualified, which shall be produced and brought by the sheriffs, &c.
before the proper officer, as the freeholders' book is for striking
juries in causes arising in counties. And by stat. 6 Geo. II. c. 37.
(which makes perpetual stat. 3 Geo. II. c. 25.) the justices of
assise for the counties palatine of Chester, Lancaster, tfc. upon
motion in behalf of the king, or any prosecutor or defendant, in
an indictment, information, or any suit, may appoint a jury to be
struck for trial of issues in like manner as sjiecial juries in the
courts of law at Westminster.
Though this special jury is allowed as well in indictments and

informations for misdemeanors as in civil actions ; yet there can
not be a special jury in cases of treason or felony, on account of
the prisoner's privilege of peremptory challenge. See jiost, IV.
21 Vin. Abr. 301. If, after a special jury has been struck, the
cause goes off for default of jurors, no new jury can be struck,
but the cause must be tried by the jury first appointed. 5, Term
Reji. 453.
The nomination of a special jury, is to be in the presence of the

attorneys on each side ; but if either of them refuse to come, then
the secondary, &c. may proceed ex parte, and he shall strike
twelve for the attorney who makes default. R. Trin. 8 Wm. III.
B. R.
It hath also been adjudged, that if a rule is made for a sjiecialjury,

and it is not expressed, that the master of the office or secondary
shall strike forty-eight freeholders, and that each of the parties
shall strike out twelve ; in such case the master may strike twen

ty-four, and neither of the parties strike out any. 1 Salk. 405. A

sjiecial jury may be granted to try a cause at bar, without the con

sent of parties. Basch. 10 Geo. I. A rule may be made for a

good jury, and that a special verdict may be found, &cc. Mod. Cas.
in Lain and Eq. 221.
A common jury is one returned by the sheriff according to the

directions of stat. 3 Geo. II. c. 25. which appoints that the sheriff
or officer shall not return a separate panel for every separate cause,
as formerly, but one and the same panel for every cause to be
tried at the same assises, containing not less than forty-eight, nor
more than seventy-two, jurors : and that their names being written
on tickets, shall be put into a box or glass ; and when each cause

is called, twelve of these persons, whose names shall be first
drawn out of the box, shall be sworn upon the jury, unless ab

sent, challenged, or excused ; or unless a previous view of the

messuages, lands, or place in question, shall have been thought
necessary by the court : in which case it is provided by stat. 4 Ann,
c. 16. that six or more of the jurors returned, to be agreed on by
the parties, or named by a judge, or other proper officer of the
Gourt, shall be appointed by special writ of habeas corpora, or dis
tringas, to have the matters in question shown to them.by two per
sons named in the writ; and then such of the jury as have had
the view, or so many of them as appear, shall be sworn on the in-
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quest previous to any other jurors. See this Diet. tit. View.
These statutes are well calculated to restrain any suspicion of par
tiality in the sheriff, or any tampering with the jurors when re

turned.
It may be proper also to notice certain other provisions made

with a view to the same desirable purposes. Panels of juries return
ed to inquire for the king, may be performed by the judges of gaol
delivery, &c. Stat. 3 Hen. VIII. c. 12. Jurymen not appearing shall
forfeit issues, if they have no reasonable excuse for their defaults,
viz. 5s. on the first writ, upon the second 10s. and the third writ
13s. 4d. Stat. 35 Hen. VIII. c. 6. No jury is to appear at West
minster for a trial, when the offence was committed thirty miles off ;
except the attorney-general require it. Stat. 18 Eliz. c. 5. � 2.

Constables of parishes, &c. at Michaelmas quarter sessions yearly,
are to return to the justices of peace, lists of the names and pla
ces of abode of persons qualified to serve on juries, between the

ages of twenty-one and seventy, attested upon oath, on pain of
forfeiting Si. And the justices of peace shall order the clerk of the
peace to deliver a duplicate of those lists to the sheriff, &c. And
sheriffs are to empannel no other persons, under the penalty of 20/.
&c. Stats. 7 & 8 Wm. III. c. 32. 3 Ann. c. 18.
No sheriff, bailiff, &c. shall return any person to serve on a

jury, unless he hath been duly summoned six days before the day
of appearance ; nor shall take any money or other reward to ex

cuse the appearance of any juryman, on pain of forfeiting 10/.
Stat. 4 & 5 W. isf M. c. 24.

By the stat. 3 Geo. II. c. 25. lists of jurors qualified are to be
made from the rates of each parish, and fixed on the doors of
churches, &c. twenty days before the feast of St. Michael, that pub
lic notice may be given of persons qualified omitted, or of per
sons inserted who are not so, &c. and the lists being set right by
the justices of peace in quarter sessions, duplicates are to be
delivered to the sheriffs of counties, by the clerks of the peace ;
the names contained in which shall be entered alphabetically by
the sheriffs in a book, with their additions, and places of abode,
&c. If any sheriff shall return other persons to serve on juries;
or the clerk of the assise record any appearance, when the party
did not appear, they shall be fined by the judges, not above 10/.
nor less than 40s. The like penalty for taking money to excuse

persons from serving ; and the sheriffs may be fined 51. for re
turning jurors, who have served two years before, &c. Jurors
making default in appearance shall be fined not exceeding 51. nor
under 40s. By stat. 4 Geo. II. c. 7. � 2. no person shall be re

turned as a juror at nisi prius in Middlesex, who has been return
ed there in the two preceding terms or vacations. By stat. 3 Geo.
II. c. 25. no persons shall be returned as jurors at assises in coun

ties who have served within two years ; except in Rutlandshire,
(the smallest county in England,) where the time is limited to
one year ; and in Yorkshire, (the largest,) where it is extended to

four years. The stat. 29 Geo. II. c. 19. enacts, that persons sum

moned on juries in courts of record in London, or in any other
cities, corporations, and franchises, not attending, may be fined
from 40s. to 20s.
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If the sheriff return twelve jurors only, according to the writ,
where he ought to have returned twenty-four, according to the

usage, for speeding the trial in case of challenge, death, or sick
ness, &c. he shall be amerced. Jenk. Cent. 172.
Either the plaintiff or defendant may use their endeavours for

any juryman to appear ; but one who is not a party to the suit may
not : and an attorney was thrown over the bar, because he had

given the names of several persons in writing to the sheriff, whom
he would have returned on the jury, and the names of others whom
he would not have returned. Moor, 882. If a juryman appear,
and refuse to be sworn, or refuse to give any verdict, if he en

deavours to impose upon the court, or is guilty of any misbeha
viour after departure from the bar, he may be fined, and attach
ment issue against him. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 22. � 15� 18.

If, by means of challenges, or other cause, a sufficient number
of unexceptionable jurors doth not appear at the trial, either party
rm<y pra> a tales. A tales is a supply of such men as are sum.

moix d upon the first panel, in order to keep up the deficiency.
For this purpose a writ of decern tales, octo tales, and the like, was
used to be issued to the sheriff at common law, and must be still
so done at a trial at bar, if the jurors make default. But at the
assises, or nisi firius, by virtue of stat. 35 Hen. VIII. c. 6. and
other subsequent statutes, (14 Eliz. c. 9. 7 & 8 Wm. III. c. 32.

Sec.) the judge is empowered, at the prayer of either party, to
award a tales de circumstantibus of such persons present in court,
as are duly qualified to be joined to the other jurors to try the

cause, who are liable, however, to the same challenges as the prin
cipal jurors. This is usually done till the legal number of twelve
be completed. See 10 Pep. 102. Finch, 414. 2 Roll. Abr. 67.

Upon a trial at bar, if the jury do not appear full, the court
cannot grant a tales de circumstantibus, but will grant a decern tales,
returnable in some convenient time the same term, to try the
cause. 2 Lill. Abr. 552. A plaintiff or defendant may have a tales
de circumstantibus; and the statutes which authorize justices of
nisi firius to award a tales de circumstantibus, extend as well to

capital cases as to others ; but such a tales cannot be prayed for
the king upon an indictment or criminal information, without a war
rant from the attorney-general, or an express assignment from
the court before w hich the inquest is taken ; though it may be
awarded on an information qui tarn, &c because of the interest
which the prosecutor hath in such prosecutions. 2 Hawk. P. C. c.
41. � 18. 3 Salk. 339. A tales is not to be granted where the
whole jury is challenged, Ecc. but the whole panel, if the chal

lenge be made good, is to be quashed, and a new jury returned ;
for a tales consists but of some persons to supply the places of
such of the jurors as were wanting of the number of twelve, and
is not to make a new jury. 2 Lill. Abr. 252.
If but one juror appears on the principal panel, the court may or

der a tales under stat 35 Hen. VIII. c. 6. 10 Rep. 102. And if upon
a habeas corpora, or a distringas jur. none of the jury appear, it is
said a decern tales shall be awarded ; but it shall not be had upon a

venire fac. Cro. Eliz. 502. Moor, 528. See Dyer, 245. 2 Roll.
Rep. 75. At the assises, one of the principal panel appeared, and
no more, and a tales was awarded, the title whereofwas nomina de=
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cent talium, and under it eleven were returned ; this was, notwith

standing, held good ; for it is only a misprision of the clerk, and
decern was struck out, and then the title was nomina talium, isfc.
And it was adjudged that if, after a tales granted, the principal
panel should be quashed, the tales should stand good, and more be
added, &c. 4 Refi. 103. 2 Cro. 316.
Before the stat. 3 Geo. II. c. 25. twenty-four different jurors

were returned for the trial of each separate cause in the manner

of twenty-four special jurymen at present; hence the necessity of
praying a tales, from the non-attendance of twelve unexceptiona
ble persons in each panel, would frequently occur. And by stat.
7 & 8 Wm. III. c. 32. it was enacted, that the tales men should be
selected from those who had been summoned on other panels.
But since the practice was introduced by the said stat. 3 Geo. II.
c. 25. of empannelling not less than forty-eight, nor more than se

venty-two, for the trial of all common causes, the provisions of the
statutes respecting a tales, are now confined, in a great measure, to
special juries. If a tales in default of special jurymen is prayed,
it is supplied agreeably to stat. 7 & 8 Wm. III. c. 32. from the

panel of common jurymen. No tales can be prayed where all the

special jurymen are absent. A tales may be prayed as in civil ac
tions in cases of misdemeanor tried by writ of nisi firius. 3 St. Tr. 57.
When a sufficient number of persons empannelled, or tales men

appear, they are then separately sworn, " well and truly to try the
issue joined between the parties, and a true verdict to give ac

cording to the evidence," and hence they are denominated the

jury, jurator; and jurors, sc. juratorcs.
The number of the jury thus sworn must in general be twelve ;

to this, there are, however, a very few exceptions.
In the manor of Penryn Farrein, in Cornwall, there,was a cus

tom to try an issue with six jurors ; but this custom was adjudg
ed no good custom, as Rolle, Chief Justice, affirmed. Mich. Term,
1652, MSS. not. The printed books also furnish two cases against
such a custom ; in the first of which cases, Rolle appears to have

argued for it ; and to have noticed, that there was a multitude of
records in twenty several courts in Cornwall, proving its preva-
lency. See Fredymock v. Ferryman, Cro. Car. 259. 1 Roll. Abr.
564. and Aike et al. v. Aunkin, 1 Sid. 233. In some special cases

only, the jury may be less than twelve ; and in some, must or

may be more. They may be less. Thus it may be in Wales,
under the provision of stat. 34 & 35 Hen. VIII. c. 26. concerning
Wales, which allows of six. See the stat. � 74. Cro. Car. 259.
1 Sid. 233. and stat. 3 Geo. II. c. 25. � 9. So also it is in some

special cases in England, as six or eight in inquiry of damages on

default, and in inquiry of waste ; though this latter has been ques
tioned, and even denied. Sfielm. Gloss, voc. Jurata. Fitz. N. R.
137. (C). Dune, Trials fier fiais, c. 6. 1 Vent. 113. Finch's L.
400. Further, there is in Glanville a writ for a jury of eight to

inquire into the age where infancy is alleged. Glanville, I. 13.
e. 14, 15, 16. See tit. Infant. Instances, in which the law allows
or requires more than twelve, are attaint, in which there must be
twenty-four; the grand assise, in which there must be sixteen; the
grand jury, for indictments, which usually consist of some number
between twelve and twenty-three ; a writ of inquiry of waste, in
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"�vhich thirteen have been allowed. Finch's L. 484. Spelm. Gloss,
�hoc. Jurata. 2 Hale's Hist. P. C. 161. Cro. Car. 414. 1 Inst.
155. a. in n.

II. As die jurors appear, when called, they shall be sworn, un

less challenged by either party. Challenges are of two sorts, chal

lenges to the array, and challenges to the polls.
Challenges to the array, are at once an exception to the whole

panel, in which the jury are arrested or set in order by the sheriff
in his return ; and they may be made on account of partiality, or
some default in the sheriff, or his under officer, who arrayed the
panel. And, generally speaking, the same reasons that before the
awarding the -uenire were sufficient to have directed it to the co

roners or elisors, will also be sufficient to quash the array, when
made by a person or officer of whose partiality there is any tole
rable ground of suspicion. Also, though there be no personal ob
jection against the sheriff, yet if he arrays the panel at the nomi-
p.ation, or under the direction of either party, this is good cause

of challenge to the array. Formerly, if a lord of parliament had
a cause to be tried, and no knight was returned upon the jury, it
was a cause of challenge to the array. Co. Litt. 156. Selden,
Baronage, II. 11. But an unexpected use having been made of
this dormant privilege by a spiritual lord, (the Bishop of Worcester,
M. 23 Geo. 11. B. R.) it was abolished by stat. 24 Geo. II. c. 18.

But still in an attaint, a knight must be returned on the jury.
Co. Litt. 156. ,

Also by the policy of the ancient law, the jury was to come de

�vicinelo, from the neighbourhood of the vill or place where the
cause of action was laid in the declaration, and therefore some of
the jury were obliged to be returned from the hundred in which
such vill lay; and, if none were returned, the array might be

challenged for defect of hundredors. For, living in the neighbour
hood, they were properly the very country, or pais, to which both

parties had appealed ; and were supposed to know beforehand the
characters of the parties and witnesses, and therefore the better
knew what credit to give to the facts alleged in the evidence.
But this convenience was overbalanced by another very natural
and almost unavoidable inconvenience ; that jurors coming out of
the immediate neighbourhood, would be apt to intermix their pre
judices and partialities in the trial of right. And this our law
was so sensible of, that it has for a long lime been gradually re-

linquishing this practice ; the number of necessary hundredors
in the whole panel, which in the reign of Edward III. were

constantly six, being in the time of Fortescue, reduced to four.
Gilb. Hist. C. P. c. 1. Forlesc. dr. Laud. LI. c. 25. Afterwards, in
deed, stat. 35 Hen. VIII. c. 6. restored the ancient number of six;
but that clause was soon virtually repealed by stat. 27 Eliz. c. 6.

which required only two. And Sir Edward Coke also gives us

such a variety of circumstances, whereby the courts permitted this

necessary number to be evaded, that it appears they were heartily
tired of it. 1 Inst. 157. At length, by stat. 4 & 5 Ann. c. 16. it
was entirely abolished upon civil actions, except upon penal sta

tutes ; and upon those also by stat. 24 Geo. II. c. 18. the jury being
row only to come de corpore comitatus, from the body of the county
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at large, and not de vicineto, or from the particular neighbour
hood.
The array, by the ancient law, may also be challenged, if an

alien be party to the suit, and, upon a rule obtained by his motion
to the court, for a jury de medietate lingua, such a one be not re

turned by the sheriff, pursuant to the stat. 28 Edw. III. e. 13. en

forced by stat. 8 Hen. VI. c. 29. which enacts, that where either

party is an alien born, the jury shall be one half denizens and the
other aliens, (if so many be forthcoming in the place,) for the
more impartial trial. A privilege indulged to strangers in no

other country in the world, but which is as ancient with us as the
time of King Ethelred. But when both parties are aliens, no par
tiality is to be presumed to one more than another; and therefore
it was resolved soon after the stat. 8 Hen. VI. that where the
issue is joined between two aliens, (unless the plea be had before
the mayor of the staple, and thereby subject to the restrictions of
stat. 27 Edw. III. st. 2. c. 8.) the jury shall all be denizens. Year
Books, 21 Hen. VI. 4. And it nowmight be a question, how far the
stat. 3 Geo. II. c. 25. (before referred to,) hath in civil causes unde �

signedly abridged this privilege of foreigners, by the positive di
rections therein given concerning the manner of empannelling ju
rors, and the persons to be returned in such panel. So that, (un
less this statute is to be construed by the same equity, which stat.

8 Hen. VI. e. 29. declared to be the rule of interpreting stat. 2

Hen. V. st. 2. c. 3. concerning the landed qualification of jurors
in suits to which aliens were parties,) a court might perhaps he

sitate, whether it has now a power to direct a panel to be re

turned de medietate lingua; and thereby alter the method pre
scribed for striking a special jury, or balloting for common jurors,

Challenges to the polls, in capita, are exceptions to particular
jurors. By the laws of England, in the time of Bracton and Pleta,
a judge might be refused for good cause; but now the law is
otherwise, and it is held, that judges and justices cannot be chal

lenged. See Bract. I. 5. c. 15. Eleta, I. 6. c. 37. Co. Litt. 294.

Challenges to the polls of the jury (who are judges of fact) are,
reduced to four heads by Sir Edward Coke; propter honoris re-

spectum; propter defectum; propter affectum; et propter delictum.
Propter honoris respect um, as if a lord of parliament be empan-

nelled on a jury, he may be challenged by either party, or he may
challenge himself.
Bropter defectum, as, if a juryman be an alien horn, this is defect

of birth s if he be a slave or bond man, this is defect of liberty,
and he cannot be liber et legalis homo. Under the word homo also,
though a name common to both sexes, the female is however ex
cluded, propter defectum sexus : except when a widow feitrns her
self with child, in order to exclude the next heir, and a supposi^
titious birth is suspected to be intended ; then, upon the writ de
ventre inspiciendo, a jury of women is to be empannelled to try
the question, " whether with child or not." Cro. Eliz. 566, See this
Diet. tit. Ventre Inspiciendo.
But the principal deficiency is a defect of estate, sufficient to

qualify him to be a juror. This depends upon a variety of sta
tutes. First, by stat. Westm. 2. 13 Edw. I. c. 38. none shall pass
on juries in assises within the county, but such as may dispend
twenty shillings by the year, at the least, which is increased to
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forty shillings by stats. 21 Edw. I. st. I. 2 Hen. V. St. 2. c. 3.
This was doubled by stat. 27 Eliz. c. 6. which requires, in every
such case, the jurors to have estate of freehold to the yearly value
of four pounds at the least. This qualification was raised by stat.
16 & 17 Car. II. c. 3. to twenty pounds per annum; which being
only a temporary act, for three years, was suffered to expire with
out renewal, to the great debasement of juries. However, by stat.
4 & 5 W. if M. c. 24. it was again raised to ten pounds per annum

in England, and six pounds in Wales, of freehold lands or copy
hold; which is the first time that copyholders (as such) were ad
mitted to serve upon juries in any of the king's courts; though
they had before been admitted to serve in some of the sheriff's
courts, by stats. 1 Rich. III. c. 4. 9 Hen. VII. c. 13. All cities,
boroughs, and corporate towns, are excepted out of the stat. 4 & 5
W. ifM. c. 24. And by an ancient statute, 23 Hen. VIII. r. 15.
trials of felons in corporations may be by freemen worth forty
pounds in goods. Lastly, by stat. 3 Geo. II. c. 25. any leaseholder
for the term of five hundred years absolute, or for any term de
terminable upon life or lives, of the clear yearly value of twenty
pounds per annum, over and above the rent reserved, is qualified
to serve upon juries. On account of the small number of free
holders in the county of Middlesex, and the frequent occasion for
juries at Westminster, in that county, it is enacted, by stat. 4 Geo.
II. c. 7. that a leaseholder for any number of years, if the im
proved annual value of his lease be fifty pounds, above all ground-
rents and other reservations, shall be liable to serve upon juries
for that county. By stat. 3 Geo. II. c. 25. persons empannelled upon
any jury within the city of London shall be householders, and pos
sessed of some estate, either real or personal, of the value of one
hundred pounds. When the jury is de medietate lingua, that is,
one moiety of the English tongue or nation, and the other of any
foreign one, no want of lands shall be Cause of challenge to the
alien ; for as he is incapable to hold any, this would totally de
feat the privilege. . See ante, and stats. 2 Hen. V. st. 2. c. 3. 8 Hen.
VI. c. 29.

Jurors may be challenged propter affectum, for suspicion of bias
or partiality. This may be either a firincifial challenge, or to the

favour. A principal challenge is such, where the cause assigned
carries with it prima facie evident marks of suspicion, either of
malice or favour: as that a juror is of kin to either party within
the ninth degree, Finch's L. 401.; that he has been arbitrator on
either side ; that he has an interest in the cause; that there is an

action depending between him and the party ; that he has taken

money for his verdict ; that he has formerly been a juror in the
same cause ; that he is the party's master, servant, counsellor,
steward or attorney of the same society or corporation with him :

all these are principal causes of challenge ; which, if true, cannot
be overruled, for jurors must be omni exceptione majores. Chal

lenges to the favour, are where the party hath no principal chal
lenge ; but objects only some probable circumstances of suspicion,
as acquaintance and the like ; the validity of which must be left
to the determination of triors, whose - office it is to decide whe
ther the juror be favourable or unfavourable. The triors, in,
case the first man called be challenged, are two indifferent per-
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sons named by the court, and, if they try one man, and find him
indifferent, he shall be sworn; and then he and the two triors
shall try the next ; and, when another is found indifferent and
sworn, the two triors shall be superseded, and the two first sworn
on the jury shall try the rest. Co. Litt. 158.

Challenges propter delictum are for some crime or misdemeanor,
that affects the juror's credit and renders him infamous. As
for a conviction of treason, felony, perjury, or conspiracy ; or if
for some infamous offence he hath received judgment of the pil
lory, tumbrel, or the like, or to be branded, whipt, or stigmatized-;
or if he be outlawed or excommunicated ; or hath been attainted
of false verdict, firamunire, or forgery ; or, lastly, if he hath pro
ved recreant when champion in the trial by battel, and thereby
hath lost his liberam legem. A juror may himself be examined on

oath of voir dire, veritatem dicere, with regard to such causes of

challenge, as are not to his dishonour or discredit, but not with
regard to any crime, or any thing which tends to his disgrace or

disadvantage. Co. Litt. 158. b. and see the notes there.
Besides these challenges, which are exceptions against the fit

ness of jurors, and whereby they may be excluded from serving,
there are also other causes to be made use of by the jurors them

selves, which are matter of exemption ; whereby their service is
excused. As by stat. Westm. 2. 13 Edw. I. c. 38. sick and decrepit
persons, persons not commorant in the county, and men above se

venty years old ; and by the stat. 7 & 8 Wm. III. c. 32. infants un

der twenty-one. This exemption is also extended by divers sta

tutes, customs, and charters, to physicians, and other medical per
sons, counsel, attorneys, officers of the court, and the like ; all of
whom, ifempannelled, must show their special exemption. Clergy
men are also usually excused, out of favour and respect to their
function ; but if they are seised of lands and tenements, they are,
in strictness, liable to be empannelled in respect of their lay fees,
unless they be in the service of the king or some bishop. Fitz.
JV. B. 166. Reg. Brev. 179.
Barons of the realm, as has been already hinted, and all above

them, are not to serve in any ordinary jury; and others may have
this privilege by writ, or the king's grant, 8cc. 6 Rep. 53. 1
Brownl. 30. But such as have charters of exemption, shall be
sworn on great assises, and in attaints, &c. when their oath is re

quisite. Stat. 52 Hen. III. c. 14.
It has been already remarked that a person indicted of treason

-may challenge thirty-Jive of those returned on the panel of jurors
to try him, without cause shown ; and if two or more are to be
tried, they may challenge so many each ; but then they are to be
tried singly, or all may challenge that number in the whole, and be
tried jointly. 3 Salk.8\. By stat. 3 Hen. VII. c. 14. in treason,
by the king's sworn servants, for compassing to kill the king, tried
before the steward of the king's household, &c. no challenge shall
be allowed but for malice. Some statutes which take away the
benefit of clergy from felons, exclude those from their clergy who
peremptorily challenge more than twenty, whereby they are liable
to judgment of death. See stats. 22 Hen. VIII. c. 14. 28 Hen.
VIII. c. 1. 1 Edw. VI. c. 12. � 11. 3 & 4 W. if M. e. 9. But
it is now settled, that if the offender be within the benefit of clergv
Vol. III. 4 D
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the challenge shall be overruled, and the party put upon his trials.
2 Hawk. P. C. c. 43.
All peremptory challenges are to be taken by the party himself;

and where there are divers challenges, they must be taken all at

once. But there can be no challenge till the jury is full ; and then
the array is to be challenged, before one of them is sworn. Hob.
235. Where the king is party, if the other side challenge a juror
above the number allowed by law, he ought to show the cause of
his challenge immediately. 1 Pulst. 191. A defendant shall show
all causes of challenge, before the king shall show apy. 2 Hawk.
P. C. c. 43.
If the juror is convicted and attainted of treason, felony, per

jury, adjuged to the pillory, or other punishment whereby he be
comes infamous, or is outlawed or excommunicate, these are all
principal challenges; but in these cases and others, he that chal

lenged is to show the record, if he will have it take place as a

principal challenge; otherwise he must conclude to the favour, un
less it be a record of the same court. Co. Litt. 157. A person
under prosecution for any crime, may, before indicted, challenge
any of the grand jury, as being outlawed, 8cc. or returned at the in
stance of the prosecutor, or not returned by the proper officer, &c.
2 Hawk. P. C. c. 25. � 15.

A principal challenge being found true, is sufficient without leav
ing it to triors; but if some of a jury are challenged for favour,
they shall be tried by the rest of the jury whether indifferent. Co.
Lite. 158. Where a challenge is made to the array, the court ap
point the two triors, who, are sworn, and then the cause of favour
is shown to them, which may be called the issue they are to try ;
and if it is proved, then they give their verdict that they are not

indifferently empannelled, and this is entered of record ; but if the
favour is not proved, then they say the jury were indifferently em

pannelled, and so the trial goes on, without making any entry of
the matter. 1 Pulst. 114.
If one take a principal challenge against a juror, he cannot af

terwards challenge that juror for favour, and waive his former chal
lenge; but a challenge may be made to the polls after it has been
made to the array. Wood. 592.. A new jury is to be empannelled
by the coroner, where the array is quashed for partiality, &c. of
the sheriff. Trials jier pais, 15.
If a plaintiff 02 defendant have action of battery, &c. against the

sheriff, or the sheriff against them, it is cause of challenge;, and if
either of the parties have action of debt against the sheriff ; or if-
the sheriff hath any parcel of land depending on the same title as

the parties ; or if he, or his bailiffs who returned the jury, be un

der the distress o� either party, &c. ; these are good causes of chal
lenge. Where one of the jurors hath a suit at law depending with
the plaintiff, it is good challenge. Sty. 129. An action depending
betwixt either of the parties and a juror, implying malice, is cause

of challenge; and a juror may be challenged for holding lands by the
same title as the defendant. 2 Leon. 40. If a person owes suit
of court, kc. to a lord of a hundred who is plaintiff, it is a prin
cipal challenge, as he is within the distress of the plaintiff. Dyer,
176. But it is said to be no challenge that a person is in debt to
either party. 1 Nels,. Abr. 426. A juror returned by a wrong
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name may be challenged and withdrawn, so that the jury shall not
be taken; yet a.. tales may be granted. 1 Lill. Abr. 260. And if
a juror declares the right of either of the parties, &c. it is cause

of challenge; though it hath been ruled that it is not sufficient cause
of challenge, that a juror delivered his opinion touching the title
of the land in question, because his opinion may be altered on

hearing the evidence. Pasch. 23 Car. P. P.
If there are two defendants in a real action, or two tenants, and

one challenge a juror, and the other will not, the juror (the chal

lenge being allowed) shall be drawn against the rest. 11 Hen.
VI. 15. Jenk. Cent. 114. To say of a person to be tried for any
crime, that he is guilty, or will be hanged, isfc. is good cause of
challenge; but the prisoner must prove it by witnesses, and not

out of the mouth of the juryman, who may not be examined : and

though a juryman may be asked upon a -voir dire, whether he
hath any interest in the case, or whether he hath a freehold, &c.
yet a juryman or a witness shall not be examined whether he hath
been convict of felony, or guilty of any crime, Etc which would
make a man discover that of himself which tends to make him in
famous, and the answer might charge him with a misdemeanor.
1 Salk. 153.
If one challenge a juror, and the challenge is entered, he may

not have him afterwards sworn on the jury. And if the defendant
do not appear at the trial when called, he loseth his challenge to

the jurors, though he afterwards appear. 1 Lill. Abr. 259. When
the jury appear at a trial, before the secondary calls them to be

sworn, he bids the plaintiff and defendant to attend their chal

lenges, &c.

III. The jury, after the proofs in a cause are summed up,
unless the cause be very clear, withdraw from the bar to 'con

sider of their verdict ; and, in order to avoid intemperance and
causeless delay, are to be kept without meat, drink, fire, or candle,
unless by permission of the judge, till they are all unanimously
agreed, if they eat or drink at all, or have any eatables about

them, without consent of the court, and before verdict, it is fina
ble ; and if they do so at his charge for whom they afterwards
find, it will set aside the verdict. Also if they speak with^either
of the parties, or their agents, after they are gone from the bar ;
or if they receive any fresh evidence in private ; or if, to prevent
disputes, they cast lots for whom they shall find; any of these
circumstances will entirely vitiate the verdict. And it has been
held, that if the jurors do not agree in their verdict before the

judges are about to leave the town, thoegh they are not to be
threatened or imprisoned, the judges are not bound to wait for
them, but may carry them round the circuit from town to town in
a cart. Mirr. c. 4. � 24. Lib.Ass.fol.AO.pl. 11. This necessity
of a total unanimity seems to be peculiar to our own constitution.
See Parrington on the Statutes, 19, 20, 21. 3 Comm. c. 23. and
Mr. Christian's notes there ; and post, IV.
After a juror is sworn he may not go from the bar until the

evidence is given for any cause whatsoever, without leave of the
court; and with leave he must have a keeper with him. 2 Pill.
12 3. 127. A witness may not be called by the jury to recite the
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same evidence he gave in court, when they are gone from the bar.
Cro. Eliz. 189. Nor may a party give a brief or notes of the cause

to the jury to consider of ; if he doth, he and the jurors may be
fined. Moor, 815.
If jurymen after swom, either before or after they are agreed of

their verdict, eat and drink, the verdict may be good; but they
are finable : and if it be at the charge of either party, the verdict
is void. Balis. 10. Cro. Jac. 21. If they agree to cast lots for
their Verdict, or to bring in guilty or not guilty, as the court shall
seem inclined, they may be fined. 2 Lev. 205. Cro. Eliz. 779.
But a jury have been permitted to recall their verdict; as where
one was indicted of felony, the jury found him not guilty, but im
mediately before they went from the bar, they said they were

mistaken, and found him guilty, which last was recorded for their
verdict. Eloivd. 21 1.

The jury are to judge upon the evidence given, but the jurors
may not contradict what is agreed impleading between the parties;
if they do, it shall be rejected ; and where the jury find the fact,
but conclude upon it contrary to law, the court may reject the con

clusion. 1 And. 41. 10 Rep.. 56. Co. Litt. 22. Hob. 222. The

jury may find a thing done in another county upon a general
issue ; and foreign matters done out of the realm, &c. Moor,
c. 238. Godb. 33. Jurors having once given their verdict, al

though it be imperfect, shall not be sworn again in the same issue,
unless it be in assise. 2 Cro. 210.
If a juryman is guilty of bribery, he is disabled to be of any as

sise or jury; and shall be imprisoned and ransomed at the king's
will. Stat. 5 Edw. III. c. 10. Jurymen accused of bribery, are to

be tried presently by a jury then taken. Stat. 34 Edw. III. c. 8.

And if a juror takes any thing of either party to give his verdict,
he shall pay ten times as much as taken, or suffer a year's imprison
ment. Stat. 38 Edw. III. c. 12. And on this statute a writ of
decies tantum lies; and this though they give no verdict, or the
verdict be true ; if they take money. Reg. Orig. 188. Fitz. JV B.
171. JVew JVat. Br. 380. Dyer, 95. See this Diet. tit. Decies

Tantum, Embracery.
A jury sworn and charged in case of life and member, cannot

be discharged till they give a verdict : in civil cases it is other
wise ; as where nonsuits are had, &c. And sometimes when the
evidence has been heard, the parties doubting of the verdict, do
consent that a juror shall be withdrawn or discharged. 1 Inst.
154. 227.
A verdict, vere dictum, is either jirivy or fiublic. A privy ver

dict is when the judge hath left or adjourned the court, and the

jury being agreed, in order to be delivered from their confine
ment, obtain leave (in civil cases) to give their verdict privily to

the judge out of court ; which privy verdict is of no force, unless
afterwards affirmed by a public verdict given openly in court ;
wherein the jury may, if they please, vary from their privy ver

dict. So that the privy verdict is indeed a mere nullity; and yet
it is a dangerous practice, and therefore very seldom indulged,
and cannot be given in treason or felony. 2 Bro. P. C. 300. See

post, IV. But the only effectual and legal verdict, is the public
verdict ; in which they openly declare to have found the issue for

\
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the plaintiff or for the defendant ; and if for the plaintiff, they as

sess the damages also sustained by him. Sometimes if there
arises in the case any difficult matter of law, the jury, for the sake
of better information, and to avoid the danger of having their ver
dict attainted, will find a special verdict, which is grounded on

stat. Westm. 2. 13 Edw. I. c. 30. � 2. And herein they state the
naked facts as they find them to be proved, and pray the advice of
the court thereon ; concluding conditionally, that if upon the whole
matter, the court shall be of opinion that the plaintiff had cause of
action, they then find for him; if otherwise, then for the defendant.
This is entered at length on the record, and afterwards argued
and determined in the court at Westminster, from whence' the
issue came to be tried. Another method of finding a species of
special verdict is where the jury find a verdict generally for the
plaintiff, but subject, nevertheless, to the opinion of the judge, or
the court above, on a special case stated by the counsel on both
sides with regard to a matter of law. But in both these instances
the jury may, if they think proper, take upon themselves to de
termine at their own hazard, the complicated question of fact and
law ; and without either special verdict or special case, may find
a verdict absolutely either for the plaintiff or the defendant. Litt.

� 386. 3 Comm. c. 23. It may be sufficient in this place to re

mark, that in case the jury find against what, in the opinion of the
court above, is law, such court will repeatedly grant a new trial, till
what they consider to be a proper verdict is found. This might
alone be an answer as to the juries being judges of law in civil
cases; but see post, IV. 2. and this Diet. tit. Trial. (JVew Trial.)'
It was an ancient doctrine, that such evidence as the jury might

have in their own consciences, by their private knowledge of facts,
had as much right to sway their judgment, as written or parol evi
dence delivered in court. And therefore it has been often held,
that though no proofs be produced on either side, yet the jury might
bring in a verdict. Year Books, 14 Hen. VII. 29. Plowd. 12. Hob.
227. 1 Lev. 87. For the oath of the jurors, to find according to
their evidence, was construed to be, to do it according to the
best of their own knowledge. Vaugh. 148, 149. This seems to
have arisen from the ancient practice in taking recognitions of as
sise, at the first introduction of that remedy ; the sheriff being
bound to return such recognitors as knew the truth of the fact,
and the recognitors, when sworn, being to retire immediately from
the bar, and bring in their verdict according to their own personal
knowledge, without hearing extrinsic evidence, or receiving any di
rections from the judge. Pract. I. 4. tr. 1. c. 19. � 3. Pleta, I. 4.
c. 9. � 2. And the same doctrine (when attaints came to be ex

tended to trials by jury, as well as to recognitions of assise) was
also applied to the case of common jurors ; that they might escape
the heavy penalties of the attaint, in case they could show, by
any additional proof, that their verdict was agreeable to the truth,
though not according to the evidence produced : with which addi
tional proof the law presumed they were privately acquainted,
though it did not appear in court. But this doctrine was again ex
ploded, when attaints began to be disused, and new trials intro
duced in their stead. For it is quite incompatible with the grounds
upon which such new trials are every day awarded, viz. that the
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verdict was given without, or contrary to, evidence. And there-
lore, together with new trials, the practice seems to have been first
introduced, which now* universally obtains, that if a juror knows
any thing of the matter in issue, he may be sworn as a witness, and
give his evidence publicly in court. See Sty. 233. 1 Sid. 133. See
further, tit. Verdict, Trial.

IV. t. The trial by jury, in criminal cases, is more peculiarly
the grand bulwark of the liberties of every subject of Great Bri
tain; and is secured, as has already been mentioned, by the great
charter, 9 Hen. III. c. 29.
The antiquity and excellence of this trial, in civil cases, has al

ready been explained at length. The arguments in its favour hold
much stronger in criminal cases. Our law has therefore wisely and
mercifully placed the strong twofold barrier of a presentment and
a trial by jury, between the liberties of the fieofile and the pre
rogative of the crown. It has, with excellent forecast, contrived?
that no man should be called to answer for any capital crime, un
less on the preparatory accusation of twelve or more of his fellow-
subjects, the grand jury: and that the truth of every accusation
should be afterwards confirmed by the unanimous suffrage of
twelve of his equals and neighbours, indifferently chosen, and su

perior to all suspicion. So that the liberties of England cannot
but subsist so long as this palladium remains sacred and inviolate;
unawed by the power of the monarch, and unstained by the weak
ness or wickedness of those who are called upon to exercise this
invaluable privilege.
The grand jury generally consists of twenty-four men of greater

quality than the other, chosen indifferently out of the whole coun

ty by the sheriff; and the petit jury consisteth of twelve men,
of equal condition with the party indicted, empannelled in criminal
cases, called the jury of life and death: the grand jury find the
bills of indictment against criminals, and the petit jury convict
them by verdict, in the giving whereof all the twelve must agree;
and according to their verdict the judgment passeth. 3 Inst. 30,
31. 221. See this Diet. tit. Indictment.
When a prisoner on his arraignment has pleaded not guilty, and

for his trial hath put himself upon his country, which countiy the

jury are, the sheriff of the county must return a panel of jurors;
freeholders without just exception, and of the neighbourhood;
that is, of the county where the fact is committed. 2 Hale's P. C.
264. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 40. If the proceedings are before the
court of K. B. time is allowed, between the arraignment and trial,
for a jury to be empannelled by writ of venire facias_to the sheriff
as in civil causes : but before commissions of oyer and terminer,
and gaol delivery, the sheriff, by virtue of a general precept di
rected to him beforehand, returns to the court a panel of forty-eight
jurors, to try all felons that may be called upon their trial at that
session. 4 Comm. c. 27.

Challenges may be made in criminal cases either on the part of
the king, (the prosecution,) or on that of the prisoner ; and either
to the whole array or to the separate polls, for the very same rea

sons that they may be made in civil causes. For it is here at

least as necessjary as there, that the jury be liable to no objection
6

\
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that the sheriff or returning officer be totally indifferent ; and that
where an alien is indicted, the jury should be half foreigners, if
so many are found in the place : this latter privilege, however,
does not hold in treasons, aliens being very improper judges of
the breach of allegiance. See 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 43. � 37. 2 Halt's
P. C. 271.

Challenges upon any of the accounts specified in civil cases are

styled challenges for cause : which may be. without stint in both
criminal and civil trials. But in criminal cases, at least in capital
ones, there is in favour of life allowed to the prisoner an arbitrary
and capricious species of challenge, to a certain number of jurors
without stowing any cause at all : a provision full of that tender
ness and humanity to prisoners for which the English laws are

justly famous. This is grounded on two reasons, -viz. the sudden

impressions and unaccountable prejudices, which every one is apt
to conceive on the bare looks and gesture of another ; and the
consideration that the very questioning a person's indifference
may provoke resentment;�a juror therefore challenged for in
sufficient cause may afterwards be peremptorily challenged.
This privilege of peremptory challenges, though allowed to the

prisoner is denied to the king, by stat. 33 Ediu. I. st. 4. which
enacts, that the king shall challenge no jurors without assigning
a cause certain, to be tried and approved by the court. However,
it is held that the king need not assign his cause of challenge till
all the panel is gone through, and unless there cannot be a full

jury without the persons so challenged : and then and not sooner
the king's counsel must show the cause, otherwise the jurors shall
be sworn. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 43. � 3. 2 Hale's P. C. 271. Raym.
473.
These peremptory challenges of the prisoner must, however,

have some reasonable boundary : this is settled by the common law
at the number of thirty-five, that is one under the number of
three full juries : and if a prisoner peremptorily challenged above
that number, and would not retract his challenge, he was former
ly to be dealt with as one who stood mute, or refused his trial,
by sentencing him, in cases offelony, to the fieine forte et dure;
(pressing to deathrnow totally abolished : See that tit. and tit. Trial;)
and by attainting him in treason. And so the law stands at this clay
with regard to treason of any kind. But by stat. 22 Hen. VIII. c,
14. (which, with regard to felonies stands unrepealed by stat. 1 & 2
P. isfM. c. 10.) no person arraigned for felony can be admitted to-
make any more than twenty peremptory challenges. If, in such ease,
the prisoner peremptorily challenged twenty-one, the old opinion
was, that judgment of peine forte et dure should be given, as where
he challenged thirty-six at the common law. 2 Hawk. P. C. c.

43. � 9. But the better opinion seems to be, that such challenge
shall be only disregarded and overruled, and the juror be regularly
sworn. 3 Inst. 227. 2 Hale's P. C. 270.

If, by reason of challenges, or the default of jurors, a sufficient
number cannot be had of the original panel, a tales may be
awarded, as in civil causes : though this cannot take place in
mere commissions of gaol delivery, but in which the court may
by word order a new panel to be returned instanter. 4 Inst. 68.
4 St. Tr. 728. Cook's case. See ante. When at length the num-
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ber of twelve is completed, they are sworn, " well and truly to
try, and true deliverance make, between our sovereign lord the
king, and the prisoner whom they have in charge ; and a true
verdict to give according to their evidence." 4 Comm. 27.
When the evidence on both sides is closed, and indeed when

any evidence hath been given, the jury cannot be discharged, un
less in cases of evident necessity, till they have given in their
verdict; but they are to consider of it, and deliver it in with the
same forms as upon civil causes ; only they cannot, in a criminal
case, which touches life or member, give a privy verdict. See
1 Inst. 227. 3 Inst. 1 10. Fost. 27. 2 Hale's P. C. 300. 2 Hawk.
P. C. c. 4,7. � 1,2. But the judges may adjourn, whijp the jury
are withdrawn to confer, and return to receive the verdict in open
court. 3 St. Tr. 731. 4 St. Tr. 231. 455. 485.
On the state trials for high treason, at the sessions-house in the

Old Bailey, London, under a special commission in 1794, against
Thomas Hardy, Home Tooke, and several others, charged with

having formed the destructive project of a convention of the people,
to overthrow the monarchy and the constitution, the jury on each

prisoner were kept together in the custody of the sheriff or his
bailiffs, night and day, for several days successively, during the
whole of the proceedings on each trial, and till they gave their
verdicts. The court adjourned from evening till morning ; and
also once in the day for the purpose of refreshment, and from
Saturday evening till Monday morning, when Sunday intervened.
The sheriff was charged to see that no improper communication
was had with the jury during these intervals. And the first jury
having been sent several nights to an hotel in Covent Garden, at

some distance from the court, a slight suspicion arising that they
were not kept quite free from extraneous information, the sub

sequent juries were accommodated with beds in rooms nearly ad

joining the court.

A culprit was indicted for murder. The jury were sworn, and

part of the evidence given, but before the trial was over, one of
the jurymen was taken ill, went out of court with the judge's
leave, and presently after died. The judge, doubting whether he
could swear another jury, discharged the eleven, and left the pri
soner in gaol. The court was moved for a writ of habeas corpus,
to bring up the prisoner that he might be discharged, having been

once put upon his trial. This being a new case, the court said

they would advise with the other judges upon it ; and afterwards

they all agreed that the prisoner might be tried at the next assises,
or the judge might have ordered a new jury to have been sworn

immediately. Mich. 4 Geo. III. P. v. Gould. Purn's Just. tit.
Jurors V. ad Jin.
The verdict in a criminal case thus publicly and openly given

may be either general, guilty, or not guilty; in which precise terms

alone a general verdict must be given ; or special, when it must
set forth all the circumstances of the case, and pray the judgment
of the court whether, for instance, on the facts stated, it be mur

der, manslaughter, or no crime at all.
This special verdict is where the jury doubt the matter of law,

and therefore choose to leave it to the determination of the court,
though they have an unquestionable right of determining upon all
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the circumstances, and finding a general verdict if they think

proper so to hazard a breach of their oaths : and if their verdict
be notoriously wrong, they may be punished, and the verdict set
aside by attaint at the suit of the king, but not at the suit of the
prisoner. 2 Hale's P. C. 310. 4 Comm. 361. c. 27. See post.
IV. 2.
The instances which formerly happened of fining, imprisoning,

or otherwise punishing jurors, merely at the discretion of the
court, for finding their verdict contrary to the direction of the judge,
were arbitrary, unconstitutional, and illegal; and, indeed, it would
be a most unhappy case for the judge himself, if the prisoner's
fate depended on his directions; unhappy also for the prisoner;
for if the judge's opinion must rule the verdict, the trial by jury
would be useless. 2 Hale's P. C. 313.
Yet in many instances where, contrary to evidence, the jury

have found the prisoner guilty, their verdict hath been mercifully
set aside, and a new trial granted by the court of king's bench :

for in such case it cannot be set right by attaint. 1 Pev. 9. T.

Jones, 163. 10 St. 'Pr. 416. As the party is found guilty in
fact, by twenty-four. 1 Roll. 280. /. 2. 7. Hut the court have
never interfered even to grant a new trial where a. prisoner is
once acquitted; however contrary the verdict might be to the opi-

' nion of the judge, or to what, in the eyes of alfbut the jury, might
be deemed the real justice of the case. See 2 Hawk. P. C. c.

47. � 11, 12. where it is positively stated as settled, that the court

cannot set aside a verdict which acquits a defendant of a prosecu
tion properly criminal. See this Diet. tit. Trial. (Mew Trial.)

2. The question whether juries are, or are not, judges of law as

well as of fact, has been long agitated with great zeal and energy.
We have already seen, that juries may, by a general verdict of

acquittal in criminal prosecutions, prevent the case from coming
under the final consideration of the court ; who, in that event, have
no opportunity of deciding on the question of law. But in cases

of conviction, it is the established rule, that the judges of the
court in which the prosecution is carried on, may arrest the judg
ment, or grant a new trial, where they are of opinion that the
offence is not such as is charged in the indictment; that the in
dictment is defective in charging it; or, that the verdict is against
evidence. See Brown's Cas. Leach's Crown Law, p. 135. c. 77.
Thus much, therefore, appears indisputable, that in one event the
court are the acknowledged judges of the law, as the jury are of
the fact: and that the latter have the absolute power of acquit
tal in criminal cases; but not of conviction. A provision, indeed,
full of that wisdom and mercy which so eminently characterize the
English laws.
This litigated question has principally arisen on prosecutions

for libels, and above all others on those for stale libels; in which it
had for a long time been the usage for the judge to direct the
jury, that if the fact of the publication of the paper charged to
be a libel was proved, and if they believed the innuendoes in the
indictment, they must find the defendant guilty ; see R. v. Dean
of St. Asaph, and R. v. Withers. 3 Term Pep. 428. without ad
verting to any other circumstances, such as whether the paper
Vol. III.

'
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were in their opinion a libel, or published with a malicious, sedi
tious, &c. intention.
The stat. 32 Geo. III. c. 60. after reciting that " doubts had

arisen whether, on the trial of an indictment or information for
the making or publishing any libel, where an issue or issues
are joined between the king and the defendant, on the plea of
not guilty pleaded, it be competent to the jury empannelled to try
the same, to give their verdict ufion the whole matter i?i issue;"
enacts, that " on every such trial, the jury, sworn to try the issue,
may give a general verdict of guilty or not guilty, u/ion the whole
matter put in issue, upon such indictment or information ; and
shall not be required or directed, by the court or judge, before
whom the indictment, &c. shall be tried, to find the defendant
guilty, merely on the proof of the publication, by such defendant,
of the paper charged to be a libel, and of the sense ascribed to

the same in such indictment." � I.
But it is provided by the said statute., that the court or judge

shall, according to their discretion, give their opinion and direc
tions to the jury on the matter in issue, as in other criminal ca
ses ; that the jury may also find a special verdict; and that in
case the jury shall find the defendant guilty, he may move in ar

rest of judgment, as by law he might have done before the passing
of the act. � 2, 3, 4.
It is observable, that as the rule on this subject laid down by

Lord Coke, 1 Inst. 155. b. is in a negative way; " ad quies/ionem
faeti non respondent judices, ad questionem juris non resplendent
juratores�Judges are not to answer to the question of fact; juries
are not to answer to the question of law;" so stat. 32 Geo. III. in
the same kind of language provides, that "the jury shall not be

required or directed to find a verdict of guilty, merely on the

proof of publication, and the sense ascribed to the paper." The
statute does not proceed any further to state what matters may or

may not be given or produced in evidence in such trials ; nor does
it say one word positively as to the right or province of the jury
to decide the question of law. The doubt expressed by the act

to have been entertained is, whether it were competent to the

jury to give their verdict upon the whole matter in issue. Now,
wherever the question of law is in issue, it is always tried by the
court on a demurrer, and is never submitted at all to a jury. On
an issue of fact, (such as that joined on all indictments is,) the law

is never in dispute.
The provision in the act, " that in cases where the jury shall

find a verdict ofguilty, the defendant may move in arrest of judg
ment, as by (aw he might have clone before the passing of the act,"
seems as express a denial of the right of the jury to determine
the question of law, as could possibly be framed ; since that ques
tion can never rise on a verdict of not guilty. It was, doubtless,
adopted in majorem cautelam; lest by any forced construction, the
statute should have been interpreted as taking into consideration
the question how far the jury could act as judges of law.
The whole fallacy of the controversy seems to have originated,

first, from the complication of fact and law, which is more appa
rent in prosecutions for libel, than in other criminal cases : and,
secondly, from confounding the terms power and right as sy-

\
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nonymous : faculties frequently so similar in their operation, that
it requires the discrimination of a penetrating mind to assign the
effects arising from either to their proper source. The jury, as

the law at present stands, have the power, of acquittal, absolute and

uncontrolled; except, may-be, by the tedious and now most uncer

tain process of attaint; which, though it might punish the jury for
their verdict, yet could not convict the defendant, whom they had

acquitted ; and it is even doubted whether such attaint could be main
tained, in a criminal case, against a jury. Vaugh. 146. See 1

Roll. Abr. 281. I. 5. Fitz. N. B. 107. D. cites 42 Edw. III. 26.

that it may ; but which seems rather to apply to. the circumstances
of a civil action. In Vaugh. 164. Bushel's case, the great case on

the. power of juries, Vaughan, Chief Justice, cites 10 Hen. IV. At

taint, 60. 64. and says, that there is no case, in all the law, of such
an attaint ; nor any opinion but that of Thirning's in the case cited,
for which there is no warrant in law ; and thinks the law clear
that an attaint did not lie. 3 Vin. Abr. tit. Attaint, (A), pi. 17.

See also the same tit. A. 2. pi. 12. O. pi. 3. A. 2. pi. 16. G. pi.
I. 12, 13. 1 Inst. 228. a. In 1 Ld. Raym. 469. it is observed, that
in an attaint in a civil cause, a man's property is only brought
into question a second time, and not his liberty or life. And
Hawkins states, that it seems to be certain that no one is liable to

any prosecution whatsoever, in respect of any verdict given by him
in a criminal matter, either upon a grand or petty jury. 1 Hawk.
P. C. c. 72. � 5. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 22. � 20�23. From all which

authorities, it appears, on the whole, that attaint in criminal cases

is a very rare and doubtful proceeding; and that only instances of

very undoubted and corrupt contumacy can justify even the laying
a fine upon a jury. See also this Diet. tit. Attaint.
There is no doubt that before the passing of the above mention

ed stat. 32 Geo. III. c. 60. if a jury were convinced either that the

paper alleged to be a libel was not such in law, or that the defend
ant published the same through an innocent negligence, or inad
vertence, they had always the power of giving a verdict of acquit
tal, which could never be called in question. Whether that statute
has conferred any further privilege on them is left for the reader
to determine; after considering the foregoing observations, and
those which follow, extracted from two most learned, ingenious,,
and constitutional writers.
On the trial of John Pilburne for treason, 1649, high words passed

between the court and him, in consequence of his stating that the

jury were judges both of law and fact, Tlnd citing passages in 1

Inst. 228. a. to proyeit. 2 St. Tr. 4th edit. 69. In the case of Penn
and Meade, who, in 1670, were indicted for unlawfully assembling
the people, and preaching to them, the jury gave a verdict against
the directions of the court in point of law, and for this were com

mitted to prison. But the commitment was questioned, and on a

habeas corpus brought in the court of common pleas, it was decla
red illegal, Vaughan, Chief Justice, distinguishing himself on the
occasion by a most profound argument in favour of the rights of a
jury. Bushell's case, 1 Freem.l. Vaugh. 135. However, the~contest
did not cease, as appears by Sir John Hawles's famous ' dialogue
between a barrister and a juryman,' which was published in 1680,
to assert the claims of the latter, against the then current doctrine,
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decrying their authority. Since the revolution also, many cases

have occurred, in which there has been much debate on the like

topic. See Hardw. 23. Franklyn^s case, 9 St. Tr. 275. Peter

Zengcr's, ib. Owen's case, 10 St. Tr. 196. A/i/i. Wood/all's case, 5

Purr. 261. v. Shipley, Dean of St. Asa/ih.] By attending to

the cases before referred to, it will be easy to trace the progress
of this controversy on the limit of the jury's province. 1 Inst. 155.
fa. in n.

Mr. Hargrove, the author of the above note, then proceeds to

give his own ideas on the subject ; which, from the known learn

ing and probity of the writer, are deserving very serious attention.
" On the one hand, says he, as the jury may, as often as they

think fit, find a general verdict, I therefore think it unquestionable
that they so far may decide upon the law as well as fact ; such a

verdict necessarily involving both. For this, there is the authority
of Littleton himself, who writes that, ' if the inquest will take
upon them the knowledge of the law, upon the matter, they
may give their verdict generally.' � 368. 228. a. But, on the
other hand, it seems clear, that questions of law generally, and
more properly, belong to the judges, and that, exclusively of
the fitness of having the law expounded by those who are train
ed to the knowledge of it by long study and practice, this appears
from various considerations. First. If the parties litigating agree
in their facts, the cause can never go to a jury, but is tried on

a demurrer; it being a rule, apparently without exception, that
issues in law are ever determined by the judges, and only issues
of fact are tried by a jury. 1 Inst. 71. b. Secondly. Even when
an issue of fact is joined, and comes before a jury for trial, either

party, by demurring to evidence, which includes an admission of
the fact, to which the evidence applies, may so far draw the cause

from the cognisance of the jury ; for in that case, the law is refer
red for the decision of the court, from which the issue of fact
comes ; and the jury is either discharged, or, at the utmost, only
ascertains the damages. 1 Inst. 72. a. Cocksedge v. Fahshaw,
Doug. 119� 134. Cort v. Birkbeck, Doug. 218�225. Bull MP.
2d edit. 313. Thirdly. The jury is supposed to be So inadequate
to finding out the law, that it is incumbent on the judge who pre
sides at the trial, to inform them what the law is; and as a check
to the judge in the discharge of this duty, either party may, under
stat. Westm. 2. c. 31. make his exception in writing to the judge's
direction, and enforce its being made a part of the record, so as

afterwards to found error upon it. See 2 Inst. 426. Trials jierpdis,
8th edit. 222. 466. Fabrigas v.Mostyn. 11 St. Tr. Money v. Leach.
3 Burr. 1742. Bull. M. P. 2d edit. 315. [This Diet. tit. Bill of
Exceptions .] Fourthly. The jury is ever at liberty to give a spe
cial verdict, the nature of which is to find the facts at large, and
leave the conclusion of law to the judges of the court from which
the issue comes. Formerly, indeed, it was doubted whether, in
certain cases in which the issue was of a very limited and restrain
ed kind, the jury was not bound to find a general verdict: but the

contrary was settled in Downman's case, 9 Co. 11. b. and the rule
now holds both in criminal and civil cases without exception. See
1 Inst. 227. b. Staundf. P.. C. 165. a. 2 Ld. Raym. 1494. Fifthly.
Whilst attaints, which still subsist in law, [see ante?] were in use,
it was hazardous in a jury to find a general verdict where the

\
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case was doubtful, and they were apprized of it by the judges ; be

cause if they mistook the law, [against the direction of the

judge,] they were in danger of an attaint. 1 Inst. 228. a. Hob.

227. Faugh. 144. 2 Hale's H. P. C. 310. Glib, C. P. 2d edit.

128. Sixthly. If the jury find the facts specially, and add their
conclusion as to the law, it is not binding on the judges ; but

they have a right to control the verdict, and declare the law as

they conceive it to be. At least this is the language of some
most respectable authorities. Staundf. P. C. 165. a. Plowd. 114.

a. b. 4 Co. 42. b. Hale's H. P. C. i. 471. 476, 477. ii. 302. See

ante, III. Lastly. The courts have long exercised the power of

granting new trials in civil cases, where the jury finds against
that which the judge trying the 'cause, or the court at large, holds
to be law : or where the jury finds a general verdict, and the
court conceives that on account of difficulty of law there ought to
have been a special one. Hardw. 26. [And the court will grant
such new trial, even a second and a third time, till the jury give a

general verdict consonant to law; or a special verdict, on which
the court may pronounce the law. See Tindal v. Brown, 1 Term

Pe/i. 167. and this Diet. nt. Trial. (Arew Trial.)] Though, too, in
criminal and penal cases the judges do not claim such a discretion

against persons acquitted, the reason presumed is in respect of
the rule, nemo bis fiunitur aut vexatur firo eodem delicto; or the
hardship which would arise from allowing a person to be twice

put in jeopardy for one offence : and if this be so, it only shows,
that on that account an exception is made to a general rule. 4

Comm. 361. 2 Ld. Paym. 1585. 2 Stra. 899. 4 Co. 40. a. Win-

gate's Maxims, 695. Upon the whole, (says Mr. Hargravc,) the
result is, that the immediate and direct right of deciding upon ques
tions of law is intrusted to the judges; that in a jury it is only
incidental; that in the exercise of this incidental right, the latter
are not only placed under the superintendence of the former, but
are in some degree controllable by them : and therefore, that in ah

points of law arising on a trial, juries ought to show the most re

spectfuldeference to the advice and recommendation of judges. Nor
is it any small merit in this arrangement, that, in consequence of
it, every person accused of a crime, is enabled by the general plea
of not guilty, to have the benefit of a trial, in which the judge and

jury are a check upon each other." 1 Inst. 155. a. &c. in n.

The student will perceive from the above extract, that Mr.
Hargrove admits the incidental right of the jury to determine
questions of law; in which he goes further than the writer from
whom the subsequent long quotation is introduced.
Mr. Wynne, in his Eunomus, or Dialogues concerning the Law

and Constitution of England, Dial. 3. � 53. et seq. examines the

dispute, very elegantly, in the following manner:
" All that may here be said upon the subject of juries is agree

able to the established maxim above recognised, ad qucestioncm
facti, isfc. This is the fundamental maxim acknowledged by the
constitution; and yet this is the maxim, which those who have
advanced doctrines against the constitution have ever in their
mouths.
"Fundamental maxims of law or government are so plain and

intuitive, that every body understands them ; those of the lowest
capacity make them their standard in their own breasts to judge
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by. And therefore they who would lead a parly in a wrong cause

with success, must do it not by disputing fundamentals, but by
avowing and afterwards perverting them. This seems to be much
the case in the present contested question.
" It is undoubtedly true, that the jury are judges, the only judges,

of the fact : is it not equally within the spirit of the maxim, that
judges only have the competent cognisance of the law ? Can it be
contended that the jury have, in reality, an adequate knowledge
of law ; or that the constitution ever designed they should ? Every
country village has its jurors, whom nobody will suppose to be

lawyers ; and it is from the generality that we are to form our

notions of the nature of a jury, as the law has prescribed it; not
from the abilities of any particular man, or any particular jury.
But it is said, and it is an argument not a little insisted upon, that
the law and the fact are often com/iHeated. Then it is the province
of the judge to distinguish them; to tell the jury that supposing
they believe that such and such facts were clone, what the law is in
such circumstances. This is an unbiassed direction : this keeps the

province of judge and jury distinct: the facts are left altogether
to the jury, and the law does not control the fact, but arises from
it. If the law is thought to be mistaken, the direction of the

judge that gave it may be considered in another court ; and if it is

mistaken, the verdict in conformity to it will be of no effect. But
a verdict cannot be complained of as contrary to the direction of
law given ; it can scarcely be concluded it is : and the reason is,
because the law arises only from the fact; and the jury previously
find the fact in their own mind, before they couple it with the law

pronounced from the bench to make up their verdict. Every ver
dict is"cornpounded of law and fact; but the law and the fact are

always distinct in their nature. See Faugh. 146. 152.
" Littleton and his Commentator have been made advocates on

this occasion ; and have been thought to say, though at the peril
of contradicting themselves a hundred times, that jurors are the

judges of the law as well as the fact; in the passage already, re
peatedly cited and alluded to ; 1 Inst. 228. a. ' If they will take

upon them the knowledge of the law upon the matter, they may

give their verdict generally, as is put in their charge.' See 2

Ld. Raym. 1494. Hardw. 16. But does not the judge betray his
trust in not telling them how the law is ? If he does not tell

them, it is true they may suppose it to be so, and find accordingly :

if he does tell them how the law is, they are to compare the fact
with the law ; but cannot of their own head say what the law is.
The law is never submitted to them, as part of their inquiry. Vaugh.
143. No finding can in general be complained of, as against a
judge's direction ; but as against the weight of evidence, and in

that case the remedy is well known. The warrant of commitment
as stated in the return in Bushell's case, was nevertheless express-
ly granted against the jury, for finding contrary to the direction of
the judge in a matter of law. Which part of the return, Vaughan,
C. J. said, literally taken, was insignificant and not intelligible ;

and if it had any meaning, stript of the veil and colour of words, was
a direct argument for the abolition of the form of trial by jury ,

because the judge in such case must resolve both the law and the
fact. True it is, the chief justice does there put a particular case
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of a jury finding against a judge's direction, which in general, for
the reason he has given, is impossible : and that case is, where a

judge asks the jury previous to the verdict, how they find such a

particular thing pronounced to them ? If, on their giving an an

swer, the judge adds, then, as you agree to find the fact so, the law
is for the plaintiff or defendant ; and if the finding is afterwards

contrary to what he declares, they do in that case find contrary to

the judge's direction in matter of law. But in that case, the regu
lar order of proceeding is directly inverted ; the judge makes them
find a particular fact previous to his declaration of the law : where

as, what Vaughan, C: J. calls the discreet and lawful assistance of
a judge to a jury, is always to give a hypothetical direction to the

jury ; not by previously having their answer to the fact, and there

upon declaring the law to control their verdict; but to leave their
verdict free, by saying, if youfind the fact so and so, then the law
is for the plaintiff ; or you are to find for the plaintiff ; or vice
versa. See Faugh. 136. 143, 144.
" All this reasoning shows that the province of judge and jury,

as to law and fact, are separate and exclusive : that in the gene
ral and regular form of proceeding, it is impossible for a verdict
to be said to be against a direction in law ; but if the case should

happen, the verdict must be rectified ; for this plain reason, that
it appears in such a case the jury have taken upon them the de
termination of the law, which is entirely out of their jurisdiction.
" Besides what has been already said, it seems undeniably to ap

pear, that juries are designed by the constitution to be judges of
the fact only, and not of the law, for these reasons : first, because
the contrary supposition is against the plain tenor of their oath.
The form of every oath administered in a court of justice, is
either according to common law, or as required by some act of par
liament. 3 Inst. 165. An oath of office contains a summary de

scription of duty; and the terms of a jury's oath are so strictly ap
plicable to fact only, that they do by the strongest implication ex

clude any cognisance of the law. Every juror, in a cause, is en

joined by his oath ' well and truly to try the issue joined between the
parties, and a true verdict to give according to the evidence.' Now
to consider this by parts. 1. He is well and truly to try ; how
can one well and truly try any point but according to his know
ledge ? either, as Jia;, been contended, according to his own pre
vious knowledge, or according to the information he meets with at
the time of the examination: a juror may have knowledge of both
kinds as to the fact ; but it is not requisite he should have either
as to the law. 2. The oath directs the jury to try the issue joined ;
this issue is always a fact denied on one side, and affirmed on the
other; where the law is directly in dispute, the issue (as has been
already repeatedly observed in the remarks on the stat. 32 Geo.
HI. c. 60.) goes before the court, and not at all before a jury.
And though during the trial of an issue of fact, points of law do
very often incidentally arise, it does not follow from thence that
they are under the cognisance of the jury ; any more than dis
putes about practice, the competence of witnesses, or whether
such and such evidence is admissible ; which do as often arise in
the course of a trial, and were never contended to belong to the
jury. The law, therefore, because it arises out of the fact, and
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because in the end it is to govern it, does not on that account

appertain to the jury, if from other considerations it appears to be
improper. 3. What can be meant by a true -verdict ? Truth, both
philosophers and lawyers will refer to fact, rather than opinion
about law : when it is referred to opinion, we mean the agree
ment of a proposition with our own ideas, or the ideas of others.
But how those who have such faint and imperfect ideas as jurors
have of law, can discern this agreement, or judge of the truth,
in such a case, every reasoning man nfust be at a loss to deter
mine. 4. But to exclude the possibility of a doubt in this ques
tion, their oath does not only direct them to find the truth, but
tells them what ride or measure they are to goby in their inquiry.
They are to find a true verdict according to the evidence. This
branch of the oath, which governs the whole, can be applied only
to the fact. The fact only is in evidence, and, consequently, the law
not being in evidence is not before them. See Faugh. 143. Thus
in the clearest terms does the oath limit and define their duly. .

" But, secondly, in the course and management of a trial, other,
persons are likewise under an oath, and have duties incumbent on
them also. Now without looking into the oath of a judge, it will
be easily understood to be inconsistent with his duty and his oath
to be a mere cypher, on the bench ; a judge, however, will be
little more than a cypher either if he sits and says nothing, or

if what he does say is to go for nothing. The jury's ignorance
of law makes it necessary for the judge to tell them what the law
is in the case before them ; but he tells it them surely to very little

purpose, if they think themselves afterwards at liberty to de
termine otherwise.
" Other arguments there are also which deserve to have weight

on this question, drawn from the forms of pleading and the gene
ral frame of records; than which none perhaps can be produced
more worthy to be relied on.

" 1. It is well known in constant experience, that by the mode
of drawing a demurrer, the matter in debate is referred altogether
to the decision of the court, and in reality never does go before
a jury. By a demurrer, the bare law is in question ; the fact being
constantly admitted, if clearly expressed. The reason of admit

ting the fact in that case seems to be, that without such confes
sion of the fact, the court have no ground to go upon ; for the law

in every case arises from the fact. The case then must really
exist before the legality of it, as to circumstances, can be deter

mined. But if a matter where the law only is in question, is never,

nor can in its nature be, sent to a jury, it proves almost to a

demonstration, that the jury have nothing to do with bare law. 2.

Nor is the argument to be drawn from the nature of a sjiecial ver
dict of less force on this occasion. The ignorance of the jury as

to the law in the case, and their reference to the court, is the
constant language of a special verdict. Not that the jury can in

reality be supposed more ignorant of the law arising in such a case,
than they are in a thousand others, where all is concluded under a

general verdict. Indeed in that light, the common juries are now

much improved in their knowledge of the law, there being very
few instances of their expressing their doubts in special verdicts
at this day. The reason of having special verdicts was at all times,
in order to have the point of law solemnly determined, and re-

\
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main on record ; without which, in many cases, no writ of error
could have been brought in former times, nor the ppint reserved
for the consideration of the court. The usage of slating a case,

and having a general verdict, subject to the opinion of the court

afterwards on the circumstances of the case, is an invention of late
times ; and is found in practice to be less expensive, and to an

swer to the parties as well as a special verdict. But the case sta

ted, and the special verdict, are equally proofs of what is here con

tended for, by expressly leaving the law to the court for their de
termination. See ante, III. ,

" The professed patrons of the right of the jury to be judges
of law have principally applied their doctrine, as has been already
remarked, to the case of libels : but they were aware that the con

clusion would be general, though the case was particular; be
cause the right of the juries to determine the law in the case of
libels, could only be a consequence of their right to find the law
in other cases. There seems to be this fatality that has in
practice attended the case of libels, that the law and the fact have
not been always accurately distinguished : and perhaps in feverish
times, some particulars have been contended for as implications of
law, which oUght rather to have been considered as facts, and left to
the jury. [An evil, and perhaps the only one, in some measure

guarded against by the construction put on the stat. 32 Geo. III.
c. 60. mentioned at the beginning of this discussion.]
" It seems, however, universally, that any action, the intention of

the agents, and every other circumstance under which that action
was done, are equally facts, and as such cognisable by a jury; but
whether that action, under all the circumstances in which it has
been admitted or proved to have been done, is a crime or not, is
what the law alone can determine; and the judges, whose breasts
are the depositories of the law, alone can pronounce. Otherwise
it is evident the quality of human actions, more especially of
those that are in themselves indifferent, and have been defined
by society alone, would be referred not only to a -very varia
ble standard, but an incompetent one. Apply this particularly to the
case of libels, and the least reflection will be sufficient to show,
that the power and province of juries is the same in case of libels
as in every other case. And that in no case whatever a jury has
in its nature, a cognisance of law, though by accident the law may
have been sometimes left to them."
To draw towards a conclusion of this long discussion ; the very-

interesting nature of which must plead the editor's excuse for the
foregoing multiplied extracts and observations:.�There are some

arguments in favour of the jury's right, as relates to criminal cases,
which seem not answered by the remarks arising from the con

duct of civil causes. In the first place, their oath is, that they
shall " well and truly try, and a true deliverance make, between
our sovereign lord the king, and the prisoner whom they have in
charge, and a true verdict give according to the evidence."�Now
it is not expressed what they shall try ; it is therefore inferred,
that the whole of the case is submitted to their determination.
But we must recollect that in this, as in all cases, an issue is join
ed, between the king and the prisoner, of not er'uiltv, and guillv.
Vol. III. 4 F
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(See this Diet. tit. Pleading, Trial.) The verdict according to
the evidence must be therefore on the issue, as in all other cases ;
and the fact" only, not the law, is submitted to the consideration
of the jury. Some doubt has arisen on the word deliverance ;
whether it applies to delivering the verdict ; to the deliverance of
the culprit from his charge and imprisonment ; or whether it
does not simply mean a true deliberation on, and consideration of;
the evidence produced to them ; which latter is the sense most

approved by legal writers and historians on the subject. If indeed
1 it does apply to the deliverance of the prisoner, still it must be a

true ^deliverance, on proof of his innocence, or rather on failure
in the proof of his guilt.
Another argument, which at first bears the appearance of more

weight than those just mentioned, though it has not been frequent
ly relied on, is this ; that from the very nature and words of the
verdict the jury are constituted judges of the law, as well as the
fact, in criminal cases. That the words Guilty or Not Guilty
do not merely ascertain the commission or non-commission of any
indifferent fact ; but the commission of a criminal fact ; or the be

ing free from any crime, as the fact is not done, or as the fact
though done were lawful, or performed without any illegal or
Criminal intention. That therefore the jury in terms decide, by their
verdict, not only on the perpetration of the fact, but on the cri
minality annexed to it ; since if the fact be not criminal, no guilt is
incurred; and therefore the verdict of guilty would be false, and
of not guilty nonsensical ; no guilt attaching to a praiseworthy, an
indifferent, or an innocent act. Two answers suggest themselves;
one, that the language in which alone the jury can deliver a ge
neral verdict, according to the rules positively prescribed to them

by law, at all events allows the fact charged to be criminal as far
as the judgment or discretion of the jury on that question can be
exercised, whatever may be the subsequent decision of the court.
The second, that the language of the verdict, interpreted accord

ing to the rules of law, of practice, and of common sense, is this
�
" Guilty�If the fact with which the prisoner is charged be

sufficiently stated, and is a crime in the eye of the law." And
that this is the true interpretation of the verdict of guilty, the

right of the court to arrest the judgment, in case, on inspection
of the record, they are of opinion that the fact charged is no crime,
or if a crime, is defectively charged, is undeniable proof. This right
of the court to decide the law in the event of a verdict of guilty,
is recognised by stat. 32 Geo. III. e. 60. already so often cited.
Still it may be objected that the jury by a verdict of Not Guilty

have a right to decide the law. But the fallacy of confounding the
terms, right and power has already been noticed : and it may be add
ed that though nineteen juries were successively to acquit nineteen
defendants on a charge of publishing the same libel, their verdicts
could never be produced as precedents in law, that a twentieth

person might not be indicted for the same libel, and found guilty
by a twentieth jury. To put the case still stronger ; it is by no

means an uncommon circumstance, that where several criminals
are included in the same indictment, they sever in their challenges,
and are therefore tried separately : but it was never imagined that
the conviction or acquittal of one, had the least effect upon the
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�question of the guilt or innocence of the others. Whereas the
decision of the court, on an indictment, that the fact charged in it
as a crime was not such, or was defectively charged, would quash
the whole indictment against all; and be a precedent for arresting
the judgment on any subsequent conviction, or indictment under
the same circumstances. Why ? Clearly because in one case the
mere fact is decided, as relates to the individual accused ; in the
other the question of law, as relates to the crime charged.
Peers power, right on appeal, see Remainder II. Stat. 10 & 11

Wm, III. c. 16.
For further matter incidental to the duty and office of a jury, see

this Diet, tit. Trial, Verdict.

JURROCK, [or Jarrock,~] A kind of cork ; see stat. 1 Rich.
III. c. 8.

JUS, Law, or right, authority and rule. Litt. Diet.
Jus accrescendi, Is the right of survivorship between joint-

tenants. Lilt. 280. 1 Inst. 180. See tit. Joint-tenants.
Jus ad rem, An inchoate and imperfect right, such as a parson

promoted to a living acquires by nomination and institution. 2
Comm. 312.
Jus Anguorum. The laws and customs of the West Saxons, in

the time of the Heptarchy, by which the people were for a long
time governed, and which were preferred before all others, were

termed Jus Anglorum.
Jus Corona, The right of the crown ; and it is part of the law

of England, though it differs in many things from the general law
relating to the supject. 1 Inst. 15. The king may purchase lands
to him and his heirs, but he is seised thereof in jure corona ; and
all the lands and possessions whereof the ting is thus seised, shall
follow the crown in descents, &c. See tit King.
Jus curialitatis Anglic, See this Diet. tit. Curtesy of En

gland.
Jus duplicatum, Is where a man hath the possession as well

as property of any thing. Bract, lib. 4. tract. 4. c. 4. 2 Comm.
189.
Jus Gentium, The law of nations. The law by which king

doms and societies in general are governed. Selden. See tit.
Ambassador.

Jus Habendi et Retinendi, Right to have and retain the profits,
tithes, offerings, &c. of a rectory or parsonage. Hughes's Parsons*
Law, 118.

Jus LLereditatis, The right or law of inheritance. See tit.
Descent.
Jus in re, Complete and full right. Such as a parson acquires,

on promotion to a living, who, after nomination and institution,
hath corporal possession delivered to him ; for till such delivery
of corporal possession, he had only jus ad rem. 2 Comm. 312.
Jus mariti, is the right a husband hath to administrate, during

the marriage, his wife's goods, and the rents of her heritage.
Scotch Diet.
Jus Paironatus, A commission from the bishop directed to

some persons, usually his chancellor, and others of competent
learning, who are to summon a jury of six clergymen and six
laymen, to inquire who is the rightful patron of a church. If twe>
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patrons present their clerks, the bishop shall determine who shall
be admitted by right of patronage, isfc. on commission of inquiry
of six clergymen, and six laymen, living near to the church ; who
are to inquire on articles as a jury, whether the church is void ?
Who presented last? Who is the rightful patron ? &c. But if
coparceners severally present their clerks, the bishop is not obli
ged to award a. jus fiatronatus, because they present under one title;
and are not in like case where two patrons present under
several titles. 5 Reft. 102. I Inst. 116.
The awarding a jus fiatronatus is not of necessity, but at the

pleasure of the ordinary, for his better information who hath the
right of patronage, for if he will at his peril take notice of the
right, he may admit the clerk of either of the patrons, without a

jus fiatronatus. 1 Leon. 168. A bishop may award a jus jiatrona
tus with a solemn premonition to all persons quorum interest, isfc.
where he knows not who is the patron, to give notice of an avoid
ance by deprivation, &c. Hob. 518. This inquiry by jus jiatrona
tus is to excuse the ordinary from being a disturber. See 3 Comm.
246. Jus fiativnatus is not within the statute of limitations. \ .M.
Scss. 2. c. 5. In wdrose name, and under what teste a jus fiatronat&s
Is to issue, see stat. 1 Edw. VI. c. 2. � 3.

Jus Possessions, A right of seisin or possession; and a parson
hath a right to the possession of the church and glebe, for he hath
the freehold; and is to receive the profits to his own use. Pars,
Law, 188. See tit. Parson.
Jus Postliminii, A right to claim after recapture, as applied in

�maritime law; derived from the Roman just postliminii, which
restored the citizen of Rome who had been made a slave to his
threshold, i. e. his franchise. The term is therefore metaphorically
used in our admiralty court as a resumption of an original inherent
right to a recaptured Pritish ship in the legal owners.
Jus Presentations, The right of the patron of presenting his

clerk unto the ordinary to be admitted, instituted, and inducted
into a church. See this Diet. tit. Advowson.
Jus Recuperandi, Intrandi, kc. A right of recovering and

entering lands, &c. All these rights following the relation of their
objects, are the effects of the civil law. Co. Litt. 266.
Jus Relicta, Is the right a wife hath, after her husband's

death, to a third of the moveables, if there be children ; and one

half if there be none. Scotch Diet.

JUSTA, A certain measure of liquor, quasi justa mensura; being
as much as was sufficient to drink at once. Mon, Ang. torn. 1.

p. 149.

JUSTICE, justitia.~] Is defined to be a constant righteous inclina
tion to give every one his due ; or the act of doing what is right
and just. Chamb. Johnson. Locke, Instit. The delaying justice
is an obstruction to any kind of denial thereof; but this is under
stood of unnecessary and unjust delay, for sometimes it is con

venient for the better finding out the truth, and preparation of
parlies, that they may not be surprised.
Justice and right shall not be sold, denied, or delayed. Mag.

Chart. 9 Hen. III. c. 29. Right shall be done to all without re

spect. Stat. West. 1. 3 Pdw. I. c. 1. Justice shall not be delayed
for any command under the great seal, kc. 2 Edw. HI. c. 8. 14
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JSdw. III. stat. 1. c. 14. 11 Rich. II. c. 10. See tit. Habeas Corfius,
Liberties.
JUST1CEMENTS, from justitia. All things belonging to

justice. Co. on Westm. 1. fol. 225. Also the effects or execution
of justice or of jurisdiction.

JUSTICES ; Justiciarii.

Officers deputed by the king to administer justice, and do right
by way ofjudgment. They are called justices because in ancient
time the Latin word for a judge was justitia, and for that he hath
his authority by deputation, and not juremagistrates. Glanville, lib.
2. c. 6. See tit. Judges.
Of these justices there are various sorts,with various powers and

duties, as hereafter shortly set forth under the subsequent tit.
Justices of Assise, ifc. ; and see this Diet. tit. Courts, Chancery^
Equity, King's Bench, Common Pleas, ttfe.
Justices of Assise, justiciarii ad cafiiendas assisas.] Such as

were wont by special commission to be sent (as occasion was of

fered) into this or that county, to take assises for the ease of the

subjects ; for as these actions pass always by jury, many men could
not, without damage and charge, be brought to London, therefore
justices for this purpose, by commission particularly authorized,
were sent to them. For it seems, that the justices of the common

ideas had no power to take assises till the stat. of 8 Rich. II. c. 2.

by which they were enabled to do it, and to deliver gaols. And
the justices of the king's bench have by that statute such power
affirmed unto them, as they had one hundred years before.
These commissions ad cafiendias assisas, have of late years

been settled and executed only in Lent, and the long vacation, (call
ed now the Lent and Summer Assises,) when the justices, and other
learned lawyers, maybe at leisure to attend those controversies;
whereupon it also falls out, that the matters that were wont to be
heard by more general commissions of justices in eyre, are heard
all at one time with these assises, which was not so of old, as ap
pears by Bracton, lib. 3 cafi. 7. num. 2. And by this means the

justices of both benches being worthily accounted the fittest of all
others, and their assistants, were employed in these affairs. And that
justices of assise and justices in eyre did anciently differ, appeareth
by stat. 27 Edw. III. c. 5. The oath taken by the justices of assise
is all one with that taken by the justices of the king's bench. Old
Abridgment of Statutes, tit. Sacramentum Justiciariorum. Cowell.
See further, tit. Assise.
To what is said under this Diet. tit. Assise, may be added, that
The courts oiassise and nisi firius are composed of two or more

commissioners, who are sent twice in every year, by the king's
special commission, all round the kingdom, (except London and
Middlesex, where courts of nisi firius are holden in and after
every term, before the chief or other judge of the several superior
courts ; and except the four northern counties, where the assises
are only holden twice a year,) to try by a jury of the respective
counties the truth of such matters of fact as are then under dispute
in Wesiminster-Hall, These judges of assise came into use in the
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room of justices in eyre, justiciarii in itinere, (or itinerantcs,) who
were regularly established, if not first appointed by the parliament of
Northampton, A. D. 1 176, 22 Hen. II. with a delegated power from
the king's great court, or aula regia, being looked upon as members
thereof : and they afterwards made their circuit round the kingdom
once in seven years for the purpose of trying causes. Co. Lilt.
293. They were afterwards directed by magna charta, c. 12. to be
sent into every county twice a year, to take (or receive the verdict
of the jurors, or recognitors in certain actions then called) recog
nitions in assises; the most difficult of which they are directed to

adjourn into the court of common pleas, to be there determined.
The itinerant justices were sometimes mere justices of assise, or
of dower, or of gaol delivery, and the like ; and they had sometimes
a more general commission, to determine all manner of causes,
being constituted justiciarii ad omnia placita. Bract. I. 3. tr. 1. c.

.1 1. But the present justices of assise and nisi prius are more im
mediately derived from the stat. Westm. 2. 13 Edw. I. c. 30. which
directs them to be assigned out of the king's sworn justices, asso
ciating to themselves one or two discreet knights of each county.
By stat. 27 Edw. I. c. 4. (explained by 12 Edw. II. c. 3.) assises
and inquests were allowed to be taken before any one justice of the
court in which the plea was brought ; associating to him one

knight, or other approved man of the county And lastly, by stat.

14 Edw. III. c. 16. inquests of nisi prius may be taken before any
justice of either bench, (though the plea be not depending in his
own court,) or before the chief baron of the exchequer, if he be a

man of the law ; or otherwise before the justices of assise, so that
one of such justices be a judge of the king's bench or common

pleas, or the king's Serjeant sworn. They usually make their cir
cuits in the respective vacations afterHilary and Trinity terms, assises
being allowed to be taken in the holy time of Lent by consent of
the bishops at the request of the king, as expressed in stat. Westm.

1.3 Edw. I. c. 51. And it was also usual, during the times of

popery, for the prelates to grant annual licenses to the justices of
assise to administer oaths in holy times : for oaths being of a sacred
nature, the logic of those ages concluded that they must be of
ecclesiastical cognisance. Instances hereof may be met with in
the Appendix to Spelman's Original of the Terms, and in Barker's

Antiquities, 209. The prudent jealousy of our ancestors ordained,
that no man of law should be judge of assise in his own county
wherein he was born or doth inhabit. Statutes 4 Edw. III. c. 2.

8 Rich. II. c. 2. 33 Hen. VIII. c. 24. But this restraint is now

taken off, as to justices of oyer and terminer, by stat. 12 Geo. II.
c. 27. See post, that title ; and for further information on this head,
this Diet. tit. Assise. The courts of nisi prius in London and Mid

dlesex are called sittings; and those for Middlesex were established

by the legislature in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. In ancient
times all issues in actions brought in that county were tried at

Westminster in the terms, at the bar of the court in which the ac

tion was instituted : but when the business of the courts increased,
these trials were found so great an inconvenience, that it was en

acted by stat. 18 Eliz. c. 12. that the chief justice of the king's
bench should be empowered to try within the term, or with
in four days after the end of the term, all the issues joined in the
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courts of chancery and king's bench; and that the chief justice of
the common pleas, and the chief baron of the exchequer, should in
like manner try the issues joined in their respective courts. In
the absence of any one of the chiefs, the same authority was given to
two of the judges or barons of his court. The stat. 12 Geo. I. c.
31. extended the time to eight days after term; and empowered one

judge or baron to sit in the absence of the chief. Stat. 24 Geo. II.
c. 18. extended the time after term still further to 14 days.
Justices or both Benches, Shall decide pleas commenced

before other matters be arraigned. Stat. Westm. 1. 3 Edw. I. <r,

46. See this Diet. tit. King's Bench, Common Pleas.
Jusitces in Eyke, justiciarii itinerantes. So termed of the old

French word erre, as a grand erre, i. e. magnis itineribus, proverbi
ally spoken.] These, in ancient time, were sent with commission
Into divers counties to hear such causes especially, as were termed
pleas of the crown. And this was done for the ease of the people,
who must else have been hurried to the king's bench, if the case

were too high forthe county court: They differed from the justi
ces of oyer and terminer, who were sent upon one or a few special
causes, and to one place ; whereas the justices in eyre were sent

through the provinces and counties of the land, with more indefi
nite and general commission, as appeareth by Bracton, lib. 3. c.

11, 12, 13. and Britton, cap. 2.

And again, because the justices of oyer and terminer were sent un

certainly upon any uproar, or other occasion in the country ; but these
in eyre (asMr. Gwin sets down in the Preface to his Reading) were
sent but once in every seven years ; with whom agrees Home, in
his Mirror ofJustices, I. 2. c. Queux poient estre actours, isfc. and
I. 2. cap. Pes Peches Criminals, isfc. al suit delroy, isfc And lib. 3. cap.
He Justices in Pyre; where he also declares what belongs to their
office. But according to Orig. juridiciales, they went oftener. These
were instituted by King Henry II. as Camden in his Brit, witnesseth,
p. 104. Hoveden, par. post. suor. Annal. fol. 1 13. hath of them these
words, justiciarii itinerantes, constituti per Henricum secundum, qui
divisit regnum suum in sexpartes,per quarum singulas tres justiciaries
itinerantes constituit, isfc. In some respect they resembled our

justices of assise at present, though their authority and manner of
proceeding much differ. I Inst. 293. Cowell. See ante, tit. Justices
of Assise.
Justice of the Forest, justiciarius foresta.] Is a lord by his

office, and hears and determines all offences within the forest, com
mitted against vert or venison ; of these there are two, whereof
one hath jurisdiction over allforests on this side Trent, the other ofall
beyond it. The chief point of their jurisdiction consisteth upon
the articles of the king's charter, called charta de foresta, made
anno 9 Hen. III. concerning which see Camd. Brit. p. 214. The
court where this justice sits and determines, is called The justice-
seat of the forest, held once every three years. Manwood's Forest
Paws, cap. 24. He is also called justice in eyre of the forest; and is
the only justice that may appoint a deputy by the statute of 32 Hen..
VIII. c. 35. See tit. Forest.
Justices of Gaol Delivery, justiciarii adgaolas deliberandas.J

Are those who are sent with commission, to hear and determine
all causes appertaining to such, who for any offence are cast into
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gaol : part of their authority is to punish such as let to main-
prize those prisoners who are not bailable by law, nor by the
statute De Finibus, cafi. 3. Fitz. M B.fol. 151. These seem in
ancient time to have been sent into the country upon several oc

casions ; but afterwards justices of assise were likewise authorized
to the like purposes. Anno 4 Edw. III. c. 3. Their oath is all
one with others of the king's justices of either bench. See stat.

2 Edw. III. c. 2. Old Abridgment of the Statutes, tit. Sacramentum
Justiciariorum. Cowell. Justices of assise, if laymen, shall deliver
the gaols. Stat. 27 Edw. I. st. 1, c. 3. The justices of peace
shall deliver over their indictments to the justices of gaol de

livery. Stat. 4 Edw. III. c. 2. See jiost, Justices of Oyer and
Terminer.
Justice of the Hundred, justiciarius hundredi?] Erat ipse

hundredi dominus, qui et centurio et centenarius, hundredique al-
dermannus appellatus est. Praerat omnibus hundredi friborgis,"cog->
novitque de causis majusculis, qua in eisdem fiiniri non potuerunt,
Spelm. See tit. Hundred.
Justices of the Jews, justiciarii ad custodiam judaorum assign

nati.] Ring Richard I. after his return out of the holy \a.nd, anno
1194, appointed particular justices, laws, and orders, for prevent-
ing the frauds, and regulating the contracts and usury of the Jews.
Hoveden, parte jiost,p. 745. Claus. 3 Edw. I. m. 19.
Justices of Labourers, Justices heretofore appointed to

redress the frowardness of labouring men, who would either be
Idle, or have unreasonable wages. See the old stat. 21 Edw. III.
c. 1. 25 Edw HI. c. 8. 31 Edw. I. c. 6.

Justices of nisi prius, Are all one at this time with justi*
ces of assise, for it is a common adjournment of a caus.e in the
common pleas, to put it off to such a day, nisi firius justiciarii -ve-
nerint ad eas partes ad capiendas assisasj unless the justices shall

first come to a place named to take the assises ; which they are

sure to do; and upon this clause of adjournment they are called

justices of nisi prius, as well as justices of assise. Their commis
sion you may see in Cromp. Juris, fol. 204. yet with this differ
ence between them, that justices of assise have power to give
judgment in a cause, but justices of nisi jirius only to take the
verdict. But in the nature of both their functions, this
seems to be the greatest difference, that justices of nisi prius have
to deal in causes personal as well as real; whereas justices of <zs=
sise, in strict acceptation, meddle only with the possessory writs
called assise. Cowell. See tit. Justices of Assise, and tit. Jury,
Judges, Assise.
Justices of Oyer and Terminer, justiciarii ad audiendum et

terminandum.] Were justices deputed upon some special or ex
traordinary occasions. Fitzherbert, in his JVat. Brev. saith, that
the commission d'oycr et terminer is directed to certain persons
upon any great riot, insurrection, heinous misdemeanors, or tres
passes committed. And because the occasion of granting this
commission should be maturely weighed, it is provided by the
statute made 2 Edw. III. c. 2. that no such commission ought
to be granted, but that they shall be despatched before the justices
of the one bench or other, or justices errant, except for horrible
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trespasses, and that by the special favour of the king. The form
of this commission, see Fitz. JV. D. fol. 1 10.

The courts of oyer and terminer, and general gaol delivery, are
of a general nature, and universally diffused over the kingdom ;
but yet are of a local jurisdiction, and confined to particular dis
tricts. These are held before the king's commissioners, among
whom are usually two judges of the courts at Westminster, twice
in every year, in every county of the kingdom ; except the four
northern ones, where they are held only once, and London and

Middlesex, wherein they are held eight times. These were

slightly mentioned under the foregoing article, Justices of Assise;
and under title Assise, it is observed, that, at what is usually called
the assises, the judges sit by virtue of five several authorities : two

of which, the commission of assise and its attendant jurisdiction of
nisi firius, being principally of a civil nature, are there explained :

to which may here be added, that these justices have, by virtue
of several statutes, a criminal jurisdiction also, in certain special
cases. 2 Hale's P. C. 39. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 7. As to another

authority, the commission of the fieace, see fiost, tit- Justices of
the Peace. It may here be mentioned, that all the justices of the
peace of any county wherein the assises are held, are bound by
law to attend them, or else are liable to a fine, in order to re

turn recognisances, &c. and to assist the judges in such matters as

lie within their knowledge and jurisdiction, and in which some of
them have probably been concerned, by way of previous examina
tion. But the authority now to be explained is the commission
of oyer and terminer, to hear and determine all treasons, felonies,
and misdemeanors. This is directed to the judges and several
others, or any two of them ; but the judges or Serjeants at law

only are of" the quorum, so that the rest cannot act without the

presence of one of them. The words of the commission are,
" to

inquire, hear, and determine :" so that by virtue of this commis
sion they can only proceed upon an indictment found at the same

assises; for they must first inquire, by means of the grand jury
or inquest, before they are empowered to hear and determine by
the help of the petit jury. Therefore they have besides all these a

commission of general gaol delivery, which empowers them to try
and deliver every prisoner, who shall be in the gaol when the judges
arrive at the circuit town, whenever, or before whomsoever in
dicted, or for whatever crime committed. It was anciently the
course to issue special writs of gaol delivery for each particular
prisoner, which were called the writs de bono et malo, 2 Inst. 43. ;
but these being found inconvenient and oppressive, a general com
mission for all the prisoners has long been established in their
stead. So that, one way or the other, the gaols are in general
cleared, and all offenders tried, punished, or delivered over, twice
in every year : a constitution of singular Use and excellence.
Sometimes also, upon urgent occasions, the king issues a special
and extraordinary commission of oyer and terminer, and gaol de
livery, confined to those offences which stand in need of immediate
inquiry and punishment, upon which the course of proceeding is
much the same as upon general and ordinary commissions.
Formerly it was held, in pursuance of the stats. 8 Rich. II. c. 2.

33 Hen. VIII. c, 4, that no judge or other lawyer could act in
Vol. III. 4 G
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the commission of oyer and terminer, or in that of gaol delivery,
within his own county where he was born or inhabited; in like
manner as they are prohibited from being judges of assise, and
determining civil causes. But that local partiality, which the

jealousy of our ancestors was careful to prevent, being judged
less likely to operate in the trial of crimes and misdemeanors,
than in matters of property and disputes between party and party,
it was thought proper by the stat. 12 Geo. II. c. 27. to allow any
man to be a justice of oyer and terminer and general gaol delivery
within any county of England. 4 Comm. 269�271. In fine, as

the justices of assise and nisi firius, are appointed to try civil
causes, so are the justices of oyer and terminer and gaol delivery
to try indictments for crimes all over the kingdom, at what arc

usually denominated the circuits or assises; and the towns where

they come to execute their commissions are called the assise
towns, and generally the county towns.

Justices of the Pavilion, justiciarii fiavilionis.~] Are certain

judges of a pie-powder 'court, of a most transcendent jurisdiction,
held under the Bishop of Winchester at a fair on St. Giles's Hill,
near that city, by virtue of letters patent granted by Eichard II.
and Edw. IV. Episcopus Wynton, et suceessores suos, d tempore
(juo, Isfc. justiciarios suos, qui vocantur justiciarii pavilionis, cog-
niliones placilorum et aliorum negotiorum eddem ferid durante, nec-
non claves fiortarum et custodidm firadicta civitatis nostra Wynton
pro certo temjiore ferie illius, et nonnutlas alias libertates, immuni-
iates et consuetudines habuisse, isfc. See the patent at large in

Prynne's Animad. on 4 Inst. fol. 19!.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE;

Judges of record, appointed by the king's commission to be justi
ces within certain limits ; generally within the counties where they
are resident; for the conservation of the peace, and for the execu

tion of divers tilings comprehended within their commission, and
within divers statutes committed to their charge. Dalt. c. 2.

See Burn's Just. tit. Justices of the Peace. The principal of these
is the custos rotulorum, or keeper of the records of the county.
1 Comm. 349. As to justices in the metropolis, see this Diet. tit.
Police.

I. Of the Origin of these Officers:
*

II. Of their Commission, and its Determination.
III. Of their Qualifications.
IV. Of their Power, Duly, and Office.

I. The common law hath ever had a special care and regard
for the conservation of the peace : for peace is the very end and
foundation of civil society. And, therefore, before the present
constitution of justices was invented, there were peculiar officers
appointed by the common law for the maintenance of the public
peace. Of these, some had and still have this power annexed to

other offices which they hold ; others had it merely by itself, and
were thence named custodes or conservatores pacis. Those that
were so virtute officii still continue : but the latter sort are super
seded by the modern justices.
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The king's majesty is, by his office and dignity royal, the princi
pal conservator of the peace within all his dominions, and may give
authority to any other to see the peace kept, and to punish such
as break it : hence it is usually called the king's peace. Lamb.
Eirenarch. 12. The lord chancellor or keeper, the lord trea

surer, the lord high steward of England, (when any such officers
are in being,) and all the justices of the court of king's bench, (by
virtue of their offices,) and the master of the rolls, (by prescription,)
are general conservators of the peace throughout the whole king
dom, and may commit all breakers of it, or bind them in recogni
sances to keep it. Lamb. 12. The other judges are so, only in their
own courts. The coroner is also a conservator of the peace within
his own county ; as is also the sheriff ; and both of them may
take a recognisance or security of the peace. Britt. 3. Fitz. JV.
B. 81. Constables, tything-men, and the like, are also conserva

tors of the peace within their own jurisdictions ; and may appre
hend all breakers of the peace, and commit them, till they find
sureties for their keeping it. Lamb. 14. See tit Constable.
Those that were, without any office, simply and merely conser

vators of the peace, either claimed that power by prescription, or
were bound to exercise it by the tenure of their lands ; or, lastly,
were chosen by the freeholders in full county court before me

sheriff ; the writ for their election directing them to be chosen.
de probioribus et potcntioribus comitates sid in custodes fiacis.
Lamb. 15� 17. But when Queen Isabel, the wife of Edward II.
had contrived to depose her husband, by a forced resignation of
the crown, and had set up his son Edward III. in his place, this
being a thing then without example in England, it was feared would
much alarm the people : especially as the old king was living,
though hurried about from castle to castle, till at last he met with
an untimely death. To prevent therefore any risings, or other
disturbances )f the peace, the new king sent writs to all the sheriffs
in England, the form of which is preserved by Thomas Wdlsing-
ham. Hist. A. D. 1327, giving a plausible account of the manner

of his obtaining the crown, to wit, that it was clone ipsius patris
bene placito; and withal commanded each sheriff, that the peace
be kept throughout his bailiwick, on pain and peril of disinherit
ance and loss of life and limb. And in a few weeks after the
date of these writs, it was ordained in parliament, by stat. I Edw.
III. c. 16. that, for the better maintaining and keeping of the peace
in every county, good men and lawful, which were no maintainers
of evil, or barretors in the county, should be assigned to keep the
peace. And in this manner, and upon this occasion, was the
election of the conservators of the peace taken from the people
and given to the king, Lamb. 20. ; this assignment being construed
to be by the king's commission. Stats. 4 Edw. III. c. 2. 18 Edw
HI. st. 2. c. 2. But still they were only called conservators',
wardens, or keepers of the peace; till the stat. 34 Edw. 111. c. 1.
gave them the power of trying felonies ; and then they acquired
the more honourable appellation of justices. Lamb. 23.
Bolidore Virgil says, that justices of the peace had their begin

ning in the reign of William 1. called the Conqueror ; but Sir
Edward Coke was of opinion, that in the sixth year of King Edw.
I. prima fait institiitio, justiciarjorum pro jiace conscrvanda. Mr*
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Prynne affirms, that in the reign of King Hen. III. after the agree
ment made between that king and his barons, guardians ad pacem
conseruandam were constituted : and Sir Henry Spelman differs
from both these, being of opinion that they were not made until
the beginning of the reign of King Pdw. III. when they were

thought necessary for suppressing commotions, which might happen
upon dethroning of King Edw. II. It is certain the general commis
sion of the peace, by statute, began 1 Edw. III. though before
that time there were particular commissions of peace to certain
men, in certain places ; but not throughout England. 2 JVels. Abr.*
1063.
To explain further what has been said above, as to the election

of the conservators of the peace being taken from the people and
given to the king, it should be remarked, that such election,
when made, was by force of the king's writ; after which election
so made and returned, the king directed a writ to the party so elect
ed, to take upon him the execution of the office,' until the king
should order otherwise. 2 Lint. 558, 559.
Justices of peace were formerly to be allowed 4s. a day during

their attendance at the quarter sessions, to be paid by the sheriffs
of counties. 12 Pick. HI. 2 Hen. V. 18 Hen. VI.

II. These justices are appointed by the king's special commis
sion under the great seal, the form of which was settled by all the

judges, A. D. 1590. Lamb. 43. 35. The power of constituting
them is only in the king; though they are generally made at the
discretion of the lord chancellor or lord keeper, by the king's
leave ; and the king may now appoint in every county in England and
Wales as many as he shall think fit. 1 Inst. 174, 175. See post,
III. Their commission appoints them all, jointly and severally, to
keep the peace ; and any two or more of them to inquire of and de
termine felonies and other misdemeanors: in which number some

particular justices, or one of them, are directed to be always in
cluded, and no business to be done without their presence ; the
words of the commission running thus, " Quorum (of whom) ali-
�juem -oestrum, A. P. C. D. isfc. unum esse volumus, any one of you the
aforesaid A. P. C. D. isfc. we will shall be one ;" whence the per
sons named are usually called justices of the quorum. And former

ly it was customary to appoint only a select number of justices,
eminent for their skill and discretion, to be of the quorum; but
now the practice is to advance almost all of them to that dig
nity, naming them all over again in the quorum clause, except per
haps only some one person for the sake of propriety : and no ex

ception is now allowable for not expressing in the form of warrants/
orders, &c. that the justice who issued them is of the quorum.
Stat. 26 Geo. II. c. 27. See also stat. 7 Geo. III. c. 21. Whefi

any justice intends to act under this commission, he sues out a

writ of dedimus poiestatem, from the clerk of the crown in chancery^
empowering certain persons therein named to administer the
usual oaths to him ; which done, he is at liberty to act.

As the office of these justices is conferred by the king, so it
subsists only during his pleasure ; and is determinable, 1 . By the
demise of the crown ; that is, in six months after. Stat. 1 Ann. c. 8.

But If the same justice is put in commission by the successor
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he shall not be obliged to sue out a new dedimus, or to swear

to Ids qualification aire shy stat. 1 Geo. III. c. 13. nor, by reason of
any new commission, to take the oaths more than once in the
same reigtK. Stat. 7 Geo. III. c. 9.�2. By express writ under the
great seal, discharging any particular person from being any longer
justice. Lamb. 67.�3. By superseding the commission by writ
of supersedeas, which suspends the power of all the justices, but
does not totally destroy it, seeing it may be revived again by an

other writ called a procedendo.�4. By a new commission, which
virtually, though silently, discharges all the former justices that
are not included therein ; for two commissions cannot subsist at
once.�.5. By accession of the office of sheriff or coroner. Stat. 1

Mar. st. I.e. 8. [A sheriffcannot act as a justice during the year of
his office : but it has been observed, that neither this statute refer
red to by Blackstone, nor any other, disqualifies a coroner from
acting as a justice of the peace ; nor do the two offices in their
nature seem incompatible. 1 Comm. c. 9. n. 14.] Formerly it was
thought, that if a man was named in any commission of the peace,
and had afterwards a new dignity conferred upon him, that this
determined his office ; he no longer answering the description of
the commission ; but now by stat. 1 Edw. VI. c. 7. it is provided,
that notwithstanding a new title of dignity, the justice on whom it
is conferred shall still continue a justice. If a new commission is
made and granted iov justices of fieace, out of which some of the
justices in the old commission are omitted, yet what acts they do
as justices, are lawful till the next sessions, at which the new com

mission is published ; and when the commission is published, they
are to take notice of it, and not act further. Moor, 1 87. Though
by granting a new commission, discharge under the great seal, ac
cession of another office, and by the demise of the king, the power
and offices justices of peace determine, 4 Inst. 165.; yet till then
they are empowered to act in a great many jiarticular cases by
statute.

On renewing the commission of the peace, (which generally
happeneth as any person is newly brought into the same,) there
cometh a writ of dedimus jwtestatem directed out of chancery, to
some ancient justice (or other) to take the oath of him which is
newly inserted, which is usually in a schedule annexed : and to

certify the same into that court, at such a day as the writ com-
mandeth. Unto which oath are usually annexed the. oaths of a!
legiance and supremacy. Lamb. 53.
The form of which oath of office at this day is as followeth :
" YE shah swear, that as justice of the peace in the county of

W. in all articles in the king's commission to you directed, you
shall do equal right to the poor and to the rich, after your cunning,
wit, and power, and after the laws and customs of the realm, and
statutes thereofmade : And ye shall not be of counsel of any quar
rel hanging before you: And that ye hold your sessions after the
form of the statutes thereofmade : And the issues, fines, and amer
ciaments that shall happen to be made, and all forfeitures
which shall fall before you, ye shall cause to be entered without
any concealment, (or embezzling,) and truly send them to the
king's exchequer. Ye shall not let, for gift or other cause, but
well and truly ye shall do your office of' justice of the peace in
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that behalf: And that you take nothing for your office of justice
of the peace to be done, but of the king and fees accustomed, and
costs limited by statute. And ye shall not direct, nor cause to

be directed, any warrant (by you to be made) to the parties, but ye
shall direct them to the bailiff of the said county, or others the

king's officers or ministers, or other indifferent persons, to do exe

cution thereof. So help you God." Burn's Just. tit. Justices of
the Peace III.

III. Touching the number and qualifications of these justices; it
was ordained by stat. 18 Fdiv. III. c. 2. that two or three of the best

reputation in each county should be assigned to keep the peace.
But these being found rather too few for that purpose, it was pro
vided by stat. 34 Edtv. III. c. 1. that one lord, and three or four
of the most worthy men in the county, with some learned in the law,
shall be made justices in every county. But afterwards the num

ber of justices, through the ambition of private persons, became so

large, that it was thought necessary, by stats. 12 Rich. II. c. 10. and
14 Rich. II. c. 1 1. to restrain them at first to six, and afterwards to

eight only. But this rule is now disregarded, and the cause seems

to be, (as Lombard observed long ago,) that the growing number of
statute laws, committed from time to time to the charge of justices
of the peace, have occasioned also (and very reasonably) their in
crease to a larger number. And as to their qualifications, the sta

tutes just cited direct them to be of the best reputation, and most

worthy men in the county; and stat. 13 Rich. II. c. 7. orders them
to be of the most sufficient knights, esquires, and gentlemen of the
law. Also, by stat. 2 Hen. V. st. I.e. 4. and st. 2. c. 1. they must

be resident in their several counties. And because, contrary to
these statutes, men of small substance had crept into the com

mission, whose poverty made them both covetous and contempti
ble, it was enacted by stat. 18 Hen.Vl. c. 11. that no justice should
be put in commission, if he had not lands to the value of 20/. fier
annum. And the rate of money being greatly altered since that

time, it was enacted by stats. 5 Geo. II. c. 18. 18 Geo. II. c. 20. that

every justice, except as is therein excepted, shall have 100/. fier
annum clear of all deductions ; and, if he acts without such qualifi
cation, he shall forfeit 100/. This qualification is almost an equiva
lent to the 20/. fier annum required in Henry the sixth's time ;

and of this the justice must now make oath. Stat. 18 Geo. H. c.

20. Also, it is provided by the stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 18. that no prac
tising attorney, solicitor, or proctor, shall be capable of acting as

a justice of the peace for any county.
The said stat. 18 Geo. II. c. 20. provides, that no person shall be

capable of being a justice of peace, or acting as such, who shall

not have in law or equity, for his own use in fiossession, a freehold,
copyhold, or customary estate for life, or some greater estate, or
for years determinable upon a life or lives, or 21 years, in lands,
Scc.'of the clear yearly value of 100/. over and above all incum
brances, rents, and charges ; or entitled to the immediate reversion
or remainder in lands, &c. of 300/. fier annum, and who shall not

take the oath in this act mentioned, under the penalty of 100/. to

be recovered by action of debt, and the proof of the qualification
to lie on the defendant ; and if he insists on any lands not mention-

5
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ed in the oath, he is to give notice of their. ; and lands, not men
tioned in the oath or notice, are not to be allowed. This act not

to extend to corporation justices, or to the eldest sons of peers,
and of gentlemen qualified to be knights of shires, the officers of

the board of green cloth, principal officers of the navy, under se

cretaries of state, heads of colleges, or to the mayors of Oxford and

Cambridge; all of whom may act without any qualification by es

tate.

IV. The power, office, and duty of a justice of the peace depend
on his commission, and on the several statutes which have created

objects of his jurisdiction. His commission, first, empowers him

singly to conserve the peace ; and thereby gives him all the

power of the ancient conservators at the common law, in suppress
ing riots and affrays, in taking securities for the peace, and in

apprehending and committing felons, and other inferior criminals.
It also empowers any two or more to determine all felonies, and
other offences; which is the ground of their jurisdiction at the
sessions. And as to the powers given to one, two, or more justices
by the several statutes, which from time to time have heaped upon
them such an infinite variety of business, that few care to under

take, and fewer understand, the office ; they are such, and of so

great importance to the public, that the country is greatly obliged
to any worthy magistrate that, without sinister views of his

own, will engage in this troublesome service. 1 Comm. c._ 9.

and see 4 Comm. c. 20. If, therefore, a well meaning justice makes

any undesigned slip in his practice, great lenity and indulgence are

shown to him in the courts of law ; and there are many statutes

made to protect him in the upright discharge of his office ; which

among other privileges, prohibit such justices from being sued
for any oversights without notice before hand ; and stop all suits
begun, on tender made of sufficient amends. See stats. 7 Jac. I.
c. 5. 21 Jac. I. c. 12. 24 Geo. II. c. 44. 43 Geo. III. 141. (See
post.) But, on the other hand, any malicious or tyrannical abuse
of their office is usually severely punished ; and all persons who
recover a verdict against a justice, for any wilful or malicious in
jury, are entitled to double costs. See 1 Comm. 350�354.
Justices of peace are to hold their sessions four times a year,

i. e. the first week after Michaelmas, the Epiphany, Easter, and St.
Thomas, called Becket, being the 7th of July. Stats. 36 Edw. III.
c. 12. 12 Mich. II. c. 10. 2 Hen. V. c. 4. See tit. Quarter Sessions.
They are justices of record, for none but justices of record can take
a recognisance of the peace. Every justice of peace hath a separate
power, and may do all acts concerning his office apart and by himself ;
and even may commit a fellow justice upon treason, felony, or breach
of the peace : and this is the ancient power which conservators of the
peace had at common law. But it has been held, that one justice
of the peace cannot commit another justice, for breach of the peace �

though the justices in sessions may do it. Lamb. Just. 385. Jenk.
Cent. 174. By several statutes justices may act in many cases
where their commission doth not reach; the statutes themselves
being a sufficient commission. Lamb. lib. 4. Wood's Inst. 79 80
The stat. 4 Hen. VII. c. 12. (and stats. 33 Hen. VHI c. 10.' 37

Hen. VIII. c. 7.) give them a farther general power than is ex

pressed either in their commission, or in any particular statute.
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The particular statutes are to be executed as they direct ; where
in if no express power is given to any one justice, he can admo
nish only, and if not obeyed, may make presentment of the offence

upon the statute, and with his fellow justices hear and determine it
in sessions ; or he may bind the offender to the peace, or the good
behaviour : some statutes empower one justice of peace alone
to act; some require two, three, four justices, Ecc. And where a

special authority is given to justices of peace, it must be exactly
pursued; or the acts of the justices will not be good- 2 Salk.
475.
If a justice of peace does not observe the form of proceeding

directed by statute, it is coram non judice, and void ; but if he acts

according to the direction of the statutes, neither the justices in
sessions nor B. R. canreverse what he has done. Jones, 170.
The power of justices is ministerial when they are commanded

to do any thing by a superior authority, as by the court of B. R.
&c. In all other cases they act as judges; but they must proceed
according to their commission, &c. Where the statute requires
any act to be done by two justices, it is an established rule, that if
the act is of a judicial nature, or is the result of discretion, the
two justices must be present to concur and join in it, otherwise
it will be void; as in orders of removal and filiation, the appoint
ment of overseers, and the allowance of the indenture of a parish
apprentice : but where the act is merely ministerial, they may
act separately, as in the allowance of a poor rate. This is the

only act of two justices which has yet been construed to be minis
terial ; and the propriety of this construction has been justly
questioned. 4 Term Refi: 386. A justice is to exercise his au

thority only within the county where he is afifiointcd by his commis

sion; not in any city which is a county of itself, or town corporate,
having their proper justices, &c. though in other towns and liber
ties he may. Dalt.
From the general rule, that a justice is to act only within his

own county, two considerations arise: one, how far a justice can

act when he is out of the county ; the other, when he is in the

county, how far his power extends to other counties.
As to the former case, when he is out of the county, it is said

that the justices have no coercive power when out of the county;
and therefore that an order of bastardy, or for payment of labour
ers' wages, made by them out of the county, is not binding. Yet
it is said, that recognisances and informations voluntarily taken
before them in any place are good. 2 Hawk. B. C. And Hale

says, that a justice of the peace may do a ministerial act out of his

county, as examining a party robbed whether he knows the fe
lons : but that he cannot do a compulsory act, as committing a

person for not giving a recognisance.
When a justice of peace acts to compel another to perform

anv thing required by law, as where he imprisons or commands

any one to be imprisoned, Sec. he cannot act out of the jurisdiction
of his county; but he may take informations any where to prove
offences in the county where committed, and he principally re

sides, or take a recognisance to prosecute. Cro. Car. 213. Now,
however, by stat. 28 Geo. HI. c. 49. any justice acting as such for

any tipo or more counties, being adjoining counties, may act in all
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matters concerning any or either of the said counties ; and all acts
of any such justice, and of any officer in obedience thereto, shall
be as valid as if done in the county to which they relate. Provi
ded that such justice be personally resident in one of the said
counties at the time of doing such act, and that his warrants, fxc.
be directed, in the first instance, to the constable, Sec. of the coun

ty to which the same relate.
As to the latter case, wherein it is supposed that the justice's

power is limited to that county only, the stat. 24 Geo. 11. c. 55. en

acts, that where a justice shall grant a warrant against a person
escaping or residing out of his jurisdiction, a justice of the coun

ty, &c. where such person shall reside, shall endorse his name on

the warrant, which shall be a sufficient authority to the person to

whom the warrant was originally directed, to execute the warrant,
and carry the person before the'justice who endorsed the warrant,
or any other justice of the same county, who, if the offence he
bailable, shall take bail for the person's appeal ing at the next ses

sions for the county, &c. where the offence was committed, and
deliver the recognisance and all proceedings to the constable, &c.
who apprehended the party, to be by him delivered to the clerk
of the peace of the county, &c. where the fact was committed ;
if the fact be not bailable, or the party shall not give hail, the
constable may carry the party before a justice of the county where
the fact was committed. No action lies against the justice who
endorses such warrant, but only against the justice who granted it,
if cause.
And see 44 Geo. HI. c. 92-. 45 Geo. III. c. 92. as to offenders

escaping, &c. frcm one part of the United Kingdom to the other.
Justices either of the county from which tenants fraudulently

remove goods, or of that in which they are concealed, may con

vict the offenders in their respective counties. Unless facts are
stated to make the contrary appear, the court always presumes in
favour of the acts of inferior jurisdictions R. v. Morgan, Cald.
Ca. 156. Also, by stat. 9 Geo. I. c. 7. a justice dwelling in a city
or precinct, that is a county of itself within the county at large,
may act at his own dwelling-house for such county

'

at large.
This statute is explained by stat. 28 Geo. 111. c. 49. � 7. which
provides, that any justice acting for any county at large, may act
as such at any place within any city, Sec. being a county of itself,
and situate within, or adjoining to such county at large; but not to
extend to give such justices of the county, not being justices of
the city, &c. power to act in any matters relating to such city, &c.
A man may be a justice of peace in one part of Yorkshire, and

yet not be a justice of peace in every part of the county; this
county being divided into separate ridings. Hil. 22 Car. B. R.
By stat. 16 Geo. II. c. 18. justices of peace may do all tilings

relating to the laws for relief of the poor, the passing and punishing vagrants, the repairs of the highways, or concerning parochial taxes or rates, although such justices are rated to the
'axes, within any place where they execute their office : but no justice shall act in determining any appeal to the quarter sessions
from any order that relates to the parish where he is so charged. Indie case of R. v. Yar/w/e, it was determined, that on an appeal to thesessions, against an order of removal, those justices who arc rafdVriT ,_TT T a TT

� ^
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to the relief of the poor in either of the contending parishes have
not a right to vote. 4 Term Refi. 71.
By stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 19. on appeals to justices of peace in the

sessions, they are to cause defects in form in orders, &c. to be
rectified without charge, and then determine the matters according
to the merits of the case ; and their proceedings shall not be re

moved into B. R. without entering into recognisance of 50/. to

prosecute with effect, and pay costs if affirmed.

By stat. 13 Geo. II. c. 18. no certiorari shall issue to remove

any order, made by justices of peace of any county, ike. or at
the quarter sessions, unless it be applied for within six months,
and proved on oath that six days' notice in writing was given to
the justices, by whom the order was made, that they or the par
ties concerned may show cause against it. See tit. Certiorari.
If a commission of oyer and terminer issues to hear and deter

mine felonies, that determines the commissions of justices of peace
as to felonies, though not as to the peace, Sec. The stat' 1 & 2

P. Izf M. c. 13. directs justices of peace to take examinations in
cases of felony and murder, and to certify them to the justices of
gaol delivery, See. since which they forbear to try great felonies.
H. P. C. 166.
Justices of peace may take an information against persons com

mitting treason ; issue warrants for their apprehension, and com

mit them to prison, See. They commit all felons in order to trial;
and bind over the prosecutors to the. assises: and if they do not

certify examinations and informations to the next gaol delivery, or
do not bind over prosecutors, &c. they shall be fined. Dalt. c. 11.

For petit larceny and small felonies, the justices in their quar
ter sessions may try offenders ; other felonies being of course tri
ed at the assises : and in case of felonies, and pleas upon penal
statutes, they cannot hold cognisance without an express power
given them by the statutes.' Justices of peace in their sessions
cannot try a cause the same sessions, without consent of parties,
&c. for the party ought to have convenient time, or it will be er

ror. Cro. Car. 317. Sid. 334. Nor can the sessions of justices
refer a matter which ought to be tried, to be determined by another
session ; yet they may refer a thing to another to examine, and
make report to them for their determination. 2 Sal/c. 476. The

sessions is all as one day, and the justices may alter their judg
ments at any time while it continues. Ibid. 494. See tit. Sessions.

It is incident to the office of a justice of peace to commit offend
ers : and a juslice may commit a person that doth a felony in his
own view, without warrant; but if it be on the information of

another, he must make a warrant under hand and seal for that pur
pose. If a justice issues a warrant to arrest a felon, and the ac

cusation be false, the justice is excused, where a felony is com

mitted; if there be no accusation, action will lie against the jus
tice. 1 Peon. 187. A justice makes a warrant to apprehend a fe

lon, though he is not indicted, he who executes the warrant shall

not be punished. 13 Refi. 76. Cro. Jac. 432. If complaint and
oath be made before a justice of peace, by one, of goods stolen,
and that he suspects they are in such a house, and shows the cause

of his suspicion ; the justice may grant a warrant to the constable,
Sec. to search in the place suspected, and seize the goods and per
son in whose custody they are found, and bring them before him
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or some other justice, to give an account how he came by them ;

and farther to abide such order, as to law shall appertain. 2 Half's

Hist. P. C. 1 14. The search on these warrants ought to be in the

day-time, and doors may be broken open by constables to take the

goods; which are to be deposited in the hands of "he sheriff, &c.
till the party robbed hath prosecuted the offender, to have restitu
tion. Ibid. 150, 151.
A justice of peace may make a warrant to bring a person before

himself only, and it will be good ; though it is usual to make
warrants to bring the offenders before him or any other justice of
the county, &c. And if a justice directs his warrant to a private
person, he may execute it. 5 Reft. 60. 1 Salk. 347.
It seems now to be indisputable, that in all cases where justice';

of peace have a jurisdiction over the offence, they may grant a

warrant in order to compel the person accused to appear before
them ; for it would be absurd to give them power to examine an

offender, unless they had also a power to compel him to attend
and submit to such examination. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 13. � 15. And this
extends undoubtedly to all treasons, felonies, and breaches of the

peace, and also to all such offences as they have power to punish
by statute. Sir P. Coke indeed hath laid it down, that a justice of
the peace cannot issue a warrant to apprehend a felon upon bare

suspicion ; no, not even till an indictment be actually found. 4
Inst. 176. And the contrary practice is by others held to be ground
ed rather upon connivance, than the express rule of law. though
now by long custom established. 2 Huwk. P. C. c. 13: � 16. A
doctrine which would in most cases give a loose to felons to

escape without punishment; and therefore Sir Mathew Hale hath
combated it with invincible authority and strength of reason :

maintaining, 1. That a justice of peace hath power to issue a war

rant to apprehend a person accused of felony though not yet i?:-
dieted ; 2 Hale's P. C. 108. and, 2. That he may also issue a war

rant to apprehend a person susftected c* felony, though the origin �

al suspicion be not in himself, but in the party that prays his war
rant, because he is a competent judge of the probability offered to
him of such suspicion. But in both cases it is fitting to examine
upon oath the party requiring a warrant, as well to ascertain that
there is a felony or other crime actually committed, without which
no warrant should be granted ; as also to prove the cause and
probability of suspecting the party against whom the warrant is
prayed. Ibidr 110. This warrant ought to be under the hand and
seal of the justice, should set forth the time and place of making,
and the cause for which it is made ; and should be directed to the
constable, or other peace officer, (or, it may be, to any private
person by name,) Salk. 176. requiring him to bring the party
either generally before any justice of the peace for the county, or
only before the justice who granted it ; the warrant in the latter
case being called a sftecialwarrant. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 13. � 26. A
general warrant to apprehend all persons suspected, without na
ming orparticularly describing any person in special, is illegal and
void for its uncertainty ; 1 Pale's P. C. 580. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. 13.
for it is the duty of the magistrate, and ought not to be left to the
officer, to judge of the ground of suspicion. And a warrant to apprehend ail persons, guilty of a crime therein specified, is no le
gal warrant: for the point, upon which its authority rests, is a fact
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fco be decided on a subsequent trial ; namely, whether the person
apprehended thereupon be really guilty or not. It is therefore in
fact no warrant at all ; for it will not justify the officer who acts

under it; whereas a warrant properly penned, (even though the

�magistrate who issues it should exceed his jurisdiction,) will, by
stat. 24 Geo. II. c. 44. at all events indemnify the officer who ex

ecutes the same ministerially. And when a warrant is received
by the officer, he is bound to execute it, so far as the jurisdiction
of the magistrate and himself extends. A warrant from the chief
or other justice of the court of king's bench extends all over the

kingdom ; and is tested or dated, England ; not Oxfordshire, Berks,
or any other particular county. But the warrant of a justice of
the peace in one county, as Yorkshire, must be backed, that is,
signed, by a justice of the peace in another, as Middlesex, before
it can be executed there. Formerly, regularly speaking, there
ought to have been a fresh warrant in every fresh county ; but
the practice of backing warrants had long prevailed without law,
and was at last authorized by stat. 23 Geo. II. c. 26. 24 Geo. II,
c. 55. and now by stat. 13 Geo. HI. c. 3 1. any warrant for apprehend
ing an English offender who may have escaped into Scotland, and
vice versa, may be endorsed and executed by the local magistrates,
and the offender conveyed back to that part of the united kingdoms
in which such offence was committed. 4 Comm. 290�292. See ante.
Justices of peace may make and persuade an agreement in petty

quarrels and breaches of the peace, where the king is not en

titled to a fine ; though they may not compound offences, or take
money for making agreements. JYoy, 103. Justices may not in
termeddle with property ; if they do, action lies against them and
the officers who execute their orders. 3 Salk. 217. But see tit.
Forcible Entry.
A justice of peace hath a discretionary power of binding to the

good behaviour ; and may require a recognisance with a great
penalty of one for his keeping of the peace, where the party bound
is a dangerous person, and likely to break the peace, and do much
mischief. Pasch. 1652. 2 Lill. Abr. 131. And where a person is
to be bound to the good behaviour, for default of sureties, he may
be committed to gaol. But a man giving security for keeping the

peace in if. P. or the chancery, may have a supersedeas to the

justices in the country not to take security ; and so where a per
son hears of a warrant out against him, and gives surety of the

peace to any other justice, Ecc. See tit. Surety of the Peace.
If one make an assault upon a justice of peace, he may appre

hend the offender, and send him to gaol till he finds sureties for
the peace ; and a justice may record a forcible entry upon his
own possession ; in other cases he cannot judge in his own cause.

Wood's Pist.8\. Where a man abuseth a justice by words, be
fore his face, or behind his back, in relation to his office, he may
be bound to his good behaviour; and if a justice of peace be abu
sed in the execution of his office, the offender may be also indicted
and fined. Cromfi. 149. 4 Refi. 16. To say of a justice of peace
he doth not understand law, Sec. is indictable ; and contempts-
against justices are punishable by indictment and fine at the ses

sions. 3 Mod. 139. 1 Sid. 144. But abusing a justice out of his
office, by words that do not relate to his office, seems to stand only
as in the case of other persons.

\
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If a magistrate abuses the authority reposed in him by the law,
In order 10 gratify his malice, or promote his private interests or

ambition, he may be punished also criminally by indictment or in
formation. But the court of K. B. have frequently declared that

though a justice of peace should act illegally, yet if he has acted

candidly without any bad view or ill intention whatsoever, the court
will never punish him by the extraordinary mode of an informa

tion, but will leave the party complaining to the ordinary method
of prosecution by action or indictment. Burr. 556. 785. 1 162.

1 Term Rep. 653. 692. And in no case will the court grant an
information, unless an application for it is made within the second
term after the offence is committed ; and unless notice of the ap
plication be previously given to the justice, and the party injured
will undertake to bring no action. And if the party proceeds both

by action and indictment, the attorney-general will grant a nolle

prosequi to the indictment. Indeed where a justice has committed
an involuntary error, without any corrupt motive or intention, it
may be questioned, whether it is an indictable offence. 1 Comm.
354. c. 9. and Mr. Christian's note there.
Justices shall not be regularly punished for any thing done by

them in sessions as judges ; and if a justice of peace be sued for

any thing done in his office, he may plead the general issue, and
give the special matter in evidence ; and if a verdict goes for him,
or the plaintiff be nonsuit, he shall have double costs. Stat. 21
Jac. I. c. 12. Though if a justice of peace is guilty of any mis
demeanor in his office, information lies against him in B. R.
where he shall be punished by fine and imprisonment. Sid. 192.
If a person be never summoned by justices of peace, to be heard
and make his defence, before the justices make any order against
him, it is a misbehaviour for which an information will lie against
them. See tit. Conviction.
The court of B. R. will grant an information against a justice

of peace on motion for sending a servant to the house of correction,
without sufficient cause ; if the justice do not show good cause,
Sec. Mod. Cas. in L. and E. 45, 46. And for contempt of laws,
&c. attachment may be had against justices of peace in B. R. on
motion of the attorney-general, &c. A justice of peace fined a thou
sand marks, for corrupt practices. See 1 Keb. 727.
By 41 Geo. III. (U. K.) c. 85. for better payment of fines and for

feitures imposed by justices out of sessions in England, receipts
are to be given by the justices for such fines, accounts thereof
kept by them, and the amount paid over annually to the sheriff of
the county : a duplicate account, to charge the sheriff, is to be
transmitted by the justice to the clerk of the peace.
The stat. 24 Geo. II. c. 44. particularly provides, that no writ

shall be sued out against any justice of peace, for any thing done
by him in the execution of his office, until a notice in writing shall
be delivered to him one month before the suing out the same

containing the cause of action, &c. within which month he~ maytender amends, and if the tender be found sufficient, he shall have
a verdict. No such plaintiff shall recover against the justice, unless
such notice shall be proved at the trial. If the justice shall ne
glect to make such tender, or shall make an insufficient tender
he may, before issue joined, pay into the court such. cUrrt'
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as he shall think fit. Where an action is against a justice and
constable, if there be a verdict against the justice, and the consta

ble be acquitted, the plaintiff shall recover such costs against
the justice, as to include the costs the plaintiff shall be obliged
to pay the constable. And this statute enacts, that if the plaintiff
in any such action shall recover against a justice, and the judge
shall certify that the injury was wilfully and maliciously done, the
plaintiff shall recover double costs. No action shall be brought
against a justice for any thing done in the execution of his office,
unless commenced within six months after the act committed.
This act is by very many subsequent acts extended to justices

of various description, and on several occasions, as militia, &x.
By 43 Geo. III. c. 141. it is provided, that in all actions against

justices on account of any conviction, 8cc. by them, the plaintiff
(besides any penalty levied) shall recover only two-ficnce damages ;
unless notice and want of probable cause be expressly alleged in
the declaration, and which shall be in an action upon the case only.
And if on the trial of any such action, it shall be proved that the

plaintiff was guilty of the offence whereof he was convicted, and
that he underwent no greater punishment than was by law assign
ed thereto, he shall not be entitled to recover any penalty levied,
or any costs or damages against the justice. -

By stat. 27 Geo. II. c. 20. in all cases of a wauant of distress for
levying any penalty inflicted, or money directed to be paid, the

justice or justices granting such warrant, may therein order the

goods distrained to be sold within a certain time limited in the
warrant, to be not less than four days, nor more than eight days,
unless the penalty or money, with the reasonable charges of taking
and keeping such distress, be sooner paid. The officer may
deduct the reasonable charges of taking, keeping, and selling the
distress ; and if required, shall show the party his warrant, and

permit him to take a copy of it. This not to extend to stats. 7
8 Wm. III. c. 34. 1 Geo. I. c. 6. as to levying tithes, &c. on

Quakers. The stat. 18 Geo. III. c. 19. enables justices to award
costs on determination of complaints before them, and to levy
them by distress and sale of the party's goods, or commit the of
fender to the house of correction. General rules as to costs may
be settled in sessions, and allowed by the judges on their circuits.
The stat. 26 Geo. II. c. 14. was made for the regulation of fees

of justices' clerks ; a table of which is to be made at sessions, and
allowed by the judges on their circuits ; and in Middlesex, by stat.
27 Geo. II. c. 16. by the chief justices at Westminster, or any two
of them.
For further matter relative to this extensive and useful office,

see Burn's Justice, tit. Justices of the Peace; and that book, and
this Diet, jiassim; the latter particularly, under tit. Commitment,
Cdnviction, and other apposite titles.
Justices of Peace within Liberties; justiciarii ad jiacem

infra libertates.] Are such in cities, and other corporate towns, as the
others are of the county ; and their authority is all one within the
several territories and precincts, having besides the assise of ale
and beer, wood, victuals, 8cc. See stat. 27 Pen. VIII. c. 5. But
if the king grant to a corporation, that the mayorand recorder, &c.
shall be justices of peace within the city ; if there be no words of

exclusion, justices of the county have concurrent jurisdiction with
4
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them ; and the king, notwithstanding his charter, may grant a com

mission of the peace specially in that city or county. 2 Hale's Hist.
P. C. 47. Also where the justices of any corporate town, deny
doing right, justices of the peace of the county may inquire into it.
Mod. Cas. 1 64. The justices of peace in cities, or towns corporate,may
commit persons apprehended within their liberties to the house of
correction of the county, &c. which persons shall be liable to the
like correction and punishment, as if committed there by any jus
tice of the same county. Stat. 15 Geo. II. c. 24. Justices of cities
and corporations are not within the qualification act. 5 Geo. II,
c. 18. See tit. Mayors, Corporations, Justices of the Peace.
Justices of Trail-Baston, Were justices appointed by King

Pdw. I. during his absence in the Scotch and French wars. They
were so styled, says Hollingshed, of trailing or drawing the staff of

justice ; or for their summary proceeding, according to Sir Ed
ward Coke, who tells us, they were in a manner justices in eyre;
and it is said, they had a baston, or staff, delivered to them as the

badge of their office, so that whoever was brought before them,
was traile ad baston, traditus ad baculum: whereupon they had the
name of justices de trail baston or justiciarii ad trahendum offen-
denles ad baculum -vel baston. Their office was to make inquisi
tion through the kingdom on all officers and others touching
extortion, bribery, and such like grievances ; of intruders into
other men's lands, barretors, robbers, and breakers of the peace,
and divers other offenders ; by means of which inquisitions, some

were punished with death, many by ransom, and the rest flying
the realm, the land was quieted, and the king gained riches towards
the support of his wars. Mat. West, anno 1305. A commission
of traU-baston was granted to Roger de Grey, and others his asso

ciates, in the reign of King Edw. III. Spelm. Gloss.
Justice-Seat, Is the highest court that is held in a forest, and

is always held before the lord chief justice in eyre of the forest
upon warning forty days before ; and their fines are set for offences
and judgments given, &cc. Manwood's Forest Law, cap. 24. The
fine and amercement of the justices in eyre, for false judgment,
or other trespass, shall be assessed by the said justices upon the
oaths of knights, and other honest men, and be estreated into the
exchequer. Stat. 3 Edw. I. c. 18. And justices in eyre shall
appoint a time for delivering in all writs by the sheriff, Stc. Slat.
13 Edw. I. c. 10. See this Diet. lit. Forest.
JUSTICIAR, or JUSTICIER, Fr. justicier^ A judge, justice.

or as he was sometimes termed, justiciary : Shakespear uses the.
term justicier forjudge. The lord Permingham justicier of Ire
land.. Paker's Chron. Angl. fol. 118.
The whole jurisdiction which is now distributed among the

several courts of Westminster-Hall, seems in the first reigns after
the conquest to have been lodged in one court, commonly called
the king's court where justice is said to have been administered
sometimes by the king himself in person, and sometimes by the
high justicier, who was an officer of very great authority, and used
in the king's absence beyond sea, to govern the realm "as vicerov
2 Hawk. P. C. c. 3.
The first justiciaries after the conquest were Odo bishop of

Baieuxm Normandy, half brother by the mother to the Conqueror,
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William Fitz-Osborn , who was viceroy, anil had the same power
in the north that Odo had in the south, and was the chief in the

Conqueror's army. The next justiciaries were William earl of War
ren in Normandy, a great commander in the battle against Harold,
and Richard de Bene/acta, alias Richard de Tonebridge, son to

Gilbert earl of Brian in Normandy, and were constituted in 1073.
In a great plea between Lanfrank imd the said Odo Goisfrid bishop of
Constance in Normandy, was justiciary. In the beginning of Wil
liam Rufus, Odo was again justiciary. William de Carilefo, bishop
of Durham, a Norman, succeeded Odo, and then loWovicAPariulph
F/ambard'm 1099. Afterwards, in the reign of Hen. I. in 1100,
Hugo de Boclavd, a Norman, was justiciary, and after him his son
Richard Basset; then Roger bishop of Salisbury, was justiciary and
chancellor. The next, in the time of King Stephen, was Henry duke
of Normandy, afterwards King Henry II. And in Henry the
second's time was Robert de Bello Monte, earl of Leicester in 1 1 G8-,
but Alboric de Vere, earl of Guisncs,'\% said to have been justiciary be
fore him ; and after earl of Leicester, Richard de Lucie was made jus
ticiary; after him in 1180, Ranulphde Glanville, that famous lawyer,
was made justiciary; after him, Hugo de Futacio, commonly called
Fusas, Putac, or Pudsey, nephew to King Stephen by his sister, was
made justiciary in the north parts beyond Trent; and William de

Longo-Campo, or Long-Champ, bishop of Fly was at the same

time, by Richard I. made justiciary on the south parts of this side
Trent. Then, after the deprivation of William bishop of Ely,
Walter archbishop of Rouen in Normandy, was made justiciary of
all England. Brady's Preface, ifc. 151. (D) (E) (F) ; 152. (A) (B)
(C) : See Dugd. Chron. Series, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

William Long-Champ, bishop of Ply, chief justiciar and lord chan
cellor to Rich. I. Speed. 473. Fitz Peter, chief justiciar in the first
of John. Ib. 487. Hubert de Burgh, earl of Kent, chief justiciar.
V Hen. III. Ib. 513. And after him, Stephen Segrave. Ib. 521.
The chief justiciar was the minister of regal command in the ab
sence of the king. Ib. 513.
Towards the latter end of the Norman period, the power of the

grand justiciar was broken, so that the Aula Regis, which before
was one great court where the justiciar presided, was divided into
four distinct courts, viz. chancery, exchequer, king's bench, and
common pleas. Gilb. Hist. View of the Court of Exchequer, 7. cites
Madd. 2. 4. It determined about the 45 Hen. 111. Brady's Preface,
ifc. 154. b.
The chancellor was the first in order on the left hand of the

justiciary, and as he was a great person in court, so he was in the

�exchequer, for no great thing passed but with his consent and
advice ; nothing could be sealed without his allowance and privity.
But the justiciary surmounted him and all others in authority;
and he alone was endowed with and exercised all the power which
afterwards was executed by the four chief judges, viz. the chief
justice of P. R. the chief justice of C. P. the chief baron of the
exchequer, and the master of the court of wards. Prady's Preface
to the Roman History, 153. (B). As long as the power of the justi
ciar continued, the Aula Regis v/as one court, and only distinguish
ed by the several officers ; for all the officers were united under
the justiciar, and he was the governor and superintendant of the
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courts. Giib. Hist. View of the Exchequer, 10. See tit. Judge,
Justices, Court, King's Bench, ifc.
JUSTIGIATUS, Judicature, prerogative. Cowell.
JUSTICIES, Is a writ directed to the sheriff in some special

cases, by virtue of which he may hold plea of debt in his county �

court for a large sum ; whereas, otherwise, by his ordinary power,
he is limited.to sums under 40s. Fitz. JV. B. 117. Kitch. 74. It is
called justicies, because it is a commission to the sheriff to do aman

justice and right, beginning with the word justicies, ifc. Bract, lib.
4. makes mention of a justicies to the sheriff of London, in a case

of dower: and it lies in account, annuity, customs, and services,
&c. JVew JVat. Br. In debt, the writ runs thus: - The king to the

sheriff of S. greeting: We command you, that, you Justice A. B. that
justly and without delay he render to C. D.five pounds, which to him
he oweth, as it is said, and as reasonably he can show, that he ought
to render him, that no more clamour thereof we may hear, for default
ofjustice, ifc.
This Wit of justicies empowers the sheriff, for the sake of des

patch, to do the same justice in his county court as might other
wise be had at Westminster. Finch, 318. Fitz. JV. B. 152. The
freeholders of the county are the real judges in this court, and
the sheriff is the ministerial officer. 3 Comm. 36. c. 4. See this
Diet. tit. County Court.
JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE, See tit. Homicide.
JUSTIFICATION, justifcatio.'] A maintaining or showing

good reason in court why one did such a thing which he is called
to answer. Bro. Pleas in justification are to set forth some

special matter whereby the party justifies what he hath done con

cerning lands or goods ; as that he did it by authority : and this
may be by the law, or from another person ; wherein, to make it

right, there must be good authority, which is to be exactly pursu
ed. Shep. Epit. 1041. Justification may be in trespass, and under

writs, processes, &c. But a person cannot justify a trespass, un
less he confesseth it; for he ought to plead the special matter,
and confess and justify what he hath done. 3 Salk. 218. Where
a defendant justifies in trespass on his possession by virtue of any
estate, he must show his title ; but when the matter is collateral
to the title to the land, it is otherwise. 2 Mod. 70. Scd qu. if
he should not give colour ? or probably such plea may amount to

�the general issue. If a sheriff, or other officer, justifies by virtue
�of any returnable writ, he is to show that the writ was returned;
though he need not if the writs are not returnable writs. 1 Salk."
409. And it must be shown from what courts the writs issued.
Ibid. 517.
When the action concerns a transitory thing, if the defend

ant justify the taking or doing in one place ; it is a justification in
all places: if the action concern a local thing, a justification in
one place is not a justification in another place ; for in the former
case the place is not material, but the mere doing or taking of the
thjtng is the substance ; and in the latter, the place is material, as

the, defendant may be able to justify as to one place, and not in
another. 2 Lill. Abr. 134. If the matter of justification is local,
there the defendant ought to show the cause specially, and tra
verse the place ; but not where it is transitory. Cro. Eliz. '667.
Vol. III. 4 I
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If one have corn upon the lands of another, and he take it, and the
owner of the ground sues him, he must justify, and not plead the

general issue. 5 Refi. 85. In actions for entering a close, and

taking corn, the defendants may justify they did it as servants to

the parson; and that the corn was lithe, severed from the nine

parts, Sec. 2 Keb. 44. A man may plead in justification, that
land is his freehold, on making an entry thereon, Sec. That one
entered a house to apprehend a felon ; or by warrant to levy a for
feiture ; to take a distress, Sec. And in assault that he did it in
his own defence, Sec. Lib. Ent. Words spoken may be justified,
because spoken in a legal way: for words the defendant may jus
tify in an action ; but not in an indictment, Sic. 1 Danv. 162.
3 Salk. 226. See tit. Action, Words. Libel.

1

A justification (in other words) is a special plea in bar; as in
actions of assault and battery, son assault demesne, viz. that the

plaintiff first, with force and arm's, assaulted the defendant, and
he defended himself, and therefore, if any damage happened to

plaintiff, it was owing to the assault he made on defendant, and in
his necessary defence ; in other actions of trespass, that the de
fendant did the thing complained of in right of some office which
warranted him so to do ; or in an action of slander, that the plain
tiff was guilty of such or such a crime, and therefore he, the de
fendant, spoke the words. See tit. Pleading, Trespass, ifc.
JUST1FICATORS, justificatores.~\ A kind of compurgators, or

those that by oath justified the innocence, or oaths of others ; as

in the case of waging of law. See Wager of Paw.
JUSTIFYING BAIL, See tit. Pail I.

JUSTITIA, A statute, law, or ordinance. Pfoveden, p. 666.
Justitia, Is often taken for jurisdiction, or the office of a judge.

Leg. Pdw. Confess, cap. 26.
He who is now called justitiarius was formerly called justitia,

i. e. a judge. Leg. Hen. I. c. 42.
JUSTITIAM FACERE, To hold plea of any thing. See Selden

in his JVotes upon Padmerus.
JUSTITIUM, A ceasing from the prosecution of law, and ex

ercising justice in places judicial. Cowell.

JUSTS, Fr. jousta, i. e. decursus.] Were exercised between
martial men and persons of honour, with spears on horseback ; and
different from tournaments, which were military contentions, and
consisted of many men in troops ; whereas jousts were usually be
tween two men singly. They are mentioned in stat. 24 Hen. VIII.
e. 13. and are now disused-
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